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Education is not the filling of a pail,
but the lighting of a fire.
William Butler Yeats
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WELCOME!
“For we are explorers and the purpose of all our explorations is to return to the
place from which we started and know it for the first time.” Tolstoy
NEW VISTAS™ PROFESSIONAL HYPNOTHERAPY TRAINING PROGRAM
MASTERING THE THERAPEUTIC PROCESS™

What if you could model being fully
Present and Aware, choose to be at Peace,
and respond thoughtfully to any situation
in your life?
What would it feel like to master powerful
NLP, communication, hypnotherapy,
trauma resolution, and counseling skills?
What if you could teach others how to do
the same, and improve both your lives in the process?
The first release of each Level of New Vistas International's core professional training program
Mastering the Therapeutic Process™ will be completely instructor-led, in-classroom, and will be
fully video and audio taped, providing future classes the opportunity to enjoy long distance
training. This class is designed to provide the student with the confidence, information, and
skills necessary to work competently, safely, and effectively as a professional hypnotist using
direct suggestion.
This is the second of four levels of professional training and self-mastery based on New Vistas
International’s PAUSE Model of Hypnotherapy™. The student will develop and demonstrate
mastery of Self-Hypnosis and the skills leading to the Certified Hypnotherapist certification
(CHt).
After significant research, compilation of a wide range of material, and actual therapeutic
application, Mastering the Therapeutic Process™, the PAUSE Model of Hypnotherapy , and
Hypno-Workout™ were created. This model provides a curriculum for Clinical Hypnotherapists
and their clients that incorporate universally applicable tools, trances, and physical exercises
designed to support both the hypnotherapist and client in the therapeutic process. This unique,
comprehensive approach is based on essential elements drawn from Hypnotherapy, Character
Defense Systems, the Enneagram, Trauma Resolution, A Course in Miracles, Neuro Linguistic
Psychology, and various physical exercise modalities.
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A COMPREHENSIVE PROFESSIONAL HYPNOTHERAPY PROGRAM
The purpose of this training is to assist you in experiencing the power, the joy, and the
creativity of your true nature, and teach you how to bring it out in others.
What distinguishes this training is the comprehensive approach derived from the synthesis of
powerful insights and techniques that have proven useful in dissolving the blocks we have
created within ourselves. These blocks are formed by the creation of often unconscious beliefs
resulting from various experiences in our lives. Most medical and psychological approaches to
illness that can be manifested by these blocks merely treat the outward symptoms and at best
create a healthier alternative. They do not address the core beliefs and the energetic holding
patterns that are the root cause of the symptoms.
Recognizing the outward manifestation of these limiting beliefs is a core element of our
program. Once the outward demonstration has been defined, we then follow the trail inward to
the root cause. Here is where all true therapy lies – in the psychological realm of the mind. We
utilize hypnotherapy due to its ability to get an individual out of their outward “story” and
directly address the core limiting beliefs that are held in the unconscious.
Our professional programs are designed for people who wish to become certified in the
profession of Hypnotherapy, for those people currently in a counseling profession who may wish
to expand their existing practice, and for people in the medical profession who wish to add
hypnosis and or hypnotherapy techniques to their practice. We feel that continuing education is
critical in our field, as new approaches and insights are critical to improving our ability to assist
in the healing of our clients. New Vistas can offer a very empowering way to extend your ability
to help yourself and others.
We offer a unique approach to Hypnotherapy by utilizing the PAUSE therapeutic model as our
core methodology. It provides a practical framework to conducting therapy that is tested, creates
lasting change, has a sensible approach, and offers a repeatable process. We accomplish that
utilizing the tools provided by Clinical Hypnotherapy, NLP, Integrative Body Movement, The
Characterological Defense System, The Enneagram, Trauma Resolution, A Course in Miracles,
Emotional Freedom Technique, and more.

All the forces in the world are not so powerful as an idea whose time has come.
Victor Hugo
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AIM OF LEVEL TWO TRAINING
This course will provide the student with the confidence, information, and skills necessary to work
competently, safely and effectively as a professional Hypnotherapist using direct suggestion and basic
regression, while integrating effective tools for resolving inner conflict.
The student will develop and demonstrate mastery of the Hypnotherapy skills leading to the Certified
Hypnotherapist certification (CHt).

PREREQUISITES
For CHt:
Successful completion of New Vistas Professional Training in Hypnosis - Level 1
Or: Provide proof of a Hypnotist Certification from a recognized training organization, which should
include 100 hours of training & 20 logged sessions of hypnosis.
For NLP:
Successful completion of New Vistas Professional Training in Hypnosis - Level 1
Or: Provide proof of a minimum of 35 hours of certified Neuro Linguistic Psychology training from a
recognized training organization.
Final acceptance to the Level Two class will be determined on a case-by-case basis, and left to the
discretion of the Director.

LEVEL TWO OBJECTIVES
U PON SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF L EVEL 2, THE S TUDENT WILL :








Develop the confidence, information, and skills necessary to work competently, safely
and effectively as a professional Hypnotherapist using direct suggestion and basic
regression, while integrating simple yet effective tools for resolving inner conflict
Utilize more elements of the PAUSE Model of Hypnotherapy
Begin to utilize and have a deeper understanding of Character Structure and Enneagram
Personality Types in identifying their own personality and self-identity. This will also
assist the Hypnotherapist identifying and supporting their client’s path to wholeness
Further utilize and have a deeper understanding of Neuro Linguistic Psychology (NLP),
focusing on the regulation of the nervous system, the resolution of limiting mental
patterns, and the reduction of emotional suffering
Utilize and have a deeper understanding of Advanced Hypnosis Techniques, which when
combined with additional therapeutic tools, provide a solid framework for Hypnotherapy
that can be utilized to identify and address Root Cause and resolving inner conflicts
Cultivate a deeper utilization of Self Hypnosis.
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CREDENTIAL SUCCESS
To receive the certification and title of “Certified Hypnotherapist,” (CHt), the student will
provide proof of:


Completion of Log Entries for each Hypnotherapy Session conducted externally to
class (10 minimum).



Completion of Journal Entries for each day of training, and each Self-Hypnosis
session.



Demonstration of the proper use of Clinical Forms.



Demonstration of an understanding of all five Character Structures.



Demonstration of an understanding of all nine Enneatypes.



Clear identification and demonstration of the student’s own Character Structure
and Enneagram type.



Demonstration of the therapeutic uses of NLP to identify behavioral patterns.



Demonstration of Skill Mastery in classroom segment for each major Skill.



Demonstration of the basic skills required to conduct an entire interactive
Hypnotherapy Session focused on clearing the limiting beliefs of the client’s specific
Personality Type in support of the client’s stated goal.



Successful completion of the Written and Practical Final Examination.



Successful attendance of a minimum of 100 hours of total training, with a minimum
of 60 hours of Instructor-led training.
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INTRODUCTION: THE CULTURAL TRANCE
The Path to Wholeness and fulfillment can be
wrought with loneliness, fear, and confusion as each
individual embarks on their own journey. Following
the evolutionary path laid out before them, each of us
identifies with a body, a family, and a culture. An
individuated sense of self gradually evolves as each
child accepts, largely unquestioned, the beliefs,
images, memories, and attitudes that have been passed
on to them.
This assimilation of cultural information, coupled
with the strategy the child creates to avoid pain,
generates the ego. As the child identifies with the ego, a contraction of the life force occurs and attention
is diverted from the present moment. Focused on the future and the past, the child loses contact with the
rich, essential resources that lie within. Author and Enneagram teacher Helen Palmer, in her seminal
book The Enneagram (1988) reminds us that our essential nature, which will be referred to in this
document as the Essential Self, is qualitatively different from the ego.
In essence, we are like young children: there is no conflict between our thoughts, or our emotions,
or our instincts. We act correctly and without hesitation to maintain well-being, stemming from
an undefended trust in the environment and in other people. (p. 18)
As the ego forms, each individual organizes their experience in their own unique way, creating filters and
habitual ways of thinking and feeling. As the child matures, they become entranced by the activity of the
mind, and begin looking outside themselves for success, comfort, and meaning. Author and Cellular
Biologist Bruce Lipton and Cultural Commentator Steve Bhaerman describe this pattern of identifying
with the culture and moving away from awareness of the inner self as “cultural conditioning.” In their
book Spontaneous Evolution (2009), they describe the physiological and psychological elements involved
in the process of cultural conditioning that limits humanity’s capacity to experience higher levels of
consciousness.
Children do not express the alpha EEG frequencies of conscious processing as a predominant
brain state until after they are six years old. The predominant delta and theta activity expressed
by children younger than six signifies that their brains are operating at levels below
consciousness. Delta and theta brain frequencies define a brain state known as hypnogogic
trance - the same neural state that hypnotherapists use to directly download new behaviors into
the subconscious minds of their clients. (p. 39)
We see, therefore, that the child lacks the capacity for critical thinking because they are living in a
hypnogogic trance. With no ability to filter out unwanted programming, they often mimic behaviors and
accept unquestioned beliefs from their family and culture that limit their ability to experience their
wholeness and be successful in the world on their own terms. This early conditioning perpetuates a
waking trance that begins in the womb, and without heightened awareness, can continue throughout life.
The entranced ego is solidly formed as cultural conditioning tightens its grip. Having lost contact with
the present moment and identified with automatic patterns of thinking and feeling, memory of a greater
reality fade and is often extinguished.
Physician, author, and lecturer Dr. Deepak Chopra describes the trance of social conditioning in his book,
Ageless Body Timeless Mind, The Quantum Alternative to Growing Old (1993).
It is our conditioning, our current collective worldview that we were taught by our parents,
teachers, and society. This way of seeing things - the old paradigm - has aptly been called “the
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hypnosis of social conditioning.” An induced fiction in which we have collectively agreed to
participate. (p. 3)
Self-image, thoughts, opinions, judgments, and behaviors are ingrained in the unconscious mind. Living
in a waking trance, there is nothing to question, nothing to change, so the ego continues to operate with
only minor adjustments. A Course in Miracles (1976) points to the ego’s pattern of focusing primarily on
the past.
The ego has a strange notion of time, and it is with this notion that your questioning might well
begin. The ego invests heavily in the past, and in the end believes that the past is the only aspect
of time that is meaningful. (T-13.IV.4.1-2)
Like the rose dying on the vine, the present moment is lost as all joy is found in the beauty of the past or
anticipated again in the future. The mind and heart become discouraged while the body becomes
infirmed. Thwarted by unconscious resistance to living in the present, many fail to ignite their capacity to
realize their full potential. Dr. Chopra (1993) describes the astounding amount of unquestioned
programming held in the unconscious mind.
The number of impressions that get laid down inside us is staggering - behavioral psychologists
have estimated that just the verbal cues fed to us by our parents in early childhood, which still run
inside our heads like muffled tape loops, amount to over twenty-five thousand hours of pure
conditioning. (p. 52)
During the earliest years of life, the child generates the ego, also known as the false self or mask, to gain
love, recognition, protection, and approval. Having lost contact with the warmth and comfort of the
Essential Self, and identified with this false self, the child begins functioning on automatic while living in
a world rooted in fear, guilt, and judgment. As the ego matures, this invisible yet powerful wall of
separation from the Essential Self strengthens its hold. Locked in trance, believing the ego has the only
valid viewpoint, some never question the deeper meaning of life.
Without a discriminating mind, the infant and small child in the hypnogogic trance simply accepts all
programming without conscious choice. The adult in the waking trance who has not transformed the
limiting beliefs locked in the unconscious mind is not truly making choices. They are reacting to the
world they see based on ancient programming.
As the mind becomes fixated on repetitive thoughts, the free movement of energy in the body is blocked,
pain and pleasure are resisted, and one’s guilt and shame are projected outward. Personal Development
expert and trauma resolution authority Diane Poole Heller PhD and Psychologist Lawrence Heller PhD
(1987), address how the waking trance first becomes incorporated into the unconscious mind, and is then
projected outward as a false external self, designed to support the child in adapting to their world.
The child, seeking love and support from his parents, develops a false self that colludes with his
parents’ wishes, demands, and standards. By the age of five, most parental messages expectations and prohibitions - have already been internalized. The child relies on fewer external
parental reminders, because an inner voice that echoes the parents has been firmly established.
(p. 12)
Once the mask of the false self is deeply rooted, all internal automatic reactions to external stimuli are
unquestioned and considered normal. Having lost contact with the Essential Self and the child’s natural
impulses, the focus turns outward as they respond to their environment like a character in a play.
Connection to the present moment is lost as their conditioned perceptions, internalized parent, and
emotional fluctuations take them into guilt and regret about the past, and fear or anxiety about the future.
Bhaerman and Lipton (2009) summarize these consequences, “Almost all of us have unknowingly
acquired limiting, self-sabotaging misperceptions that undermine our strength, health, and desires” (p.
26).
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THE TRANCE DEEPENS
Humanity has been plagued with personal discontent and
warring factions throughout history.
Threatened with
terrorism, nuclear weapons, and natural disasters, there has
never been a time where the stakes have been as high as they
are right now. Feelings of separation, helplessness, and
suffering are rampant. How do the disenfranchised and those
with deep longing find comfort and meaning? How does the
individual establish a deeply rooted sense of self that can be
trusted? How can the human race cultivate a capacity for
peace? How can the hypnotherapist assist their client with
these challenges?
Psychiatrist and Reichian therapist Ellsworth F. Baker, a
student of Wilhelm Reich, recognized that the body and the
mind collude to convince us we are far less than we truly are. In his book Man in the Trap (2000), he
described the failure of Psychoanalysis and later psychotropic medication in resolving the suffering of
humankind. He reflects upon the way humankind disrupts the fine balance of nature and generates
imbalances in younger generations.
He prepares for and makes war, destroying resources the people need—and the people
themselves. He stifles his children and adolescents and makes it wrong to express emotions
nature gave them. He even poisons the very food he eats. Such is incredible man. (p. xxviii)
Psychologist and renowned Hypnotherapist Ernest Lawrence Rossi dedicated his life to utilizing natural
processes to facilitate physical and emotional well-being. In his book, The Psychobiology of Mind-Body
Healing (1993), he acknowledges therapeutic limitations. “We don’t understand yet all the important
factors in any individual situation, and we have only the vaguest ideas about how to facilitate mind-body
healing in a reliable manner” (p. 7).
Ron Kurtz, founder of the Hakomi method of psychotherapy, described the conceptual worldview that
perpetuates separation and suffering in his book, Body-Centered Psychotherapy, The Hakomi Method
(1990). “The first set of concepts, the ‘old paradigm’, creates a perceptual syntax of: inevitable isolation,
unchangeable fate, cold, competitive relationships, separateness, helplessness, distance, and the feeling of
an uncrossable gap between my experience and yours” (p. 19).

EMERGING FROM THE TRANCE
The limitations inherent in the “Collective Trance” driving fear, competition, and divisiveness can
motivate some individuals to harness the resources that lie within. Others, perhaps the majority, blissfully
ignore the fact they are deeply asleep in trance, or awaken only enough to become victimized by it.
Folklore reminds us of the impoverished beggar, who completely unaware, sits on a wooden box filled
with gold. It also tells of the man who traveled the world to find diamonds thinking that was the only
way to become rich, only to return home to a backyard filled with priceless oil.
Knowing where to look is critical to success. To “Know Thyself” is to reclaim the richness of humanity’s
true nature. A Course in Miracles (1976) emphasizes the importance of self-exploration. “The goal of
the curriculum, regardless of the teacher you choose, is ‘Know thyself’. There is nothing else to seek” (T8.III.5). The focus of traditional psychotherapy has been to “Know thyself” by establishing a healthy,
resilient ego; while the focus of spirituality has been to “Know thyself” by maintaining contact with
higher consciousness.
It is now evident that having a strong ego without contact with one’s essential nature can create isolation,
suffering, and feelings of emptiness. To have contact with higher levels of consciousness without an
embodied sense of self creates disassociation and feelings of alienation from humanity. Palmer (1988)
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reports that some people have consistently acknowledged humanity’s dual nature “The idea that we each
possess an essential nature that is qualitatively different from our acquired personality is basic to sacred
psychology” (p. 17).
Schools of humanistic psychology and transpersonal
psychology acknowledge the usefulness of
understanding the dynamics of personality while also
recognizing that there is a vital existential and
spiritual dimension to humanity.
Professor of
Psychology Charles Tart in the preface to Palmer’s
book The Enneagram (1988) describes the
evolutionary step available to many. “Once there is
reasonable success in developing the skills needed for
ordinary level living, a person must grow in the
existential and spiritual dimensions if he or she is to
continue to be healthy and happy” (p. xi).
Mythologist, writer, and lecturer Joseph Campbell in his book The Power of Myth (1988) offers the reader
hope that the support needed to fulfill one’s highest destiny is available to step outside of the trance.
Furthermore, we have not even to risk the adventure alone; for the heroes of all time have come
before us, the labyrinth is fully known; we have only to follow the thread of the hero-path. And
where we had thought to find an abomination, we shall find a god; where we had thought to slay
another, we shall slay ourselves; where we had thought to travel outward, we shall come to the
center of our own existence; where we had thought to be alone, we shall be with all the world. (p.
123)
While most of us are entranced with the thoughts, feelings, sensations, and stories rippling on the surface
of our lives, Chopra (1993) joins Campbell in inviting us to look beyond our limited physical reality.
Each of us inhabits a reality lying beyond all change. Deep inside us, unknown to the five senses
is an innermost core of being, a field of non-change that creates personality, ego, and body. This
being is our essential state—it is who we really are. (p. 7)
Uncovering “who we really are” is a significant goal for many researchers mentioned in this document.
However, if it is within each of us, but lies beyond the five senses, how do we see it, how do we measure
it, how do we find it? Scientist, lecturer and author Greg Bradden in his book Deep Truth (2011),
describes the common and unifying essence that joins us as a deeply connected humanity.
Almost universally, these sources tell us that we are infused with what has been described as a
special “Spark” of a mysterious essence eternally joining us with one another and with something
beyond our physical world that we cannot see. (p. 24)
Quantum Scientists tell us there is a unifying matrix that joins all life. Michael Talbot in his book The
Holographic Universe (1991) quotes Physicist David Bohm, a protégé of Einstein. “All points in space
became equal to all other points in space, and it was meaningless to speak of anything as being separate
from anything else” (p. 41).
There is an enduring connection between Bohm’s unifying matrix, Chopra’s field of non-change, and
Bradden’s mysterious essence or “Spark.” Each recognizes that there is a matrix joining us with one
another. As each individual’s awareness expands to include this underlying unity, there is renewal and
the fulfillment of our highest destiny. In order to accomplish this mental, emotional, and physical
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expansion, an effective bridge must be established between cultivating a healthy ego and maintaining
contact with the resources of this greater reality.

AWAKENING FROM THE DREAM
We are born unconsciously conscious, still one with infinite consciousness,
but without an individuated perspective. The gestating infant and small
child want only love, bonding, and their basic survival needs. We become
unconsciously, unconscious as the ego develops and we split off from an
awareness of our true nature. The child, who was once in a state of unity
demands, “Mine, mine, mine! I want, I want, I want!” We have begun the
process of identifying with name and form. We carry the burden of fear as
we view ourselves as separate from each other and the Divine.
The unconsciously unconscious are asleep, seeking flesh and ego
gratification. They find themselves always empty never full, always
seeking never finding. They are the proverbial donkey chasing the carrot.
Some realize there has to be a better way. They are driven to begin their quest to awaken. They are the
consciously unconscious – they are becoming aware that they have portions of themselves that are
still asleep. These become the seekers of Truth in world. They are not satisfied with wealth, praise, or
worldly accomplishments. They seek something of greater merit.
With grace, they find themselves on a path that integrates all aspects of the self...the good...the bad, the
ugly, and the beautiful. Ken Carey in Return of the Bird Tribes tells us “We must be willing to cut
falsehood from our lives even if it is the very thing upon which we stand.” Following unchartered
courses, these seekers will do whatever it takes to confront the falsehood of the ego mask and to return to
a state of Love and unity with the Divine.
Karl Jung reminds us “We do not become enlightened by imagining figures of light but by making the
darkness conscious.” As seekers take responsibility for their creations and continue confronting
falsehood, the mind heals, the heart opens, and they become consciously, conscious. They now realize
that what they have been wanting has been wanting them, each step has been mercifully guided by the
Divine within them, and their role is to support others in their journey.

HYPNOSIS AS A TOOL FOR TRANSFORMATION
While life remains a mystery, in the face of that which cannot be completely known or understood, the
hypnotherapist is uniquely equipped to provide comfort and direction. By addressing both the
conscious and unconscious minds, hypnosis has a unique capacity to support the client in transforming
the beliefs, images, memories, and attitudes that limit full self-expression and personal fulfillment.
Bhaerman and Lipton (2009) believe hope for the future rests in changing beliefs, behaviors, and in
expanding one’s perception of the world and ourselves. However, we have all experienced how one
person’s perception of a situation can be vastly different from another’s perception of what we think is
the same thing. We must ask ourselves, what causes this difference?
Genetic patterning, core personality, trauma, and developmental wounding can interfere with the
individual’s ability to be aware of the unconscious obstacles to well-being, success, and a perception of
the Essential Self. If we cannot recognize what keeps us from seeing ourselves or others clearly, it is
difficult if not impossible to fully know ourselves. Without perceiving what lies deeper, we can only live
on the surface of our lives, and only explore the surface of our minds. Rossi and Cheek in Mind-Body
Therapy, Methods of Ideodynamic Healing in Hypnosis (1988) describe factors challenging therapeutic
success.
People often do not recognize the source of their problems. The history of psychotherapy, in fact,
could be summarized as an effort to understand the amnesia surrounding the origins of
psychological problems. The fascinating story of how such psychological “dissociation” is at the
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source of the ordinary amnesias of everyday life, as well as the psychopathology of neurosis, can
be traced back to ancient times. (p. 9)
To support the clients in knowing themselves, traditional psychotherapy focuses on the activity of the
conscious mind, which Bhaerman and Lipton refer to as the self-conscious mind. In contrast,
hypnotherapy focuses on both the conscious and unconscious minds. Marianne Szegedyk-Maszak is
quoted by Bhaerman and Lipton (2009, p.31)
Cognitive neuroscientists conclude that the self-conscious mind contributes only about 5 percent
of our cognitive activity. That means that 95 percent of our decisions, actions, emotions, and
behaviors are derived from the unobserved processing of the unconscious mind. (Mysteries of the
mind, Your Unconscious is Making Everyday Decisions, U.S. News and World Report, February
28, 2005)
Like a flashlight shining in a dark room, the conscious mind utilizes selective awareness. The rest of the
room, shrouded in darkness, is either unacknowledged or feared. Bhaerman and Lipton (2009) report that
the conscious mind is the seat of cognitive thinking, personal identify, and free will (p. 31). They
summarize with humor:
It is the part of the mind that proclaims wants, desires, and intentions, and consequently the part
that makes God laugh. The joke is that that part of the mind imagines who we think we are, but it
controls only 5 percent or less of our lives. (p. 33)
George Miller (1956) in an article published in Psychological Review indicates the conscious mind is
capable of processing seven plus or minus two bits of information per second. The unconscious mind,
which is the storehouse of experiences and controls the autonomic nervous system, can process millions
of bits of information per second (pp. 81-97). The conscious mind maintains balance by generalizing and
deleting input. Alvin Toffler, author of Future Shock, popularized the term “Information Overload”
(1970). He posited that to maintain mental homeostasis, the unconscious mind must create filters to
reduce external stimulation to allow in only appropriate information. Failure to do so creates stimulus
overload, forcing withdrawal (p. 350).
As a result, the unconscious mind is always sorting
through the inbound stream of data seeking to validate its
belief system and block anything to the contrary.
Effectively, through this natural sorting and deleting
process, we see what we expect to see, and we
experience what we expect to experience. With the
known and established premises remaining unquestioned,
just like seeing only the beam of light in the darkened
room, we remain ignorant of the treasures lying in the
darkness, and fearing them, our growth and evolution is
impaired.
The unconscious mind provides both a gateway to
expanded awareness and the greatest obstacle to its
discovery.
Early conditioning resulted in our
unconscious identification with the known and safe
activity of the mind. Trained to retract from the shadowy
unknown figures lurking in the darkness, we perceive
only what we have been trained to logically perceive. Unless questioned and transformed, it continues
unchecked in the adult waking trance. Chopra (1993) discusses the power and capacity we all have to
transform unconscious imprints by shifting assumptions and beliefs. “For the time being, know that you
can change these imprints by giving the unconscious new assumptions and beliefs to operate with” (p.
48).
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Clearly, the hypnogogic trance turning into the waking trance holds the root of separation and therefore
suffering in place. Addressing the conscious mind through processes such as talk therapy can now be
seen as a valuable but limited approach to only exploring the areas illuminated by the flashlight. Through
the utilization of specific, targeted trances, the effective Hypnotherapist can use the same approach that
installed the unconscious programming to un-install it. They can use hypnosis to bridge the gap
between the cultural trance and the resources of the inner self.
Through trance, the client can become mindful of the vast reservoir of images, beliefs, and attitudes held
in the unconscious mind. Through trance, the client can cultivate new resources that stabilize the nervous
system. Through trance, the client can transform the patterns of projection and resistance that hold
suffering in place. Through trance, the client can forgive themselves and others. Through effective
trance, the client can create the perceptual shift necessary to experience the grace of the Essential Self.

THE POWER OF RESOURCING
The ability that an individual has to cope with life’s circumstances is in
direct proportion to the resources they have available. A resource state is an
empowering state in which an individual feels safe, capable, whole, and able
to effectively respond to a given situation. The journey of self-exploration
is often fraught with challenges that can keep even the strongest mired in
self-doubt, fear, and pain – resources are essential.
During times of stress and trauma, individuals can become disassociated
from themselves and previously established resources. A well-resourced
individual experiences not only mental stability but physical balance as well.
Even though we cannot change historical facts, nor erase them from our
minds, we can change our current internal representations of those events by
increasing the depths of our resources. Hypnotherapy provides the ideal
opportunity to uncover and enrich the client’s resources. Bodenhamer and
Hall, authors of The User’s Manual For the Brain (2000), inform us, “By
changing how we feel, we change our response” (p. 40).

THE ESSENTIAL SELF
The Essential Self is the timeless, changeless, loving expression of one’s true nature, and is the deepest
and most enduring of all resources. It is a state of Oneness free of thought, dualistic experience, and
perception. The Essential Self is continuously flowing and expressing the qualities of love, faith, trust,
and happiness. Feelings are tools through which the Essential Self communicates with the ego. The
Essential Self invites us to drop deeper than the content and stories of our lives into a place that has no
form. Core Energetics founder and psychiatrist John Pierrakos MD (1993), in describing the capacity of
the Essential Self said, “The holiest moment occurs when one stands still and embraces opposites” (Core
Energetics Professional Training, 1993 - 1998). Beyond our defenses and pretense, we find the unity of
the Essential Self shining through all distortions.
Many authors have tried to describe the state of resting in the Essential Self, but clearly, it is an
individualized experience, which at once is both simple and challenging to achieve. When resting in the
Essential Self, there is an experience of Oneness connecting us
with the matrix of life. The Essential Self is the positive love and
goodness that provides an experience of comfort, safety, and
wholeness.
As the individual joins with the qualities of the Essential Self,
false aspects of the personality can be revealed and transformed.
With this, the most expansive and evolved part of the Self can
express through a flexible, resilient ego, and healthy, balanced
body. Recognizing the Essential Self can be challenging for an
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individual identified solely with the activity of the mind or the mechanics of the body. It requires a
paradigm shift in which one learns to observe the cognitive, emotional reactions of the mind instead of
identifying with them.
During the 1995 Core Energetics Professional Training teacher and psychotherapist Seigmar Gerken
PhD expressed the importance of maintaining an absolute focus on the Essential Self, which he refers to
as the Higher Self. “Any longing other than for the Higher Self is dependency.” During the same
training, Dr. Pierrakos shared his dedication to fulfilling one’s highest destiny. “The Inner Self, Supreme,
is never touched by sin or virtue, and the purpose of life is to know the Self.” Eckhart Tolle describes the
ultimate comfort provided by the Essential Self in his book, Stillness Speaks (2003):
In you, as in each human being, there is a dimension of consciousness far deeper than thought. It
is the very essence of who you are. We may call it presence, awareness, the unconditioned
consciousness. In the ancient teachings, it is the Christ within, or your Buddha nature. (p. 13)

THE CHALLENGE OF MODERN HYPNOTHERAPY
Albert Einstein is famously quoted as saying, “Problems cannot be solved by the same level of thinking
that created them.” While that is a paraphrase of the original, this universally applicable thought is very
relevant to the study and application of hypnotherapy. As previously mentioned, adults may very well be
in a trance which has continued from childhood. Freud (1987) explored the notion of “repetition
compulsion” as the tendency of his clients to reenact early childhood wounds both consciously and
unconsciously. This conflicted with his previous notion regarding the primacy of the unconscious drive
to seek pleasure and avoid pain, as defined by him as the “pleasure principle.” He postulated this
tendency towards painful reenactment was an unconscious, unproductive instinct. He later clarified his
thinking on this activity; “An instinct is an urge in organic life to restore an earlier state of things” (p.
282-283).
The challenge to the well-intentioned hypnotherapist in addressing a specific issue is the tendency to
focus on alleviation of symptoms and current pain instead of addressing root cause. The compulsion of
the unconscious mind to repeat the failures of the past is to somehow master and resolve them in present
time. While the unconscious mind is driving toward empowerment and wholeness on some level, it may
be unskillful in accomplishing this without a change in perspective. A Course in Miracles (1976)
guides us in this regard, “As a man thinketh, so does he perceive. Therefore, seek not to change the
world, but to choose to change your mind about the world. Perception is a result and not a cause” (T21.in.1.6-8).
While hypnosis is an effective tool for modifying behavior, without cultivating meaningful long-term
resources we often see short-term results. How do we make the necessary paradigm shift that Einstein
describes? We figuratively need to rise above the battleground and change our perspective. A Course in
Miracles (1976) describes this process. “There is no safety in a battleground. You can look down on it in
safety from above and not be touched. But from within it you can find no safety” (T-23.III.6.5-7).
The safety A Course in Miracles is referring to is the safety that is created in the therapeutic relationship,
the safety created by adequate resourcing, and the safety created by the sequential application of
processes focused on creating the new perspective needed to rise above the problem state. Not unlike the
metaphor of a child needing to move in carefully structured sequential steps from kindergarten through
high school, the client needs to feel successful every step along the way. Their inner work needs to build
on success to generate confidence, increase resources, and cultivate a new way of perceiving themselves
and their world.
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THE NEED FOR A COMPREHENSIVE HYPNOTHERAPEUTIC MODEL
The most effective Clinical Hypnotherapy model is one that remains flexible while consistently showing
meaningful and long lasting results compared to those achieved with other models. Further, it needs to be
readily accessible, consistently applicable, provide a solid framework for success, and make efficient use
of time in the therapeutic process. As with any well-organized educational model, the hypnotherapeutic
approach must include processes sensitive and even individualized to the client’s resources, skills, and
stage of development.
There are many hypnotic scripts and processes available to the practicing hypnotherapist. They utilize a
myriad of induction techniques, incorporate many different methods within the trance itself, and often
utilize some form of transformational work and/or post-hypnotic suggestion. Setting aside research
hypnosis or explorative hypnosis focusing on memory recall, the overall focus for hypnosis in a clinical
setting is often the same: behavioral modification (Yapko, 2003).
There are many variables in creating an effective hypnotherapy session. Success can be influenced by
time of day, location, and lighting, even the combination of the client and therapist’s physical and mental
attitudes, health, age, language, culture, and more. A key element is the quality of the professional
relationship, and specifically the establishment of trust between the client and hypnotherapist. Just as the
knowledge and experience of a surgeon may directly influence the outcome of a medical procedure, the
skillset and flexibility of a Clinical Hypnotherapist is also an important part of the overall successfulness
of any hypnotic based therapeutic process. Further, since there is no standard approach in creating a
trance, it is nearly impossible to collate an effective analysis comparing one technique to another. Yapko
(2003) points out the challenges inherent in the hypnotherapeutic approach. “Hypnosis, like therapy, will
never be only science. It will always include art (i.e., clinical judgment, creativity, and flexibility)” (p.
180).
While a universal trance that “covers all bases” may seem enticing at this point, in practice even issuespecific hypnotic scripts fail. Yapko (2003) points out the efficacy of locking-in the hypnotic process to
singular scripts. “The use of scripts robs hypnosis of its real potency, the strength derived from the
recognition and use of each individual’s unique experiences and needs” (p. 53). He further argues, “The
use of scripts promotes the misconception that hypnosis in clinical practice can be standardized and
that each client is identical as long as they have the same presenting complaint” (p. 53).
Hypnotic scripts can be useful to aid the hypnotherapist in ensuring that key elements of the process are
included in the session. However, using the same script for every weight-management client, for
instance, will greatly limit success (Yapko, 2003, p. 54). With all these concerns, client appropriate
processes that are therapist independent, issue targeted, and resource building are needed to create
positive, long-lasting behavioral change. While there are experientially successful scripts that a clinician
may employ for similar cases, the unique personality of the client and their unique history and
relationship to the presenting issue is a critical, yet often missing element of the hypnotherapeutic
process. This is missing because hypnotherapists are often not trained in recognizing the unique
personality construct and subsequent challenges that are driving the presenting issue.
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THE PERCEIVED FRAGMENTATION OF MANKIND
We can no longer deny the message quantum physicists are giving us about the interconnectedness of all
things. Failure to recognize this connection is the root of all separation. Fragmentation creates a split
between mind and heart, thought and feelings, spirit and matter, man and his Essential Self. Michael
Talbot in The Holographic Universe (1991) describes what he and physicist David Bohm consider a root
cause of nearly all suffering.
Indeed, Bohm believes that our almost universal tendency to fragment the world and ignore the
dynamic interconnectedness of all things is responsible for many of our problems, not only in
science, but in our lives and our society as well. … Bohm argues passionately that our current
way of fragmenting the world into parts not only doesn’t work, but may even lead us to our
extinction. (p. 49)
Suffering divides us. It separates us from our wholeness, from our resources, and from our vision of what
is possible. The healing of this misperception of fragmentation awakens us to the recognition of the
underlying unity that connects all things.
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PAUSE AS A COMPREHENSIVE HYPNOTHERAPEUTIC MODEL
Clients appear to seek hypnotherapy as a focused solution to a specific problem, such as pain and
addiction management, as well as for personal growth. What is really happening is they are
experiencing a form of fragmentation as previously described by Bohm and others, and wish to
heal it. Separated from their sense of wholeness, they have temporarily lost the ability to
recognize and utilize the deep resources of a resilient ego and the Essential Self. Traditional
models of healing often focus on limited aspects of the individual. However, by labeling and
therefore fragmenting illness and emotional imbalances into a multitude of categories, it is
difficult or impossible to address the underlying issues. By addressing only symptoms or the
labels, a gap is created in both the perception of the individual by others, and the individual’s
perception of themselves. Fragmentation ensues.
What is missing is a comprehensive system that not only addresses the presenting issue, but also
supports the hypnotherapist and deepens the client’s resources. A curriculum is needed to teach
the hypnotherapist how to provide the insight, resourcing, and resiliency needed to improve the
client’s life and support them in attaining their immediate and long-term goals. The client as a
result should be empowered with the resources and skills necessary to continue their own
self-inquiry and growth outside the therapeutic relationship. The PAUSE Model of
Hypnotherapy has been specifically designed to meet these needs.
PAUSE is an acronym that defines five essential resource states that chart a Path to Wholeness
through deeper levels of embodiment, personal awareness, physiological balance, guidance, and
fulfillment. Through the understanding and application of Character Analysis and the
Enneagram, the PAUSE Model of Hypnotherapy informs the hypnotherapist how to identify and
address the underlying factors contributing to the individual’s current challenges. In addition,
key Trauma Resolution techniques support the hypnotherapist in recognizing and transforming
traumatic disruptions in the body/mind continuum, which are often influencing or even masking
other imbalances.
These three arenas of knowledge, Character Analysis, the Enneagram, and Trauma Resolution,
come together in the PAUSE Model in a unique and powerful way. Individually they inform us
about important aspects of a person, and show us where they may be unconsciously limiting
themselves. They are maps of identity; in other words, how they have taken themselves to be.
Collectively they give us a way of holistically perceiving where they have been, what they are
currently doing, and support building a comprehensive path to wholeness and fulfillment.
By incorporating the PAUSE Model, the hypnotherapist creates powerful resources and gently
exposes and challenges the self-perpetuating, fear-based identifications that impede selfawareness and personal fulfillment. They assist their clients in seeing themselves through a
gentle mirror of self-discovery. Every step along the way builds important resources that the
client learns to use regularly and consistently. The development of these rich inner resources
enable the client to safely and effectively pursue self-inquiry as they begin to see themselves
without the distortions of occluded perception.
A core concept in the PAUSE Model is the understanding that where resources end, ego begins.
Resourced clients are able to see themselves in a new light, with changeless compassion, and a
new level of recognition arises. They begin to recognize when they are operating from ego, and
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when they are expressing their E-Essential Self. They look for the deeper meaning and the
underlying lesson each opportunity life presents. Ancient wounds are healed as people, places
and events are recast in a new light. Their desire to expand grows, as does their capacity to give
and receive love.
Previous goals are evaluated through a holistic perspective that opens a door in consciousness to
a willingness and capacity to surrender to a greater Self. Objects, status, and acquisition of
anything in excess is seen for what it represents to the ego, an idol that offers empty comfort.
This next logical step in personal evolution requires changing how we perceive the nature of our
mind. A Course in Miracles (1976) points at the depth of this new perception. “This places you
in a position of needing to learn a lesson that seems contradictory; - you must learn to change
your mind about your mind” (T-7.V.7.8). No longer fooled by the ego’s false idols and empty
promises, untouched by life’s dramas, the simple choice to be happy instead of helping the ego
be right, changes everything. The peace and comfort of the Essential Self is now E-Evoked, and
becomes the internalized, ultimate resource state.
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A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE PAUSE MODEL
The following is a brief overview of the five resource states found in the PAUSE Model of
Hypnotherapy. A deeper exploration of each is offered in later chapters.







P - Present
o Total, passionate embodiment, willing to be open to the pain and pleasure of life.
o Players must be present to win.
A - Aware Witness
o The world is a reflecting pond. It is constantly reflecting you back to you.
o When you rest in the Aware Witness, you master perception, which enables you
to master the Game of Life.
U - Unwind the Past
o Release the past from the mind and body.
o Free the future by forgiving the past.
S - Surrender
o Life is not a battle to be won or lost. It is about giving and receiving Love.
o Resistance is futile; Surrender is serenity.
E – Evoke Essence
o Learn what success truly means to you.
o What if what you want, is wanting you?

EVOLUTION OF THE PAUSE MODEL


Freud => Psychoanalytic Theory



Reich, Lowen, Pierakos, Gerkin => Body Centric Psychotherapy



Shucman, Thetford, Wapnick, Renard => A Course in Miracles



Erickson, Newton => Hypnotherapy



Bandler and Grinder => NLP



Gurjief, Naranjo, Ichazo, Palmer, Riso & Hudson => Enneagram



Peter Levine => Trauma Resolution



Bostwick, Tamura, Waterbury => Intuitive Awareness



Arjuna, Eastern Spirituality => Meditation, Inner Journey
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P-PRESENT
Resourcing, education, the cultivation of important life skills, and self-inquiry are foundational
aspects of the PAUSE Model of Hypnotherapy. P-Present, as reflected by the first letter of the
acronym PAUSE, is the essential beginning step in self-exploration, and teaches the client to be
fully present in the moment, alert, aware of sensations, and grounded in their body. It includes
the capacity to experience clarity in the mind, warmth, and compassion in the heart, and
aliveness in the belly. To be P-Present is to embody the most expansive, loving, and resourced
aspect of the Self. Learning to be fully embodied and choosing to simply rest in the present
moment is a powerful resource state. Many confuse being grounded in the activity of the mind
or the will, with being present. P-Present teaches us that being lost in the activity of the mind is
merely a distraction to being present.
As the ego forms, the developing child will defend against pain with a protective shell of
muscular rigidities. The life-force energy subsequently adapts and contracts. The personal sense
of self, which will be referred to in this document as the ego, false self, or mask, is now held in
place by mental and emotional strategies and physical distortions. Psychiatrist Wilhelm Reich
was the first to describe these physical distortions in his seminal text, Character Analysis, first
published in 1933 in Germany. He referred to these adaptations as Character Defense Systems.
As the distortions in the flow of vital life energy collude with the culturally conditioned mind,
evolution and growth is impaired. Splits develop within the child as they attempt to survive in
their hypnogogic trance. They create a divide between their conscious and unconscious minds,
their feelings, their body, their personality, and their Divine nature. Thoughts and images passed
on from family and culture couple unquestioningly with their own suffering to further define
them.
Through the lens of Character Defense Systems, clients are provided Hypno-Workout physical
exercises and PAUSE Model trances specifically designed to dissolve physical blockages,
recognize the activity of the ego, and transform unconscious defensive patterns through an
understanding of the Mask, Lower Self, and Essential Self. The P-Present focus is to increase
the client's confidence that they can return to well-established mental, physical, and emotional
resource states.
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A-AWARE WITNESS
Once the client has established consistent resource management and demonstrated basic
awareness of embodiment, they are ready to move to the next step in the PAUSE Model, AAware Witness. The A-Aware Witness is the compassionate observer who is free of judgment
and opinions, and exists beyond habitual patterns of thought and feeling. Through the A-Aware
Witness, we seek to cultivate the client’s capacity to rest in a neutral, compassionate state and
become consistently vigilant of their thoughts, sensations, reactions, and emotional states.
The PAUSE Model of Hypnotherapy incorporates the personality map provided by the
Enneagram. This fully integrated system of self-observation provides the client with penetrating
insights by describing nine personality types and their relationship to each other. Used properly,
the Enneagram provides a bridge between the conditioned patterns of the egoic mind and the
clarity of the Essential Self. An understanding of the Enneagram reveals fears, desires, and
motivations of the defended self, which leads to a deeper understanding of unconscious
programming.
The combined application of Character Defense Systems and the Enneagram provides the
PAUSE Hypnotherapist with a powerful insight into what is missing in the client’s worldview,
their hidden fears and drivers, and a solid path of integration and growth. These rich therapeutic
models provide the groundwork for PAUSE trances and exercises. Specifically focused trances
within the PAUSE Model of Hypnotherapy address the core issues and limiting beliefs of each
Enneatype and Character type. This enables clients to step beyond limited conceptual awareness
and observe their characteristic patterns of automatic thought and feeling with compassion and
neutrality.
This unique approach provides a perspective that enables the client to
compassionately resolve inner conflicts and consistently return to the Essential Self on their Path
to Wholeness.
U-UNWIND THE PAST
The third resource state in the PAUSE Model is U-Unwind the Past. Based on powerful Trauma
Resolution tools, the processes offered in this segment are designed to strengthen resources,
support the regulation of the nervous system, and cultivate a state of safety for individuals
suffering from trauma, high levels of stress, fear, or anxiety. Trauma occurs when the individual
is confronted with a potentially life-threatening situation, real or imagined, that exceeds their
ability to cope.
The unconscious patterns created by traumatic experiences are held in the body, rooted in the
past, feared in the future, and painfully experienced in the background of the present. Trauma
and high levels of stress can have a profound impact our bodies and minds. The exercises and
trances offered in the PAUSE Model of Hypnotherapy enable the client to restore neurological
and emotional balance by accessing previously untapped and unrecognized resources.
S-SURRENDER
The fourth resource state in the PAUSE Model is S-Surrender. The practical exercises offered by
S-Surrender invite the client to experience the peace that comes with letting go of attachment to
outcome, and accepting what is happening in the moment. S-Surrender offers an alternative to
pain, suffering, and struggle as the client chooses to align with the grace of the Essential Self
instead of the fear driven ego. It provides an opportunity to recognize resistance, release
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judgment, grow, and return to peace. S-Surrender in the PAUSE Model consists of five
important steps:
1. Recognizing and releasing Resistance.
2. Recognizing and calling back Projections.
3. Discovering the underlying Lessons.
4. Offering Forgiveness to oneself and others.
5. Releasing outcome by Surrendering to one’s higher purpose & Essential Self.
S-Surrender can create the opportunity for the transformative “leap of faith” that is often referred
to in many spiritual and academic texts. The deep resourcing that is provided by P-A-U
beforehand is critical to success at this level. Each step of the Surrender process builds on the
other, and provides the client with the opportunity to examine patterns of resistance and
tendencies to project onto others.

The most important question we learn to ask, in every moment, is,
“What is THIS situation trying to teach me?”
Until the lesson is mastered, through the unconscious activity of repetition compulsion as
previously discussed, we often find the same pattern repeating itself in nearly every area of life.
The ego is relentless as our teacher. It will continue to provide us with learning opportunities at
every possible turn.
“Trials are but lessons that you failed to learn presented once again, so where you made a faulty
choice before you now can make a better one, and thus escape all pain that what you chose
before has brought to you. In every difficulty, all distress, and each perplexity Love calls to you
and gently says, "My brother, choose again” (ACIM, T-31.VIII.3).
Once the lesson is understood and integrated, healing and growth occur. The forgiveness
processes supports the client in releasing themselves and others, opening their hearts and minds
for deep healing. Finally, true S-Surrender occurs when all attachment to outcome is released,
deeper alignment with the Essential Self occurs, and the focus becomes the compassionate
resting in the now.
E-EVOKE ESSENCE
E-Evoke Essence provides the client with the opportunity to review their unique life path through
the complete lens of P-A-U-S with a new level of resources. Having confronted the separated
ego, and recognizing the challenges associated with their Character Defense system and their
Enneatype, they are supported in contacting the guidance of the Essential Self. They learn to
release the past and focus on what is happening now. Eckhart Tolle in the Power of Now (1997)
describes how the profound impact identification with the egoic mind creates the perception of
separation from the Essential Self and others.
Identification with your mind creates an opaque screen of concepts, labels, images, words,
judgments, and definitions that block all true relationship. It comes between you and yourself,
between you and your fellow man and woman, between you and nature, between you and God.
(p. 15)
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Recognizing the patterns of mind that cause suffering, taking responsibility for their projections
on others, and aware of their lessons, the client’s inner screen is clearer and their attention can
more readily turn inward. Vigilant for actions, thoughts, and feelings that are counter to their
goal, these patterns are observed with compassion and even amusement. The client’s ability to
manage their own state and their level of activation is literally in their hands now. Expanding
their natural strengths and reducing their weaknesses, they are more empowered to align with
their Essential Self and become a deliberate creator of their life.
E-Evoke Essence reminds us of the connection we have to everyone. We learn to experience
everyone as both a teacher and a student. Every moment of every day can become a learning
opportunity when viewed correctly. Appreciation and even gratitude for the opportunity to grow
is often a natural byproduct of the exercise. The recognition that we are in charge of our
responses to every experience we have becomes one of the most powerful insights and
transformative tools that PAUSE offers.

PAUSE MODEL TRANCES
The PAUSE Model of Hypnotherapy recognizes that in order
for the individual to tap into their inner strength and
resources, integration must take place on all levels of being:
physical emotional, mental, and spiritual. The trances used
in the PAUSE Model enable the client to establish meaningful
resources that address developmental deficiencies, mental
distortions, and emotional wounds.
Incorporating the essential insights from Hypnotherapy,
Neuro Linguistic Psychology, Character Defense Systems, the
Enneagram, and Trauma Resolution, a wide range of specific
and generalized topics are addressed. The overall goal of
each process is to enable the client to bring awareness to
limiting unconscious adaptive reactions, so that they can
consistently express the Essential Self through a wellresourced, resilient, healthy ego.

Tell me and I'll forget.
Show me, and I may not remember.
Involve me, and I'll understand.
Native American Saying
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THE NEED FOR PHYSICAL MOVEMENT: HYPNO-WORKOUT
The PAUSE Model recognizes that while healthy physical movement is often suggested to clients, it is
seldom integrated as part of the therapeutic process. Mental and emotional distortions are often reflected
in the physical structure, and addressing them is considered an essential aspect of the overall healing
process. Hypno-Workout was created to address this need. It recognizes that in order for the individual to
be fully embodied and able to tap into their inner strength and resources, integration must take place on
all levels of being, including and perhaps especially, the physical.
Psychiatrist and Bioenergetics co-founder Alexander Lowen MD in his book The Way to Vibrant Health:
A Manual of Bioenergetic Exercises (1977) describes the connection between mind and body. “A
fundamental thesis of Bioenergetics is that body and mind are functionally identical: that is what goes on
in the mind reflects what is happening in the body and vice versa” (p. 3). The physical exercises provided
in Hypno-Workout are specifically designed to support the client in becoming fully P-Present by resolving
physical blockages, and releasing muscular rigidities through healthy, directive movement.

Hypno-Workout is an educational model that combines integrated body movement with trances in a series
of ninety-minute classes. It emphasizes reestablishing the vital connection to the body and the
regenerative capacity of the mind. The classes are designed to support the individual in experiencing full
aliveness while releasing the mental and emotional blockages held in the unconscious mind, and the
physical blockages reflected in disassociation and muscular rigidities.
Mastering the Therapeutic Process graduates are certified to attend Hypno-Workout Instructor training
Classes. Through a study of Character Analysis, the Enneagram, Trauma Resolution, and the other
diverse tools offered in this program, the hypnotherapist is provided the theoretical background and
practical skills necessary for understanding themselves and effectively guiding others in hypnotherapy
and in specific exercises. As the hypnotherapist examines their own defenses, biases, and blind spots,
they have a greater capacity for acceptance, compassion, and leadership in the face of suffering. While
the Hypno-Workout instructor will not be involved in the analysis of clients, they will be involved in
communicating the resources necessary to support the client in cultivating the skills associated with the
PAUSE Model.

The physical exercises provided in Hypno-Workout support the client in associating fully to the wisdom,
vitality, and regenerative capacities of the body. Photographs and descriptions of the fourteen HypnoWorkout Exercises are included in Appendix A. The short trances provided in Hypno-Workout focus on
cognitive/emotional healing, and enable the client to establish meaningful resources that address
developmental gaps, mental distortions, and emotional wounds. The overall success of the work provides
the client with a gateway to an abiding connection with the Essential Self.
Limiting thoughts, denied emotions, inner blocks, and tensions interrupt the free movement of energy.
Behind the blockages is a healthy state and the experience of the goodness of the Essential Self. The
more the client is able to confront the distractions of the denied self the more they become in touch with
the health of their inner pulsation. Experts in the field of Character Analysis, including psychiatrist
Alexander Lowen (1977), have taught that as defensive systems are recognized and transformed through
physical exercises and carefully designed therapeutic interventions, the client can experience more
stability and vitality in the body, more spontaneity, and increased confidence in relationships as well as
greater mental clarity and focus (p. 7).
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THE CORE TOOLS WITHIN THE PAUSE MODEL OF HYPNOTHERAPY™
HYPNOTHERAPY

Psychological research teaches us to think of our mind as being built of two parts: Conscious and
Unconscious. The Conscious mind is responsible for our current awareness and decisionmaking. It comprises approximately 12% of our mind. The other 88% is our unconscious mind.
When used correctly, hypnotherapy allows us to get past the internal conscious and unconscious
filters to directly uncover and transform the beliefs that limit our thoughts and actions.
Hypnotherapy, in all of its various forms and modalities, can have a profoundly effective, lifechanging affect. Both Therapists and Clients experience lasting change by working directly with
the conscious and unconscious mind.
In 1973, Dr. John Kappas, Founder of the Hypnosis Motivation Institute, wrote and defined the
profession of a Hypnotherapist in the Federal Dictionary of Occupational Titles:
"Induces hypnotic state in client to increase motivation or alter behavior patterns: Consults with
client to determine nature of problem. Prepares client to enter hypnotic state by explaining how
hypnosis works and what client will experience. Tests subject to determine degree of physical
and emotional suggestibility. Induces hypnotic state in client, using individualized methods and
techniques of hypnosis based on interpretation of test results and analysis of client's problem.
May train client in self-hypnosis conditioning."*
*Dictionary of Occupational Titles: Hypnotherapist (079.157-010)

Visualizations and affirmations are useful in any transformational process, but lasting change
only occurs when you address the core limiting belief that was often created in the past, and held
unconsciously in the present. One of the most significant tools we utilize are forms of
Regression Hypnotherapy which allows us to return to the initial event which created the trauma
and reframe and transform the experience into powerful learning experiences and insights. This
undoes the core belief and releases the unconscious reaction previously associated with the initial
event. We can then choose Peace instead of conflict, Forgiveness instead of blame, and Release
instead of guilt.
NLP (NEURO-LINGUISTIC PROGRAMMING/PSYCHOLOGY)

NLP has been called the science of modeling people (studying and imitating) to produce similar
results in others. Defined in the Oxford English Dictionary as "A model of interpersonal
communication chiefly concerned with the relationship between successful patterns of behavior
and the subjective experiences (esp. patterns of thought) underlying them" and "A system of
alternative therapy based on this which seeks to educate people in self-awareness and effective
communication, and to change their patterns of mental and emotional behavior".
The co-founders, Richard Bandler and linguist John Grinder, claimed it would be instrumental in
"finding ways to help people have better, fuller and richer lives". They coined the title to denote
a theoretical connection between neurological processes ('Neuro'), language ('Linguistic') and
behavioral patterns that have been learned or observed through experience
('Programming/Psychology') and that can be organized to achieve specific goals in life. They
integrated the work of the greatest psychotherapists of the 21st century, Frtiz Perls, Milton
Erickson, Gregory Bateson, and Virginia Satir. This ever-evolving work offers a cohesive
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system for transforming perceptions and empowering the individual to achieve their highest
potential.
INTEGRATIVE BODY MOVEMENT

New Vistas International™ professional training utilizes specific body movement exercises
which are supportive of the process of increasing the streaming of energy and vitality. Noted
psychiatrist, Wilhelm Reich, identified that “unreleased energy could produce actual physical
blocks within muscles and organs, and that these act as a "body armor" preventing the release of
the energy.” The focus of Integrative Body Movement is to addresses this body armoring which
is created in response to traumatic experiences. As the body armoring dissolves and the life
force energy flows freely through the physical body, expanded states of physical vitality,
emotional well-being, and mental clarity are experienced.
The specific exercises incorporated in our training cultivate:
 Grounding
 Enhanced body awareness
 Increased streaming of energy through the entire body
 Awakening of the Feeling Centers
 Strengthening of the Will Centers
 Healthy regulation of the nervous system
CHARACTEROLOGICAL DEFENSE SYSTEMS

Wilhelm Reich’s Characterological Defense System is based on recognizing that the body will
take on certain physical features which represent deep psychological structures that are formed
around our core limiting beliefs. Our Defensive structures create layers, or filters, which are
comprised of the Mask, the Lower Self and the Core. Further, the body armament can be seen in
five physical structures: Schizoid, Oral, Masochist, Psychopath, and Rigid.
As Characterological Defenses are dissolved, the body is restored to balance and there is an
experience of love and compassion for self and others as we return to our Essential Self.
Recognizing which defensive pattern is being expressed allows us to identify which therapeutic
approach will generate the most benefit. As we clean out the old limiting beliefs and the body
armor which holds them in place, we open to the joy, peace, and fulfillment of our true nature so
that we can fulfill our highest destiny.
THE ENNEAGRAM

The Enneagram combines traditional wisdom and modern psychology into a powerful tool for
understanding ourselves and the people in our lives. The Enneagram describes nine personality
fixations and their underlying motivations, strengths, potentials and challenges. They apply
equally to male and female. All personality types are equal, and the highs and lows of human
development can be found in every type. A little of each type can be found in everyone. Each
has unique assets and liabilities.
The Enneagram describes nine patterns or themes by which people form an external personality,
and sometimes a social persona, to meet the challenges of love and work. Under optimal
circumstances, the personality is an effective way to express ourselves in the world. But
problems arise when personality does not properly express the true inner self, or our point of
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view becomes stuck and rigid. This fixation can them form patterns that limits our ability to
grow, creates limiting beliefs, and we are no longer in alignment with our Essential Self.
The Enneagram and the study of Character Defense Systems share the view that that people have
two important aspects: an outer Personality or expression, and an Authentic Core. Each person
has a unique “Core Self” that can’t be reduced to a category or a number. In both of these
approaches, understanding how we are limiting ourselves allows us to identify the most optimal
path to wholeness.
TRAUMA RESOLUTION

Trauma Resolution therapy, inspired by the work of Dr. Peter Levine, opened the door to the
healing of shock trauma and developmental trauma. By observing animals in the wild, Dr.
Levine realized that animals that face traumatic life and death circumstances do not carry the
shock in their bodies. He recognized that trauma is not held in the memory, it is held in the
body. The “Somatic Experiencing” system he developed allows the client to establish nervous
system resiliency by discharging the traumatic activation.
The Trauma Resolution aspect of New Vistas™ professional training addresses a core element in
therapy – resolving the emotional turbulence and neurological disruption associated with
traumatic experiences. Foremost Trauma Resolution authority Dr. Peter Levine pointed out that
“A single brief exposure to an overwhelming event can throw a normally functioning individual
into an abyss of emotional and physical suffering.” (New Vistas™ Appendix) Once you are in
this abyss, how do you come out? The combination of Dr. Levine’s work with our rich New
Vistas™ toolset assists you in creating neurological balance and resiliency so that you can
effectively remain the master of your destiny.
A COURSE IN MIRACLES

A Course in Miracles is a complete self-study spiritual thought system. As a three-volume
curriculum consisting of a Text, Workbook for Students, and Manual for Teachers, it teaches that
the way to universal love and peace—or remembering God—is by undoing guilt through
forgiving self and others. The Course thus focuses on the healing of relationships and making
them holy. A Course in Miracles also emphasizes that it is but one version of the universal
curriculum, of which there are "many thousands.” Consequently, even though the language of
the Course has a Christian vocabulary, it expresses a non-sectarian, non-denominational
spirituality. A Course in Miracles therefore is a universal spiritual teaching, not a religion.
Suffering ends when we transform the obstacles that block our awareness of our divine nature,
and the awareness of Love’s presence. The Course is a teaching device focused on helping us
change our minds about who we think we are. From an NLP or therapeutic point of view, the
Course teaches us that the world we see merely reflects our own internal frame of reference - the
dominant ideas, wishes, and emotions in our minds. "Projection makes perception" (Text, p.
445). We look inside first, decide the kind of world we want to see and then project that world
outside, making it the truth as we see it. We make it “true” by our interpretations of what it is we
are seeing. By changing our mind about the world, by changing its meaning, we change the
world we live in. Many core teachings of the Course are reflected in the New Vistas™
professional training program, Mastering the Therapeutic Process™.
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EFT - EMOTIONAL FREEDOM TECHNIQUE

EFT is an emotional, needle free version of acupuncture that is based on the connection between
your body's subtle energies, your emotions, and your health. EFT has been reported successful
in thousands of cases covering a huge range of emotional, health and performance issues. Also
known as “Tapping”, since one taps key points on the body while addressing a specific issue.

“The Great Way is not difficult for those who have no preferences. When love
and hate are both absent everything becomes clear and undisguised. Make the
slightest distinction, however, and heaven and earth are set infinitely apart. If
you wish to see the truth, then hold no opinions for or against anything. To set
up what you like against what you dislike is the disease of the mind.”
Sengstan, Zen Master
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PAUSING FOR GUIDANCE

PAUSING FOR GUIDANCE

Caroline Myss

Annalee Skarin

9/7/2011
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“The only question in life is whether or not you are going to answer a hearty
'YES!' to your adventure.
Joseph Campbell
“The greatest sin is to say NO to life.”
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GROUNDING AND CENTERING WITH INTEGRATIVE BODY MOVEMENT
INTRODUCTION TO CORE ENERGETICS
Core Energetics exercises are designed to transform muscular rigidities and body armoring. These
exercises are based on the work of three psychiatrists: Wilhelm Reich, Alexander Lowen and John
Pierrkos.
Core Energetics is used for confronting the lower self and releasing limitations. According to
Core Energetics, the effects of our personal life histories are held in the body as emotional or
energetic blocks. The Core Energetics model is a highly effective system of intervention, offered
primarily through individual or group sessions, designed to support clients in overcoming the
effects of the past. By working directly with the body, and particularly the emotions, Core
Energetics helps clients to move more quickly and deeply through the conflicts and struggles that
hold them back in life.
In contrast to conventional talk therapy, Core Energetics is a profoundly experiential journey into
personal healing and self-discovery. It allows practitioners to have the opportunity to reclaim
disowned emotional truths and to uncover the Core qualities that will allow them to find personal
fulfillment. This is accomplished by supporting clients to move their bodies in specific ways that
allow for deeper self awareness and release of frozen emotions such as anger, fear, sadness, need,
sensuality and ultimately love. Through the Core Energetics experience, clients learn to inhabit
their bodies more fully and to live from their hearts more openly.

– from http://coreenergetics.org/about/

We are what we repeatedly do.
Excellence, therefore, is not an act but a habit.
Aristotle
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EXERCISES FOR ENERGETIC CHARGE AND DISCHARGE
This process can take 5 to 15 minutes each morning. You might want to have energetic
motivational music on. This will help your energy flowing and discharge any stuck energy.*
1. Stand up and gently start moving and unwinding. This is free form because your body
knows what feels good.
2. Briskly pat down your body to give it a sense of aliveness.
3. Pick up the tempo and start moving your shoulders up and down while shouting “Ha!”
4. Loudly - Get off my back! (elbows bent, one shoulder at a time to the back)
5. Loudly - Back off! (pushing hand outward in front of your)
6. Loudly - My way! (hands pulled down)
7. Loudly - Give it to me! I want it! (pulling from out in front of you toward you body)
8. Loudly - I am free! (jumping for joy)
9. Do some cross-crawls (left elbow to right knee and right elbow to left knee) or any freestyle
aerobic movements you prefer to get your energy flowing.
10. Breath of fire with arms outstretched with thumbs up.
11. Slowly unwind your body again.
12. End with a sitting meditation of grounding and running your energy.
13. Bring in a Gold Sun for healing.

Please ensure that all of the movements and breathing is appropriate for your
medical condition.

Physical fitness can neither be achieved by wishful thinking,
nor outright purchase.
Joseph Pilates

Fitness - if it came in a bottle, everybody would have a great body.
Cher
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THE STRUCTURE OF THE FORMAL TRANCE
1.

Establish Intention

2.

Do your homework

3.

Create/ensure a safe space & Resource State for work with client

4.

Utilize an induction to create a Trance State

5.

Continually deepen/verify trance state throughout session

6.

Do Transformational work to accomplish Intention, resulting in new Insights

7.

Reinforce Insights from Transformation Work

8.

Emerge from trance with Direct Suggestion

9.

Review Insights with client & assign Homework

In Level 1, our focus will be to master the basics of hypnosis, emphasizing Direct Suggestion,
and incorporating some of the basic transformational principles of NLP. In Levels 2 and 3, we
will be enhancing the tools in each of these steps and adding additional interactive tools and
techniques to ensure your client’s success.
Let’s go a bit deeper into each of these steps.
1. ESTABLISH INTENTION
1) Interview Client
a. Initial information gathering: Phone, email
b. Have them fill out a Client Intake form and Enneatype quiz
c. Personally review the Intake form and identify their challenges
2) Define their expectations of working with you
a. When speaking with them, use Reflective Listening
b. Build trust and Rapport
c. They may be using hypnosis as a last resort - it’s not unusual.
d. Be prepared to discuss your tools and techniques within the PAUSE Therapeutic
Model™
e. Be prepared to dispel the Myths of Hypnotherapy
3) Get them to identify their goals, but be prepared for them to change or expand
4) Gently challenge the client with probing questions to determine how genuine the problem
is, and the scope of its impact on their life.
5) Verify that the problem you and your client are trying to solve is within your purview and
abilities. Have a referral list of practitioners available to you and don’t be afraid to use it.
6) During the interview, observe the client closely. Use Rapport building tools. Determine
their receptivity to your comments and suggestions.
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7) Trust is the foundation of your work and without it, you will not be able to engage the
Unconscious mind. Trust is built on consistency and repetition. Trust is built on
repetition and consistency. Trust is built on consistency and repetition.
8) Early-on, they will want to tell you their story. It’s ok, but often it is an egoic
justification for their projections on others. Use reflective listening to extract how they
want to change others. Make many notes.

2. DO YOUR HOMEWORK
1) Do these steps each time before your Client arrives
2) Your initial session should give you adequate information to determine your course of
action. However, always have a Plan B and a Bail-Out.
3) Plot out what you wish to accomplish within the time allotted for the session.
4) Identify the transformational work that will best resolve the issue and create the desired
outcome.
5) Do your research
a. Look over previous session notes
b. Consider their desired outcome and appropriate trances/exercises to assist them
in their goal
c. Consider their Enneatype and Character Structure, and what trances/exercises
are appropriate for them
d. Consider their Resources and what might need reinforcing
e. Consider Secondary Gain
6) Be suitably prepared, and always have a back-up plan. You may need to change your
approach, technique, or time in order to accomplish the change the client wants to
experience
7) As before, reach out and consult or refer if you feel you need additional insight or
assistance
8) Keep your skills honed

3. CREATE/ENSURE A SAFE SPACE / RESOURCE STATE WITH CLIENT

1) Professional ethics requires that you consider the safety of your client at all times.
2) Having a clean, safe, quiet, uninterrupted setting such as a professional office is critical to
success.
3) Whether the client is sitting or reclining in a chair, or lying on a chaise, the key is their
sense of safety. If they are Unconsciously worried about falling out of a chair, or rolling
off the chaise, they may not be able to fully relax and surrender to trance.
4) Their sense of safety is paramount
5) Conduct the Pre-Induction Talk
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1)

Review previous sessions, homework, or communications (phone, email)

2)

Reinforce they are in control during the sessions as needed

6) ALWAYS establish and anchor a proper Resource State early on with the client.
1)

See the topic on establishing a Resource State for more information.

2)

You can use the Resource State as a Bail-out in case the client hits a wall

3)

Reinforce their anchor whenever the client is experiencing great Joy or
satisfaction.

4)

You can use it to end the session on a high note.

4. UTILIZE AN INDUC TION TO CREATE A TRA NCE STATE

Much of our work in Level I will be learning to conduct good hypnotic inductions. This is
critical when moving into the higher levels. Master these techniques as soon as possible. You
are creating a toolbox that will serve you well. What you will find is that the overall goal of the
induction is the same: to create a reliable trance state with a depth suitable for the work you are
performing.
1) Types of Inductions
There are a number of different types of Inductions:
a. Rapid
b. Gradual body relaxation
c. Mental
d. Classic Elman
e. Startle, or Shock
f. Waking
2) Testing
a. Testing the trance state is done by the hypnotist to determine the depth of trance
and the state of suggestibility of the client. Successful passing of these tests,
calibrated via past experiences with this and other clients, will quickly give you
an understanding of the client’s state.
b. There are many subtle tests the hypnotist can perform by observing:
i. Rate of breathing
ii. Eye movement
iii. Facial rigidity
iv. Body restlessness
v. Snoring is NOT an indication of sleep, but may be. This is always client
based and is best determined by an Ideomotor (finger signal) response. “If
you can hear the sound of my voice, raise your finger…”
c. There are many Tests the hypnotist can perform to identify the depth of trance.
i. Lose the numbers (Counting backwards from 100)
ii. Arm Lock
iii. Eye Lock
iv. Induced Amnesia/Hypermnesia
v. Ideomotor Responses
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d. With experience, you will be able to very quickly assess the depth of trance.
Often this can be done in coordination with convincing and deepening techniques.
3) Convincing
a. A Convincer is used after the Hypnotist has performed a Test to determine trance,
and is shared with the client to convince them that they are hypnotized.
b. You can use a Convincer during trance or after, or both.
c. You should always use Convincers during the first session with a client. This
increases their level of trust with you and your techniques.
i. During: “You are able to (lose the numbers) because you so relaxed, safe
and at ease.”
ii. After: “I know you were in a deep state of hypnosis because you (lost the
numbers while counting backwards). How was that for you?”
d. There are many types of Convincers (Note how they are tied to Tests):
i. Lose the numbers (Counting backwards from 100)
ii. Arm Lock
iii. Hand Clasp
iv. Eye Lock
v. Ideomotor Response
vi. Induced Amnesia/Hypermnesia
4) Anchoring a Post Hypnotic Suggestion
a. A professional hypnotist will install a deepening anchor during their first session
(and every subsequent induction to reinforce the anchor) to allow a subsequent
rapid deepening effect. This will significantly reduce the amount of time required
to get the client to a suitable trance state.
b. For instance, we utilize the number “Zero” and the word “Relax” as anchors in
all of our trances.
5. CONTINUALLY DEEP EN/VERIFY TRANCE STA TE THROUGHOUT SESSIO N

1) While it is possible to over-deepen a client into a delta state or have them drop into sleep,
usually our therapeutic work requires the client to process thoughts, pictures, and
emotions that can actually take them out of trance. As a result, we want to bring the
client to a suitable trance depth for our work and ensure that they stay there throughout
the session.
2) Using Tests are a great way to determine trance depth and to provide a form of feedback
to the client at the same time.
3) Using numbers within a session is easy and can be a powerful deepening technique. A
general rule that we follow is that we count downwards when deepening or going into the
past, and count forwards when emerging or going forward in time. The consistent use of
these different directions becomes another subtle form of suggestion for the Unconscious
to follow.
4) Examples of deepening techniques:
a. Count backwards from Five to Zero, adding deepening/relaxing suggestions with
each number.
b. Walk down stairs from 10 to Zero, adding deepening/relaxing suggestions with
each number.
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c. Go down an elevator from 10 to Zero or even 25 to Zero for greater depth
d. Go down 3 flights of escalators, A, B, and C, each representing a deeper level of
trance
e. Remembering a previous trance state
f. Using a reinforced depth anchor (Zero, Relax)
g. Take a walk through a garden, park, jungle, beach with deepening
h. Have the client find a comfortable spot to “rest” within a walk and do an
additional induction and deepening. This is very effective to get past the
Gatekeeper, and is a way to “Stack” inductions.
i. Refractionation is a deepening technique that is done usually after a deepening
anchor has been installed. The client is quickly emerged and then the anchor is
fired to take them even deeper. This can be done a number of times.
5) You can utilize Ideomotor signaling to verify the client is still present and accepting
suggestions.
6.
DO TRANSFORMATIO NAL
RESULTING IN NEW INS IGHTS

WORK

TO

ACCOMPLISH

INTENTIONS,

1) Use a trance/exercise that supports the client in attaining either their session goal or their
overall goals.
2) Investigate limiting beliefs about attaining their goals
3) Reinforce insights and strategies that will help them attain their goal
4) Largely, you can’t change the past, nor do we live in the future. We live in the present, in
the Now. One of the core goals in a therapeutic process is to gain new insights about
the past, present, and future - to improve the Now. We accomplish this with our client
through transformational work that will lead the client to new insights about the various
challenges they have experienced.
5) We utilize the PAUSE Therapeutic Model™ to assist the client in creating,
understanding, and accepting the new insights that they will gain from the processes.
6) Our mutual goal is to bring the awareness to the client that they have all the answers they
need deep within them. They may simply need some assistance in uncovering them.
7) In our Level 1 Hypnotist Course, we will be doing light transformational work which is
typically an insight gained from the Direct Suggestions used during the session.
8) Level 2 Hypnotherapy is focused on light interactive therapeutic work and widening the
client’s perspective. We explore how personality (Enneagram), and Early Wounding
(Character Structure) create resistance to growth and change.
9) Level 3 Clinical Hypnotherapy is focused on Trauma Resolution and opening up the
deeper awareness of the Lessons involved with each of the major learning opportunities
that we experience in life.

7. REINFORCE INSIGH TS FROM TRANSFORMATIVE WORK

1) During powerful, deep sessions with your client, they should share a number of
significant insights. Make sure you write them down and restate them to the client
during this phase of your session using reflective listening, and again after emerging.
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2) Some reinforcement statements are based on what you and the client agree to in advance
of the session: For instance:
a. “I make good, healthy food choices.”
b. “I find time every day to exercise for at least 20 minutes.”
c. “I gain more confidence each time I speak in public.”
d. “I am not a victim of the world around me.”
e. “I am in charge of my happiness.” And similar important insights.
3) One of the most powerful ways to reinforce insights is to Future Pace the client. Using a
time progression technique, they can successfully enact a certain previously challenging
experience with their new insights, with no negative experiences.
4) Repeating the Future Pacing at least three times – for instance in 3 months, 6 months, and
a year, or 1 year, 5 years, and 10 years is a very effective way to reinforce the insights.
5) If reinforcement of consequences is needed, use the “High Road, Low Road” type of
Future Pacing exercise to contrast the gain from doing the work
6) Often we will reinforce insights in a summary format just before emerging.
7) Adding key insights to the emerging process is quite useful
8. EMERGE FROM TRANCE WITH DIRECT SUGGE STION

1) A professional hypnotherapist knows the value of repetition. Emerging with Direct
Suggestion is a very powerful technique that should be used whenever possible to
reinforce insights and instill a general sense of well-being. A good example can be found
in any of the many emerging techniques that we use:
a. Zero Whenever we work together and you hear the number Zero, and with your
consent, you will be able to fall into a deep level of relaxation, even deeper than
you are now, quickly, easily, and comfortably.
b. One Now knowing that your body knows how to heal at an accelerated rate, see
yourself using your accelerated ability to heal now and in the future, whenever it
is needed and you call upon it.
c. Two All the pictures, sounds and feelings from this experience will begin to
generate new ways of perceiving, new ways of believing and new ways of
creating your future so that it is in alignment with your highest good.
d. Etc.
2) As mentioned in Reinforcement, repeating the statements that the client was reinforced
can also be done during the Emerging and Wrap-up process.

9. WRAP -UP WITH A REVIEW

1) Sometimes overlooked, just after the client emerges they are still in a light trance, and
therefore still suggestible. Use this to your advantage.
2) This is an excellent time to review and reinforce Convincers, and discuss the level of
trance depth, with assurances that they will go even deeper next time (future pace). This
is the experience they will share over the water-cooler to explain how they knew they
were “really hypnotized!”
3) Compliment them on being a great client.
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4) Definitely take this time to review the insights and reinforce the previous agreed-upon
statements that you reinforced during the session. Repetition is a Hypnotist’s best friend.
5) Repetition is a Hypnotist’s best friend.

10. ASSIGN HOMEWORK

1) All the great gains you make in session could easily fade if the new insights, habit,
behavioral responses, etc. that the two of you created in Trance don’t go home with the
client.
2) Get into the habit of assigning homework, and holding the client to doing it. Yes, you
can fire your client. Remember, they are the ones asking for your help to make a change
or shift in their lives.
3) Repetition is a Hypnotherapist’s best friend.
4) Repetition is your Client’s #1 Success Tool.
5) Repetition is the mother of learning.
6) Let me say it again…
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HYPNOTHERAPIST CODE OF ETHICS
AMERICAN COUNCIL OF HYPNOTIST EXAMINERS (A.C.H.E.) CODE OF
ETHICS
As a Hypnotherapist holding a Certification from the American Council
of Hypnotist Examiners, I commit myself to conduct my professional
relationships in accord with the Code of Ethics and subscribe to the
following statements:
 I regard as my primary obligation the welfare if the individual or
group served.
 I will not discriminate because of race, color, religion, age, sex, or
national ancestry and in my job capacity will work to prevent and
eliminate such discrimination in rendering service, in work
assignments, and in employment practices.
 I give precedence to my professional responsibility over my personal interests.
 I hold myself responsible for the quality and extent of the service I perform.
 I respect the privacy of the people I serve.
 I respect the rights, desires, and needs of my clients at all times.
 I use in a responsible manner all information gained in professional relationships.
 I treat with respect the findings, views, and actions of colleagues and use appropriate
channels to express judgment on these matters.
 I practice hypnotherapy within the recognized knowledge and competence of the
profession.
 I recognize my professional responsibility to add my ideas and findings to the body of
hypnotism knowledge and practice.
 I accept responsibility to help protect the community against unethical practice by any
individuals or organizations engaged in hypnotic services.
 I distinguish clearly, in public, between my statements and actions as an individual and
as a representative of an organization.
 I support the principle that professional practice requires professional education and
continuing education.
 I teach self-hypnosis to my clients/students whenever possible.
 I contribute my knowledge, skills and support to programs of human welfare.
 I agree that intimate social contact with clients is forbidden for a period of two years
from the client's final session.
 I understand that the maintenance of high ethical standards by the American Council
of Hypnotists Examiners (A.C.H.E.) is an important support to the professional
standing of all Hypnotherapists. I agree to conduct my practice and all professional
interactions in strict accordance with the Code of Ethics as defined now or in the future.
I also agree to conduct my practice and all professional interactions in strict accordance
with A.C.H.E. rules and regulations promulgated now or in the future. By accepting my
Certification, I consent to the authority and jurisdiction of the A.C.H.E. to promulgate
such rules and regulations, as it may from time to time deem necessary and to take such
action, including legal, as it deems necessary to enforce them.
 If I am charged with an ethics violation, I understand that an investigation may be
conducted upon receipt of a written complaint signed by the person against whom the
wrong is alleged. When an allegation of misconduct is being investigated I will be given
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an opportunity to respond to the Ethics Committee. I understand that my certification
could be suspended for a specific period of time or revoked. In any case, I agree to hold
American Council of Hypnotist Examiners harmless for any actions it may take to
guard against unethical practices or to enforce the rules and regulations.
ETHICAL ADVERTISING REGULATIONS

It has come to the attention of the A.C.H.E. that a timely caution about the inappropriate content
of promotional material is necessary. (If you have already been licensed by a board of regulation,
for example as a psychologist, clinical social worker, etc., elements of the following do not
pertain.)
Do not make grandiose claims that project hypnosis or hypnotherapy as a panacea. Be certain
that your advertising does not infer or imply that you have medical or psychotherapy training or
any training that would qualify you for state licensing as a medical or mental health professional.
It is especially important that hypnotherapists avoid the use of the following words:
"psychologist," "psychotherapist," "psychotherapy," "psychological," "counseling," "medical,"
("clinical" in New Mexico only) "dental," "treatment," "cure," "health care," ("approved
instructor" if no longer with an ACHE approved school that is also State Licensed,) or other
similar wording in the title of business or any other promotional materials that could mislead the
public.
Your hypnotherapy school training prepared you for certification by the American Council of
Hypnotist Examiners. Hypnotherapy is a "non-licensed" profession. Certification by the
A.C.H.E. is granted only after the completion of specified levels of education provided by
hypnotherapy schools licensed by their State's Board of Education (or equivalent). The name for
such a regulatory agency varies from State to State). Licensing of a professional group can only
be authorized by a law passed by a State legislature and implemented by a State Agency.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF HYPNOTHERAPISTS

Throughout the United States, hypnosis career training programs must be approved or licensed
by the appropriate agency of that state. For example, the latest major update in the law in
California was the Private Postsecondary Education Act of 1998 in California, required that
training schools for hypnotists in non-degree programs be approved by the Bureau for Private
Postsecondary and Vocational Education (BPPVE). One intent of this legislation is to protect
the integrity of diplomas conferred by privately supported educational institutions. It is
increasing the opportunities for training in hypnosis in California.
To gain BPPVE approval, the schools must meet specific standards for their instructors, and they
must follow prescribed standards for facilities, record keeping, and insurance.
The primary organization that has been responsible for the recognition and regulation of
hypnotherapy training in the USA is the American Council of Hypnotist Examiners (A.C.H.E.).
This organization is a non-profit state-chartered, non-profit professional corporation that has
established standards for specialized education and maintains standards of practice and a code of
ethics. In addition, A.C.H.E. provides examination for hypnotherapists who have met the
qualifications for specialized education, training, and experience. Successful completion of the
examination leads to certification as a hypnotherapist.
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REQUIREMENTS FOR REGISTRATION AND CERTIF ICATION

C ERTIFIED H YPNOTHERAPIST (CH T )

Has completed at least two hundred (200) hours of instruction from an ACHE approved
hypnotism school that is licensed by their State Board of Education. The Hypnotherapist must
also pass the ACHE written and practical skills exam. Exceptions are considered on a nondiscriminatory basis and may be granted by the Qualifying Board.
C ERTIFIED C LINICAL H YPNOTHERAPIST (CCH T )

Has fulfilled all of the requirements for Hypnotherapist and has completed a total of three
hundred (300) hours instruction in hypnosis from a school approved by the appropriate state
agency and by the American Council of Hypnotist Examiners.
Examination may be waived for hypnotherapists who submit evidence of three consecutive years
of full-time professional practice. Only the Qualifying Board may grant any exception, on a
non-discriminatory basis.
FEES: The initial fee for registration and certification for two years is $175. This includes a
one-time $25 application/examination fee and a $75 per year registration and certification fee for
two consecutive years. There is a $25 fee for a new certificate reflecting a change in
Certification status.
Graduates of approved schools receive diplomas in hypnotherapy and, if they provide
hypnotherapy services to the general public, are considered to be professional hypnotherapists.
Hypnotherapists may practice hypnotherapy throughout the USA and are restricted only by the
Medical Practices Act and the Psychology Licensing Act of the states in which they practice.
Otherwise, there are no laws, only Indiana has a restrictive law specific to the practice of
Hypnotherapy.
Many healing arts and counseling professionals receive their hypnotherapy training at the
A.C.H.E.-approved schools.

AMERICAN COUNCIL OF HYPNOTIST EXAMINERS – THE GOLD STANDARD

From their website: http://www.hypnotistexaminers.org/legislation.html
"Hypnotherapy is a self-regulated profession and does not qualify for State licensing.
The American Council Of Hypnotist Examiners is a non-profit professional
organization, chartered by the State of California, to establish training standards,
standards of professional practice, and a code of ethics. The ACHE's Ethics Committee
can suspend or revoke certification. Certification is awarded to those who attend ACHE
approved schools, with ACHE approved hypnotherapy instructors. Although the state
does not regulate curriculum or a required number of hours of training, the American
Council of Hypnotism Examiners has the highest requirements for certification of any
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major Hypnotherapy organization in the USA. The ACHE logo is the Hallmark of
Quality for the Hypnotherapy profession. Be sure to look for it."
For more information:
American Council of Hypnotist Examiners
700 S. Central Ave.
Glendale, CA 91204
phone: (818) 242-1159
fax: (818) 247-9379

http://www.hypnotistexaminers.org

“Furthermore, we have not even to risk the adventure alone; for the heroes of
all time have come before us, the labyrinth is fully known; we have only to follow
the thread of the hero-path. And where we had thought to find an abomination,
we shall find a god; where we had thought to slay another, we shall slay
ourselves; where we had thought to travel outward, we shall come to the center
of our own existence; where we had thought to be alone, we shall be with all the
world."
Joseph Campbell (The Hero with a Thousand Faces)
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EXERCISE: ESTABLISHING A CONSISTENT RESOURCE STATE
PURPOSE

To support the client in establishing a consistent state of safety and well-being
that they or the therapist can use when needed to create a positive state
change.
BENEFITS

Creating an “Anchorage” of Resource States supports the client in learning
how to regulate their nervous system by putting them in charge of feeling
better.
OVERVIEW
1. Identify a time when the client was experiencing a strong positive emotional state
2. Turn the feeling up and anchor it to an OK sign
3. After the feeling dissipates, release the Anchor and do a Break State
4. Repeat this process 2 or 3 times to reinforce the OK Anchor
5. Test the Anchor

NOTE

Establishing a Resource State is a VERY important tool in every Therapist’s
toolbox. It should be done early in the process, and reinforced whenever
possible.
It is useful as a “bail-out” if a client gets overly stimulated during a process
and they need to be calmed-down. It is also a powerful pendulation between
an activated state and their Resource State.
This tool can be employed without the therapist being physically present, for
instance, over the phone to aid in calming down the client.
IDENTIFY & ANCHOR RESOURCE STATES

 Let’s identify two or three very positive experiences that you have had in your
life. Perhaps what you might call “Peak” experiences so we can establish them
as Resource States. For some people it might be reaching the top of a mountain
during a hike, for others it might be relaxing on a tropical beach.
 Let’s find one of yours.
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 For instance, can you tell me about a time when have you had a distinct feeling
of hope, courage or strength? <Reflect/Record>
How about when you had a distinct feeling of accomplishment?
<Reflect/Record>
<If they cannot recall a positive life experience, ask them to "imagine what
a good experience would feel like".>
 Good. Let’s get really clear on what was happening at the time of this

wonderful experience so I can feel it with you.
 Close your eyes and imagine you are right there, right now, ____<doing
resource state>______! That’s Right!
<Have them VAKOG each experience (Visual, Auditory, Kinesthetic, Olfactory,
Gustatory.>
 Tell me about what’s happening? <Reflect/Record>
 What are you seeing?
 What are you hearing?
 What is happening in your body?
 Can you smell anything enjoyable?
 Is there a taste associated with this?
 And how does all of this make you feel?
emotions>

<Get strong positive

 Good! <Use reflective listening and feed back the strong positives.>
<With enthusiasm>
 Now I really want you to increase this wonderful feeling of <strong positive
emotions> by imagining that just like a volume control knob you can turn these
feelings up from 0 to 10.
 Just imagine that knob right out in front of you and turn it up as high as you can,
and give me a big smile when it is all the way up there.
<Wait for it>
 Excellent! Hold that thought, and now while you are in this wonderful state, I’d
like you to press your thumb and first finger together to form an OK sign as you
anchor this powerful resource state.
 We use the OK sign here because you are MORE than OK! Go ahead. That’s
Right!
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 Now just continue to hold that OK sign until that wonderful feeling starts to
dissipate and let me know by simply releasing your fingers.
<Pause for them to release OK fingers>
Excellent!
<Break State>
<Create a Break State by changing the topic. Talk about the weather, movies,
point out something in the room, whatever, for about 30 seconds.>
<Repeat this process 1 or two more times with different Resource States recalled
by the client to reinforce this same OK anchor.>
TEST THE RESOURCE STATE

<Break State>
 You are doing great. Now I’d like to test that Anchor we created. It’s called
“Firing the Anchor”. Just go ahead and make that OK sign.
<Pause for sign>
 Good! What’s happening now?
<Client should report feeling very good. If they don’t, then repeat the Identifying
and Anchoring Resource States process and draw out more emotions.>
 Excellent!
 Feel free to use that OK Anchor that you have just created whenever you need to
feel better. Just take a big breath, exhale, and fire that anchor.
 Another thing that you can do is to reinforce it by using the OK sign whenever
you are experiencing a Peak or extremely positive moment.
 Imagine yourself at the top of a mountain that you just climbed <or next major
victory that they will have>, feeling fantastic and making a huge OK Sign!
<Observe reaction>
 That’s right!
 We will continue to use this positive anchor in our work together.
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EFFECTIVELY APPLY THE PRE-INDUCTION TALK
OVERVIEW
The initial meeting with the client is critical to your success. It is when you establish yourself as
an expert by guiding the client through the very vulnerable state they may be in as they explain
their challenges. It is your opportunity to build trust and rapport with the client.
Think about the first time you met any professional. Be aware of how alert you were. Your
client will be no different. In fact, due to the nature of their issues and the general lack of
understanding about Hypnosis and Hypnotherapy, they may be a bit skeptical.
Have your client fill out your Intake Forms and sign the Client Agreement/Release before this
meeting whenever possible to save time during the session.
PRE-INDUCTION TALK
1. Establish Rapport
a) Model good Grounding and Centering
b) Create a connection with your client
c) Mirroring & Matching
d) Pacing
e) Leading as needed
2. Paperwork
a) Start a Session Form
b) Review Intake Form or Last Session
c) Discuss fees as appropriate
d) Review Homework or any other documents you might have sent them (Enneatype Quiz,
etc.)
3. Dispel myths about hypnosis as needed
a) Ask client what their experience is, what have they heard about hypnosis
b) Answer any initial comments or questions they may have
c) (Memorize these concepts and make sure you share them with your client.)
i) Myths that Hypnosis is scary or you’ll lose control, etc.
d) “Hypnosis is a state of alert wakefulness in which you remain in full control. Nearly
everyone has experienced a trance-like state many times. For example, day-dreaming;
absorbed in book not noticing time pass; driving on freeway missing the exit; walking
into a room forgetting why you are there. These are hypnotic-like trances. The main
difference between these sorts of trances and hypnosis is that hypnosis directs the trance
to a desired result.”
NVI.SML2.V8
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e) “There is no relinquishing of your will power with hypnosis. You will follow only those
suggestions which are consistent with your fundamental values and for your highest
good.”
f) Review the other myths and be prepared to discuss them.
4. Recording
a) If you are recording this session, and you should, let the client know.
b) Tell them the advantages of being able to easily create copies of effective trances or
exercises that they can use in the future.
c) It also gives you an opportunity to review the session later
d) Remind them that all recordings are considered part of the client record and are always
considered confidential
5. Defining Outcomes with Client
a) High Level discussion of Challenge (Tell them we’ll go into more detail in a minute.)
b) Don’t get into the details until you have established a Resource State Anchor – they
might become activated just telling you the details of their issue.
c) Overall Goals and Intentions for your work together
i) “What if you had a Magic Wand, what would you change…?”
(1) Take notes here, what they say is very important
d) Reframe the Goal into a Well-Formed Outcome, and get agreement.
e) Establish intentions at the beginning of each session as well as the overall work you will
be doing together
6. Establish a Resource State
a) This is a critical first step, and increases the level of trust in both the Conscious and
Unconscious levels of the client’s mind.
b) The challenge of running into a negative or traumatic association is not unusual in our
line of work. For instance a very common and powerful form of deepening is an elevator
descent. If the client currently has a phobia over elevators, you are going to get a
restimulated client on your hands and not a good deepening of trance. If you desire to do
actual therapeutic work on the client and relieve the elevator phobia, terrific! However,
that was probably not the goal of the session.
c) That’s why it is best to start any form of true therapy work by establishing a Resource
State with your client that you have anchored in some way (to a knuckle press, an OK
sign, or something similar). Then you can fire the anchor and return the client to their
resource state. This creates a “break-state” or “Bail-out” in the overall session and you
can double-back with another trance that does not include the trauma-associated issue.
Make a note about their issue and look at in the near future if you didn’t deal with it then
d) Steps to Anchor a Resource State
(1) Identify a Resource State
(2) Anchor
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(3) Repeat 2-3 times
(4) Fire and Test
(5) Reinforce when the opportunity arises
e) Make sure you record their Resource State on your Session Form for future use
7. What is the challenge? Be as specific as possible.
a) Use appropriate questions to Identify the Client’s Challenge
b) Use Reflective Listening.
8. Future Pace
a) What will you be seeing, hearing, feeling, and experiencing due to the change from our
work together?
b) VAKOG their expectations
9. Determine if the change is ecological and supported
a) Who supports this change?
b) Who might oppose a change?
10. Identify external resources
a) What are your resources in facing this challenge?
b) Are there experiences that the client has that can support them in feeling empowered,
fulfilled, confident.
c) Resources can also be people, places, things, work, school, etc.
d) What are your previous experiences of healing this issue?
11. Explain the Theory of Mind
a) Use the diagram
b) Give them the ToM information as a handout if you like – just make sure they understand
the nature of our work is with the Unconscious Mind
12. Do Transformative Work
a) Follow the PAUSE Therapeutic Model™
b) If you feel you are not getting case gain, step back to P-Present and re-verify

“[Winning in life] can be thought of as a game that happy children play… His
game instructs in happiness because there is no loser. Everyone who plays must
win, and in his winning is the gain to everyone ensured.”
ACIM W-153.12
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IDENTIFYING THE CLIENT’S CHALLENGE

Use these and similar questions to elicit the core symptoms and perhaps touch on
what lies beneath. Take good notes. Use your NLP skills to carefully dissect
what they are saying. Use Reflective Listening to make sure you fully understand
what the Client is sharing with you. Get specifics.
If the client has already volunteered an answer, just reflect it back to them. These
questions are not hard and fast, just suggestions to direct your efforts. The goal is
to identify an issue clearly enough so you can address it. You are starting therapy
here, so be prepared to use your client’s already well-established Resource Anchor
as needed.
1. Review the Past
a. Can you describe the challenge or concern you have?
b. How is “that” a problem for you?
c. When does the problem occur?
i. Listen carefully to determine stimulating events & triggers
d. How long has it been a problem?
e. When was the last time it happened?
f. What thoughts were you thinking when it happened?
g. What emotions were you feeling?
h. What were you feeling in your body?
i. What meaning do you give this issue?
2. Further Clarify and Identify Triggers
a. What was happening just before the problem started?
b. What do you feel is the root cause of the problem?
c. Are there feelings or thoughts that trigger the problem?
d. When is it worst?
e. What’s underneath that?
3. Look for Possible Resources
a. When is it least of a problem?
b. Can you explain what makes it better or worse?
c. Is there a specific thought about YOU that comes up as you think
about this issue?
NVI.SML2.V8
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i. Who would you be without that thought?
4. If the Client gets activated during the process
a. What’s happening now?
b. What’s happening in your body now?
c. If those tears could speak, what would they say?
d. Use their Resource Anchor if needed
5. Additional Probing Questions
a. What meaning are you giving that?
b. What prevents you?
c. Tell me more about that.

“We experience ourselves, our thoughts, and feelings as something separate
from the rest. A kind of optical delusion of consciousness. This delusion is a
kind of prison for us, restricting us to our personal desires and to affection for a
few persons nearest to us.”
Albert Einstein

You become what you think about most of the time.
Earl Nightingale

Whatever the mind of man can conceive
and bring itself to believe,
it can achieve.
Napoleon Hill
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HARRY ARONS HYPNOSIS DEPTH SCALE
Stage 1: HYPNOIDAL – Very light stage of hypnosis in which most clients don’t feel
hypnotized. The majority of people feel completely awake. A lot can be accomplished in this
first stage: Weight reduction, smoking withdrawal and simple muscle control such as eyelid
catalepsy.
Two types of Hypnoidal states are Hypnopompic and Hypnoagogic. Hypnopompic is the state
by before waking up in the morning and Hypnoagogic is the state right before falling asleep at
night.
Stage 2: LIGHT TRANCE - More relaxed state where larger muscle groups can be controlled
and manipulated such as Arm Catalepsy. Your power of critical reasoning starts to become
impaired.
Stage 3: MEDIUM TRANCE - You get fairly complete control of the client’s entire muscular
system. Most people won’t be able to articulate a number, stuck to a chair, can’t walk and even
experience partial analgesia.
Stage 4: PROFOUND TRANCE - In this stage you start to produce greater phenomena and is
known as the beginning of the amnesic stages. Your client will actually forget items such as
their name, number, address and other items. Glove Analgesia and feeling touch, but no
discomfort.
Stage 5: SOMNAMBULISM - This is considered the start of somnambulism. You can create
complete anesthesia and experience the ability to feel neither discomfort nor touch.
Many different pain control techniques can be used in this stage as well. Your client can also
experience what is called Positive Hallucinations which means they can see and hear things
which do not actually exist. They can also experience real age regression in this state, and not
just remembering the past.
Stage 6: PROFOUND SOMNAMBULISM - This is the next level of Profound
Somnambulism. The client can experience negative hallucinations which means they will delete
things from their senses that actually do exist.
1961- Arons Master Depth Rule, Harry Arons “New Master Course In Hypnotism”, Irvington, N.J.: Power Publishers.

You have to be what you want
before you can get what you want.
Dr. Kenneth Elwood
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BRAIN WAVES
Important Terms (see also the New Vistas Glossary)
Alpha: The brainwave band associated with a light hypnotic state (8-14HZ) or beginning meditative
state. Alpha is experienced when you doze off to sleep and as you awaken: also during daydreaming.
This state of relaxed detached awareness is conducive for lucid and vivid visualization. But it's most
important function as a brainwave state is that it provides a link between the Conscious and Unconscious
mind. Generating alpha brainwaves is required for remembering dreams upon waking.
Beta: Normal, waking state brainwave band (15-40HZ). This is the state we are in as we normally
function in the world. Awake, logical thinking.
Brain Wave (or brainwave): Rhythmic fluctuating electric impulses measured in hertz (HZ), which is
per second cycles. The bands consist of Beta (15-40HZ); Alpha (8-14Z); Theta (4-7HZ); and Delta (0.53HZ). These brainwaves essentially tell us how fast our brain is going.
Delta: Is the brainwave band indicating deep sleep or coma state (0.5-3.0HZ).
Theta: The brainwave band (4-7HZ) indicating deep somnambulism, and is present during dreaming and
the REM (rapid eye movement) state. The theta state is also associated with memory, learning, and
creativity. Theta waves are the key to opening the repository of our emotional "stuff." Theta is a deep
hypnosis or deep meditative state.
The brain functions by sending electrical signals from one location to another. Very small charges pass
between nerve cells, accompanied by changes in electrical potential, in voltage. This activity can be
measured and displayed as a waveform called brain wave or brain rhythm. The height of the wave is a
measure of the potential difference; its frequency is a measure of the rate at which electrical charges pass
through a nerve cell or nerve fiber.
We change our brainwaves when we change our focus. For instance, a client can meditate or move into a
relaxing state and thereby strengthen alpha waves, or can do mental arithmetic and move into a Beta state.
We can map this activity by use of an Electroencephalograph (EEG), which is used by doctors for
diagnosis and research. The EEG measures electrical activity of the brain using pairs of electrodes placed
at specific points on the scalp.
The fact is that parts of the brain can function in different bandwidths at the same time. When a particular
wave band dominates, then the person is said to be in that state. The normal Electroencephalography

reading (EEG) varies by age. The neonatal EEG is quite different from the adult EEG. Further,
the EEG in childhood generally has slower frequency oscillations than the adult EEG.
Brain waves in meditation or hypnosis shift through various stages. The most common brain
waves in light trance are alpha waves. These alpha brain waves basically promote changes in the
autonomic nervous system that calm the body. A regular meditation practice can reverse the
roles of the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems so that the normally dominant
sympathetic nervous system takes a back seat to the normally secondary parasympathetic
nervous system. This lowers blood pressure and heart rate and lowers the amount of stress
hormones in the body, as well as calming the mind. One of these stress hormones is cortisol,
incidentally, which has been shown to encourage weight gain when it is elevated over the long
term.
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A person's brain is active all the time, waking and sleeping, producing and shifting between
distinct waveforms, which are commonly grouped as follows:

Brain Waves
Frequency
Band in Hz
(cycles per
second)

Name of
Wave Band

Description

15 - 30

Beta

Associated with being alert, with normal thinking, with processing information.
Awake

8 - 10

Alpha

Associated with a calm and relaxed state when the person is not thinking.
Light Somnambulism

4 -7

Theta

May be associated with dreamy, creative, intuitive states.
Deep Somnambulism

1-3

Delta

Generally strongest when a person is in a deep dreamless sleep.
Comatose

For more information:
http://www.bbsonline.org/Preprints/OldArchive/bbs.finlay.html
http://www.youramazingbrain.org/Insidebrain/brainevolution.htm
http://www.solarnavigator.net/human_brain.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_brain
http://well.blogs.nytimes.com/2011/01/28/how-meditation-may-change-the-brain/
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“Follow your bliss. “If you do follow your bliss, you put yourself
on a kind of track that has been there all the while waiting for you, and
the life you ought to be living is the one you are living. When you can
see that, you begin to meet people who are in the field of your bliss, and
they open the doors to you. I say, follow your bliss and don't be afraid,
and doors will open where you didn't know they were going to be. If you
follow your bliss, doors will open for you that wouldn't have opened for
anyone else."
"We're so engaged in doing things to achieve purposes of outer value
that we forget the inner value, the rapture that is associated with being
alive, is what it is all about."
"We're in a freefall into future. We don't know where we're going.
Things are changing so fast, and always when you're going through a
long tunnel, anxiety comes along. And all you have to do to transform
your hell into a paradise is to turn your fall into a voluntary act. It's a
very interesting shift of perspective and that's all it is... joyful
participation in the sorrows and everything changes."
Joseph Campbell (Sukhavati)
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P-PRESENT
The ego has a strange notion of time, and it is with this notion that your questioning might well
begin. The ego invests heavily in the past, and in the end believes that the past is the only aspect
of time that is meaningful…thus avoiding the present (A Course in Miracles, 1976, T-13.IV.4)
The first resource state of the PAUSE Model, P-Present, supports the client in maintaining contact with
the Essential Self through the heightened awareness that comes with being fully embodied, aware of
sensations, and in the present moment. Webster’s Dictionary (1993) defines present as, “Now going on;
not past or future” (p. 339). Disassociation is the opposite of P – Present, for once we are no longer
“associated” with our body, we lack focus, are not engaged, not present, not whole. Webster (1993)
defines disassociation as, “To break away from or to detach oneself from an association” (p. 122). The
PAUSE Model further defines disassociation as loss of connection to the body’s natural resources and
instincts.
The most important insight P-Present acknowledges is the pervasive effect of disassociation on the
client’s capacity to realize their full potential. Most commonly, clients disassociate from emotions and
sensations through unconsciously restricting the flow of energy through the body, and identifying with the
compulsive activity of the conditioned mind. Lost in a world of concepts and words that are merely
symbols of experience, they lose contact with their instinctual nature, their deeper spiritual gifts, and their
capacity to be P-Present. John P. Conger in his book The Body in Recovery (1994) describes the primary
therapeutic needs of anyone wanting to be P-Present. “To be in contact, we need to be grounded, have
adequate boundaries, enjoy unrestricted breathing, have access to feeling, and have the intention to be
present. To be present reflects a functional and durable sense of self” (p. 56).
The PAUSE Model of Hypnotherapy begins with the client learning to be fully present in the moment,
aware of the sensations in their body, and cognizant of the activities of their mind. As awareness is
brought to sensations, past and future dissolve and the present moment can be acknowledged and
experienced. Chopra (1993) tells us that we live in an illusion of being present. Identified with an
internal voice and mental projections, which are rooted in the past, we have lost contact with the stillness
and peace of our true nature. “When a life is concentrated in the present, it is most real, because the past
and future are not impinging upon it. Only the present moment exists; past and future are mental
projections” (p. 31).
When we are P-Present, we are no longer suspended by the ungrounded intellect, nor resistant to
unacknowledged feelings. The embodied individual can experience the pleasure or pain of the moment
and thus create a bridge to deeper levels of the self and meaningful contact with others. Eckhart Tolle in
his acclaimed book, The Power of Now (1999), affirms this view.
If you keep your attention in the body as much as possible, you will be anchored in the Now.
You won’t lose yourself in the external world, and you won’t lose yourself in your mind.
Thoughts and emotions, fears and desires, may still be there to some extent, but they won’t take
you over. (p. 117)
Goals can be accomplished and clear choices made when the individual is present in the moment and
fully embodied. Tolle (1999) coaches the reader to maintain contact with the inner body as it offers a
portal to “Being and Life Unmanifested” (p. 116). He further points out, “By all means focus on what
you are doing, but feel the inner body at the same time whenever possible. Stay rooted within” (p. 117).
As the individual falls deeper asleep in the cultural trance, they lose contact with essential resources. As
the flow of energy in the body becomes distorted, unconscious limiting beliefs begin to run their life.
Their sense of self becomes based on what they accomplish, how they look, and how others see them.
Comfortably numb, until a traumatic or life-changing event occurs, people seldom seek to question or
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explore the deeper meaning of life. Struck by some form of dissonance, they recognize something is
missing, and the individual begins seeking what is absent.
P-Present teaches that finding the real self begins with a somatic experience. It must be felt in the body
rather than in false images, intellectual assumptions, or ideas. Ron Kurtz, Founder of the Hakomi System
of Body-Centered Psychotherapy (1990), describes the transition to a body centric form of psychotherapy.
“And the work involved getting back into our bodies, our senses, below our minds, away from theories,
away from talk/talk/talk and into experiences” (p. 10).
In the book The Intimate Couple (1996), Jack Lee Rosenberg PhD Founder of Integrated Body
Psychotherapy, and Beverly Kitaen-Morse, PhD, tells us, “Character Style is the way we compensate for
our lost somatic core self-experience” (p. 31). They inform us that the only place truth can be found is in
the body.
Those who are unwilling to embody who they are beneath their character style are stuck, unable
to unite with their core a body-voice, which would provide them support, wisdom, and access to
spirituality. So they are left struggling with neither God nor humanity—alone. Joining with their
authentic body-voice is their only salvation and means to discover a deeper, true knowing. (p.
197)
Grounding gives a feeling of security and safety. To be grounded is to be present in the moment, in
reality. Wilhelm Reich’s Character Defense Systems describes how we fragment, disassociate, and block
the flow of natural energy through the body. Until explored, these limiting patterns are invisible to most
of us. When recognized and addressed with awareness and exercise, we increase our capacity to be PPresent.
Core Energetics teacher and therapist Stuart Black author of A Way of Life: Core Energetics (2004)
emphasizes the importance of grounding with a simple statement, “When I am teaching I like to define
grounding as the opposite of the character defense” (p. 11).

The spiritual journey is individual, highly personal. It can't be organized or
regulated. It isn't true that everyone should follow one path. Listen to your own
truth.
Ram Dass
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BODY CENTERED PSYCHOTHERAPY
The PAUSE Model applies the principles of Body Centered Psychotherapy to support the client in
becoming fully P-Present. Through the recognition of the individual as a psychosomatic unity, Body
Centered Psychotherapy provides insights and tools that support the exploration of the body/mind, and
enhance the individual’s capacity to be fully P-Present. Through movement, lectures, and appropriately
designed trances, individuals will explore and learn to recognize and transform Reich’s five Character
Defense Systems and the subsequent body restrictions they generate. Body Centered Psychotherapy
supports the client in becoming fully P-Present by:








Enhancing body awareness.
Transforming muscular rigidities through Hypno-Workout exercises.
Establishing neurological balance through employing Trauma Resolution techniques.
Enhancing the natural flow of energy through the body.
Describing and transforming mental, emotional, and physical distortions.
Providing an understanding and recognition of the mask, lower self, and Essential Self.

Psychiatrist Wilhelm Reich MD (1897–1957), a student of Sigmund Freud, is acknowledged as the
originator of the field of Body Centered Psychotherapy. Rooted in Freud’s psychoanalytic theory, he
recognized that developmental wounds and their concomitant defenses were reflected in the structure of
the body. Through observing patients, he discovered that resistance to childhood pain and suffering
causes muscular rigidities and energetic restrictions.
Reich’s book, Character Analysis (1933) describes five Character Defense structures. While some of his
work was criticized and censored, the brilliance of his legacy gave rise to generations of inspired
psychotherapists who recognized the bridge he created between the body, mind, and the individual’s
capacity to be fully present. Reich’s five Character Defense Structures address the mental, emotional, and
physical obstacles to wholeness.
Psychiatrists Alexander Lowen MD (1910-2008) and John Pierrakos MD (1921-2001) were students of
Reich’s during the 1940’s. They collaborated to develop Bioenergetics Therapy, which incorporated an
understanding of Reich’s Character Defense Systems with physical exercises designed to increase the free
movement of energy through the body. Pierrakos emphasized that in order for the individual to fulfill
their highest destiny, they need to expand awareness of their spiritual nature and capacity to love.
Inspired by his wife, Eva Pierrakos, founder of The Pathwork, he created a training program for Body
Centered Psychotherapists entitled, Core Energetics Therapy. This program incorporates many of the
spiritual elements of The Pathwork, with an understanding of Reichian Psychotherapy and Bioenergetics.
It emphasized the importance of opening the internal energy of the body through physical exercise and
psychological interventions (J. Pierrakos, Core Energetics Professional Training, 1993 – 1998).
Pierrakos taught that stagnation harms the body. As the connection to the natural flow of energy in the
body diminishes, individuals perceive themselves as isolated from a sense of wholeness. This experience
triggers feelings of fear and anxiety that are often masked by anger. These emotional disturbances create
imbalances in the neurotransmitters of the nervous system and cause the body to inflame, tighten, and
further resist the natural flow of life force energy. When the life force energy flows freely, the individual
experiences a sense of aliveness and capacity to be present. Pierrakos described this in his book, Core
Energetics (1987), “As energy flows undivided, so this inner consciousness flows undivided” (p. 16).
The PAUSE Model brings awareness to the client’s natural resources. Through a study of Character
Defense Systems, the hypnotherapist is provided the theoretical background and practical skills necessary
for self-understanding, and to effectively work with others. As the PAUSE Hypnotherapist examines their
own defenses, biases, and blind spots, they have a greater capacity to express their Essential Self while
holding a compassionate therapeutic container for others.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE EGO
In order to be fully P-Present, one must have a flexible, resilient ego that is consistently expressing the
Essential Self. The theory, trances, and exercises provided in The PAUSE Model are designed to support
the individual in developing a coherent sense of self by uncovering, confronting, and transforming
defensive patterns, and consciously embracing all aspects of the personality. Pierrakos (1987)
emphasizes the importance of having a strong, flexible ego that is attuned to the guidance of the Essential
Self, which he refers to as the Inner Self or Core. “Only when the ego is well-developed does it have both
the energy and resiliency to identify with the inner self, which allows the soul to transcend it and the
universal life principle to inform it” (p. 121).
Reich reports in Character Analysis (1933) that Character formation begins as the ego directs its attention
to the outer world and wards off threatening external influences by repressing internal impulses and
anxiety. As the child develops an individuated sense of self, the ego emerges. The role of the ego is to
intervene between primitive, instinctual needs on the one hand and the outer world on the other hand. In
order to mediate between the outer world and the id, the primitive instinctual drive, the ego introjects the
suppressive objects of the outer world, which frustrate the id the most (p. 170). Reich further describes
the nature of a negative introject, “Hence, the morality of the ego is a component which does not originate
in the id, i.e., does not develop in the narcissistic-libidinal organism; rather, it is an alien component
borrowed from the intruding and menacing outer world” (p. 171).
Pierrakos’ book and training program, Core Energetics Therapy, is inextricably intertwined with the
spiritual inspiration of his wife, Eva Pierrakos, author of The Pathwork material. Susan Thesenga, who
studied with both of them, described the essence of Eva Pierrakos’ work in her book, The Undefended
Self (1988). Her depiction of the relationship between the ego and the Essential Self is a key element of
being P-Present.
The ego must know that it is only a servant to the greater being within. Its main function is to
deliberately seek contact with the greater self. It must know its position. It must know that its
strength, possibility, and function are to seek contact, to decide for it, to request the help from the
greater self to establish contact permanently with it. (p. 264)
The undeveloped ego is incapable of self-reflection or love, and resists being P-Present. It is locked into
identification with the conditioned mind and an idealized self-image, or mask, which it seeks to protect at
all costs. The person with a healthy ego is responsive to the reality of external circumstances. They are
willing to acknowledge personal flaws and are capable of transforming personality limitations. Pierrakos
(1987) describes this informed process, “In this way the ego would mediate the inward and outward flow
of energy in such a way as to open new possibilities” (p. 120).
The unresourced ego dwells in fear and feelings of emptiness because it experiences itself as separate
from the Essential Self. It has no real strength or power to create. Projecting its shadow onto others, the
ego lives in fear of attack from the outside. A Course in Miracles (1976) describes the suffering of the
undeveloped ego.
The unforgiving mind sees no mistakes, but only sins. It looks upon the world with sightless
eyes, and shrieks as it beholds its own projections rising to attack its miserable parody of life. It
wants to live, yet wishes it were dead. It wants forgiveness, yet it sees no hope. It wants escape,
yet can conceive of none because it sees the sinful everywhere. (W-121.4)
As the ego transforms, resistance to life fades and the mature individual is open to being P-Present and
experiencing life fully. Not needing to defend the false self, pride dissolves. No longer needing to take
credit for accomplishments or blame for failures, they accept themselves and others fully.
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CENTERS OF AWARENESS
During the Core Energetics Professional Training Program, Dr. Pierrakos emphasized the importance of
recognizing three centers of awareness: The Feeling Centers, the Will Center, and the Mind or Reasoning
Center. He felt that it was imperative that individuals recognize any imbalances in these centers and
strive to rectify them. For example, an individual who has a highly dominant mind center can overrationalize and intellectualize to the deficit of making an emotional connection with themselves and
others. Someone with a weak will center can become lost in emotionality and become incapable of
setting and achieving goals. The PAUSE Model incorporates an additional center of awareness, called the
Grounding Center.
FEELING CENTERS
The Feeling centers are located in the front of the pelvis, solar plexus, and heart. When the Feeling
centers are functioning and in balance, there is a feeling of warmth, wholeness, and well-being, which
generates comfortable and spontaneous rapport with self and others. The Feeling centers provide a
doorway to intuition. Intuitive feelings are often reported as sensations, such as a gut feeling that all is
well. The Heart center can be sensitive to making contact with others, or conversely to rejection or
judgment from others (J. Pierrakos, Core Energetics Professional Training, 1993 – 1998).

WILL CENTERS
The Will centers are focused in and around the spinal column. A person with a well-developed will can
have a healthy, resilient ego and a strong sense of purpose. With a strong will, one is able to channel
strength, focus the mind, and direct energy to accomplish goals. The will is in balance when it is in
service to the Essential Self. When the will is used in service of the ego, it can generate feelings of
entitlement, separation, and emptiness (J. Pierrakos, Core Energetics Professional Training, 1993 –
1998).

REASONING CENTERS
The Reasoning centers are located in the neocortex. These centers support rational, analytical, and
cognitive abilities. In the Western World, there is a tendency to dwell in the mind rather than to
experience life directly. This pattern can cause disassociation from feelings, and can contribute to
depression and feelings of alienation (J. Pierrakos, Core Energetics Professional Training, 1993 – 1998).

GROUNDING CENTERS
The Grounding centers, located in the pelvis, legs, and feet, provide a foundation for being fully PPresent. Healthy grounding centers are an essential aspect of a stable, resilient, and flexible ego.
Grounding enables the centered individual to bring their dreams and visions into reality. Without
grounding, goals often remain unfulfilled dreams and fantasies.
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HOW ENERGY RUNS THROUGH THE BODY

Pg. 246, “You Are The Answer”, Star of Peace
Publishing. Used with permission by the author,
Michael Tamura www.michaeltamura.com
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CHARACTER DEFENSE SYSTEMS
The study of Character Defense Systems is based on an understanding of behavior and body structure. It
provides the hypnotherapist with an understanding of a client’s habitual patterns of unconscious defense.
With this recognition, we understand how the body’s natural flow of energy is disrupted or blocked. A
block, like a closed fist, is a muscular contraction, or defense, that limits movement and the flow of
energy.
The study of Character Defense provides the hypnotherapist and client with the tools and information
needed to recognize and transform the limiting patterns that keep them from being fully P-Present. An
understanding of the basics of Character Defense Systems supports the therapist in establishing rapport
with their clients and meeting their unique needs. It also helps them in recognizing the client’s reactive
patterns that can be triggered during times of crisis, illness, and injury.
Character Defenses are generated from frustration or lack during the first six years of life. According to
Reich (1972), “Character” speaks to all of the attributes and responses of the individual. “All the modes
of reaction are encompassed in the character. By character, in short, we mean an essentially dynamically
determined factor manifest in a person’s characteristic demeanor: walk, facial expression, stance, manner
of speech, and other modes of behavior” (p. 171). Since Character is determined by the individual’s
defensive response to the inhibitions of the outer world, the defended individual suppresses instinctual
demands and loses contact with the spontaneous relationship to their natural impulses and inner self.
Body Centered Psychotherapist Stephen Johnson PhD in his first book Characterological Transformation
(1985) reiterates Reich’s description of Character, “In psychoanalytic terms, character consists of the
stable ways in which the ego reconciles the inevitable conflicts among the internal psychic structure and
between those structures and the demands of the environment” (p. 23).
Body centered psychotherapists and co-founders of Bodynamics Analysis, Lisbeth Marcher and Sonja
Fich reflect their exhaustive study of early childhood development and the structure of the body in their
book Body Encyclopedia (2010). They share their view of Character and its impact on the individual:
In more recent times, the Character has been employed to describe personal peculiarities, the
qualities that characterize a certain person. Likewise psychomotor material becomes encoded in
the brain and takes root in the muscles, so specific psychological behavior patterns develop into
specific bodily features and structures and particular life patterns and vice versa. (p. 7)
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CHARACTER STRUCTURE AND ETIOLOGY
Character Structure describes the resistance to the life force. It must be noted that caretakers or the
environment do not cause the defense system, each individual has a unique reaction to life’s
circumstances. Even identical twins raised in the same home can respond differently to their
environment. The key difference is in their intrinsic resourcing, and the meaning they give every
situation.
FACTORS INFLUENCING CHARACTER STRUCTURE

Three key factors influence Character Structure development.
 The quality of the parent-child relationship.
 Significant traumatic factors in the child’s environment such as maternal stress during
gestation, premature birth, divorce, war, serious illnesses, or separation from a primary
caretaker.
 The age at which the child felt unsafe (lacked resources) and began blocking feelings,
therefore blocking the flow of energy through the body.
Reich recognized that the denial of the healthy flow of energy is a protective way of responding to the
disruption of the relationship with the caretaker, or to other traumatic life events. It is the resistance to
the event, not the event itself, which is held in the body. When the child’s unconscious mind denies
their own primary needs - such as being fed, comforted or loved - by resisting the flow of energy, it
causes suppression of excitation and ultimately the creation of chronic energy blocks. The life force is
shut down primarily by restricted breath. Restrictive energetic patterns become unconscious, and can lead
to somatic or psychological illness. These unconscious patterns have to be made conscious to restore
health and balance.
For instance, consistent unconscious restriction of the breath has a far-reaching impact on physical and
mental health. As the oxygen levels to the brain and body diminishes, cognitive and motor abilities are
naturally reduced, and eventually permanently impaired. This persistent defense against the life force
causes system-wide depletion of resources.
Barbara Brennan, Founder of the Barbara Brennan School of Healing, and a student of John Pierrakos
MD, addressed this in her book, Light Emerging (1993). “Each time since early childhood when we
stopped the flow of energy in a painful event we froze that event in both energy and time” (p. 6).
Character Defense Systems arise from the unconscious denial of energy. As Character Structure is
studied, the practitioner is not simply looking at who the person is, but how they have defended
themselves by interrupting their natural flow of energy. The purpose of all blocks is to keep painful
feelings from reaching the heart. Reich emphasized that behind blockages is a healthy state. To release
blockages and make energy available, feelings must be made available and expressed.
Character Analysis addresses the inner flow of life force through the body, which is different from
external movement. Certain Character structures can appear to have great flexibility or superior strength
and at the same time suffer from a core contraction, which will contribute to emotional and physical
limitations. Pierrakos described how the physical blockages influence the client’s life in the 1993 Core
Energetics Professional Training:
When a person denies his primal emotions, the energy flow converts into physical and emotional
blocks. These blocks reveal themselves not just in the way suffering people feel and look at life
but in how they hold and move their body.
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OVERVIEW OF THE MASK
The Pathwork material offered by Eva Pierrakos provides a map of consciousness that Dr. Pierrakos
incorporated within the 1993 – 1998 Core Energetics Professional Training. Although each individual’s
journey will vary, an understanding of the Mask, Lower Self, and Core provide both a comprehensive and
practical format for recognizing Character Structure. In the PAUSE Model of Hypnotherapy, we refer to
the Core as the Essential Self.
The mask is an extension of the ego created to protect the vulnerable inner child from punishment from
others, the fear, anger, and guilt of the lower self, and the peace of Essential Self. It is rooted in the
misperception that emotional pain and disappointment can be completely avoided. Even the most
dedicated and loving parents cannot meet all of the child’s needs and preferences. Rather than expose
negative feelings in the face of frustration, the child will create a mask in order to be loved and have their
needs met.
The mask is the unreal, outer layer of the personality. The mask, designed to please and impress others,
restricts the flow of energy through the body and the child’s spontaneous response to life. As the
expression of the lower self is restricted, the child derives their sense of self from the mask. This inhibits
their experience of their Essential Self and distorts their relationships with others.
The individual in mask is incapable of being P-Present. Living on the surface of life, they are cut off
from the aliveness of both their human and divine nature. Projecting their shadow onto others, they dwell
in an idea or concept of the self, rather than the real self. All the parts of the individual that are
disconnected keep the person from realizing their full potential. Living in mask, it becomes impossible to
acknowledge human flaws or the warmth and fulfillment that naturally arise in the Essential Self.
Ironically, the qualities that make up the mask are imitations of the intrinsic qualities of the Essential Self.
As the mask dissolves, the openness of the inner child can be recaptured. As the light and natural
intelligence of the Essential Self expresses, there is an experience of spontaneity and a renewed capacity
for joy. The adult who is willing to go back and experience that which had been resisted and
denied, can transform their mask and experience their true Essence. In describing the mask during
the Core Energetics Professional Training (1993-1998), Dr. Pierrakos taught that, the closer the
individual is to the surface of the personality, the more different we are. The deeper we go, the more
similar.
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THE THREE MASKS: LOVE, POWER, SERENITY
Thesenga (1988) describes the distortions of the Love, Power, and Serenity masks. “Love becomes
submission, power becomes control and aggression, and serenity becomes withdrawal” (p. 79). These
masks are evident in both the five Character Defense systems and the nine Personality Fixations of the
Enneagram. Thesenga (1988) points out that many of the authentic qualities of the Essential Self are
expressed in the mask.
Beneath the love mask is almost always a strong connection with true loving feelings. Beneath
the power mask is a genuine desire to be effective and self-responsible in the world. And beneath
the serenity mask is often a profound ability to detach from the personality melodrama. The
mask might be said to result from a combination of the higher self and fear or shame. (p. 216217)
THE MASK OF LOVE. “The love mask will always project being good or nice” (Thesenga, 1988, p.
80). This mask hides anger, neediness, helplessness, jealousy, and bitterness. Rather than cultivating the
strength needed to meet one’s own needs, the individual becomes helpless and hopes to have their needs
met by manipulating, seducing, and taking care of others.
THE MASK OF POWER. The prideful mask of power demands control over others. It denies
feelings of fear, self-doubt, and vulnerability. The rift that is created causes the loss of the real personal
power that lies within. Thesenga (1988) describes the dynamics of this inner struggle, “The false belief of
such a mask is that life is a matter of dominating or being dominated, and that we must win this power
struggle, in order to escape from the vulnerability we had as a child” (p. 82).
THE MASK OF SERENITY. The mask of serenity is one in which the feelings of the real self are
denied and the individual withdraws from life by escaping into the intellect or spirituality. Disassociated
from feelings, instincts, and natural impulses that come from spontaneously responding to the pleasure
and pain of life, the denied self is numb to the feelings that lie within. Thesenga (1988) describes this
process of attempt, discouragement, and withdrawal. “He was unable to gain the needed love through
submission or the needed self-assertion through aggression; so instead, he withdrew altogether from his
inner problems and from life” (p. 216-217).

THE LOWER SELF
Like an actor on the stage, identified with a role, the person in mask loses contact with the light and the
dark buried beneath their façade. As the mask is confronted and pretense relinquished, the lower self can
be exposed. The lower self is proactive, protective, real, and therefore can become a positive creative
force once it is acknowledged and transformed. When this power of the lower self is recognized and
released, it can provide a gateway to the Essential Self.
The lower self is created during times of disappointment, hurt, and frustration, particularly during
childhood. The mask blocks awareness of the lower self. Until one works with lower self, there is no
evolution at the personality level. The more the lower self is acknowledged, the less it will be denied in
the system. Thesenga (1988) summarizes the qualities of the lower self when she states, “The lower self
is the personification of evil in the human psyche” (p. 130).
The lower self is egocentric, selfish, dominating, cruel, destructive, jealous, and heartless. It is an
expression of the negativity held within the individual. It develops as the child’s needs are thwarted and
the negative feelings are subsumed. As the individual represses the negativity and identifies with the
false attributes of the mask, awareness of the lower self diminishes. Identified with the façade, and failing
to face their own darkness, the lower self is projected and subsequently perceived in others.
Pride, self-will, and fear are qualities of the ego “separating itself from the rest of life” (Thesenga, 1988,
p. 149). These attitudes cause the ego to rigidify, and the individual to unconsciously act out the lower
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self. Pride, driven by arrogance and specialness, says we are superior or inferior to others. Self-will tells
us only our needs are important and we have a right to get what we want when we want it. Fear warns us
that we cannot trust; therefore, we must do anything necessary to protect ourselves.
Our lower self is what we fear the most. Our negativity, either acknowledged or denied, is projected onto
the world. It then appears to come at us from the outside, as we are unaware of our unconscious
machinations and projections. Thesenga (1988) quotes the Pathwork, “The only thing we are ultimately
afraid of is our own lower self” (p. 152). Willing to expose and confront the lower self, defensiveness
dissolves, patterns of negativity transform, and there is the recognition of inherent goodness. When the
lower self is transformed, it becomes an ally to the individual by bringing immediacy and greater
aliveness to the moment.
Thesenga (1988) describes the development of the lower self in a three-step process that is summarized
here:

1. In the first stage, pain filled feelings are cut off, numbed, and denied.
2. In the second stage, one becomes insensitive and numb to the feelings of others.
3. In the third stage, cruelty is inflicted on others generating greater numbness.
The PAUSE Model makes it possible to explore the lower self without shame, humiliation, or the fear of
punishment. When we are anchored in an experience of the positive qualities of the Essential Self, there
is nothing to hide. Contact with the Essential Self is experienced as the client addresses the lower self and
penetrates the mask.
As self-understanding increases and the mask and lower self are acknowledged and transformed, the
experience of the Essential Self and the capacity to love deepens. Love, as the Essential Self expresses it,
is impersonal and not identified with a specific object. The lower self is proactive and real, therefore it
becomes a positive creative force when it is acknowledged and transformed. Thesenga (1988) describes
this healing process: “Transformation of the lower self is then transformation of an ugly, congealed mass
of soul substance back into its flowing essence” (p. 139).
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A-AWARE WITNESS
The desire to return to one’s true nature is an innate impulse that is there even in the absence of
suffering (Almaas, A.H, Diamond Heart, Book One, 1987, p. 33).
Cultivating the powerful resource state of A-Aware Witness is critical to effective, compassionate selfobservation. The second resource state in the PAUSE Model, the A-Aware Witness compassionately
observes both the conscious and unconscious processes of the mind, as well as the activity that occurs on
the surface of life. It is untouched by fluctuations in emotions, judgments, opinions, and ideas. It can
offer clarity, insight, and comfort to the motivated individual. The A-Aware Witness supports the client
in stepping back and broadening their perspective of themselves and others. Eckhart Tolle (1999)
describes the importance of cultivating the activities of the A-Aware Witness. “The beginning of freedom
is the realization that you are not the possessing entity - the thinker. Knowing this enables you to observe
the entity. The moment you start watching the thinker, a higher level of consciousness becomes
activated” (p. 17).
Through the A-Aware Witness, we learn to recognize which of the two core aspects of ourselves are
operating; The Essential Self or the ego. Until we become vigilant of the endless chatter of the ego,
which provides a running commentary on life based on the conditioning of the unconscious mind, we will
be reacting instead of responding thoughtfully to life. Simply becoming aware of the difference can
forever enhance the quality of relationships, work, study, and play, including one’s mental and physical
health.
Spiritual teacher Yogani describes the deeper levels of self-discovery offered by the A-Aware Witness in
his book, Self-Inquiry, Dawn of the Witness and the End of Suffering (2007), “The prudent use of selfinquiry also enables us to realize the ultimate truth of existence - the Oneness we are and the Unity of all
that exists” (p. v). While the PAUSE Model of Hypnotherapy utilizes hypnotic trance, Yogani (2007)
invites the client to cultivate unclouded perception and the witness state through stillness. “It is called the
witness because stillness in our awareness is our ground state and, once established, is capable of
experiencing all thoughts perceptions and emotions as objects outside its own unmoving awareness” (p.
6).
Mindfulness as described by Ron Kurtz in the Hakomi Method (1999) is called “present centered
attention.” Like trance, mindfulness provides a means of contacting deeper levels of self-awareness and
ultimately the A-Aware Witne ss. Once fully P-Present, the client is asked to simply observe what arises
in the moment as a way of focusing the mind. “It is a matter of staying a little longer, gather more
information, and allowing things to happen by themselves” (p. 27).
The A-Aware Witness supports the client in paying attention to where attention is placed, and
ultimately utilizes focused awareness to return to a place of stillness. Spiritual teacher Bartholomew
channeling through Mary Margaret Moore tells us in Reflections of an Elder Brother Awakening from the
Dream (1998), “Either you have the awareness of pure consciousness, or you have the awareness of egobased confusion. There are no other choices, my friends” (p. 15). Bartholomew adds, “Gather up your
awareness and place it where you wish it to be, and it will stay there until you move it again” (p. 46). The
A-Aware Witness teaches us to gather our awareness and focus our mind.
Thesenga (1988) emphasizes the importance of the objective observer in cultivating a relationship with
the Essential Self. “The Bridge to knowing our inner wholeness is the objective observer, that part of
ourselves which does not judge, does not condemn, and has compassionate acceptance for whatever is
within us” (p. 175). Thesenga also points out how the process of creating the A-Aware Witness has many
secondary positive impacts on mental health. “In learning to identify with the observer self, we are
educating all the other temporary negative selves to realize that they are not our true identify” (p. 174).
Once you learn how to focus the mind and look dispassionately at its activity, the next set of questions
one may ask is, “What am I looking at?” “Why does ‘that’ keep happening?” “What should I be
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looking for?” Without a useful context, the activity of the mind can look like random chaos which is
sometimes successful, and sometimes not.

THE THERAPEUTIC APPLICATION OF THE ENNEAGRAM IN THE PAUSE MODEL

Building on the tools of self-observation learned in the Character Defense Systems, the client is
encouraged to discover their own Personality Fixations as described by the Enneagram. While the
Character Defense Systems focused on the manner in which developmental wounds affect the body,
mind, and emotions, the Enneagram explores how each personality has become alienated from its ideal,
generating mental, emotional, and behavioral characteristics to compensate. At a deep level, they both
indicate unconscious response patterns to stress or fear. It is critical to explore these aspects of oneself to
have a fuller picture of who we think we are, and why we do what we do.
Mastering the Therapeutic Process provides the student with an in-depth exploration of the Enneagram as
taught by the experts of our time, including A.H. Almaas, Eli Jaxon-Bear, Ginger Lapid-Bogda, Russ
Hudson, Oscar Ichazo, Sandra Maitri, Claudio Naranjo, Helen Palmer, Don Richard Riso, and others.
The study of the Enneagram provides a wide variety of information available on each of the nine
personality types. Once completing this exhaustive study, the informed hypnotherapist will have a better
understanding of the tendencies that both limit and serve them. With these powerful guidelines, they
increase their ability to view themselves and others from the A-Aware Witness perspective, using a more
compassionate heart and less judgmental eye.
Application of the Enneagram in a clinical setting supports the hypnotherapist in quickly identifying the
habitual mental and emotional patterns that limit full self-expression in their clients. Observing these
patterns provides insight that enables them to create an effective communication approach and plot an
efficient course of treatment to help their clients make choices that are more informed. Sandra Maitri in
her book The Spiritual Dimension of the Enneagram, Nine Faces of the Soul (2000) describes the
Enneagram as a means of recognizing cognitive-emotional patterns. “The enneagram of personality
describes nine different personality or ego types, each with characteristic mental, emotional, and
behavioral patterns” (p. 3).
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U-UNWIND THE PAST
The shadowy figures from the past are precisely what you must escape. They are not real, and
have no hold over you unless you bring them with you (A Course in Miracles, 1976, T-13.IV.6).
U-Unwind the Past is the third resource state in the PAUSE Model. Trauma occurs when the individual is
confronted with a potentially life-threatening situation that exceeds their ability to cope. The trances and
tools offered in this segment are designed to strengthen resources, support the regulation of the nervous
system, and cultivate a state of safety in individuals suffering from trauma, high levels of stress, and
anxiety.
The residual effects of traumatic activation can involve long-term physical, mental, and emotional
imbalances that destabilize the individual’s sense of self and the very fabric of their existence. Experts
now tell us that at the root of this suffering is unresolved physiological activation. Physician, neurologist,
and trauma resolution authority Robert Scaer MD, author of the book The Body Bears the Burden (2001),
reports that the after effects of trauma can include the abnormal functioning of the Hypothalamic Pituitary
Adrenal Axis (HPA Axis) (p. 72).

BACKGROUND
The resources provided in PAUSE are designed to support the efficacy of traditional therapeutic models.
These tools are based on thousands of hours of therapeutic interactions with clients and experience
teaching Trauma Resolution to psychotherapists in the United States and Australia. Neuro Scientist,
Psychologist, and trauma resolution authority, Dr. Peter Levine’s Somatic Experiencing Professional
Training Program (2000-2001) offers the foundation and inspiration for many of the trances and
exercises included in the PAUSE Model.

SCOPE OF PRACTICE
The PAUSE Model of Hypnotherapy and Hypno-Workout provide an in-depth educational model for selfexploration. These programs are not intended to diagnose or treat conditions that should be addressed by
qualified health care professionals. They are designed to increase motivation, enhance self-awareness,
and positively alter beliefs and behavioral patterns.
Before working with the PAUSE Model Hypnotherapist, individuals suffering from mental or physical
illness or have symptoms of traumatic activation should be evaluated by an appropriate, licensed, health
care professional. Written permission must be provided by this licensed health care professional before
participation in the professional training program or the Hypno-Workout classes. The PAUSE Model of
Hypnotherapy is an excellent adjunct to care provided by appropriate health care professionals. The focus
on increasing body awareness and the development of resources can greatly enhance other treatment
modalities.

TRAUMATIC IMPACT
Trauma deregulates the nervous system, causing a disruption in the individual’s sense of self and capacity
to relate to others. No matter how much an individual tries to compensate for losses and assaults on their
feelings of safety, trauma can continue to take its toll. Levine, in his book Waking the Tiger (1997),
describes the far-reaching impact of trauma and the challenge that lies before practitioner and client.
Similarly, the body reacts profoundly in trauma. It tenses in readiness, braces in fear, and freezes
and collapses in helpless terror. When the mind’s protective reaction to overwhelm returns to
normal, the body’s response is also meant to normalize after the event. When this restorative
process is thwarted, the effects of trauma become fixated and the person becomes traumatized.
(p. xxv)
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While unresolved trauma universally creates a devastating disruption in the mind/body continuum, each
individual will respond to acute shock or stress in their unique way. Some can feel numbness and find
themselves unable to respond in social interactions or react meaningfully to life. Others live in the
shadows where they self-medicate with alcohol, drugs, food, and other distractions. Some become
belligerent and abusive, while others are passive and seem to almost disappear. Some are excitable and
cannot stay still, while still others collapse in devastating fatigue or chronic illness.

FACTORS INFLUENCING TRAUMATIC RESPONSE
Individuals respond to potentially overwhelming life circumstances in a wide variety of ways depending
upon the depth of their resources, their perception of the situation, and the meaning they give it.
Factors influencing traumatic response include age, history of previous trauma, genetic makeup, family
dynamics, and level of preparedness. It is not the event, but the individual’s resources and their
perception of the event that determines the impact.
For instance, one person could be positively excited about jumping from an airplane as sport, while
another might experience abject terror from the same situation. The individual with the positive
experience may have developed their resiliency through a controlled parachute-training program, or in a
more generalized program designed to increase their overall ability to handle stressful situations. While
the person with the negative experience may have gone through similar training, their internalization of it
could be quite different, resulting in their being traumatized by the event.

Some individuals are predisposed to traumatic activation because of early neglect, abuse, loss of a parent,
hospitalizations, war, or accidents. The deregulation of the nervous system that occurs in traumatic
activation can trigger and compound previous, even unrecognized traumas, such as birth or
developmental trauma. Trauma resolution authority, Babette Rothschild author of The Body Remembers
(2000) identifies three factors that may influence a client's resiliency when exposed to a traumatic
situation.

 Single Exposure: Refers to those who have experienced a single traumatic event.
 Multiple Exposures: Refers to individuals with multiple traumas that have sufficient
resources to be able to separate the individual traumatic events from each other. This type of
client can speak about a single trauma at a time and therefore, address one at a time.
 Aggravated Exposure: Refers to individuals who are so overwhelmed with multiple traumas
that they are unable to separate one traumatic event from the other. This type of client begins
talking about one trauma but quickly finds links to others. (p. 80)
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TRAUMA OVERLOOKED AND MISUNDERSTOOD
Trauma does not always reveal itself to the sufferer or to the health care professional wanting to serve
them. While it can be the cause of serious emotional and physical imbalances, disrupting the very
foundation of people’s lives, its profound impact is too often overlooked, unrecognized, and
misunderstood by well-meaning but uninformed practitioners. For example, trauma, including birth
trauma, is often not acknowledged by parents or remembered. Surgical procedures are often thought of as
normal life experiences. Individuals often view developmental trauma in which childhood development
is disrupted by inadequate nurturing as normal. Scaer (2001) describes the unacknowledged impact of
trauma occurring in whiplash and in other serious illnesses.
Much of the medical literature tends to ignore that often dramatic physical symptoms, including
bowel disorders, myofascial pain, and cognitive impairment accompany PTSD in a fashion often
identical to that experienced in the whiplash syndrome. (p. xxi)
Whether the traumatic incident is consciously recognized or not, the body remembers by maintaining a
heightened biological response. The sufferer can feel the impact of trauma’s presence as if an invisible
enemy was lurking nearby, but they remain unable to quite grasp whom the intruder is, or how to confront
it. In the foreword of The Body Bears the Burden (2001), Bessel A Van Der Kolk MD, Medical Director
of the Trauma Center and Professor of Psychiatry at Boston University School of Medicine, agrees that as
trauma tightens its invisible grip, endless suffering and confusion ensue.
They often experience sensory elements of the trauma without being able to make sense out of
what they are feeling or seeing. These mysterious combinations of remembering emotions and
sensations, while forgetting the origin and the content, were called “repression” and “dissociation.
(p. xi)

ADDITIONAL FACTORS IMPACTING RESPONSE TO TRAUMA
The impact of gestation, birth trauma, and bonding and attachment issues are emphasized because
disruptions that occur during these preverbal stages of development are profound, and too often remain
inaccessible to the physician, mental health professional, and the traumatized client. Confused and unable
to grapple with the actual problem, the client often suffers disassociation, disorientation, low self-esteem,
and an inability to connect with self or bond with others.
GESTATION
The gestating infant’s feelings of safety are influenced by experiences in the womb. The far-reaching
implications of disruptions during gestation, or birth are often overlooked, discounted, and unrecognized.
They are highlighted here because they often adversely influence the neurological system of the infant or
small child and adversely affect all future phases of development.
The unborn child is a sensitive and feeling human being whose basic assumptions and beliefs about
themselves and their safety in the world are shaped during their earliest interactions. A stressed mother
signals fear and anxiety to the gestating infant and newborn through her posture, hormones, respiration,
and heart rate. This early deregulation of the baby’s and/or mother’s systems can have far-reaching
effects, and is often unrecognized and misdiagnosed. Marie F. Mongan, author and founder of
HypnoBirthing®, The Mongan Method (2005), describes the lasting impact gestation and the birth
process has on the baby:
While we know that everything the mother puts into her body crosses the placenta and affects the
baby, this is also true of emotions. When we offer the pre-born baby love, play, and music, we
reinforce his positive feelings of security. On the negative side, it has been found that the pulse
rate of the unborn baby rises abruptly when the baby is exposed to screaming, yelling, loud, or
disturbing noises and emotional upsets. (p.83)
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The prenatal infant learns to regulate their nervous system through the mother. The infant’s capacity to
soothe and regulate their nervous system is determined by the quality of contact and nurturance received.
The healthy, confident, resourced mother who is supported by her partner and family has the capacity to
offer the infant the consistent, comforting care that provides the foundation for a stable, resilient, wellintegrated personality that can effectively face life’s challenges, even potentially threatening ones. While
most mothers can establish a loving, quiet presence during nursing, others experience impatience, stress,
and anxiety. When this occurs, bonding and attachment are adversely affected and the baby can struggle
to stabilize.
BONDING AND ATTACHME NT
During a recent webinar offered by the National Institute for the Clinical Application of Behavioral
Medicine (NICBAM, 2012), Body Centered Psychotherapist and Hakomi Co-Founder Pat Ogden PhD
discussed the far-reaching impact of bonding and attachment. Dr. Ogden stated that the individual’s
capacity to withstand trauma is often impacted by the quality of bonding and attachment experienced by
the newborn. Individuals, who experienced optimal parental support during the attachment and bonding
phase, and throughout childhood and adolescence, often demonstrate greater resiliency in the face of
trauma. She hypothesizes that favorable bonding and attachment can help “inoculate” the child from
future Post Traumatic Stress Disorder.
BIRTH TRAUMA
Time stands still whenever trauma occurs; however, the newborn is exceptionally vulnerable to
disruptions because they have so few resources. Complications in the birthing process can trigger
traumatic activation and deregulation in the bodies of both the mother and baby. The consequences of
these disruptions are often forgotten or ignored as well-meaning physicians and family members celebrate
the completion of the birthing process.
The traumatized mother is ill equipped to bond with her infant. The continued mobilization of mother or
baby’s defensive physiological responses can interfere with their healthy adaptation to life for years to
come. Mother and child can be impacted by feelings of fear, helplessness, loss of control, and remain
confused as to its root cause.
THE SCHIZOID AND ORAL WOUNDS
Schizoid and Oral Character Structures, which will be described in detail in the segment on Character
Defense Systems, are rooted in gestational distress, disruptions during the birth process, and/or an
inability to bond and attach immediately following birth. An experienced PAUSE Model Hypnotherapist
can readily recognize the presence of these two developmental wounds. However, it should be noted that
more resourced defense systems could mask complications associated with early trauma, the Schizoid
wound, or the Oral wound.
Under stress or traumatic activation, the unresourced and terrified unborn child or newborn, contracts the
core, fragments awareness, and disassociates in order to avoid the danger associated with the body, thus
creating the Schizoid wound. The Oral wound reflects a disruption in the older newborn’s bonding and
attachment. The newborn, unable to relax into loving contact with the mother, feels abandoned, empty,
and unnourished. Their unmet fundamental needs drive feelings of fear and rage. Overwhelmed by
emotional and physical pain, they deny embodiment by contracting and shifting attention to the head and
identifying with cognitive processes.

TRAUMA - EFFECTS ON THE BODY
During traumatic activation, undischarged arousal is trapped in the nervous system. The terrifying
experience is held frozen in the body and in the unconscious mind. Levine describes the
neurophysiological cause of trauma in his comprehensive book, In an Unspoken Voice (2010):
Potentially traumatic situations are ones that induce states of high physiological arousal but
without the freedom for the affected person to express and get past these states: danger without
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the possibility of fight or flight, and afterward, without the opportunity to “shake it off,” as a wild
animal would following a frightful encounter with a predator. (p. xii)
The traumatized individual can become vigilant, even when no danger is present, because the body
continues to retrigger the threat response. Dr. Louis W. Tinnin, MD Medical Director of the Trauma
Recovery Institute in Morgantown, West Virginia reports in The Body Bears the Burden (2001) that the
overwhelming traumatic incident can trigger imbalances in hormonal secretions, neurotransmitters, and
blood flow years after the initial disturbance (p. 1). Experts in neuroscience, such as Levine (1997) tell us
that trauma is held in the nervous system, not simply in the memory. Because of this ongoing arousal of
the nervous system, time seems to stand still and the mind experiences the event as if it is still happening.
If the arousal is not properly discharged, the threat becomes frozen in time. This lack of discharge traps
energy and causes the experience of the threat to escalate. Levine (1997) describes the root of the
biological response to trauma.
When faced with what is perceived as inescapable or overwhelming threat, humans and animals
both use the immobility response…the physiological mechanism governing this response resides
in the primitive instinctual parts of our brains and nervous systems, and is not under our
conscious control. (p. 17)
Elements of immobility response and the arousal of the nervous system cause the symptoms associated
with posttraumatic stress disorder. These symptoms can continue long after the original traumatic
incident. Rothschild (2000) summarizes the biological response to traumatic activation as the limbic
system triggers the individual’s response to threat by activating the HPA Axis.

 The hypothalamus alerts the sympathetic branch of the autonomic nervous system to danger,
readying it for fight or flight.
 As epinephrine and norepinephrine are released, heart rate and respiration accelerate. Blood
vessels in the skin, extremities, and internal organs constrict to make more blood available to
the brain, and the muscles are tensed in preparation for immediate action. Constriction alters
breathing, muscle tone, and posture. The blood thickens and moves away from the surface to
the muscles.
 The liver pours out glucose and calls up fat reserves to be processed into triglycerides for
energy.
 When fight and flight are impossible, the limbic system simultaneously commands the
parasympathetic branch to evoke tonic immobility, or the freeze response. This separation of
awareness from physical reality protects from the impact of escalating arousal. If the
threatening event continues, dissociation and tonic immobility protects the individual from the
pain of death.
 When the body is aroused, it contracts inside, loses its capacity to discharge, and holds onto
the excess energy. The individual’s perception contracts along with the body. (p. 46)
TRAUMATIC SITUATIONS
In general, trauma can be triggered in any situation in which the victim felt threatened, overwhelmed, or
helpless. During the Somatic Experiencing Professional Training taught by trauma resolution authority
Diane Poole Heller PhD, and Psychologist Lawrence Heller PhD in 2000, the following situations were
described as commonly evoking a traumatic response:

 Surgery/routine medical procedures
 Childhood surgeries and hospitalizations, and separations from caretakers
 Falls/ minor injuries (Even minor “fender bender” car accidents)
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Prolonged immobilization
Stress during gestation or birth
Natural disasters, such as floods, earthquakes, fires, nuclear disasters, tsunami
Acts of Terrorism/War
Domestic Abuse
Sexual Assault
Kidnapping
Experiencing child abuse or neglect (Developmental Trauma)
Witnessing suffering and abuse

CATEGORIES OF TRAUMATIC ACTIVATION
The PAUSE Model and Hypno-Workout addresses several broad categories of trauma, much of which is
based on the Somatic Experiencing Professional Training Program (2000) taught by Heller and Heller.
Note: Individuals can experience more than one type of traumatic activation:

 General Trauma is experienced when an individual is confronted with an unexpected,
potentially life-threatening situation in which their resources and ability to respond to threat
are overwhelmed, and feelings of helplessness are experienced.
 Shock Trauma occurs when there is a brief, intense experience that triggers the fight, flight,
or freeze response. Shock trauma is mediated through the involuntary nervous system.
 Developmental Trauma occurs during repeated interactions with dysfunctional or imbalanced
caregivers during the earliest years of life. Developmental Trauma is mediated through the
voluntary nervous system and expresses through Characterological Defensive patterns.
 Prolonged Duress Stress Disorder (PDSD) occurs when there is chronic, prolonged stress
during the developmental years, often from neglect, chronic illness, a dysfunctional family
system, etc. Experts now report that this level of stress exacts a toll on the Autonomic
Nervous System just short of fight, flight, and freeze.
SYMPTOMS OF TRAUMATIC ACTIVATION
Diane Poole Heller described the following symptoms of traumatic activation during the Somatic
Experiencing Professional Training Program (2000) Note: Symptoms can be unstable and unpredictable.














Mood swings – rage reactions/ Frequent anger and crying
Shame
Fear of going crazy
Panic attacks, anxiety and phobias
Avoidance behavior
Attraction to dangerous situations
Exaggerated or diminished sexual activity
Amnesia/ forgetfulness/ Gaps in memory Inability to bond with others/ alienation from self
and others
Hyper vigilance – on guard
Chronic physical disturbances and illnesses/ Endocrine problems, thyroid dysfunction,
headaches, Chronic Fatigue, Asthma, digestive distress, eating disorders, PMS
Intrusive images/flashbacks
Extreme sensitivity to light and sound
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Hyperactivity and restlessness
Exhaustion
Feelings of depression,
Disassociation
Disorientation
Inability to focus, or set and achieve goals
Vulnerability to addictions
Inability to Trust
Accident Prone
Feeling frozen or paralyzed
Nightmares/night terrors/disruption in sleep patterns
Startle easily
Confusion
Hyperactive
Numb

Future Shock is the shattering stress and disorientation that we induce in
individuals by subjecting them to too much change in too short a time.
Alvin Toffler
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TRAUMATIC REENACTMENT
Just as the Cultural Trance has a pervasive underlying effect on the individual’s beliefs, future behavior,
and overall sense of self, victims of trauma can experience the continuing profound impact of traumatic
incidents. Traumatic reenactment can take the form of flashbacks, nightmares, self-destructive acts,
violence against self and others, or behavioral reenactments.
While Freud and other early
psychotherapists believed reenactments were an unconscious attempt to master the previously
overwhelming situation, neuroscientists now recognize that it is also influenced by alterations in brain
chemistry (Scaer, 2001).
During times of danger and acute stress, adrenaline is released so that energy is available to fight or flee.
As this flood of hormones, surges through the body, endorphins and opioids are released to cope with
pain. Scaer (2001) comments on the impact these biochemical reactions have on traumatic reenactment.
“This phenomenon of pain modulation in stress by endorphins may contribute to one of the more bizarre
and at times confusing behaviors of victims of trauma: the seemingly subconscious need to re-experience
the traumatic event” (p. 86). Scaer postulates that the repetition of the traumatic incident triggers a
rewarding biochemical response. “Reenactment therefore constitutes a powerful system of reward and
reinforcement, and one that basically is conditioning and self-perpetuating” (p. 89).

THERAPEUTIC INTERVENTIONS - RESOURCES
Until recently, there were few effective treatments for people suffering from the impact of PTSD and
other trauma related disorders. Levine, (2005) reports, “The field of psychiatric medicine has chosen to
view many of the long-term effects of trauma as an incurable disease, only marginally controllable by
drugs or through behavioral management. (p. 9). Today, effective protocols are available and have been
carefully incorporated in the PAUSE Model of Hypnotherapy and Hypno-Workout. These proven
methods can support the individual through the cultivation of powerful resources that gradually regulate
the nervous system, and establish homeostasis in the body.
Heller emphasizes the importance of establishing client resources in addressing traumatic activation.
During the Somatic Experiencing Professional Training (2000), she defined a resource as a positive
memory, person, place, action, or personal capacity that helps the individual reduce nervous system overactivation and stimulates a relaxation discharge. The trances and exercises offered in the PAUSE Model
of Hypnotherapy focus on cultivating resources. Through sensitivity on the part of the practitioner,
adequate resources can be cultivated that support the body and mind’s innate capacity for healing. These
resources are unique to this curriculum; yet incorporate the fundamentals taught by trauma resolution
experts Diane Poole Heller, PhD, and Peter Levine, PhD.
As a result, the PAUSE Model does not do any type of traumatic reenactment without establishing
counter balancing and even overwhelming positive resources. Titration of positive resources into the
un-resourced areas is the cornerstone in nearly every PAUSE U-Unwind the Past process. The greatest
case-gain will occur when the client becomes aware of their own internal resources, strengthens them, and
masters regulation of their nervous system. The past no longer informs the present, and is released.
The first step is to establish a reliable, resilient resource state, and associate it with a physical anchor,
such as an OK sign. The client can then utilize their resource anchor (fire their anchor) to counterbalance an activated state and move into the A-Aware Witness. From here, they can devise an appropriate
conscious response to the stimulus without being mindlessly reactive. You could look at is as teaching
them to bring light into their darkness. This is one of the greatest forms of personal empowerment the
PAUSE Hypnotherapist can offer to their clients.

You have been willing to bring the darkness to light, and this willingness has given
strength to everyone who would remain in darkness. Those who would see will see.
ACIM T-18.III.6.2
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S-SURRENDER
The way out of conflict between two opposing thought systems is clearly to choose one
and relinquish the other. If you identify with your thought system, and you cannot escape
this, and if you accept two thought systems which are in complete disagreement, peace of
mind is impossible.
(A Course in Miracles, 1976, T-6.V.B.5)
OVERVIEW
Surrender is the fourth resource state in the PAUSE Model. Surrender is a process that supports the client
in identifying the distortions of the ego that keep them from consistently returning to a state of peace. In
Surrender there is no inner conflict, no inner resistance no negativity. A singular thought system is
followed without internal dissent. It occurs when the client consistently identifies with their A-Aware
Witness; stands back from themselves, and compassionately observes the ego and the circumstances of
life from a neutral perspective.

STILLNESS
Thoughts and the noise of the world can distract us from the deeper Self, stillness, and the capacity to SSurrender. Tolle in his book Stillness Speaks (2003) tells us, “When you lose touch with inner stillness,
you lose touch with yourself. When you lose touch with yourself, you lose yourself in the world” (p. 3).
With S-Surrender, peace is no longer predicated solely upon what is happening on the material plane.
Free internally, circumstances can remain the same, yet everything changes.

THE POWER OF SURRENDER
Surrender is the opposite of defense. When Surrender is properly used, it enables us to contact the
willingness needed to allow another viewpoint into an otherwise closed mindset. Surrender does not
mean weakness, capitulation, or defeat. The very act of Surrender is an act of true power, whereas
defense can be seen as effort or resistance. This experience of power, generated through contact with
the Essential Self, can create the impetus to take decisive action in the world, or simply to be with what is.
Psychiatrist David Hawkins speaks of this extensively in his book, The Eye of the I from Which Nothing is
Hidden (2001). “Power accomplishes without effort what force cannot do, for it goes where force cannot
follow” (p. ix). Hawkins (2001) expands on this important premise: “Force is temporary, consumes
energy, and moves from one location to another. Power, in contrast, is self-sustaining, permanent,
stationary, and invincible” (p. 26). (Bold emphasis added by this author.)

SPIRITUAL MASK
Pretense cannot bridge the internal chasm to the A-Aware Witness and the capacity to Surrender.
Surrender must be real or it is nothing. While Surrender represents a spiritual and emotional ideal, it must
be emphasized that premature Surrender, like premature forgiveness, can leave one ungrounded, in denial
and out of touch with reality. The Love mask and Serenity mask create a facsimile of peace, and can be
mistaken for S-Surrender.
While Masks can seem to effectively hide underlying turmoil, they are rooted in disassociation and
falsehood. Uncovering and recognizing the masks our unconscious minds have created can be difficult,
but it is an essential part of the Path to Wholeness. Spiritual teacher Sri Swami Satchidanand records the
effect of this inner split in The Living Gita (1988). In this excerpt, Lord Krishna speaks to the warrior
Arjuna. “You haven’t harmonized your thought, word, and deed. You are thinking one way, but
speaking another and acting in a still, a different way…such a person falls from Yoga” (p.15).
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THE STABLE A-AWARE WITNESS
Like the rider harnessing and directing a team of horses, a peaceful life, and S-Surrender demand that a
stable A-Aware Witness step back from the ego, appreciate it for what it is, and gently guide it. Dr.
Hawkins in his book Transcending the Levels of Consciousness: The Stairway to Enlightenment (2006)
describes the importance of making peace with the ego.
The ego is not overcome by seeing it as an enemy. It is one’s biological inheritance, and without
it, nobody would be alive to lament its limitations. By understanding its origin and intrinsic
importance to survival, the ego can be seen as being of great benefit but prone to becoming
unruly and causing emotional, psychological, and spiritual problems if not resolved or
transcended. (p. 23)
A Course in Miracles teacher, Bud James CCHT, in a personal conversation (May 2012) said that the ego
generates more resistance at the point of Surrender than at any other time because it recognizes that it is
losing its control of the personality. A Course in Miracles (1976) refers to this aspect of the Path to
Wholeness as “A period of relinquishment” (M-4.I.A.5). While this relinquishment of ego does not need
to entail distress, great resistance is often experienced as one begins to realize what is truly important in
life, yet remain attached to old habits and reactions. The unresourced individual is operating with two
opposing thought systems as opposed to having a singular focus on peace. The egoic demand to be right
often creates unhappiness. A Course in Miracles (1976) reminds us of this by posing the very important
question, “Do you prefer to be right or happy?” (T-29.VII.9) Learning to surrender righteousness to
happiness is a key element of S-Surrender.

THE PROCESS OF SURRENDER
Before Surrender can be experienced, one must remove the egoic barriers that stand in its way. As long
as these are present, there will be a split in the mind and resistance will reign. Hawkins (2001) describes
the impact dissolving inner conflicts can have on consciousness.
Illumination refers to those spiritual states where sufficient barriers have been dropped, either
deliberately or unconsciously, so that a greater context suddenly presents itself, and in so doing,
illuminates, clarifies, and reveals an expanded field of consciousness actually experienced as
inner light. (p. 30)
The practical exercises and trances offered by the PAUSE Model on S-Surrender invites the client to
recognize and confront the obstacles to peace. It supports them in shifting from the dualistic perception
of the ego to an experience of underlying unity, which can only be experienced by the resourced,
embodied soul. Consistently confronted, the personality fixations and behavioral patterns driven by the
ego, which once caused powerlessness, loosen their grip. The S-Surrender process as taught in the
PAUSE Model consists of the following elements:

1. Becoming Aware of and releasing Resistance
2. Becoming Aware of and calling back Projections
3. Integrating the underlying Lessons
4. Experiencing Forgiveness for Self and Others
5. Surrendering to one’s Higher Purpose & Essential Self
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S-SURRENDER TERMINOLOGY
MEANING
Meaning is the cognitive interpretation of an experience. The end, purpose, or significance of something:
What is the meaning of life? What meaning do you give this experience? Nothing in and of itself has
any meaning other than the meaning we give it.
Meaning is the interpretation or importance given to something that is primarily based on the individual’s
filters and conditioning. The majority of these filters rest in the unconscious mind, and form the core of
the reasons we react to various experiences as opposed to choosing a measured response. The safest
approach in any communication with anyone is to assume that until it is completely clarified, we do not
know what meaning another person may place on a thought, word, or action.

“What has no meaning cannot be perceived. And meaning always looks within
to find itself, and then looks out. All meaning that you give the world outside
must thus reflect the sight you saw within...”
ACIM T-20.VIII.10
RESISTANCE
Resistance is the conscious or unconscious state of being "against" a person, object, experience, or idea.
Resistance is a defensive strategy that demands a change to what you are seeing, hearing, or experiencing.
It is the equivalent of saying “No” to "What Is.” In the therapeutic process, uncovering resistance is
critical to getting past the filters of the unconscious mind, and to better understand its actual values and
processes.
To the child or adult, as something in life negatively triggers it, an unconscious set of activities occurs.
Resistance to what is happening, real or imagined, builds, and the individual becomes unable to focus in
the present time. The body’s stress response is triggered. With the breath stifled and body blocked, many
find themselves disconnecting more and more from emotions and physical sensations. No longer rooted
in the body or the present moment, they live in a world of concepts, and thought, regretting the past and
fearing the future.
Living in a type of self-imposed exile and cut off from the loving and comforting qualities of the Essential
Self, they are now disconnected from their intrinsic flow of life force, their natural biological support
system, and the instinctual, grounding energies of the body. Lost in their minds and assaulted by the mad
idea that they are special, separate, unloved, unsupported, and even unlovable, they lose touch with the
present and focus almost exclusively on the past. A Course in Miracles (1976) describes this state. “For
the ego regards the present only as a brief transition to the future, in which it brings the past to the future
by interpreting the present in past terms” (T-13.IV.4).
PROJECTION
Projection occurs when the egoic unconscious takes something that is within itself and sees it in another.
Projection is the unconscious act of forgetting that what is seen without is actually within. “A projection
is anything a person reads into another and sees it as if it were there when it is not" (Weinberg and Rowe,
The Projection Principle, 1988, p. 2). Projection can occur with a "good" aspect like kindness,
compassion, or charity, etc. More often, projection involves seeing a negative trait in another, like
rudeness, dishonesty, revenge, or fear. This is clearly a form of judgment, which is actually an attack,
whether it is spoken or not. A Course in Miracles (1976) defines the relationship of projection and attack.
Projection and attack are inevitably related, because projection is always a means of justifying
attack. Anger without projection is impossible. The ego uses projection only to destroy your
perception of both yourself and your brothers. The process begins by excluding something that
exists in you but which you do not want, and leads directly to excluding you from your brothers.
(T-6.2.3)
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LESSONS
Life invites us to evolve and experience the best that is within us. Life’s challenges can be wrestled with
from the fragmented perspective of the ego, or peacefully explored from the unitized perspective of the
A-Aware Witness. The PAUSE Model offers the clients the tools necessary to examine the circumstances
of life, resolve suffering, conflict, and confusion, and become the compassionate observer on their
journey to wholeness. When the underlying lesson each experience offers is truly owned, peace and
insight are evoked.
The heart of every lesson in the PAUSE Model is to increase the awareness of the resources of the
Essential Self, and to fully and authentically integrate them. The PAUSE Path to Wholeness teaches the
client to release and transform the unconscious limiting beliefs that create fear, guilt, and separation from
the awareness of love’s eternal presence. Eckhart Tolle (1999) tells us, “The compulsive thinker, which
means almost everyone, lives in a state of apparent separateness, in an insanely complex world of
continuous problems and conflict; a world that reflects the ever-increasing fragmentation of the mind” (p.
15). This fragmentation of the mind and separation of the heart ends when the lesson is truly learned.
FORGIVENESS
Webster’s College Dictionary defines forgiveness as, “To forgive is to pardon or to cease to feel
resentment” (p. 515). Out of touch with one’s inner darkness and lost in the tendency to project both
good and evil onto others, relationships are prone to misunderstanding and dissonance. Arguments and
conflicts arise, acceptance becomes rejection, love turns to hate and resentment festers. True forgiveness
is the only way out.
A Course in Miracles (1976) reminds us, “All that must be forgiven are the illusions you have held
against your brothers” (T-16.VII.9.2). These illusions “validate” judgment and separation. They are
simply ideas and images that we have made up about others or even ourselves. All that is needed to begin
this very essential element is a little willingness to see the situation and yourself differently. Eckhart
Tolle (1999) comments on Forgiveness.
You cannot truly forgive yourself or others as long as you derive your sense of self from the past.
Only through accessing the power of the Now, which is your own power, can there be true
forgiveness. This renders the past powerless, and you realize deeply that nothing you ever did or
that was ever done to you could touch even in the slightest the radiant essence of who you are.
The whole concept of forgiveness then becomes unnecessary. (p. 229)

WHAT IS FORGIVENESS?
Forgiveness is, simply put, about letting go. Releasing the wrong done to you, or by you. This is a very
simple concept, but often very difficult to achieve. Forgiveness is a choice. To withhold forgiveness is to
choose to remain in pain. Remember, you always have choice.
Forgiveness in the PAUSE Model is a commitment to a process of internal change. It can be difficult
and it can take time. Everyone moves toward forgiveness a little differently, but it is simply the process
of moving out of a victim role and into a state of empowerment and responsibility. The first step is to
recognize the value of forgiveness and its importance in our lives. Once an understanding of how
powerful forgiveness is, we can create a clear outcome statement and take the steps needed to achieve our
goal.

Forgiveness is always for you, not for the other. The person you refuse to forgive actually owns a
part of you! All of your energy invested in your anger and resentment towards this person or situation is
stuck in the past. You could be using it for creating wonderful things for yourself, but instead, you’re
letting the other person hold you hostage.
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Research suggests that holding grudges have a direct correlation to your health. Therefore, in addition to
being deemed bitter or angry, you may also suffer from high blood pressure, headaches, heart disease, and
other medical illnesses. So who is really winning as a result of your holding a grudge?
Some people have mixed emotions about holding grudges. They believe that by forgiving a someone,
they are condoning the person’s behavior. Forgiveness does not change the past. If a person has acted
unskillfully in the past, that is what they did. True Forgiveness releases stuck energy and frees us to
create a better future. Forgiving isn’t about agreeing with a person’s actions, it is about moving into a
direct experience of resting in the Essential Self.
Forgiveness also means that we change old patterns of beliefs and actions that are driven by anger, guilt,
or fear. As we unwind the past, we no longer define our lives by how we’ve been hurt or what we have
surmounted. We see the importance of the underlying lessons that our teachers have offered us. We
move into a state of compassion and understanding. We recognize that we can choose Peace. We can
choose to be happy.
Our ego fights the notion of Forgiveness at every possible opportunity. In many ways it is easier for the
ego to fight Love than offer Forgiveness. Perfect, Unconditional Love is something that appears to have
been “lost” to us for a very long time. In fact, the apparent loss of Love is why we are here in this world,
but that’s another topic. Let’s deal with the fear of True Forgiveness right now.
We are very good at beating ourselves up, blaming ourselves for something we think we did or did not do,
and sometimes we do this over and over and over again. This is something that the part of us known as
the ego truly enjoys – beating up on ourselves. We are even better at judging OTHERS, and NOT
recognizing that ‘What we hate most in others is that which we secretly hate most in ourselves’. Read
that last line a few times until it really sinks in. This is another way of saying that everyone in the world
is a mirror, reflecting back to us whatever we are projecting out on others.
Since our ego ALWAYS comes from a place of “I’m Right, and everyone else is wrong”, we project our
shortcomings, our fears, and our inadequacies on others. It is a form of defense – a way to protect the ego
from us beating up on it (our perceived self) again, and again and again. It is much easier to cast blame
on others before we ever look inwardly and see the “truth” about our own apparent issues. And then we
attack ourselves. Any attack is really is a defense against Love and connection. It reinforces separation
and hate.
Perhaps you don’t feel you deserve forgiveness. Or perhaps you feel another person does not deserve
forgiveness? Why? Have you not been punished enough? Has the person you have passed judgment
upon not paid for their sins? Is there still guilt to be resolved? Forgiveness does not change the past - it
releases us from the pain of the future. What will be lost if True Forgiveness occurs? It is this that we
should think about and weigh very carefully.

THE THREE FORMS OF F ORGIVENESS

 Forgiveness as we experience it in the world, which is really just a form of withholding
punishment. It comes from a place of one-upmanship. For instance, “Although you were
really bad, and I didn’t like what you did, I’m going to give you another chance. I’ll forgive
you “this” time, and not punish you right now, because I am a better person than you. But
I’m watching you, mister!” The fact is, they are punishing them anyway, and just creating
more separation by their judgment.
 Forgiveness by Understanding, which is basically similar to “walking a mile in another
person’s shoes”. You recognize that if you were in the exact same situation, with the same
experience, and the same knowledge as that person, that you would have made the same
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choice as they did at the time. Perhaps in the very next second, minute, day, week, year (or
whenever) they recognized that they should have made a different choice, then that is new
learning. It is an awareness they didn’t have when they made the original choice. Their
original choice in the past, no matter how wrong in the present, was actually right for them –
then. In this fashion, you can forgive them by understanding the choice they made.
 Forgiveness by Grace (True Forgiveness), This is how our Essential Self sees each of us.
At our true core, we are all perfect fragments of God, and that is what He sees in us. God is
Perfect Love. As he looks upon each of us, he sees Himself shining back at Him. He does
not see our self-deception, our illusory and arrogant thoughts of separation from Him; he sees
each of us for who we truly are. Perfect, Whole, and Loved, with no need for Forgiveness.
God never did anything that needs forgiving – you don’t either.
TOM
There is a story I like to tell about a guy named “Tom” who lived in Des Moines, Iowa. Tom hated
President Bush with a passion. Every time anything having to do with anything “bad” came up, Tom
would blame it on Mr. Bush. The war, the economy, the school system, the garbage collectors making
noise, and ANY bad news on TV – it was ALL President’s Bush’s fault. He would work himself into
frenzy over it, badmouthing and calling him names to anyone who would listen, and yell at the TV.
At about year 6, Tom was diagnosed with a bleeding ulcer and had to get emergency care – all the time
blaming – you guessed it – Bush. At the end of his term, an aide mentioned to President Bush that he had
a disgruntled voter in Des Moines, and he said “check”. That was it. No other impact. So who really
was the recipient of all that hate, anger, and separation? Tom was. He did it to himself. It had virtually
no affect on President Bush at all, and all that judgment was completely mirrored back at the person
creating the attack. What is the value of that?
If Tom had forgiven President Bush, it might have helped Tom heal. If Tom had forgiven President
Bush, it might have helped all the people around him. If Tom had forgiven President Bush, it might have
changed Tom's life. What would he have lost if he did?
THE EGO AS OUR TEACHER
The fact is that our ego can be very useful as a teacher when viewed correctly. Its tools, however, are not
the most gentle, being based on fear, pain, attack, defense, guilt, shame, error, separation, and more.
However, its goal is the same - helping us learn what we need to learn. But there is a better way - a
gentler way - a more loving way. By recognizing that whatever “wrong” you thought you committed,
whatever wrong you felt someone else did, whatever hurt you felt you or someone else created, no matter
how many “lifetimes” you have repeatedly passed judgment on yourself and others, the recognition that
God has already Forgiven you – AND them - is perhaps the most important of all. His judgment of us
always the same - he extends what he is; Perfect Love.
You are not a victim of the world you see, or of your ego, or of anyone else. Even if they are the
President, your Spouse, your Mother, Terrorists, or your boss, they are still the same as you are. YOU are
indeed a perfect fragment of God, as they are. Feel that deep inside yourself. By releasing judgment, you
are seeing yourself and others as God sees you.

OUR ESSENTIAL SELF AS OUR TEACHER
The much bigger part of us that is not the ego has often been called our Essential Self - it is who we truly
are. This part of us is constantly looking to help us find Forgiveness opportunities. When we are ready to
truly release our judgments against ourselves and others, and recognize the opportunity to use True
Forgiveness, all the Angels in Heaven will appear to help us Forgive and find the Peace that surpasses all
understanding. In that moment - when you turn attack into Love, it is a Miracle.
NVI.SML2.V8
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In that timeless moment a powerful recognition is created that makes you aware that you indeed are a
perfect fragment of God, as is the person you are looking at - whole, healed, forgiven, and released of all
judgment. In this Holy Instance there is no difference between you and them. This is the power of Love a Miracle that is replacing a grievance. Your Essential Self recognizes in this moment that there is
nothing to forgive as we are still as God created us, perfect and whole.
We are all learning how to return to our Source, which IS Perfect Love. While there are many paths that
can lead us home, Forgiveness can indeed be one of the fastest paths, as it is the Achilles’ heel of the ego.
True “Forgiveness of Self” and “Forgiveness of Others” is something that the ego has no defense for.
DON’T FEAR FORGIVENESS
Don’t fear Forgiveness; embrace it. In fact, it is very arrogant to feel that God is wrong and your poor
judgment of yourself or others is right. The ego would have us feel that humility is self-abasement and
self-judgment, but that too is merely the ego, playing another game of false humility with us, keeping us
from looking within and seeing the truth of who we all truly are. You are the Light of the world. Use the
world as a “teaching aid,” and look for Forgiveness opportunities. If you get “lit-up,” then turn on your
Light of Love and shine Forgiveness on whatever is going on. There is an old saying – there are three
types of problems in the world: My problems, Your problems, and God’s problems. Make sure you
recognize whose are who’s, and turn over the big ones to the Big Guy.
Yes, in the moment, someone may act unskillfully, but remember - they are doing the best they can with
what they have. They are either Asking for Love, or Offering Love. That is all that any of us are ever
doing. In either case, Love is the correct response. Ask for help from Angels, or your Essential Self, or
your Guides, or the Holy Spirit, or the God of your Heart, and you will get it. With even the slightest
willingness on your part to find Peace, to extend Love, or to share Forgiveness - you will be able to tap
into one of the greatest forces in the Universe – “The Ability to Change Your Mind.” Free Will is our
God given right to Choose Again. And again, and again, and again, until we get it right. Choose yet
again.
The question we have to ask at every moment is which teacher are we choosing to learn from - the ego, or
God? The ego sees all things as expressions of fear. God sees all things as expressions of Love. You are
deeply and completely Loved. This can never change.

Forgiveness ends all suffering and loss. Forgiveness paints a picture of a world
where suffering is over, loss becomes impossible, and anger makes no sense.
Attack is gone, and madness has an end. The world becomes a place of joy,
abundance, charity, and endless giving.
ACIM, W249
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HEALING BY SURRENDERING TO O NE’S HIGHER PURPOSE
Through S-Surrender, one can contact the Greater Self, the Divine within. It is one of the last steps on the
PAUSE Path to Wholeness before contacting Essence. To be accepting of the notion of non-duality, the
mind must release the conflict hidden by resistance and projection. A singular focus on aligning with the
Essential Self has the delightful benefit of creating resource states filled with compassion, peace, and
happiness. With the comfort and safety that naturally arises in this state, the ego, once rooted in grasping,
demanding, and controlling, recedes. A new quality of desire awakens. Outcome is released and healing
occurs naturally. This poem from A Course in Miracles (1976) describes the singular focus of the
surrendered soul, moving into healing and peace.
I am here only to be truly helpful.
I am here to represent Him Who sent me.
I do not have to worry about what to say or what to do, because He Who sent me will direct me.
I am content to be wherever He wishes, knowing He goes there with me.
I will be healed as I let Him teach me to heal. (T-2.V.18: 2-6)

THERAPEUTIC PROCESSES FOR S-SURRENDER
All of the trances and exercises included in the PAUSE Model of Hypnotherapy and Hypno-Workout were
designed to meet the needs of all of the Character Structures and Enneatypes. Each trance was
specifically designed to support and resource the most vulnerable among us including those suffering
from trauma and core wounding. Successful therapeutic progress through the levels offered in P-Present,
A-Aware Witness, and U-Unwind the Past should be made before moving into S-Surrender.

I love you when you bow in your mosque, kneel in your temple, pray in your
church. For you and I are sons of one religion, and it is the spirit.
Khalil Gibran
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E-EVOKE ESSENCE
We have but one desire, masked by the ego as many desires - this is the desire to experience the
One.
Dr. Kenneth Elwood

INTRODUCTION
E-Evoke Essence focuses on the ultimate goal, which is the integration of Essential Self. Identification
with Essence integrates the personal with the resources of the infinite. Wisdom is available when
guidance is needed, and comfort is provided when one is troubled. The direct experience of Essence is
unmistakable. There is a feeling of comfort and wellbeing that the reasoning mind cannot comprehend.
Words often fail when attempts are made to describe this state. In the book, The Diamond Approach, An
Introduction to the Teachings of A. H. Almaas (1999), author John Davis shares the description of
Essence offered by Almaas.
Essence is not alive; it is aliveness. It is not aware; it is awareness. It does not have the quality of
existence; it is existence. It is not loving; it is love. It is not joyful; it is joy. It is not true; it is
truth (p. 87).
We are conditioned to seek out distractions from our deeper longing and reach for validation, sensual
pleasures, and material gain. Spiritual teacher A.H. Almaas (1987) describes the importance of making a
choice to connect to the Inner Self in his book Diamond Heart, Book One: Elements of the Real in Man
(1987).
Your life is an adventure and whatever you are doing in the world is not an end in itself but is a
crucible for melting the ore into gold. Once you know yourself to be the Personal Essence, what
you do doesn’t much matter. You choose whatever will enlarge and enhance your real self.
There can never be a sense of lasting fulfillment unless you have realized that essential part of
yourself. Nothing else can take its place. (p. 5)

BEYOND SUFFERING
Longing unmasked becomes the longing for the Essential Self. We too often deny the pain of this longing
instead of confronting it as great teachers have since the beginning of time. While pain takes place in the
moment, suffering takes root in the background of the unconscious mind as one denies real needs,
regrets the past, and fears the future. Eckhart Tolle discussed his suffering and life changing recognition
of the deeper Self in the Power of Now (1999).
“Until my thirtieth year, I lived in a state of almost continuous anxiety interspersed with periods
of suicidal depression.” Tolle then had the thought, “I cannot live with myself any longer.” Then
the recognition arose, “Am I one or two? If I cannot live with myself, there must be two of me:
the ‘I’, and the ‘self’ that ‘I’ cannot live with. ‘Maybe,’ I thought, ‘only one of them is real.’” (p.
4)
Aware of the strangeness of this thought, Tolle recognized the duality of his mind, saw his ego for what it
was, and began the process of awakening from the suffering of his unconscious self-punishment. His
brilliant insights as his egoic mind became silent have taught us the importance of stillness. Psychiatrist
David Hawkins echoes Tolle as he talks about his own suffering and awakening to Essence in his book
The Eye of the I From Which Nothing is Hidden (2001).
Years of inner struggle, suffering, and seemingly futile spiritual striving had eventually
culminated in a state of black despair… Then an inner voice cried out ‘If there is a God, I ask
Him for help… Then all ceased and disappeared into oblivion. The mind and all sense of a
personal self disappeared. In a stunning moment, it had been replaced by an infinite, allNVI.SML2.V8
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encompassing awareness, which was radiant, complete, total, silent, and still as the promised
essence of All that is. The exquisite splendor, beauty, and peace of Divinity shone forth.
(Prologue)
The common thread in the experience of these great teachers was a fervent desire to awaken from the
suffering of the conditioned mind and dualistic thinking. With deep gratitude, we humbly stand on their
shoulders, and the shoulders of others who have awakened to their true nature. Inviting in the Essential
Self, and drawing on the theory, trances, insights, and skills offered throughout the PAUSE Model, the
client can contact those inner spiritual resources that permeate and lie beyond the activity of the mind and
egoic identification.

THE PARADOX: DESIRING AND RESISTING WHOLENESS
Contact with Essence marks the fulfillment of our deepest longing. It can resolve feelings of lack or
deficiency. While there is a desire within each of us to realize our full potential, this desire may ebb and
wane based on the strength of our resolve, resources, and awareness. The desire to experience the
Essential Self is often forgotten as the ego develops and the personality turns its attention to cultivating an
acceptable image and material success.
Davis (1999) reminds us that Essence becomes distorted when it is blocked. Compassion compromised
becomes pity or a need to “fix” circumstances or others. Strength can become aggression or hostility. A
healthy will can become stubbornness (p.86). Eventually invisible walls are reestablished, separation is
formed, contact with the Essential Self becomes a muted whisper, and the personality continues
identifying with the past and the content of the mind.

TO “KNOW THYSELF”
To “Know Thyself” is to recognize the traps of the egoic mind. From the A-Aware Witness perspective
cultivated in the PAUSE Model, the contradictions that lie within can be embraced with gentle
compassion. The shadow and the light, the simple and complex, the known and the mysterious are
recognized as temporary waves that will eventually return to the ocean. Through the application of the
PAUSE Model, one can catch themselves when they are distracted by phenomena, fears, competition,
judgments, or strategies for survival. They learn that the misdirected focus on these distractions obscure
the direct experience of the peace, happiness, and comfort that is within.
Alignment with the Essential Self provides the capacity to accept life, self, and others day-by-day, and
minute-by-minute. Through the Essential Self, the individual changes their perception of separation,
conflict, and competition, and instead sees the vision of connection and joining. Experiencing Essence,
the individual expands beyond cultural conditioning and awakens into the present moment. This
expansion supports mental clarity, healthy ego development, meaningful relationships, and an enhanced
capacity to set and accomplish goals in alignment with a higher plan. Eckhart Tolle (1999) describes this
connection to one’s natural state. Peace and endless gratitude are the inevitable result. “It is a state of
connectedness with something immeasurable and indestructible, something that, almost paradoxically, is
essentially you and yet is much greater than you. It is finding your true nature beyond name and form”
(p. 12).
The trances and tools offered in E-Evoke Essence support the client in accessing their full creative
potential, and in consciously creating a reality in which all have the potential to thrive. With selfknowledge, resting in compassion, they are drawn to that which has true value. Rather than identifying
with the concepts and attachments of the conditioned mind, the client has an ongoing awareness of the
infinite love of this timeless, changeless field. This awareness generates a perceptual shift in which one
recognizes that they are more than a body, mind, or feelings. Separation ceases, true compassion for
everyone including themselves is experienced, and deep gratitude is the result.
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GRATITUDE
To fail to fully participate and be thankful for the gift of life is a great loss. Dr. Pierrakos, a passionate
Greek, told our Core Energetics Professional Training Class (1995), “The greatest sin of all is to say no
to life.” The movie, Zorba the Greek (1964) tells the story of another passionate Greek named Zorba,
played by Anthony Quinn, who seems to exude gratitude for every moment life. Zorba teaches his
fearful, analytical, tightly bound employer to live fully with the words, “Boss, life is trouble. Only death
is not. To be alive is to undo your belt and look for trouble” (Screenplay by Michael Cacoyannis, based
on the book of the same title by Nikos Kazantzakis).
The fear-driven ego resists life, loses contact with the moment, and is held captive in the past. Projecting
failure, it becomes resistant to what might happen in the future. This keeps us from embracing the very
lessons that we unknowingly want to learn. S-Surrender invites us to change our perception of everyone
and everything in our life, and see each experience as an opportunity for growth and remembrance.
As we connect to P-Present, we release resistance to whatever is happening in our life. By being present,
we recognize the truth and value in every experience, no matter what it is. Gratitude is the natural result.
As we step into the A-Aware Witness, we see lessons are being offered in every moment by everyone in
our life. We look at the past though new eyes and an open mind, recasting the roles that everyone has
ever played. When we U-Unwind the Past, we realize that each person we once thought was our
opponent, was actually our teacher. As we S-Surrender to the higher purpose that compassion plays in
our lives, we release our resistance and call back our projections. We begin to understand the carefully
taught lessons each person offered with a new clarity, and Forgiveness freely flows. Gratitude for our
life, our teachers, and our guidance, is the inevitable outcome.
The Sufi poet Jalaluddin Rumi described the full experience of this state of infinite connection with his
poignant words in his essay, Spring Giddiness.
Out beyond ideas of wrongdoing and rightdoing, there is a field. I’ll meet you there. When the
soul lies down in that grass, the world is too full to talk about. Ideas, language, even the phrase
“each other” doesn’t make any sense (The Great Wagon, Ch 4, p. 36).

If you want others to be happy, practice compassion.
If you want to be happy, practice compassion.
Dalai Lama
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P-PRESENT - THE FIVE CHARACTER DEFENSE SYSTEMS
The PAUSE Model of Hypnotherapy incorporates an understanding of Character Defense Structure based
on the groundbreaking insights of psychiatrist Wilhelm Reich, which were further developed by
Alexander Lowen MD and John Pierrakos MD. In the Core Energetics Professional Training Program
(1993-1998), Dr. Pierrakos taught that the body structure is determined by genetic background,
environmental factors, prenatal conditions, nutrition, illness, and exercise. The psychosomatic unity, as
well as the shape of the body and the flow of energy through the body, is further influenced by trauma,
injuries, and the child’s unique response to their environment.
Experts in the field, including psychiatrist Alexander Lowen (1977) have taught that as defense systems
are recognized and transformed, the client can experience more stability and vitality in the body, more
spontaneity, increased confidence in relationships, as well as greater mental clarity and focus (p. 7). The
focus for the PAUSE Hypnotherapist is to identify these structures, recognize the strengths and challenges
each provide, and offer an effective framework for the client’s success in identifying and transforming
them.
The five primary Character Defense Structures are called the Schizoid, Oral, Masochistic, Psychopathic,
and Rigid. Conger (1994) offers a useful summary of the adaptations of these Character Defense
Systems. “To avoid full contact, the schizoid character withdraws, the oral collapses, the
psychopath pretends, the masochist endures, and the rigid competes” (p. 96). Dr. Pierrakos
summarized the adaptive holding or defensive mechanisms of each Character Defense System during the
Core Energetics Training (1993 – 1998):







The Schizoid - Holding Together.
The Oral - Holding On.
The Masochist – Holding In.
The Psychopath – Holding Up.
The Rigid – Holding Back.

Donna’s professional practice as a licensed Marriage and Family Therapist has incorporated an
understanding and application of Character Defense Systems since 1993. The following descriptions of
the Character Defense Systems are based on her experiential work and study with Body Centered
Psychotherapy experts John Pierrakos MD, Siegmar Gerken PhD, Peter Levine PhD, Larry Heller PhD,
Diane Poole-Heller PhD, Joel Isaacs PhD, and Core Energetics East Coast Director Stuart Black DMD.
As each Character Defense is described, it should be noted that individuals could express structural and
behavioral tendencies associated with one or more defense systems.
For example, an individual with Schizoid tendencies can also develop an Oral wound from deficient
attachment and bonding. This individual, receiving positive nurturance later in the developmental cycle,
can develop a Rigid compensation enabling them to have stronger resources than would have been
possible otherwise. Traumatic shock and developmental trauma also have a profound influence on the
body and can alter how an individual interacts with their environment.
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THE FIVE CHARACTER DEFENSE SYSTEMS
The following summary of the Five Character Defense Systems is focused on their therapeutic utilization
in the PAUSE Model of Hypnotherapy, and will be examined in the following sequence



Overview
o A basic description of the Character Defense System.



Etiology
o The influence of developmental factors on the individual.



Emotional States
o The typical range of emotions and responses for this Character Defense System.



Relationships
o Specific issues this Character Defense System may face in relationships.



Defensive Patterns
o The typical Character defenses.



Resources
o The typical Character Strengths and Resources.



Physical Traits
o Helpful identification traits and typical physical patterns of the Character Defense
System.



Potential Health Challenges
o Health tendencies and psychological challenges that may be associated with this
Defense System.



General Therapeutic Interventions
o Useful suggestions for the hypnotherapist in supporting clients with this Defense
System.



PAUSE Model Therapeutic Approach
o Useful suggestions for the hypnotherapist in applying the PAUSE Model
therapeutically with each Character Defense System.



Path to Wholeness
o The Character Defense Systems path to connecting and aligning with their
Essential Self.
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THE SCHIZOID CHARACTER STRUCTURE
OVERVIEW
The Schizoid or Existence wound is rooted in gestational distress, disruptions during the birth process, or
an inability to bond with a primary caretaker during the three months following birth. The Schizoid
Defense develops as the gestating infant or newborn perceives a threatening and hostile environment in
which they feel unsafe and unloved, and respond by contracting in terror and disassociating. Having lost
contact with the flow of energy through the body, the Schizoid is highly sensitive, distrustful of life, and
often withdrawn. Elizabeth Michel MD, author of Bent Out of Shape (1997) and a Body Centered
Psychotherapist, acknowledges the Schizoid’s early terror, and describes its far-reaching impact as they
mature.
They have recovered enough from their terror to go on with life. Nevertheless, the pull inward
and upward away from the earth is retained in the body. Space within the abdomen/pelvis and
chest where “Core” feelings arise, is severely restricted and the inner organs contract and lose
mobility. The classic Schizoid is elongated, narrowed, and rigid. (p. 115)
Character Defense Structure - Schizoid
Character Structure

Schizoid

Holding Together

Path to Wholeness

Embodiment

I am eternally safe.

Strength

Spiritual Awareness

I am more than this body.

Challenge

Terror

I will not be born.

Character Structure Overview 1 - Schizoid

SCHIZOID WOUND

 Arrest of development – Gestation/ infancy
 Trauma – Infant feels unsafe/unwanted
 Behavioral patterns – Tends to disassociate, identifies with spiritual
and mental realms.
 Often maintains a heightened spiritual awareness
 Limiting emotional state – fear
 Therapy: Increased grounding, boundaries, body awareness

ETIOLOGY
The individual with Schizoid tendencies felt unsafe during gestation and the earliest months of life. The
Schizoid’s perception of threat can be the result of an unwanted pregnancy, maternal imbalance, parental
abandonment, a hostile environment, or other forms of trauma. Each infant will respond to disruption or
neglect differently. One child can respond to a minimal level of disconnection from the mother as an
overwhelming trauma, while another child is able to stabilize and maintain internal resources. Lipton and
Bhaerman (2009) describe the vulnerability of the gestating infant.
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A complex chemistry of maternal emotional signals, hormones and stress factors also cross the
placental barrier and influence fetal physiology and development. When the mother is happy, so
is the fetus. When the mother is in fear, so is the fetus. When the mother thinks thoughts of
rejection toward her fetus, the fetal nervous system programs itself with the emotion of rejection.
(p. 36)
With feelings of safety shattered, the terrified gestating infant or newborn reacts by contracting and
freezing the musculature. The flow of energy through the infant’s body is disrupted, and they attempt to
escape the horror of embodiment through disassociation. These early influences shape the newborn’s
basic assumptions about themselves and their world, thus generating the Schizoid wound.

EMOTIONAL STATES
The individual with Schizoid tendencies is afraid of their longing and their rage. Barbara Brennan in her
book Hands of Light (1987) emphasizes while the infant’s wound was one of terror; the adult’s is one of
rage. “This rage comes from continuing to experience the world as a very cold, hostile place where
isolation is forced upon anyone who wants to survive” (p. 112). The Schizoid can be resistant to warmth
and positive contact as well as any other deeply held feelings. They fear that any exposure can invite the
pain of the original wound. While they can have sudden angry outbursts, aggression is not an integrated
aspect of their personality.
Disconnected from their bodies and sensation, they often cannot track their experience and verbalize
feelings. The Schizoid often has a weak will, and tends to move away from resolving crisis. The often
are afraid to commit to anything because the core impulse is to withdraw. While the Schizoid identifies
with the cognitive and spiritual realms, heaven is beyond their grasp, and the body is a cold, frightening
trap that must be avoided. Some use drugs, medication, or alcohol to mute potential intolerable feelings.

RELATIONSHIPS
Preferring to express thoughts rather than feelings, the Schizoid can appear emotionally unavailable,
detached, and uncaring. The Schizoid resists close relationships because they are disconnected from
essential aspects of themselves and identified with the mind rather than sensations and feelings. Terrified
of the emotions associated with the original wound, they fear that feelings and close emotional
involvement will generate future pain. Resisting their own feelings and impulses, they have a very low
tolerance for intimacy. They use sexuality to feel their life force, and often live in fantasy.
Anticipating a reenactment of their original wound, they choose to reject others before they are rejected,
and once again abandoned. Never having felt nurtured, they experience very little longing for contact.
While some want the warmth of contact, their natural impulse to withdraw can create separation and
inconsistency in relationships.

DEFENSIVE PATTERNS
The Schizoid is the least defended of all the Character Structures because the wound occurred so early in
life. Fearing annihilation caused by identification with the body and ego, they withdraw by contracting
the core, repressing sensations and emotions, and disassociating into mental and spiritual realms. The
vigilant, watchful, and anxious Schizoid consistently scans the environment for potential threats. They
often project their negativity onto others. Extreme cases can experience paranoia.

RESOURCES
The Schizoid has an enduring connection to their spiritual nature. They have the ability to be creative,
and often have a keen intellect, vivid imagination, and highly developed intuitive abilities. Their ability
to disassociate - while often a liability - can actually provide an oasis of safety and comfort during times
of acute stress when used consciously.
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PHYSICAL TRAITS
The Schizoid body can be elongated, tall, thin, and bony. They can - at times - have a soft, round, or
heavy structure. The face can appear frozen with a tight jaw, and a look of terror in the eyes. The
contraction in the core prevents the streaming of the life force into the arms and legs, which are usually
cold. The Schizoid has a general lack of contact with their feet, legs, pelvis, and the ground. They can
describe a sense of being frozen in the core, with the exception of the spinal column where there can be a
thin line of energy.
The Schizoid has restricted respiration due to a tight diaphragm and contracted abdominal muscles. The
pelvis has very little mobility. Deep muscles are generally not well developed, stringy, and held in
contraction. There can be an appearance of disjointedness and right/left, and/or front/back asymmetry.
There can be curvature or twist in the spine caused by a chronic attempt to move away from the material
plane.
The Schizoid structure is often uncoordinated.
Michel (1997) describes the major Schizoid
blockages: “…the major blocks then are at the
base of the head, the shoulders, the hip joints,
and the pelvic floor” (p. 114). While their high
levels of anxiety can cause them to appear
energized, the Schizoid’s physical energy is
actually very low because their fear and anxiety
can deplete cortisol levels and their resistance to
the life force, and their tendency to hold their
awareness in the head and outside of the body
represses aliveness.

POTENTIAL HEALTH CHALLENGES
During the Core Energetics Professional Training (1997), Dr. Pierrakos described the potential health
challenges for the Schizoid. The Schizoid Character Structure is often diagnosed with scoliosis, allergies,
environmental toxins, fibromyalgia, chronic fatigue, strep throat, cancer, eating disorders, alcohol, drug
abuse, lung, breast issues, and structural issues in the feet, legs, and pelvis.

GENERAL THERAPEUTIC INTERVENTIONS
The general therapeutic interventions for each Character Structure provide the PAUSE Hypnotherapist
with insights, suggestions, and techniques designed to facilitate a successful therapeutic interaction with
their client. Each Character Structure has specific ego-driven defense mechanisms for defining
themselves and resisting the Path of Wholeness leading to the Essential Self. The essential first step in all
therapeutic interactions is to establish client resiliency by providing reliable resource states. Once
established, the hypnotherapist can safely redirect the client out of egoic fixations or negative emotional
states back to their resources, thus providing the client with confidence and powerful tools for selfregulation and self-management.
The following Character Structure specific interventions focus on supporting the hypnotherapist in
understanding and uncovering the client’s unconscious resistance, while working effectively with it. The
Schizoid will come to therapy because of fear, anxiety, and an inability to accomplish goals or integrate
their life.
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Any strong feelings can be frightening and potentially overwhelming to the Schizoid.
If appropriate, the hypnotherapist can reflect the powerful spiritual resources the
individual possesses, while providing grounding through body awareness exercises
incorporated in the P-Present trances.
The hypnotherapist’s focus should be on appropriate pacing, establishing resources,
and supporting embodiment by consistently referencing the body.
Be aware that grounding can be perceived as threatening to the Schizoid’s non-feeling
state that provided their basic dissociation defensive pattern.
It is essential that the hypnotherapist slowly address the blocks that the client created
to protect them from stimulation.
The trauma resolution techniques included in U-Unwind the Past, and the Emotional
Freedom Technique included in the hypnotherapy Preinduction talks are effective in
addressing the Schizoid wound, and are used in many aspects of the PAUSE Model.

PAUSE THERAPEUTIC APPROACH FOR THE SCHIZOID
The unresourced Schizoid must gradually accept the body as a source of comfort and safety. The
following questions support them enhancing somatic awareness and cultivating resources. The questions
offer them an opportunity to recognize when they are P-Present and in the body, and when they are
disassociated. These questions can be used repeatedly throughout the therapeutic process.












What is happening in your body right now?
Where do you feel resourced in your body?
How do you know this area is resourced?
What are you seeing? (Hearing, feelings, sensing, smelling)
How do you disconnect?
What triggers the disconnection?
What happens just before you disconnect?
How do you connect?
When you leave, where do you go?
How do you do that?

P-PRESENT FOR THE SCHIZOID
The Schizoid has a fragile, contracted body, weak boundaries, and high levels of fear and anxiety.
Identified with the mind and spirit, it is challenging for them to be grounded and P-Present. Transforming
the Schizoid wound must involve firm grounding and the establishment of consistent resources. Through
tracking felt-sense and increasing kinesthetic awareness, they can learn to be present in the moment, and
feel the stability of the earth firmly beneath their feet. By establishing this home base, they can
eventually feel safe contacting other people. The five P-Present trances integrate the trauma resolution
work the Schizoid needs by focusing on establishing multiple resources, creating containment, cultivating
boundaries, and tracking sensations.

A-AWARE WITNESS FOR THE SCHIZOID
The unresourced Schizoid often has a strong and durable connection to Spirit. The goal is to infuse their
worldly experience with this spiritual resource. As the hypnotherapist acknowledges this resource, and
the sensations associated with it are tracked in the body, it can eventually provide a body-centered
experience of comfort, peace, and security. This will result in an embodied A-Aware Witness
perspective based in reality.
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The A-Aware Witness trances support them in cultivating their capacity to resource and develop
kinesthetic awareness. Identified with the A-Aware Witness, they can notice thoughts, sensations, and
emotional fluctuations. PAUSE Model Trauma resolution techniques support them in tracking their inner
experience.

U-UNWIND THE PAST FOR THE SCHIZOID
Trauma resolution techniques inspired by the work of Peter Levine PhD have been incorporated
throughout the twenty-five PAUSE Model trances offered in Mastering the Therapeutic Process. The UUnwind the Past trances focus on regulating the Schizoid’s sensitive nervous system. The Trauma
resolution techniques offered throughout the PAUSE trances increase body awareness, enhance
respiration, establish personal boundaries, create containment, and the capacity of the individual to track
their internal experiences. These techniques are particularly effective in addressing the patterns of
disassociation and fragmentation of attention associated with the Schizoid wound.

S-SURRENDER FOR THE SC HIZOID
While many find comfort and growth by surrendering their identification with their ego to spirit, the
individual with Schizoid tendencies must surrender to gradually accepting the aliveness of embodiment.
For many with this defense pattern, the gates to heaven never closed, and thus they have maintained a
rich, albeit disconnected and tortured spiritual life. An effective therapeutic bridge for this
Characterological type can be established by acknowledging their natural spiritual gifts, supporting them
in associating fully to them, then extending that comfort to identification with the body. Many of the
tools offered in the PAUSE trauma resolution model are useful in assisting this individual in creating
essential physical and emotional boundaries. This will support them in embodying both their spiritual
and intellectual gifts.
As they gradually learn to trust the body, they can connect to their heart and the Divine within. Through
tracking felt-sense and increasing kinesthetic awareness, they can learn to be present in the moment, and
feel the stability of the earth firmly beneath their feet. By establishing this home base, they can
eventually feel safe in relating to other people. It is essential that the therapeutic intervention focus on
supporting them in experiencing their physical boundaries and grounding while gradually surrendering to
the aliveness in the body.

T RANCES FOR THE S CHIZOID
The PAUSE Model of Hypnotherapy Trances support the individual with Schizoid tendencies in learning
to trust and surrender to embodiment. It is critical to focus on teaching the Schizoid to be safe and
present in their body. The final set of Surrender trances should be offered to this client only after the
individual is grounded, centered, and their nervous system is stabilized.

R ESISTANCE
The Schizoid resists embodiment, the natural movement of energy flowing through the body,
relationships with others, and the stabilizing energy of the earth. Failing to bond with a nurturing
caretaker, there is nothing for the individual with Schizoid tendencies to trust. The infant, undefended,
isolated and vulnerable, blocks overwhelming feelings of terror, rage and rejection through the inhibition
of their life force. They instinctively tighten their musculature, diminish physical movement and breath,
and thereby generate an all-pervasive, unconscious habit of resisting life, feeling, and embodiment.
Having resisted embodiment, they identify with the cognitive and spiritual realms. However, heaven is
beyond their grasp, and the body is a cold frightening trap, which must be avoided. Ungrounded,
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unwanted, and feeling as though they do not have a right to exist, they live between the worlds. Having
learned to reject bodily needs and impulses, they find a modicum of comfort thinking about life rather
than living it. Intellectualizing, they live in a world of symbols and concepts. They sometimes develop
proficiency in a specific, often esoteric, area of expertise, and can experience feeling special or superior
because of these accomplishments.
As the Schizoid is identified with the mind rather than the sensations and feelings of the body, they are
disconnected from essential aspects of themselves, and therefore resists close relationships. Without
therapeutic intervention, this primitive defensive pattern of resistance will express throughout life,
impeding emotional and physical health, their capacity to enjoy meaningful relationships, as well as their
ability to achieve independence and accomplish their goals. The PAUSE “Transform Resistance” trance
can support them in recognizing and transforming these unconscious patterns.

P ROJECTION
Projection can go in both directions, as we can project attributes onto another person or onto ourselves, as
the Schizoid typically does. Looking at the Schizoid from the outside, they are often identified with the
serenity mask, as they can portray a calm and serene external visage. However, the individual with
Schizoid tendencies is actually disassociated from the body and the terror and rage it has subsumed. In
this defensive pattern, the Schizoid unconsciously merges with the image they hold of the caretaker and
incorporate it into their own personality. They internally introject both the rejecter and the rejected.
Having internalized the hatred of the cold, hostile, and uncaring caretaker, author Stephen Johnson PhD
reports in his book, Characterological Transformation (1985), that they make two decisions about
themselves. “1) ‘There is something wrong with me’, and 2) ‘I have no right to exist’” (p. 57). Without
meaningful therapeutic intervention, they maintain a lifelong relationship to the rejecting caretaker
through unconscious introjection. Once internalized, this ubiquitous, threatening, judgmental image must
be projected outward, as the ego, no matter how damaged, always projects from a place of “I am right and
everyone else is wrong.” The enemy is now placed outside of them.
This terrible wound - held in place and perpetuated through introjection, resistance, and projection continues to generate the external perspective of a cold, hostile, and threatening world. Shadowed by
dark, threatening, judgmental images, there is no real safety and they feel as though their needs will never
be met. Anticipating hatred and ridicule, unable to trust life or others, and believing they do not have a
right to exist, they recoil from intimate relationships, thus resisting what they need the most; warm,
loving, and supportive connections with others. All subsequent developmental phases are impacted by
this pre-existing deficiency. Held in a frozen traumatic reaction, the body remains inaccessible. The
PAUSE “Transforming Projection” trance utilizes the Heart Meditation process for comfort and
relaxation. It can create a heart-centered awareness that can transform negativity. This meditation is
useful in recognizing and calling back projections.

F ORGIVENESS
The Schizoid, desiring to deny human flaws, holds forgiveness as an idea or concept, instead of a reality
to be embraced. Only the Essential Self who appreciates life and acknowledges the ego’s emptiness can
actually forgive. The PAUSE “Transforming Projections” trance allows the individual to call back
projections. Through this process, they can accept accountability for conflict where appropriate, and
communicate with the perceived antagonist. Releasing their negative perceptions of themselves and the
world, forgiveness provides a gateway to the Essential Self. The PAUSE “Willing to Forgive” trance
supports them in this process of forgiveness.

E-EVOKE ESSENCE FOR THE SCHIZOID
The individual with Schizoid tendencies often wears a mask of serenity, and experiences a facsimile of
Essence. Resisting the earth, embodiment, and the natural movement of energy through the body, they
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are terrified, threatened by life itself, and fragmented. This isolated individual retreats to the head,
experiences their shadow coming at them from the outside, and identifies with thought.
Evoking Essence requires the mastery of the embodiment skills offered within the PAUSE Model. As the
Schizoid embodies their natural spiritual gifts, they connect to the clarity of their intuition, and become
vigilant to any residual tendencies to disassociate from life. Fully embodied they are able to set and
achieve meaningful goals. Body Awareness trances included in P-Present support this individual in using
diaphragmatic breathing, accepting sensations, and establishing resource states. The A-Aware Witness
exercises support the individual is recognizing they are more than the activity of the mind. The trauma
resolution exercises included in U-Unwind the Past are designed to support them in regulating the
nervous system, releasing rigidity, relaxing into the breath, and allowing the natural flow of energy in the
body. S-Surrender provides them with the capacity to experience the comfort offered by the heart
meditation and to cultivate a quiet mind.

G RATITUDE
The individual with Schizoid tendencies can experience gratitude once resistance to life and embodiment
dissolve. The resourced client experiences gratitude when concepts of good and bad fall away, and the
embodied soul fully accepts themselves, others, and circumstances. Here, a resourced individual with the
transformed Schizoid wound can be grateful for even the challenges and adversities of life. An arising
current of comfort and wellbeing flows through the body, the heart is warm, and their connection to their
Essential Self is now embodied. The PAUSE “Wish Fulfilling Elixir” trance incorporates an invitation to
experience gratitude.

HYPNO–WORKOUT FOR THE SCHIZOID CHARACTER STRUCTURE
The unresourced Schizoid’s tendencies are to contract and fragment, creating energetic splits between the
core and the arms, legs, head and genitals. These physical blockages eventually impede the spontaneous
flow of energy as the individual loses the capacity to experience unified body movements. The
unresourced Schizoid often experiences anxiety, disassociation from the body, fragmented attention, a
rigid structure, and a general lack of coordination. Therefore, the focus for the Schizoid needs to be
primarily on P-Present of the PAUSE Model. The Hypno-Workout sessions provide a nurturing, safe, and
affirming environment in which simple, effective movements are offered to increase stability, flexibility,
and coordination while emphasizing the client’s capacity to track sensations. The Hypno-Workout
exercises are designed to:











Increase sensory awareness.
Increase respiration.
Establish a felt sense of stability and safety in the body.
Establish a sense that their feet are on the ground.
Reduce chronic tension in the body.
Create a bridge between sensation and emotion.
Establish containment of energy.
Support client in tracking body sensations.
Experience unification of fragmented aspects.
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PATH TO WHOLENESS
The Schizoid’s Path to Wholeness involves cultivating resources that support them in feeling safely
embodied. Developing the resources of P-Present, they increase their body awareness and begin to bring
their spiritual sensitivity into the body and the present moment. As they learn to track sensations, expand
the breath, soften the belly, and feel the earth beneath their feet, the A-Aware Witness supports them in
creating a bridge between mind and body, heaven and earth. U-Unwind the past teaches the Schizoid to
process repressed anger and grief by turning inward, dissolving the story associated with their feelings,
and experiencing the color, temperature, and movement of energy.
Once resourced and present in the body, they can track emotional responses and share these responses
with trusted allies. S-Surrender is a constant reminder to the Schizoid to recognize their resistance and
call back their projections. Willing to embody and experience the pleasure and pain of their humanity,
they can finally be born in the now and show up. Learning to E-Evoke what is truly important, the
Schizoid becomes present in the clarity of their head, the compassion of their heart, the aliveness of their
body, and they move toward relationships rather than away.
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THE ORAL CHARACTER STRUCTURE
OVERVIEW
The Oral Wound reflects a disruption in bonding and attachment that occurs between three and eighteen
months of age. The newborn and developing child, unable to relax into loving contact with the mother,
feels abandoned, empty, and unnourished. Their unmet needs drive feelings of grief, fear, and rage.
Overwhelmed by emotional and physical pain, they deny embodiment by contracting, restricting the flow
of energy, and shifting attention to the head. The Oral maintains this defense by denying needs and never
having what they want.
All of the PAUSE Model trances are centered on cultivating resources. This focus is of particular
importance to the Oral and Schizoid wounds. Through trances and the Hypno-Workout exercises, they
will learn to stand on their own two feet, feel the aliveness in their body, and experience independence
instead of need, strength instead of collapse, and fullness instead of lack.
Character Defense Structure - Oral
Character Structure

Oral

Holding On

Path to Wholeness

Strength

I am responsible for me.

Strength

Nurture

I am nurturing myself, and receiving nurturance.

Challenge

Need

I will give so that I can get.

Character Structure Overview 2 – Oral

ORAL WOUND

 Arrest of development – First two years of life
 Trauma – inadequate attachment and bonding
 Behavioral patterns – Dependency on
others, tendency to identify with
activity of the mind
 Positive resource – Often highly
intelligent, giving and supportive of
others.
 Limiting emotional state – Can
experience cycles of depression and
elation, insecurity and exaggerated selfesteem.
 Therapy – Needs to ground, stand on
own feet, fill own needs.

ETIOLOGY
Under ideal circumstances, the infant will bond with a loving and nurturing mother who consistently
provides for the developing child’s emotional and physical needs. The Oral wound takes root during the
first eighteen months of life when bonding is disrupted and the child becomes prematurely independent
through maternal death, illness, addictions, social upheaval, or the mother having the Oral wound herself.
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The Oral wound crystalizes when the child experiences the pain of abandonment, then denies and
represses the longing for mother before the nourishment needs are satisfied. Resignation occurs when the
infant cries out for mother and she fails to respond. The child eventually detaches from the overwhelming
feeling of loss by denying the body and the movement of energy that carries the emotional pain. The
child adjusts by detaching from the situation and creating a denial of need, “If I don’t need I won’t
experience this pain.” When the mother returns, the child has an ambivalent response, thereby reinforcing
not getting what it truly needs. With the body un-nurtured and unfulfilled, they take refuge in the head
and intellectual activity. Lost in their unmet infantile needs, they remain pulled between feelings of
entitlement in which they expect and demand support, and the fear of being rejected and abandoned once
again that causes them to deny their needs and avoid reaching out.

EMOTIONAL STATES
Since the infant’s bonding and nourishment needs were not effectively met early in childhood, they
experience feelings of deprivation, loss, and emptiness that can haunt them throughout life. Repressing
the grief and rage associated with loss, they disconnect from their body and feeling. With the energy
focused in the head, the Oral is analytical and unable to connect to the body or their feelings. While the
Schizoid is disconnected and disassociated, the Oral is depressed. Lowen (1958) observed that the lack of
energy in the Oral structure contributed to depression. This depression can be followed by states of high
self-esteem, and elation as the energy eventually rises to the head (p. 162). Time seems to stand still as
they continue longing to be filled. Michel (1997) discusses this suffering, “In the belly as well as the
chest, then, muscle tensions block the sobbing and screams of rage that the Oral gave up expressing long
ago when they did not produce any response from her caretakers” (p. 139).
Clinging, needy, and fearing they will never experience fulfillment, they pretend to be independent while
longing for support. Feelings of aggression, hostility, and rage are held in check as their ungrounded
energy moves upward toward the head leaving the body depleted. They can be hysterical, blaming, and
bitter with a tendency to find fault and complain. Some may appear arrogant. The lack of physical
energy can contribute to depression and their collapsing or giving up when experiencing frustration.

RELATIONSHIPS
Often feeling cheated, deprived, and unable to take care of themselves, the individuals with Oral
tendencies can be clingy, needy, and excessively verbal in relationships to maintain attention. They are
often drawn to dependent or co-dependent personal or professional relationships. Lost in overwhelming
dependency needs, they believe they are entitled to nurturance, and others should provide for them. They
express feelings of bitterness, resentment, and an underlying attitude of entitlement when they don’t get
what they feel is owed them.
The Oral needs to be needed. They seek to become indispensable in relationships, both personal and
professional. Denying their own needs, many migrate into the “helping professions” such as nursing,
social work and teaching in order to experience gratification vicariously by giving what they so
desperately yearn to receive. The Oral believes that they must meet the needs of others or suffer
abandonment. They often exhaust themselves in service to others with the hope that their own nurturance
needs will eventually be met.
The Oral seeks to be a giver in relationships and wants to become indispensable in hopes that their
unacknowledged needs will be met. While they often choose partners who have little to offer, they can
flourish in a loving, supportive relationship. They tend to collapse and become despondent in a
frustrating environment. They use sexuality as a means of controlling relationships and experiencing
contact. Break-ups in relationships can be particularly devastating because it taps into the reservoir of
loss and abandonment already there.

DEFENSIVE PATTERNS
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The Oral defends against unwanted feelings of helplessness, vulnerability, and depression by
disassociating from the body, bringing awareness into the head, and identifying with thought. Since
reaching out for nurturance and support rekindles the original devastating wound, the Oral defends by
denying their needs and taking care of others. This defense is based on the belief, “If I don’t need, I
won’t experience pain.” Since they defend by blocking awareness of needs, they eventually lose contact
with their real needs.
If the Oral receives adequate nurturance and support later in their development, they develop strengths
and resources that compensate for the early deficiency. In their compensated state, the Oral believes that
they have the power to meet the needs of others, despite their own very real energetic and physical
limitations. They tend to move back and forth between emotional and energetic extremes. They
experience a compensated self and a collapsed self, an elated self and a depressed self. Illness and
collapse are part of the Oral’s unconscious defensive system. They maintain hope by looking to an
imagined future in which their needs will finally be met. The Oral, fearing to open to the original wound,
pursues connection and fulfillment yet can sabotage the actual fulfillment.

RESOURCES
Because the developmental wound occurred during the early stages of life, the Oral has limited resources.
Denying the body and identified with thought and analysis, the Oral can be intellectually gifted. They can
access powerful physical and emotional resources when they successfully confront and transform their
mask of need, and tendency to collapse. Attuned to the needs of others, they can be empathic, loving, and
nurturing. Denying their own needs, many can generously and selflessly serve in the “helping
professions” such as nursing, social work and teaching in order to experience gratification vicariously by
giving what they so desperately yearn to receive.

PHYSICAL TRAITS
Like the Schizoid, the Oral tends to be thin,
tall, and elongated. The Oral does not have
a total body block like the Schizoid. At
times, the Oral can have a round, swollen
structure. However, the body of the Oral
can shrink physically and energetically to
adapt to deprivation and lack of
nourishment. Their perceived power comes
from not needing anything. The face can
seem bright, alert, and alive, or vacant when
depressed. They often have a look of deep
longing in their eyes and appear to be
undernourished.
With the head forward, the neck can be long
and tight, thus restricting the intake of nutrients. The lips can be tight or full. The jaw muscles are often
tight and clenched. There is a deficient flow of energy to the arms, legs, head, and genitals. The female
chest is typically concave, while the male can be either concave or convex. The sternum may be
depressed with flared ribs. There is often tension in the shoulders and the base of the neck as the Oral
body collapses forward and downward with the head thrust forward and the upper back often expressing
kyphosis.
The body adapts to the lack of bonding and nurturance. There is enough energy to furnish the vital
organs, but not enough energy to charge the muscular structure. As a result, the Oral is ungrounded,
energetically deficient, with weak, flaccid smooth muscles, and cold chest, hands, and feet. There is often
a lack of sensation in the belly and an energetic disconnect from the pelvis, legs, and earth. With the
energy focused in the head, the Oral often has unstable legs, locked knees, flat, pronated feet, and low
vitality. The face can seem alive or vacant when depressed.
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Michel’s (1997) research revealed that the Oral structure could have greater flexibility and less stability at
the joints. Michel further states that people with the Oral structure tend to have thin skin and bruise easily
(p. 127). With the shoulders rolled forward and collapsed, the upper lobes of lungs fail to fill. With
immobile scapular muscles, the arms are unable to reach out and have free, flexible movement and
strength. Further, the lax musculature in the rhomboids inhibits the aggression response (p. 135).

POTENTIAL HEALTH CHALLENGES
The Oral often suffers from chronic illness and are unwilling to take
responsibility for themselves and their healing. They tend to use illness and
collapse as a means of manipulating and controlling others to have their needs
met. Because of their depleted energy, they experience fatigue, illness,
unwillingness to fully engage life, and depression with intermittent periods of
excitability or mania.
They are not in touch with their real needs, and often sublimate their needs
with excessive eating or other addictive behavior. Dr. Pierrakos in his Core
Energetics Professional Training lecture (1997) described the potential health
challenges for the Oral. They often are diagnosed with headaches, skin and
lung disorders, depression, bi-polar, exhaustion, myopia, flat feet, unstable
legs, weak muscular system, alcoholism, drug addictions, food addiction,
sexual addiction, eating disorders, and chronic fatigue.

GENERAL THERAPEUTIC INTERVENTIONS
The therapeutic process for the Oral should involve establishing resources while acknowledging and
having them consciously experience their chronic unmet needs. The following guidelines are useful in
charting a course of therapy for the Oral client.

 The Oral will seek therapy because of depression, disappointment in relationships, inability to
hold a job or accomplish goals, and health challenges.
 They often lack the financial resources and drive for therapy. The Oral/Rigid and
Oral/Masochistic combinations seek therapy as they have the awareness to recognize they
have a need, and they have the strong will needed to participate in making necessary changes.
 The goal of working with the Oral is to support them in becoming fully embodied while
cultivating a resilient ego.
 As they become grounded in the body, they can begin to know and fill their own needs,
experience a sense of personal power, relinquish the victim identity, face their fear of
abandonment, and experience the aliveness within.
 Overall, the Oral sees themselves as powerless, depleted, and unable to take charge of their
lives. Unable to gather or hold onto resources, it seems that life is like a basket with a hole in
it, nothing can be contained.
 When they have them, the Oral tends to hoard money or possessions in anticipation of future
lack or loss.
 They can start projects, but often do not have the energy to complete them.
 Since the Oral is physically depleted and ungrounded, it is important for therapeutic
interventions to address and alleviate this depressed physical energy so that they can feel
more aliveness and greater ability to accomplish goals.
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 Therapeutic interventions will likely need to address resistance to exercise before
incorporating an exercise program that emphasizes body awareness, grounding of the feet,
legs, pelvis, and increased respiration.
 The Oral often feels they are on the extremes of life: feeling very special or very inferior, very
depressed or very elated, very powerful or very weak.
 Therapeutic interventions must confront the arrogance, co-dependency, and attitudes of
entitlement.
 The hypnotherapist must titrate the client’s capacity for pleasure by creating a gently
increasing therapeutic slope of exposure and self-sufficiency.
 There is often an anxiety that is created when well-being begins to occur, as the core wound
anticipates failure and loss.
 After establishing grounding and reliable resources, the therapeutic process should address the
grief and anger associated with the original loss, consciously experiencing their unmet needs,
and unwinding the unconscious resistance to their own life force.
 The therapeutic process can then support them in knowing, acknowledging, and filling their
own needs, experiencing a sense of personal power, relinquishing the victim identity, facing
their fear of abandonment, and experiencing the aliveness within.
PAUSE THERAPEUTIC APPROACH FOR THE ORAL
The unresourced Oral longs for nurturing, and yet denies this longing at the same time. They need to
acknowledge their needs and communicate them in an appropriate manner. The following questions
support them in enhancing somatic awareness and cultivating resources. The questions offer them an
opportunity to recognize their legitimate needs and to express them.














Ask yourself, “How do I keep myself from fully enjoying my success?”
What are you demanding from life?
Can you say what kind of need you are experiencing?
What do you really need?
Is this a false or legitimate need?
What do you feel when you don’t get what you want?
What is the real cause of your emotional pain?
Can you imagine getting what you want?
What sort of relief would you experience?
Would it be long term or short-term gratification?
How do you keep from knowing and expressing needs?
How do you keep yourself from knowing and expressing your needs?

P-PRESENT FOR THE ORAL
The Oral, having rejected the body, and the feelings associated with it, identifies completely with the
activity of the mind. Disconnected from the pelvis, legs, feet, and earth, they have repressed respiration
and aliveness. With few reliable internal resources, they continue to connect with thought, identification
with their love mask, and their story.
The therapeutic goal is to support them in energizing the body through body awareness, engaging
respiration, and the Hypno-Workout exercises. Once they have contact with the ground, and have
developed the capacity to consistently experience a resource state, they can be supported in recognizing
and embodying the attributes of the Essential Self. All five of the P-Present Trances supports the Oral in
enhancing kinesthetic awareness and establishing resources.
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A-AWARE WITNESS FOR THE ORAL
The Oral needs to recognize that they are more than the activity of the mind and the stories of their life.
As the Oral cultivates body awareness, they can begin to observe the arising of thoughts, the sensations in
the body, and the fluctuations of emotions. While observing, they may notice that there is a self, the
witness that is not influenced by the arising of thoughts and feelings. They may eventually note that there
is the observer, and that which is being observed.
Eventually they may cultivate a state of stillness by focusing only on the movement of the breath through
the body. An effective therapeutic question for cultivating the A-Aware Witness would eventually be,
“Who are you if you are not your thoughts?” The A-Aware Witness trances invite the Oral to track the
felt sense in the body, silence the mind, and regulate the nervous system through the introduction of
trauma resolution techniques.

U-UNWIND THE PAST FOR THE ORAL
The individual with Oral tendencies has experienced severe developmental deficiencies or trauma. The
goal of U-Unwind the Past is to assist the Oral in becoming stable, strong, and confident. Before being
able to accomplish this outcome, they need to have a grounded, energized body, and regulated nervous
system. The trauma resolution tools incorporated in the PAUSE Model trances will support them in
achieving this balance by:

 Cultivating an awareness of the felt sense in the body.
 Incorporating a wide variety of resource states.
 Developing the capacity to consistently shift from an unresourced state to an empowered
sense of self.
S-SURRENDER FOR THE ORAL
Like the Schizoid, the Oral must begin the process of surrender by accepting and identifying with the
experience of embodiment. They need to be energized through physical awareness and activity so that
they can learn to experience strength and aliveness while standing on their own two feet. As they become
grounded in the sensations in the body and in their relationship to the earth, they will eventually be able to
connect to the fullness of the heart, which makes surrender possible. Where they once reached out to
nurture others, hoping they would be nurtured, they can now nurture themselves by surrendering to the
peace and fullness within.

T RANCES FOR THE O RAL
The PAUSE Model of Hypnotherapy Trances support the individual with Oral tendencies in becoming
embodied and transforming limiting images and beliefs. Once the client has mastered the skills offered in
P and A, they should pursue the U-Unwind the Past and S-Surrender Trances. Many of the PAUSE
Model trances cultivate resources that regulate the nervous system, and increase feelings of safety,
wellness, and support from within. The E-Evoke trances invite them to connect with their intuition, inner
guidance, deeper values, and Essence.

R ESISTANCE
The individual with Oral tendencies resists the body and its needs, as well as their underlying rage, terror,
and grief. From approximately three to eighteen months of age, they felt abandoned, deprived, and undernourished. With attachment and bonding needs chronically unmet, they were left unfilled and unfulfilled.
With this, they experienced overwhelming feelings of rage, terror, and grief, which would eventually have
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to be resisted and denied. Eventually the pain of unmet needs was so painful that the child gave up
reaching out, and denied their needs before they were satisfied.
Resisting embodiment, there is very little aliveness in this structure, which is undercharged and flaccid,
with cold chest, hands, and feet. Physically weak and collapsed, they flounder in an endless search for
outside support, while paradoxically refusing to acknowledge their needs. Even as adults they resist
standing on their own two feet and being proactive in meeting these own needs.
Resisting self-responsibility, they fear abandonment, yet drive others away with their feelings of
entitlement, dependency, excessive talking, and subtle and manipulative demands for nourishment.
Having apparently risen above their human needs and overwhelming emotions they attempt to live up to
an internalized ideal. Lacking grounding and a strong sense of self, they experience feelings of emptiness
and can often swing back and forth between self-loathing and feelings of grandiosity.
The Oral experiences a perverse comfort in collapse while resisting empowerment and the pleasure of the
life force flowing through their body. With head protruding forward and the shoulders slumped, they
resist the breath that could ignite their passion, rage, and grief. Refusing to acknowledge their legitimate
needs, the energetically reach out, hoping that someone will rescue them. The Hypno-Workout exercises
provide tools to charge the body, expand respiration, and increase the capacity for grounding by
stabilizing the legs and feet. The PAUSE “Transforming Resistance” trance provides an opportunity to
witness and transform patterns of resisting needs and empowerment.

P ROJECTION
The individual with an Oral wound projects a mask of love in which they give to others in order to get
their needs met. Resistant to their own needs and resistant to directly reaching out to have needs fulfilled,
the individual with Oral tendencies is often trapped unconsciously in an earlier time, projecting that they
are helpless and others must provide for them. Conditioned from infancy to expect disappointment,
abandonment, and lack, they project a world through distorted filters in which there is no opportunity for
nourishment or meaningful bonding with others.
As they project lack, they therefore experience a world of lack. Expecting insufficient nourishment and
abandonment, they create the same through unconscious self-sabotage and beliefs that they will remain
unfilled. If they do risk reaching out for love, they are often attracted to someone who is not emotionally
available. When love is given, their neediness and subtle, manipulative demands for nurturance drive
those who would love them away.
Totally identified with emptiness, some Orals will use drugs, food, or sex in excess trying to fill the
bottomless hole. When abundance is experienced, their belief in scarcity causes them to over-spend,
over-indulge, or make poor investment choices. Even if there is more than enough of everything, the
individual with the Oral wound projects that they will never be filled. For the Oral, it remains “winter
with frozen lakes, bare trees, isolation, and no warmth.”
Alternately identified with their neediness and a mask of love, the individual with Oral tendencies often
projects that the power and resources are outside of them. They are empty while others are full; they are
weak while others are strong. Their glass is half-full, while others experience an overflow of abundance.
The therapeutic approach must start with establishing resources, strengthening, and energizing the body
through breath work and Hypno-Workout Exercises. The PAUSE “Transforming Projection” trance
enables the Oral to identify the limiting beliefs and distorted self-image that has held suffering in place.

F ORGIVENESS
Before forgiving themselves and others, the individual with Oral tendencies must engage in
acknowledging and transforming their mask and lower self-feelings. Their anger and resentment from not
having their earliest needs met is real and justified. The Forgiveness focused trances found in The
PAUSE Model of Hypnotherapy use a gentle trauma resolution model to fully experience the movement
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of anger through the body while dissolving the story. Because of the neglect of the caretakers and the
tendency to attract people who recreate the original wound, the Oral can have many people to forgive.
Because of their anger and frustration, they may need to forgive themselves for their excesses, neediness,
and any negative emotional states that may have been directed toward others.
Forgiveness is an organic process that has its own time, and cannot be accomplished prematurely. It
begins with the recognition of the painful truth. The Oral was neglected, and their fundamental needs
were not met. The PAUSE Model trances can support them in acknowledging and transforming both
grief and rage. As an example, the PAUSE “Willing to Forgive” trance supports the Oral in developing a
tool which can be used throughout life for releasing the past and stepping into an empowered life.

E-EVOKE ESSENCE FOR THE ORAL
Having experienced an early life of neglect, deprivation, and abandonment, the individual with Oral
tendencies wearing a mask of love, focuses outward for their nourishment. They typically lack the
strength, autonomy, and optimism needed to turn inward and experience the richness of their inner
resources. Their emotional filters create barriers that cut them off from experiencing the fullness and
well-being associated with aliveness and Essence.
With little expectation of comfort or support, the undercharged, low energy, Oral body collapses forward.
They metaphorically stand at the banquet table of life, grasping for crumbs, not letting themselves expect
or even want a full meal. They are caught in a type of double bind where they are set-up for failure with
whatever avenue they choose. To experience fulfillment, they have to reach-out and open themselves
to the pain and suffering of the original loss. To fail to reach-out means they remain cut off from
love, bonding, and nourishment of any kind, but they will not have to re-experience the original
wounding. This double bind must be confronted therapeutically with deep levels of resourcing.
P-Present supports the struggling Oral in tracking sensations and recognizing limiting thoughts and low
expectations. They learn to set goals and generate an optimistic outlook. The development of the AAware Witness supports them in recognizing they are more than their thoughts. The A-Aware Witness
trances guide them in expanding their beliefs and self-image to include feelings of fulfillment. U-Unwind
the Past helps them to develop empowered resource states and track and safely experience waves of
emotions. S-Surrender enables them to experience the quiet mind offered by surrendering resistance and
projections. As they learn to accept their emotional states and regulate their nervous system, the Oral can
learn to acknowledge the double bind associated with denying need and open to experiencing Essence.
As the client accomplishes mastery of the intrapersonal skills incorporated in the first four states
described in the PAUSE Model, a bridge is created between the ego and the Essential Self. Able to
experience aliveness in the body and warmth in the heart, the client is ready to set and pursue meaningful
goals with a sense of inner guidance, personal strength, and power.

G RATITUDE
The individual with Oral tendencies can experience gratitude once they overcome the negative pleasure
associated with clinging, neediness, and helplessness. The embodied Oral learns to meet their own needs,
stand on their own two feet, and meet the world with confidence and personal power. The resourced Oral
is grateful that they have the capacity to fulfill their own needs. The PAUSE “Wish Fulfilling Elixir”
trance invites them to experience the healing power of gratitude.

HYPNO-WORKOUT FOR THE ORAL CHARACTER STRUCTURE
The unresourced Oral denies the body as well as the need to care for it. Hypno-Workout exercises support
them in charging, strengthening, and stabilizing the body. This enables them to experience feelings of
autonomy as well as the ability stand on their own two feet. A strong body, quiet mind, and empowered
ego allow this individual to be Present to the comfort and support that Essence provides. The HypnoNVI.SML2.V8
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Workout exercises challenge the physical and emotional collapse that impedes their growth, creates
inequality in relationships, and limits their ability to accomplish meaningful goals. The Hypno-Workout
exercises will:











Increase body awareness.
Increase stability in the legs and feet.
Increase the energetic charge in the body.
Establish grounding and containment of energy.
Increase respiration.
Enhance body alignment.
Open the chest and energy flowing through the neck and throat.
Strengthen the body.
Strengthen healthy aggressive expression.

PATH TO WHOLENESS
The typically intelligent Oral resigned themselves early in life to never having their needs met. Fixated
in feelings of dependency, time stands still for the Oral, as they remain lost in lack and neediness. As the
Oral develops important resources found in P-Present, they learn to strengthen their body, expand their
breath, and contact their capacity to meet their own needs and stand on their own two feet.
Engaging the A-Aware Witness, they become aware of the indicators of their egoic behaviors. As they
U-Unwind the Past, they begin to confront the anger, grief, and sadness associated with not having their
legitimate needs met earlier in life. S-Surrender teaches them to master the tools of resistance and
projection. The previously unfulfilled Oral learns to self-soothe and care for themselves, acknowledging
denied needs. As they tap into the underlying well of unlimited Grace within E-Essence, they learn to
gently silence the endless chatter of egoic neediness, and experience the arising of strength, optimism, and
their own inner resources.
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THE MASOCHISTIC CHARACTER STRUCTURE
OVERVIEW
The Masochistic body and persona are firmly bound in resisting life. The Masochist is paralyzed between
the impulse to get what they want, and the counter thought that they could not get it if they tried. As the
child started to assert by crawling, then standing up to explore their world, their caretaker was demanding,
intrusive, and over-controlling. Unable to follow their own impulses and cultivate an independent sense
of self, they were overwhelmed by the needs and demands of the caretaker.
Forced to comply with an outside authority, the Masochist loses an experience of their inner self.
Compromising, and believing they have to serve others to gain love and approval; they experience
underlying feelings of emptiness, humiliation, and resentment. Their fear demands that they give up
themselves in order to have the love and approval of the caretaker.
Lost in feelings of helplessness, their inner mandate of “I can have love or freedom” restricts the free
movement of energy through their body and seals their identity. The goal in working with the Masochist
is to teach them to assert their independence, follow their impulses, set boundaries, and become their own
authority. They need to learn to say, “Yes” when they mean yes and “No” when they mean no. Free
from the shackles of external authority, they realize they can have both love and freedom.
Character Defense Structure - Masochist
Character Structure

Masochist

Holding In

Path to Wholeness

Individuation

I say “yes” only when I mean “yes.”

Strength

Warm Heart

I am caring.

Challenge

Autonomy

I can’t know myself.

Character Structure Overview 3 – Masochist

MASOCHISTIC WOUND

 Arrest of development – Two to three years of age
 Trauma – Intrusive, over controlling caretaker
 Behavioral patterns – Tendency to please or become a
caretaker to others.
 Positive resource – Loving, generous and often hard working
 Limiting emotional state - Can be frustrated, resentful and
brooding
 Therapy – Contact own needs and free self-expression

ETIOLOGY
The individual with the Masochistic wound felt over-controlled and dominated between ten and twentyfour months of age. With oppressive parental involvement, the child’s sense of budding independence is
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crushed. Under ideal circumstances, caretakers are emotionally supportive as the child starts to initiate
separation and explore the world using newly emerging skills, such as standing, walking and talking.
Under optimal conditions, sensitive, supportive parents encourage the child to be autonomous and
respond to their own internal experience while cultivating an individuated sense of self. While the
Masochistic wound can develop at any time, Stephen Johnson in his definitive text Character Styles
(1994), comments on the ego development needed for its crystallization, “Thus, while there can be
increasing conflict between child and caretaker between one and two, the full masochistic adjustment
probably cannot be in place until after two years of age” (p. 196).
The authoritarian caretaker intrudes, and assumes they know what is best for the child. When the child’s
impulse to initiate new experiences is blocked, and separation from the parent discouraged, the child will
ultimately stop their natural impulse in order to stay connected to the caretaker. In order to please the
caretaker, the child gives up their sense of self. Choosing love over freedom, the Masochist’s will is
broken. There is the loss of contact with their natural impulses, wants, and needs. Love becomes coupled
with burden, impoverishment, and an overwhelming loss of self.
The Masochist is also called “The Overly Managed Child.” This wound usually occurs in a highly
authoritarian family. When the child’s impulse to initiate new experiences is blocked, and separation
from the parent discouraged, the child will ultimately stop their natural impulse in order to stay connected
to the caretaker. In order to please the parent the child gives up the self. Choosing love over freedom, the
Masochist loses contact with their natural impulses, wants, and needs. Love becomes coupled with
burden, and a numbing loss of self.
The oppressive intrusion of the parent is eventually internalized, and the child fails to develop autonomy
and an independent sense of self. On the surface, the child is compliant and says “yes.” Underneath are
feelings of resentment, loathing, and an inner “No!” Having lost contact with their own guidance and
fearing intrusion and abandonment, they become a caretaker of others. They incorporate an exaggerated
sense of obligation to others at the cost of an autonomous sense of self. Looking to the outside for
direction, and out of touch with their own impulses, they continue to internalize the wants, needs, and
desires of others, while harboring feelings of dark negativity.

EMOTIONAL STATES
The Masochists need for independence was blocked. Lacking a sense of autonomy, self-esteem, and
confidence, the Masochist regularly experiences high levels of anxiety. Having lost contact with their
inner impulses and personal authority, they lack independence, and live to please others. Driven by
discontent and unhappiness, they blame the outer world for their frustrations. Unwilling to trust or to
express upsets; feelings are repressed, and denied. They whine or complain, rather than reveal deep
feelings of discouragement, shame, guilt, and humiliation. They internalize resentment, anger, and rage,
but only externally acknowledge minimal levels of frustration.
The Masochist typically has an underlying Oral wound, which drives deep-seated feelings of emptiness
and despair. They defend against being controlled by others while fearing abandonment and the loss of
love. While they can be heartfelt and generous, they struggle to come out and express themselves. They
appear to be agreeable and submissive on the outside, but internally they are stubborn and withhold
participation. Vigilant and imprisoned by their resistance to outside control, their attention is focused on
the material world rather than spiritual dimensions.
Having internalized the intrusive parent, they live in a prison created in their own minds and etched in the
fat and muscle of their bodies. Lowen (1958) describes the Masochistic tendency to struggle, feel
burdened, and suffer: “The compulsions to overload themselves with work, this anxiety in the face of
pleasure, his inability to buy nice clothes, his difficulty in expression of affection” (p. 189). All of these
tendencies explain why this developmental wound is described as Masochistic.
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RELATIONSHIPS
The Masochist, believing they have to deny their needs in relationship, can develop closeness by focusing
on the wellbeing of the other person. Having lost their freedom in the original relationship, the adolescent
and adult now believe they can have love, or freedom, but they cannot have both. They see others as
powerful authority figures. Conditioned to believe that someone else knows what is best, the Masochist
avoids exposure in relationships for fear of being judged, humiliated, shamed, or controlled. Conflicted,
yet longing for love, they try to please others while keeping score of grievances, and hiding their
underlying feelings of negativity, anger, and fear of failure. Distrusting others, they have difficulty
expressing their frustrations, needs, and desires. They both demand and resist getting what they want in
relationships and in life.
If they have to choose between following their own impulses, or that of a significant other, they will
choose the other’s wishes, therefore diminishing themselves in order to hold onto an important
relationship. Withholding themselves, or holding-out important communication in a relationship can give
them a feeling of strength. While longing for love, they often sabotage it through negative behavior such
as complaining, creating conditions on the relationship, self-deprecation, or withholding participation.

DEFENSIVE PATTERNS
With the flow of energy compressed, and plagued with uncertainty, the Masochist withdraws inside when
threatened or confused. Fearing shame and humiliation, they withhold self-expression and withdraw from
spontaneous participation in life. Having lost contact with their sense of autonomy, they retreat into a
large, strong physical structure for protection. Even though their body is highly charged and energized,
they compress the movement of energy, and turn their aggressive drive inward.
To the Masochist, withholding participation equals strength and provides a type of negative pleasure.
Though they have difficulty with confrontation and self-assertion, they can be argumentative and
provocative in order to invite external conflict that would allow them to experience some discharge of
their compressed energy. They will be deceptive, or even make up a story to avoid confrontation.
In order to vent anger in an acceptable way and externalize their inner confusion and paralysis, they will
intellectualize resentments and become argumentative. Fearing their own feelings, they learn to contain
both pleasure and pain. Denying their strong negativity, anger, and resentment, they create a mask of
love. Between there natural impulse and the thought that counters it is paralysis.

RESOURCES
The Masochist has a compassionate, loving heart, and truly cares for others. They can offer steadfast
support and be humanitarians with a great capacity for team play and fun. They are duty bound and can
be supportive and loyal friends. With strong muscular bodies and a strong work ethic, they can be
reliable employees particularly if they can work outside the control of “bosses” or other authoritarian
figures.

PHYSICAL TRAITS
The Masochist has a lot of energy; however, they unconsciously protect their core by being unwilling to
discharge it. It is as though the accelerator and brake are on at the same time. The body is often large,
stocky, muscular, and strong. Their muscle and fat is overdeveloped to hold everything in, the positive,
the negative, the pleasure, and the pain. Their back is typically rounded with a short thick neck, broad
torso, and muscular limbs. They often experience internal pressure with blockages at the top of the
esophagus and the rectum.
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Despite their suffering, they often have
a polite, innocent, almost angelic,
expression on their face, which shows
very little emotion. There is severe
tension in the neck and throat. The
tension in the throat causes the voice to
sound like a whine. Michel (1997)
describes the Masochistic structure,
“The shoulders are over developed with
strong muscular arms, which can hang
forward. The chest is broad. There is a
strong abdominal contraction to offer a
sense of support. The legs are strong but
rigid” (p. 155). Due to the internal
tension of the Masochist, their legs can
look grounded, but may not actually be
grounded.
The Masochistic body
generally lacks flexibility and agility.
Michel (1997) uses the metaphor of pliers, holding two ends together as she describes the compression
that takes place between the neck/shoulder area and the pelvis. “Within the two ends of these pliers, the
Masochist’s aggressive drive is bent inward and redirected from the outside to his own self. In this
process, his tender, erotic feelings are also compressed between the arms of aggression” (p. 150). This
energy, turned inward, and the inability to release, gives the Masochist the feeling of bursting from
pressure, because they are overly full.

POTENTIAL HEALTH CHALLENGES
Dr. Pierrakos in his Core Energetics Professional Training lecture (1997) described the potential health
challenges for the Masochist. The Masochist can experience anxiety, depression, high blood pressure,
digestive issues, ulcers, sore throats, heart disease, overweight, slow metabolism, injured rotator cuff,
impaired knees, impotency, hemorrhoids, or fibromyalgia. They need to be encouraged to use exercise in
order to get the compressed energy moving through the body. They can benefit from physical exercises,
which emphasize stretching, and elongation. They are often drawn to bodybuilding; however, this can
increase compression rather than offer the discharge and elongation that is needed.

THERAPEUTIC INTERVENTIONS FOR THE MASOCHIST
The therapeutic goal for the Masochist is to support them in acknowledging feelings, tracking impulses,
trusting self-expression and connecting to their personal will. The following suggestions will aid the
hypnotherapist in charting an effective therapeutic course for the Masochist.

 They will seek therapy because of depression, anxiety, tension, feelings of shame and
struggles in a relationship, or for self-improvement.
 Since they resent authority figures including the hypnotherapist, and since, on some level,
success means the hypnotherapist wins, the Masochist’s unconscious mind can resist a
successful outcome in therapy. As the hypnotherapist reaches out to help, the Masochist can
find ways of sabotaging the therapeutic encounter. The informed hypnotherapist recognizes
these tendencies and meets them with compassion, understanding, and directness. Because of
this resistance to authority, the Masochist will withdraw if pushed.
 They respond best to invitational language.
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 This structure longs for freedom and independence. Therapy must support their need for
independence and their right to express their feelings and set firm boundaries.
PAUSE THERAPEUTIC APPROACH FOR THE MASOCHIST
The therapeutic relationship needs to address self-responsibility, boundaries, obligation to others, selfdeprecation, self-defeating behavior, denied self-expression, feelings of distrust, and passive-aggressive
behavior. The following therapeutic questions will support these outcomes.























What do you do to avoid conflict in your life?
How do you recreate your childhood wounds?
What is happening in your body right now?
When have you experienced feelings of aliveness?
What do you do to avoid conflict in your life?
What do you do to avoid saying “no”?
“What happens when you say no?”
What do you want?
What do you need?
What are you afraid of?
Can you imagine a life without external authority?
What is it you feel you cannot show?
What do you hide from family?
What do you believe you have to protect?
What is your gift?
Do you notice you feel alive in your resistance?
How do you hide your power?
How do you experience pleasure in your defeat?
What happens when you are in charge?
What does the resistance say?
What is it you feel that you cannot show?

P-PRESENT FOR THE MASOCHIST
The Masochist lost their capacity to be P-Present as they lost contact with their inner impulses and looked
outside themselves to please others. The P-Present trances will support them in establishing a resilient
ego by tracking and describing feelings and internal experiences. Cultivating resource states will support
them in quelling anxiety. Observing limiting thought patterns will alert them to patterns of habitual
negation and discouragement.

A-AWARE WITNESS FOR THE MASOCHIST
The A-Aware Witness trances direct the Masochist’s attention to their inner experience, and their wants,
and needs. Trance work can be an ideal way for the Masochist to explore self-image, judgment, and
limiting beliefs while sharing only what they choose with the hypnotherapist. As they turn their attention
inward instead of outward, the longing and emptiness can be replaced with the warmth flowing from the
heart.
The Masochist is sometimes referred to as “Earthbound” since they often lose contact with their inner
guidance and spiritual nature. The A-Aware Witness trances cultivate an awareness of the observer and
the observed. Through the A-Aware Witness, they can recognize that they are more than the narrative of
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their lives. This expanded awareness of self can be further developed thru the PAUSE Surrender and
Evoke trances.
U-UNWIND THE PAST FOR THE MASOCHIST
The U-Unwind the Past trances support the Masochist in acknowledging and transforming emotional
stress and traumatic shock held in the body. As internal resources continue to deepen, they can begin to
observe and trust the movement of the life force. Moving back and forth between conflict and resource
states teaches them that they can make positive internal changes, rather than stay stuck in the confusing
Masochistic morass that can engulf them. The PAUSE trance “The Wave” offers an effective tool that
will support them in allowing feeling states to be accepted and naturally transformed. The
acknowledgment of the lower self gives them an opportunity to contact and appropriately express the
anger and resentment that is often denied.

S-SURRENDER FOR THE MASOCHIST
As we contemplate the Masochist, the question arises, “Where does the warrior go when there are no
more battles to fight, no more relationships to long for, no more pleasure to resist?” For the unresourced
Masochist, surrender means failure. Unwilling to trust others and unable to trust themselves, they cannot
move forward as they continue to deny themselves and sabotage their longings. The heart is an important
natural resource to acknowledge and cultivate for the Masochist. The PAUSE Heart Meditation process
invites them to relax into the warmth and goodness of their heart as they draw unwanted mental and
emotional patterns into the heart flame.
Surrender for the Masochist involves recognizing that they have a true and loving heart and they must
learn to rest within it. While they can be very heartfelt and generous, they fear self-disclosure and are
unwilling to contact or express their deeply held feelings. They need to learn to assert themselves,
contact, and express their own natural impulses.

T RANCES FOR THE M ASOCHIST
The PAUSE Model of Hypnotherapy Trances support the individual with Masochistic tendencies in
learning to own their feelings, consistently create safe space, and establish healthy boundaries. The
Hypnotherapist will find trances and exercises that support the regulation of the nervous system very
useful for the Masochist. As they advance, focusing on creating an allowance for utilizing resources from
others will allow them to move into S-Surrender and eventually E-Evoke.

R ESISTANCE
The individual with Masochistic tendencies resists being engulfed and controlled by others. With their
need for independence blocked, they fear that they must choose between love and the freedom to follow
their own natural impulses. As the caregiver dominated and overpowered the child, the child experienced
hopelessness in fighting back, and resentment in not being able to follow its own natural impulses.
Fearing rejection, they learned to block their natural aggressive impulses so they can appear on the
surface like a compliant good boy or girl. The child effectively gives up the Self to please the caregiver.
Their sweet smiles and gentle demeanor can mask great loathing and a powerful inner “No.” With
crippled self-assertion, they resist authority and external control by becoming passive-aggressive.
The Masochist needs to have healthy, flexible boundaries, and contact and express their own impulses.
The PAUSE Model trances offer tools for softening resistance and processing negativity. These trances
provide a positive alternative to becoming bogged down, as the Masochist is inclined to do. The PAUSE
“Transforming Resistance” trance supports them in recognizing and transforming resistance as a
defensive pattern.
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P ROJECTION
The individual with masochistic tendencies projects a mask of love and compliance. The walls and
ceilings of their reality are unconsciously defined by the projection of an ever-present, though invisible,
jailer or oppressor. Having internalized this negative introject of the intrusive, controlling caretaker, they
actually harbor seething resentment, which is in stark contrast to their affable and cherubic external
projection. Rather than experience their natural wants, needs, and desires, the Masochist loses contact
with their impulses and often identifies with becoming a caretaker to others.
The Masochist tends to project blame outward onto others. They often externalize strong inner conflict
instead of taking responsibility for the internal dissonance. It is important for them to take ownership of
projections, rather than perpetuating the perception that they are stuck, and the restrictions are outside of
them. The PAUSE “Projection Trance” supports them in recognizing that they, not others, hold the key to
their prison of self-denial.

F ORGIVENESS
The individual with Masochistic tendencies internalized the intrusive parent and failed to develop an
independent sense of self; therefore, the key to forgiveness is for them to become autonomous. The
resourced Masochist who has a sense of safety and stability in the body can say “Yes” when they mean
yes and “No” when they mean no, and can begin the process of forgiveness of themselves and others.
Resting in the heart of the Essential Self, the Masochist can experience love and freedom, and is no longer
at the effect of others.
The Masochist can harbor feelings of anger and resentment behind a mask of love. They hold back their
expression, creativity, and tenderness for fear they will be judged and humiliated as they were in the past.
The PAUSE “Willing to Forgive” trance supports them in letting go of the past and stepping into an
empowered future. Physical exercise emphasizing discharge of energy enables them to let go of
resistance and open to forgiveness and the streaming of the life force.

E-EVOKE ESSENCE FOR THE MASOCHIST
The individual with masochistic tendencies is in conflict with their own impulses, wants, and needs.
They both demand what they want and resist getting what they want at the same time. This inability to
track their own inner experience, trust their own impulses, and experience autonomy, blocks their ability
to attune to Essence. The trances in P-Present support the Masochist in tracking and articulating their
sensations and inner experiences. They tend to hold everything in, both the pleasure and the pain of
living. The PAUSE “Feeling It” trance specifically encourages them to acknowledge anger and
resentment while learning to trust self-expression. It supports them in tracking impulses and asking for
what they want, and acknowledging openly what they do not want.
The Masochist, having experienced the flow of the life force within the body, the comfort, and warmth of
the heart, and a sense of personal authority, is now able to more consistently contact and express Essence.
E-Evoke invites the Masochist to trust their inner guidance and to move assertively forward in creating
their own agenda and fulfilling their own dreams and ambitions. Trusting themselves and asserting
themselves, they recognize that they can experience love and freedom.

G RATITUDE
By returning awareness to the natural warmth of their heart and allowing the natural flow of energy
through the body, the individuals with Masochistic tendencies can learn to appreciate themselves. By
establishing healthy boundaries, they can eventually trust their relationships with others. This will
support them in fully participating in life and reduce their need to withhold meaningful contact with
others. Resentment can give way to gratitude and appreciation.
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As the Masochist creates boundaries they can trust, and learns to express their wants and needs, they can
open to positive relationships and freedom. The Masochist has a warm and generous heart. As they open
to receive, they can be grateful for the simple joys of life.

HYPNO-WORKOUT FOR THE MASOCHIST
The Masochist has a highly charged body that benefits from the Hypno-Workout exercises emphasizing
discharge. The natural compression of the Masochistic body benefits from the stretching and elongation
exercises.










Increase body awareness.
Increase the capacity to discharge energy
Establish energetic grounding and release of energy
Increase respiration.
Enhance body alignment.
Open the chest and energy flowing through the neck and throat.
Strengthen the body.
Strengthen healthy aggressive expression

PATH TO WHOLENESS FOR THE MASOCHIST
The Masochist’s Path to Wholeness involves experiencing an individuated sense of self, capable of
contacting and expressing feelings. Utilizing the resources in P-Present, they benefit from incorporating
an exercise program that includes stretching and elongating the body, as well as one that includes
discharging compressed energy.
Through the A-Aware Witness, the Masochist learns to become aware of when they are acting-out
patterns associated with their Character Defense. They learn they can have both love and freedom. As
they contact the rich resources available in their warm, loving heart, they recognize resistance, they call
back projections and allow S-Surrender to show them how to put themselves first by tracking their natural
impulses and saying “yes” only when they mean yes, and “no” only when they mean no. Seeking the
deeper meaning of each interaction, they quickly get the lessons each encounter offers them. As they EEvoke their desired outcome, they move into the flow of the life, experience the comfort and warmth of
the heart, and establish an empowered sense of personal authority.

Life is the dancer and you are the dance.
Eckhart Tolle
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PSYCHOPATHIC CHARACTER STRUCTURE
OVERVIEW
The Psychopathically defended individual acts as if they are superior, strong, confident, and in charge.
Heavily armored and without contact with their Essential Self, the psychopathically defended person has
a deep disconnect from their body, their breath, and their emotions. The Psychopathic wound develops
when the child is overwhelmed by premature demands and stressful circumstances that cause them to feel
helpless. Caretakers, who appear to be nurturing the child, but use the child for their own gratification,
evoke the Psychopathic Defense.
The Psychopathic wound can be reflected in each of the other four Character types described by Reich
that include the Schizoid, Oral, Masochist, and Rigid. Pierrakos described the various combinations of
the Psychopathic Character Structure during the Core Energetics Professional Training (1995). The
Schizoid Psychopath combines the qualities of the Psychopath with a tendency to avoid feeling by
intellectualizing, rationalizing, disassociating, and resisting embodiment. Intimate contact is coupled with
abuse because the contact they received early in life was painful. The Oral Psychopath, also known as the
Seductive Psychopath, feels entitled and gets their needs met in relationships through seduction. The
Masochistic Psychopath, also known as the Ominous Psychopath, combines the repressive tendencies of
the Masochist with the Psychopath. The Rigid Psychopath can be heartless and controlling.
The unresourced Psychopath in any of these categories is referred to as a Collapsed Psychopath.
Collapsed Psychopaths evolved beyond the Oral phase of development but embody less energy and
strength than their upward displaced counterparts. The empowered, resourced Psychopath has a fully
charged chest, while the Collapsed Psychopath frequently has a flat chest with fat accumulation around
the middle of the body. The Collapsed Psychopath is often disorganized, unable to accomplish goals, and
lost in feelings of low self-esteem. While they hold an inflated self-image and grandiose ideas, they
remain dependent and require endless support, reassurance, and validation.
Character Defense Structure - Psychopath
Character Structure

Psychopath

Holding Up.

Path to Wholeness

Humility

I am ordinary.

Strength

Leadership

I can inspire.

Challenge

Self-Aggrandizement

I am my mask of superiority.

Character Structure Overview 4 – Psychopath

PSYCHOPATHIC WOUND

 Arrest of development – Two to three years of age
 Trauma – Client did not feel consistently supported by
caretakers
 Behavioral patterns – Tendency to deny vulnerability
while identifying with feelings of specialness.
 Positive resource – Can manifest strong leadership
qualities
 Limiting emotional state - Can be self-absorbed and
insensitive to the needs of others
 Therapy – Acceptance of the ordinary, simple
pleasures of life
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ETIOLOGY
The Psychopathically defended person is the product of a childhood in which their nurturance and
dependency needs were not met, and their essential goodness was not reflected or validated. They are
often enmeshed with a seductive, unfulfilled, opposite sex parent, and rejected by the same sex parent.
The child is caught in feelings of rejection and helplessness, no matter how hard they tried to please the
caretaker. Having been alternately idealized and neglected during childhood, they lose contact with their
true nature and identify with an inflated, though fragile ego, and the empty role of being special.
Pierrakos’ Core Energetics model teaches that the Psychopathic wound chronologically overlaps the
Masochistic wound, occurring between eighteen and twenty-four months of age. While the wound may
crystalize, or take hold during that period, many experts believe it has its true origin much earlier. Body
Centered Psychotherapist Stephen Johnson describes his perception of the root cause of the Psychopathic
wound, in his book, Characterological Transformation, the Hard Work Miracle (1985):
For me, a truly psychopathic individual can be better understood as a complete or almost
complete failure in achieving any attachment whatsoever, so that the arrest is essentially in the
period of autism represented by the first two months of life. (p. 35)
Parents of the Psychopathically defended child often shamed and humiliated them by failing to
acknowledge age appropriate accomplishments, or by holding unreasonable expectations. Johnson (1985)
and other experts in the field of Body Centered Psychotherapy used the term Narcissist synonymously
with the term Psychopath in describing this dysfunctional developmental pattern:
In the first case, the narcissistic injury means being confronted with one’s weakness prematurely,
abruptly, and harshly; in the second case it means not being allowed to confront and work
through the weakness and being asked to deny it in favor of an exaggerated false self. (p. 36)
Parents of the individual with this Character Defense System can be both seductive and cruel, as they
manipulate the child to fulfill their own selfish needs. When the parent needs them, the child can feel a
sense of power, albeit false power. With the Essential Self unseen and rejected, the terrified child
struggles to deny feelings of shame, vulnerability, and inferiority. Having lost contact with their feelings
and the relationship to their essential goodness, many are self-absorbed; convincing themselves they are
superior and entitled to special consideration.

EMOTIONAL STATES
Failing to have their attachment, bonding, and nurturance needs met, all Psychopaths have an Oral
wound. Identified with a mask of power, wanting to maintain strength and control, the Psychopath is
unwilling to expose their needs, longings, or inner feelings of powerlessness. To feel safe, and impress
others they act as if they are superior, strong, confident, and in charge, even if they are not. The Essential
Self can break through at times and then shrink back as the Psychopath identifies, once again, with their
internal image. Heavily armored, they have a deep disconnect from their body and their breath. Out of
contact with authentic feelings, there is a loss of aliveness those feelings can bring.
With their upward displaced structure and heavy musculature, they are unable to express vulnerable
feelings such as sadness, grief, and fear. Asking for help brings up feelings of shame and humiliation.
They often turn against people they need. Michel (1997) states that hurt and fear trigger anger. “Since
vulnerable emotions do not register in the chronically upward displaced psychopathic structure, anger
becomes a pose designed to intimidate others” (p. 172).
Identified with a mask of power, the Psychopathically defended individual struggles to maintain control
of the environment in hopes of avoiding underlying feelings of unworthiness and terror. They avoid
stillness by seeking non-stop action. They stay occupied chasing future dreams so that they do not have
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to confront underlying fear, self-doubt, and low self-esteem in the present. Identified with the inflated
ego, the Psychopath experiences feelings of humiliation when there are failures of any kind. Ironically,
their resistance to betrayal, humiliation, and failure tends to attract that which they resist the most.

RELATIONSHIPS
Having lost contact with their Essential Self, the psychopathically defended person is unable to relate to
the Essential Self of others in a meaningful and respectful manner. Identified with the power and control
of the ego rather than the vulnerable feelings of the heart, they are incapable of experiencing empathy
toward others. Identified with their grandiose self-image, the Psychopath primarily relates to the images
they project onto the people around them rather than recognizing whom the other person actually is.
Always fearing betrayal, the Psychopath views love as dangerous. In relationships, they can seem
charming, warm, and charismatic; while underlying the façade, they remain controlling, demanding, and
emotionally unavailable. Unable to trust, the psychopathically defended individual maintains power in
relationships through intimidation, bullying, and seduction. If they allow themselves to enter a
relationship, they always maintain a backdoor.
Because they are unable to completely deny their need for closeness, and are unwilling to be vulnerable or
needy, they choose relationships in which they have control. If the Psychopath is offended, embarrassed,
or betrayed, the relationship can be irreparably damaged. Because they are never in the present moment
and always racing to a future that never happens, they are rarely able to meaningfully connect with
themselves or others.
Unable to create meaningful relationships, they frequently have sexual encounters rather than
relationships. Excitement is maintained in healthy relationships through mutual self-disclosure. The
Psychopath, in fear of full self-disclosure, avoids committed, intimate relationships and often seeks
multiple superficial relationships. Sexuality can be used as a means to provide them with a sense of
power and control, with pleasure a secondary motivation.

DEFENSIVE PATTERNS
Betrayed by insensitive, uncaring parents, the psychopathically defended person loses the ability to trust
themselves, others or life. Unable to experience support from the outside, and fearing collapse from
within, their physical and emotional nature is guarded and highly defended. Always vigilant, they scan
the environment for threat. They are often highly intuitive and able to sense danger or betrayal. This
hyper-vigilant defense system is maintained in order for them to feel in control, and live with a sense of
security.
Having lost contact with the comfort and stability offered by their Essential Self, the locus of control
remains outside. Identified with a puffed up, prideful, self-image, they are always guarded masking their
insecurities by playing to the audience, and defining themselves by the rejection or validation that comes
from outside. The dense, upward displaced, muscular body of the Psychopath inhibits the experience of
threat from the outside, or feelings from within. Out of contact with their natural gifts, they are selfinvolved, defensive and interpret any criticism as betrayal.
Believing they must control or be controlled; they are aggressive in order to continue manipulating the
environment. They are afraid that if they yield authority in any way, they will lose control. They are
often hard working, feeling that no matter what they do, it is not enough. Core Energetics Educator and
Body Centered Psychotherapist Robert Kirby (2011) described the Psychopathic defense system during a
personal conversation in Reno.
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He moves out to meet the terrifying situation and leaves nothing inside. He becomes whatever he
thinks others want him to be. He loses his sense of Self. He seems like a charismatic and
adaptable chameleon, knowing what to say to influence others.

RESOURCES
The Psychopathic structure is highly charged, with a great deal of dynamic energy. Psychopaths are often
driven to achieve in order to enhance their otherwise fragile ego. Their accomplishments can provide
them with heightened feelings of self-esteem. They possess a strong will, which enables them to set and
achieve goals. They can be tireless, charismatic leaders, and visionaries. Some have compassion for the
weak and vulnerable and are willing to stand up for the underdog. Some individuals with Psychopathic
tendencies can go beyond their fears and defense system and act heroically for a worthy cause.

PHYSICAL TRAITS
The individual with the Psychopathic defense system has high
energy and strong musculature. They are often attractive,
intelligent, creative, and athletic. Their piercing eyes are
alert, watchful, and often distrusting. They look superior,
proud, and invincible. Because the child lacked the support
of sympathetic, understanding, and respectful parents, they
felt pushed the child to grow-up fast and assume unreasonable
responsibilities. This accelerated push to grow-up caused
them to stand and walk prematurely. Their legs often bow
and the knee hyperextends to support legs that are not strong
enough to actually hold the body. During the early
developmental phases, they compensated by rising up from
the support of the ground and expanding the upper body in
order to appear stronger and more capable than they actually
were. The head is highly charged with energy.
In contrast to other Psychopaths, the Ominous Psychopathic is upwardly displaced with broad shoulders,
inflated chest, narrow waist and pelvis and undeveloped legs. It is as though a huge triangular shaped
upper body is precariously perched on a small, thin pedestal. With the energy stuck above the diaphragm,
this body type is personified as Superman. The Schizoid, Rigid, and Seductive Psychopaths have greater
symmetry in their structure with less inflation in the upper body. It should be emphasized that the flow of
energy is restricted in all Psychopathic types.
Michel (1997) notes that tension at the base of the skull is characteristic of most Psychopaths. This
tension alters their perception of their own bodies and supports the split between the body and the mind
(p. 170). The hard body, which reflects unwillingness to surrender, combines with restricted breathing
and the occipital tension to support the Psychopathically defended person in denying feelings. The jaw is
clenched and throat tight to further repress feelings. Michel (1997) states, “Since he cannot identify with
his body and its feelings, he lacks self-acceptance” (p. 170). Completely invested in maintaining a
grandiose identity, the Psychopath’s self-image becomes all-important. Michel (1997) describes the
tenuous relationship the Psychopath has to the body and to the earth. “Typically we see an undercharged,
tight pelvis and legs supporting an overcharged upper body” (p. 181).

POTENTIAL HEALTH CHALLENGES
Dr. Pierrakos in his Core Energetics Professional Training lecture (1997) discussed potential health
challenges of the Psychopath. Although they are usually healthy, they can have heart attack from overwork and stress. They can experience back or joint problems from upward displacement and over
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burdening themselves. Stress can contribute to high blood pressure, strokes, and diabetes. High levels of
adrenaline can inhibit the immune system and lead to adrenal depletion.

THERAPEUTIC INTERVENTIONS FOR THE PSYCHOPATH
The Psychopath rarely seeks therapeutic help because they prefer to identify with their Mask of Power.
They will seek therapy when there has been a devastating loss, or if a partner demands, or the courts
mandate therapy. The following suggestions will assist the PAUSE Hypnotherapist in charting an
effective course of therapy for the Psychopath.

 The goal of working with the Psychopath is to support them in developing lower body
strength, stability, and grounding. From a stable platform, they can learn to develop enough
internal resources to trust the present moment and to feel safe acknowledging their
vulnerability and their real longing.
 Their Mask of Power compensates for an internal sense of inferiority; therefore, they attempt
to intimidate others, including the hypnotherapist, to mask self-doubt.
 Because therapy can be experienced as a threat to their equilibrium, they often want to
control the session and the therapeutic relationship. The hypnotherapist needs to be aware
that underlying the Psychopathic mask of power is the Oral wound, and feelings of terror and
inadequacy.
 They often expect to be treated like someone special or entitled. While they need consistent
encouragement and support, and need to feel heard and accepted, they also need to be treated
like everyone else and given no special treatment.
 Acknowledging the Psychopath’s authentic gifts, while inviting them to talk about self-doubt,
can open the door to the deeper, meaningful resources of their Essential Self.
 They can be encouraged to associate kinesthetically to their natural mental, emotional, and
physical resources.
 When working with the Psychopathic structure it is essential for the hypnotherapist to be
centered by being grounded in their feet, legs, and pelvis.
 Keep in mind the Psychopath can, and often does, have elements of both the Schizoid and
Oral wounds.
PAUSE THERAPEUTIC APPROACH FOR THE PSYCHOPATH
Anchored in the mind, the Psychopath can be supported in recognizing the difference between grounded,
fully experienced feelings, and conceptualized ungrounded dreams and ideas. Once resources are well
established, they can be encouraged to fully experience the feelings associated with any loss or
disappointment. The following therapeutic questions support them in exploring and acknowledging their
real needs, and distinguishing between their grandiose posturing, and the simple goodness of their true
nature.










What do you do when someone has betrayed you?
What do you do to avoid feeling?
When you are wrong, what do you do to turn the tables?
How do you compensate to protect yourself?
What do you do to avoid feeling weak?
How do you relate to the idea of dependence?
How do you respond to the thought “I have to be in control?”
How do you respond to the thought, “I will use them before they use me?”
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What do you think you need?
What do you really need?
What is your real strength?
What does defeat mean to you?
How do you resist your life force?
How do you obstruct your life?
How do you relate to the issue of healthy dependence?

P-PRESENT FOR THE PSYC HOPATH
With the upper body puffed up, and the feet and legs ungrounded, the individual with a Psychopathic
defense avoids the present moment to pursue a fantasized future. In order to be P-Present, they need to be
taught to experience the sensations associated with a fully embodied state. Feelings of safety need to be
anchored through the utilization of consistent and reliable resource states.
P-Present of the PAUSE Model invites the individual with this defense system to become aware of the
blockages in the body as well as its strength and aliveness. With increased body awareness, they can
begin to learn to contact Essence by stabilizing the body and connecting to the earth. This will help to
regulate the nervous system and provide a stable foundation for inner work. Through consistent use of
the Hypno-Workout exercises, they can learn to ground and become aware of unconscious blockages
while allowing the flow of life force through the entire body.

A-AWARE WITNESS FOR THE PSYCHOPATH
Through the A-Aware Witness trances, the individual with the Psychopathic defense begins to recognize
that they are more than the exaggerated ego and the role they play. The PAUSE Model enables the
individual with the Psychopathic defense system to begin to contact a more expanded aspect of self
through observing their egoic patterns. Tracking inner sensations enables this individual to begin to
welcome and safely explore inner states. Implicitly they may begin to inquire, “Who is the one observing
these patterns?”
Observing beliefs, self-image, and judgments in hypnotic trance provides them with the opportunity to
witness unacknowledged aspects of themselves. Most importantly, the A-Aware Witness implicitly
teaches that there is the observer and the observed. There is something beyond their image.

U-UNWIND THE PAST FOR THE PSYCHOPATH
The Psychopath, unsettled in their body and unsupported by the ground, lives in an unacknowledged state
of anxiety. Many of the PAUSE Model trances cultivate resources that regulate the nervous system, and
increase feelings of safety and support from within. The PAUSE trance “The Wave” invites the
Psychopath to turn toward unwanted feelings, rather than defend against them. The focus is on inner
work. There is no one to impress, no one to compete against, no pretense, just the opportunity to explore
the depth of feelings, and to discover the wellspring of strength and comfort within.

S-SURRENDER FOR THE PSYCHOPATH
A chasm exists between the inflated self-image of the Psychopath, and the comfort that would be
experienced by acknowledging their vulnerabilities and contacting their Essential Self. Trust can be
established as the hypnotherapist acknowledges their mask, as well as their real gifts while new and
reliable resources are established through trance. The breathing exercises offered in the trances can
support them in exhaling into the pelvis, thus increasing their capacity to feel supported by the ground and
acknowledge their feelings.
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The Communication Model provided in the PAUSE Trance Manuals provides them with language skills
to cultivate an empathic bridge to others. No longer needing to attack, control, or seduce, they can
surrender to stillness, comfort, and safety of the Essential Self, and their ability to give and receive love.
Recognizing that wholeness comes from within, there is no one to impress, nothing to grasp, nothing to
push away. The “Heart Meditation” taught in the S-Surrender series supports them in opening the
receptive emotional centers in the front of the body, and experiencing the warmth and authenticity of the
heart.
Surrender for the Psychopath involves resting in the humility and defenselessness of the Essential Self.
This requires they get adequately resourced so they can settle in their lower body, experience the earth
supporting them, relinquish their many weapons, and learn to acknowledge their vulnerability. Brennan
(1988) instructs, “The Psychopath needs to find true surrender by gradually deflating and letting go of his
upper half and his tendency to control others and by giving in to his deeper being and sexual feelings” (p.
119).
Ultimately, the psychopath needs to recognize that their mask of power and control is a façade protecting
the terror of the vulnerable inner child. As they accept their humanness and lack of perfection, they can
ground in their body and learn to trust themselves and others. They learn to appreciate and rest in their
kind and loving heart.

T RANCES FOR THE P SYCHOPATH
The PAUSE Model of Hypnotherapy Trances support the individual with Psychopathic tendencies to learn
to relax, create space in their heart, and trust the healthy inner guidance of their Essential Self. The
Hypnotherapist will find that trances and exercises that focus on teaching them how they project internal
resistance onto external sources very useful.

R ESISTANCE
The greatest gains may come as the Psychopath examines what is resisted. The Psychopathically
defended individual resists feelings of vulnerability, humiliation, and the low self-esteem that echoes,
“You will never be enough.” Fearing exposure and the betrayal of others, they numb their anxiety and
experience aliveness by escaping into a fantasized future, superficial relationships, and extraordinary life
experiences.
The individual with Psychopathic tendencies resists experiencing their own vulnerability and feelings of
powerlessness. Early in life, they were controlled and manipulated by a strong overbearing caretaker who
had to be right or always win. The young child, unable to safely express their needs and therefore unable
to have their needs met, rose above their terror and into the identity of controller and dominator. Betrayed
early in life by one or more caretakers, the unconscious resolution was to, “Never allow that to happen
again!” Their strategy forced them to pull up and out of their bodies in order to meet life with sheer
aggression. As an adult, the unresourced Psychopath resists community, connection, intimacy, and
direction. They often have authority issues, and can be vengeful and stubborn.
The carefully paced PAUSE Model trances build authentic feelings of safety by establishing inner
resources. The PAUSE “Feeling it” and “The Wave” trances support them in safely tracking and
acknowledging feelings. The PAUSE “Heart Meditation” trance supports them in bringing their
awareness to the feeling centers of the front of the body, thus balancing the overdeveloped will centers of
the spine. The PAUSE “Transforming Resistance” trance helps them to recognize how much of their
focus, attention, and energy goes into self-protection.
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P ROJECTION
The Psychopath unconsciously projects that the betrayal and humiliation experienced in the past will be
recreated. With early pain-filled images etched in their mind, they defend by being aggressive and wary
of trusting others. The psychopathically defended individual feels that they must subjugate others to
avoid humiliation, collapse, and defeat. They maintain feelings of superiority by objectifying others, and
projecting that they are objects to be exploited, manipulated, and controlled. Held prisoner by their need
for approval, they mask their contempt for ordinary people as they project, “They are weak, and I am
strong.” “I am superior and they are inferior.” “I am right, and they are wrong.”
Vulnerable and terrified, unable to trust, the unresourced Psychopath loses contact with their Essential
Self as they project a mask of competency, power, and control. Always playing to the audience, they
demand adulation, agreement, and compliance. As if they are always fighting invisible enemies, they
inflate their bodies and project that they are warriors and the world is a battleground. In the mind of the
psychopath, there are two types of people: Winners and losers. To them, losing is the equivalent of being
evil.
All PAUSE Model trances guide the individual in establishing inner resources, while uncovering beliefs,
images, and patterns of judging self and others. The Psychopath can find real safety by regulating the
nervous system through the utilization of the PAUSE Trauma Resolution techniques found in U-Unwind
the Past, and real strength and stability through the practice of the Hypno-Workout Exercises. Through
this inner work, the Psychopath having contacted the power, strength, and humility of their true nature,
connects to their capacity to love and meet others as equals.

F ORGIVENESS
Having been betrayed by one or both caretakers, there can be a lot to forgive for the Psychopath. Their
path to forgiveness is found though learning to release defenses and rest in safety. Forgiveness cannot
occur at the level of mask; therefore, the Psychopath has to be held safe enough, and long enough to
contact their Essential Self, and encouraged to increase their capacity to have real feelings without
censure. A key to the forgiveness process is the recognition that everyone, including the Psychopath, was
doing the best they could with the resources they had at the time.
Through the A-Aware Witness trances, the Psychopath can observe the consequences of past behaviors
with compassion. They may be ready to recognize and acknowledge real and justified guilt, and make
amends where appropriate. The PAUSE “Willing to Forgive” trance can support them in forgiving
themselves and others.

E-EVOKE ESSENCE FOR THE PSYCHOPATH
Ironically, real strength for the Psychopath comes as needs, fear, and vulnerability are acknowledged, and
they descend from their lofty pedestal to the ground. Not feeling seen, valued, appreciated, or
consistently supported during the earliest years of life, they turned away from their Essential Self and
developed a mask of power and control. Feeling they could not count on the support of caretakers, they
often stood up and walked prematurely on undeveloped legs, thus destabilizing their core strength.
Denying fears and feelings of vulnerability they live by the unvoiced mandate, “I have to take care of
myself.” These subsumed beliefs are at the heart of the Psychopath’s blockage to connecting to their
Essential Self.
The PAUSE Model supports the individual with Psychopathic tendencies in learning to trust themselves,
others, and life. With this foundation in place, the E-Evoke trances support them in recognizing the
qualities of the Essential Self that want to emerge. By applying the tools offered in E-Evoke, the
individual with the Psychopathic Defense system learns to cultivate their intuition, and to acknowledge
areas of true excellence in their lives. Here they learn to contact deeply held values and to set goals based
on what is truly important. Connected to the reality of the earth and the warmth of their heart, they are
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home at last. No longer addicted to the admiration of others, or to living on the adrenaline surges of
extreme experiences, the individual with the Psychopathic Defense System can now enjoy the passion and
aliveness that is experienced in the sacred ordinary.

G RATITUDE
The individual lost in the Psychopathic Defense system is solely grateful for their idealized self-image,
power, and control they have over others and the adulation they receive. Afraid of being a victim,
terrified of needing others, the Psychopath ultimately must risk releasing the drive to dominate and the
need to control in order to experience the Essential Self’s capacity to rest in simple appreciation for
everything and everyone.
Having integrated the Essential Self through the application of the PAUSE Model, the Psychopath can be
released from the bondage of being special and chasing the extraordinary. They can open to experiencing
simple pleasures and feelings of authentic joy. Liberated from the mask of power, they can be grateful for
the ordinary pleasures of life.

HYPNO-WORKOUT FOR THE PSYCHOPATHIC STRUCTURE
While the often-massive physical structure of the Psychopath can exemplify a masculine ideal to many, it
is in fact, vulnerable and ungrounded, with significant blockages and a disrupted flow of life force. The
Hypno-Workout exercises support them in increasing body awareness, grounding the body, and
discharging the energy held in the upper body. Simple breathing exercises included in the program
support them in regulating the nervous system. Effectively combined, these tools will assist the
individual with the Psychopathic defense system in experiencing the joy and comfort of Evoking Essence.
The Hypno-Workout exercises done on a regular basis will:








Enhance awareness of the lower body.
Energize the entire body through Pore Breathing and Core Breathing.
Increase the capacity to track and describe internal experiences.
Release muscular rigidities.
Enhance the capacity for enhanced respiration.
Increasing grounding capacity of the feet and legs

The task of leadership is not to put greatness into people, but to elicit it, for the
greatness is there already.
John Buchan
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PATH TO WHOLENESS
The Psychopath’s Path to Wholeness involves returning to earth and recognizing their humanity. As they
develop the resources of P-Present, they increase body awareness, settling into the pelvis and legs, and
filling the belly with their breath.
The A-Aware Witness assists the Psychopath in uncovering their deeply hidden feelings of self-doubt,
fear, and depression. It also exposes their façade of grandiosity and needing to be special. U-Unwind the
Past teaches the Psychopath to replace false bravado with strength and stability. Moving into SSurrender, they develop resources to assist them in releasing resistance to realistic self-assessment.
Establishing meaningful resources, they begin to trust the body, the moment, and themselves. They open
themselves to seeing things differently, using a more embodied and connected viewpoint. They seek the
lessons that help them to reduce separation and express compassion. Recognizing that which they wish to
E-Evoke, they move their focus away from themselves and begin to recognize that true greatness is found
in aligning with E-Essence through a healthy connection to others.

Love and compassion are necessities, not luxuries.
Without them humanity cannot survive.
Dalai Lama
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RIGID CHARACTER STRUCTURE
OVERVIEW
The Rigid is generally intelligent with a strong healthy body, highly developed will, and a clear, focused
mind. The child with the Rigid wound felt rejected by the opposite sex parent during the Oedipal phase
of development, which is between three and six years of age, or during the early stages of puberty. This
wound created a split between their heart and pelvis, and their love and sexual nature.
As the most resourced of the five Character Defense Systems, the Rigid is more embodied than the other
structures and has an improved capacity to adapt to their environment. With the feeling centers in the
front of the body armored, and the heart defended due to perceived rejection, their external focus is on
achieving, and performing well. Emphasizing the importance of success, the resourced Rigid has highly
developed executive skills and an exceptional ability to organize, and achieve goals.
The Rigid Character Structure can be influenced by genetics and earlier developmental deficiencies. For
example, a person who is predominately Rigid might have struggled at birth and now expresses the
vulnerable qualities associated with the Schizoid wound. By contrast, you can often find a Schizoid, Oral,
Masochist, or Psychopath with a Rigid compensation. Here we find the earlier wound predominates,
along with some of the strengths and positive attributes of the Rigid to increase success in life. For the
PAUSE Hypnotherapist, it is essential to address the primary defense system while recognizing and
resourcing the underlying wounds.
Character Defense Structure - Rigid
Character Structure

Rigid

Holding Back.

Path to Wholeness

Self-Acceptance

I am enough.

Strength

Will

I can do whatever it takes.

Challenge

Super ego

I judge.

Character Structure Overview 5 – Rigid

RIGID WOUND

 Arrest of development– Four to five years of age
 Trauma – Perceived rejection of opposite sex
parent
 Behavioral patterns – Tends to focus on
accomplishments and maintaining control rather
than feeling.
 Positive resource – Perfectionistic, high personal
and professional standards
 Limiting emotional state – Cut off from feelings
 Therapy – Balance the head, heart and will

ETIOLOGY
The Rigid Wound occurs when the child’s sexuality and love are not accepted and affirmed by the
opposite sex parent during the Oedipal Phase of Development, or during early puberty. The child defends
against this hurt and rejection by interrupting the flow of energy through the body, especially between the
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pelvis and the heart. The child also internalizes or introjects the rejecting parent, and as a result manifests
a pattern of judging and rejecting themselves.
Larry Heller PhD described this pattern in his Character Analysis class in Denver, Colorado (1999). “In
small children (and healthy adults) love and sexuality are a unitary function. Parents reject overt evidence
of the child’s sexuality, yet want the child’s love, resulting in a division of heart and pelvis.” Defending
against loss and emotional pain, the child protects the heart and focuses on pleasing the parent through
their accomplishments. They stop playing and become overly responsible, ambitious, and competitive,
growing up too soon. This wound can be compounded in some cases by a withdrawal of support by the
same sex parent. Michel (1997) eloquently summarizes the crystallization of the Rigid wound:
If the child is allowed to play for himself, rather than to please his parents through his efforts, the
muscles of his throat, arms and hands will remain relaxed as he sings, draws, builds, and so on.
As he grows, he will want to work at acquiring new skills, because learning increases his
expressive capacity. In his adulthood, play and work will often be one. But if he must work too
early, even at his play, the arm muscles tighten and pleasure ebbs. (p. 209)

EMOTIONAL STATES
The Rigid has a strong will and personal control. They protect against future pain by holding back
feelings, both positive and negative. Because of the maturity of the ego structure developed by the
Oedipal phase, the Rigid is often more able than any other Character Structure to be emotionally stable
and self-sufficient. The Rigid focuses outwardly toward the material plane rather than on inner feelings
and alignment with the Essential Self. Having felt the pain of rejection early in life, they internalize both
the rejecting parent and the rejected child. The rejecting parent consistently finds fault, leaving the
Rigid’s inner child feeling as though they will never be enough.
Unconsciously fearing rejection, the Rigid will not directly reach out for emotional contact, or for what
they want and need. As a result, they focus on doing and being appropriate rather than risk future
rejection. The rigidity we see in their body is reflected in their emotional nature. This rigidity prevents
them from surrendering to the feelings of love, pleasure, and aggression. The Rigid suppresses anxiety by
binding the musculature. They remain vigilant to guard against inappropriate emotional impulses in order
to avoid further rejection. They are orderly, pedantic, and show marked restraint and control of behavior.
The Rigid holds back feelings with an erect spine, rigid musculature, and a determined jaw. Physical
rigidity can extend throughout the periphery of the entire body. However, the rigidity in the front of the
torso interrupts the connecting flow of energy from the pelvis to the heart. This creates a pelvic-heart
split and an inability to join heart and sexual feelings with the same partner. The rigidity in the chest and
abdomen can interfere with healthy emotional release through crying. The unconscious driver of the
Rigid is that they can buy love with their accomplishments. Brennan (1993) describes the split that keeps
the Rigid emotionally bound:
In order to be perfect, they create two very severe internal splits. They control any outer effects
of emotional response so that what goes on inside of them on the psychological level is split from
the outer world. And they split their deeper core essence away from themselves. (p. 245)

RELATIONSHIPS
Fearing that they will be hurt if they reach out for love, the Rigid closes down, negates their inner
longing, and waits for others to initiate contact. They deny the need for nurturance and intimate personal
relationships by focusing on career, athletics, accomplishments, and looking good. The Rigid is prideful
and embodies a powerful self-will.
Always ambitious and striving to do their best, they are competitive and use their accomplishments
hoping to receive love. They simultaneously crave love and acceptance; yet deny this terrible craving.
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While the Rigid naturally attracts positive attention from others, they are often unable to relinquish their
defenses. Failing to be receptive to the love they seek, they often feel isolated.
To better understand the Rigid in relationship, the PAUSE Hypnotherapist needs to understand their break
with the Essential Self. As a child, their inner goodness was not reflected to them in a way they could
perceive. Therefore, the hurt inner child rejects and negates itself. Always holding back in relationship,
they unconsciously live in fear of being rejected in the outer world. Constantly sorting for rejection, or
the possibility of being judged, they reject others before being rejected. Ironically, anticipating rejection,
they tend to attract people who do reject them.
Because the Rigid has difficulty relating with both heart and pelvis, in intimate relationships they often
become involved with a member of the opposite sex who they either love or are sexually attracted to, but
seldom both. While they long for an ideal person who will bring greater meaning to their life, they
struggle in expressing their authentic inner self, sharing feelings, or sustaining an intimate relationship.
Reenacting the wound associated with the Oedipal phase, they are prone to infidelity, short-term
relationships, affairs, and love triangles. They can be sexually permissive, or overly restrained.

DEFENSIVE PATTERNS
The Rigid structure receives a great deal of societal approval but maintains strong defenses. They are
prideful with a strong self-will. Having been hurt and rejected, the Rigid unconsciously defends by
vowing:






“I will not be hurt again.”
“I will do instead of feel.”
“I will do it right to gain approval.”
“I will reject before being rejected.”

The Rigid defends against vulnerable receptive feelings arising from the heart and the feeling centers in
the front of the body with muscular rigidity. This tension restricts both the flow of energy from the
outside in, and from the inside out. The result is greater ego control by inhibiting the flow of vital and
erotic energy, spontaneity, and receptivity. Denying feelings, they act appropriately rather than
spontaneously using goal setting and activity as a defense against feeling. They equate surrender, or
giving in, with submission and collapse.
The Rigid must always be right or perfect. They defend against defeat by standing prideful with the
head held erect and the shoulders pulled back. They handle stress by holding back with the extensor
muscles of the back and stiffening the body, not unlike a soldier at attention. An extreme rigid is
compulsive, lacking in flexibility and spontaneity, with an inherent inability to relate effectively to others.
Brennan (1993) summarizes, “As a result of their fear of a personally meaningless and unfulfilling world,
the defensive action of the rigid character is to become even more perfect” (p. 245).

RESOURCES
The Rigid Character structure enjoys a balanced and unifying flow of energy throughout a well-developed
body. Goal driven and ambitious they are efficient, hardworking, and productive while maintaining firm
personal boundaries and appropriate behavior. They appear well adjusted and can adapt effectively to
work and social life. They are grounded in reality and have exceptional ability to set and achieve goals.
There is order and harmony in the way they live and organize their lives. They can be courageous,
passionate, and alive. The Rigid can be effective leaders, supportive followers, and an inspiration to
others.
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PHYSICAL TRAITS
The Rigid body is healthy, well proportioned, and integrated,
often having an aristocratic bearing. The body appears
symmetrical, highly energized, and alive except in the most
severe cases. They have a strong musculature and balanced
nervous system that provides good coordination. The face is
usually attractive with bright eyes and pleasing smile. The
neck is held stiff with a fixed jaw. Their squared off
shoulders are a sign of assuming premature responsibility.
The tight back blocks the flow of anger from the back into the
arms and head. Both the head and the pelvis are highly
charged with energy.
The Rigid contracts their musculature and holds themselves
together to avoid emotional pain and rejection. Michel (1997)
describes this pattern of muscular holding, “There is a chronic
contraction of the outer muscles, but the inner spaces of the
body are not pressed or pulled into distortion” (p. 193). The
rigid musculature binds anxiety and holds back anger and
sexual feelings. The stiffness in the body defends against the
deep feelings of the heart. The chest and abdominals have muscular rigidity front and back to protect the
sensitive feeling centers. There is tension in all the long muscles of the body and overall stiffening in the
entire structure. Michel (1997) differentiates between the rigidity of the Rigid and the Schizoid:
The rigid character’s major insult is during a time when motor skills are rapidly maturing and
allowing her to impact her world considerably. Thus even if the Rigid’s rigidity becomes
marked, she does not withdraw like the schizoid from reality; she uses the strength of her
peripheral muscles to further stiffen in the face of reality. (p.194)

POTENTIAL HEALTH CHALLENGES
The Rigid is the healthiest of all five structures because they were more mature when the wound occurred,
and they have the most even flow of energy throughout the body. They can enjoy a very good immune
system. Because the body is highly charged, they typically welcome vigorous physical activity and
highly disciplined fitness regimes. They want to look attractive and are not likely to gain weight. Highly
disciplined, they are not prone to addictions. Internalized stress can contribute to headaches and
fibromyalgia. The interruption of flow to the heart can contribute to breast, lung, or heart imbalances.

GENERAL THERAPEUTIC INTERVENTIONS
In their therapeutic work, the Rigid needs to learn to trust and accept themselves so that they can make
meaningful contact with others. They need to allow their feelings to flow and to share these feelings.
The following suggestions can guide the PAUSE Hypnotherapist in creating successful interventions with
the Rigid client.

 Due to their worldly success and approval given by others, most Rigid’s see no need for
therapy. A broken relationship, an affair, or the emotional pain generated by an earlier
developmental wound might cause the Rigid to seek therapy. The presenting problem for the
Resourced Rigid seeking therapy could best be summarized, as they do not feel.
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 The PAUSE Hypnotherapist needs to be aware that they mask feelings of inferiority by
seeking comfort in outer achievements and the accomplishment of lofty goals.
 Fearing they are not good enough, they strive to be exceptional in all areas of their life hoping
to get love through being talented, beautiful, handsome, and desirable.
 Defending against criticism, they strive for perfection while finding it hard to accept their
accomplishments or the external recognition they long for.
 Lawrence Heller (1999) addressed the deeper needs of the Rigid in his training class, “He
needs to understand his anger and grief over early rejection, and understand his fear of having
sexual and emotional intimacy with the same woman” (Character Analysis Class, Boulder,
Co).
 Therapeutically, they need to be guided to go to the heart before the head. They need to learn
the difference between “I want” and “I should.”
 It is useful for them to recognize and acknowledge that accomplishments have not provided
the fulfillment and satisfaction they long for.
 As the energy flows from the pelvis to the heart, they will be able to connect love with
sexuality, experience a sense of wholeness, and develop relationships that are more
meaningful.
PAUSE THERAPEUTIC APPROACH FOR THE RIGID
The Rigid, locked into identification with the mind, the will, and accomplishments, often feels terrified
when they turn their attention inward and find nothing. This “nothingness” is attributable to their
disassociation from feelings and the energetic split that occurs between the heart and pelvis. It is essential
that the competent Rigid who looks strong and capable, work slowly through the developmental stages
offered in the PAUSE model. The hypnotherapist needs to be aware that the Rigid structure, often
appearing composed, even regal, often masks a compensation for earlier developmental wounding. The
following questions can be asked once the Rigid has established consistent resources.



















What do you do when you are scared?
What do you do to avoid being rejected?
When you get up in the morning what are you fighting?
What price did you pay for your accomplishments?
When will you have achieved enough?
How does the demand to be perfect affect your life?
What do you do to avoid criticism?
What if you are good enough?
What happens as you contemplate self-criticism?
How do you connect to your creativity?
How do you deaden your feelings?
When do you doubt yourself?
What makes you feel vulnerable?
What is your deepest longing?
How do you tighten up?
What do you demand from life? (Others, self)
What is it you most long to do with your life?
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P-PRESENT FOR THE RIGID STRUCTURE
Striving for perfection there is little awareness of the present moment for the Rigid. Lost in doing, they
are identified with planning, strategizing, and achieving instead of being aware of sensations in the body,
deeper emotions, or their Essential Self. Like a gerbil on a wheel, the Rigid keeps moving from task to
task, rarely questioning if what they are doing provides fulfillment.
The P-Present trances cultivate resources while supporting the Rigid in turning their attention inward.
The PAUSE “Establishing Presence” trance offers them the opportunity to notice what they are paying
attention to in any moment. It also invites them to notice sensations and the inner body.

A-AWARE WITNESS FOR THE RIGID STRUCTURE
The A-Aware Witness can support the Rigid in creating a bridge between their reasoning and will centers,
and their heart and Essential Self. The simple process of relaxing and turning attention inward can allow
them to explore an entirely new inner landscape. The PAUSE approach utilizes Dr. Peter Levine’s
SIBAM model to invite them to notice Sensations, Images, Behaviors, Affects, and the Meaning they give
their experiences (Somatic Experiencing Professional Training, Boulder, CO, 2000).
Tracking sensations supports the Rigid in acknowledging feelings and contacting their intuition. The
journaling homework invites them to give focused attention to their feeling response to the circumstances
of their life. As they learn to observe their behavior, thoughts, attitudes, images, and beliefs, they can
begin to recognize that there is the observer and that which is being observed. There is this highly
competent human being, and so much more. The A-Aware Witness trances help them to contact the
expansive perspective of the Witness and to recognize that there is more than their highly functioning
ego.

U-UNWIND THE PAST FOR THE RIGID
The Hypno-Workout exercises and the U-Unwind the Past trances support the Rigid in recognizing and
transforming the tightly bound musculature that holds their ego structure in place. The PAUSE Model
supports them in regulating the nervous system and provides them with powerful resourcing tools as they
learn to expose their tender emotions. As resources expand, and the Rigid learns to confront their fear of
rejection, they develop skills for experiencing and transforming painful emotional experiences. Releasing
the failures of the past and anticipation of future pain, they begin to open the heart and appreciate their
positive attributes in the now. The goal of U-Unwind the Past for the Rigid is to release the unconscious
and automatic judgment that occurs in the perception of what is happening now based on ancient
programming.

S-SURRENDER FOR THE RIGID
As previously mentioned, the willful, prideful Rigid equates Surrender with defeat and submission, and
yet it is the core of their inner work. As the Rigid becomes P-Present by tracking sensations, expanding
the breath, and establishing resources, they can begin to acknowledge the wound of rejection that caused
them to cut off feelings to defend the heart. Brennan (1988) speaks to the Rigid’s challenge with this
process. “He wants to surrender to feelings, but he believes they will only hurt, so his negative intent is ‘I
won’t surrender’” (p. 123).
By the time the motivated Rigid gets to S-Surrender in the PAUSE therapeutic process, they have learned
they are more than their body, more than the activity of the conditioned mind, more than their
accomplishments, and more than the power of their will. They have learned to appreciate the value of
surrendering to the present moment and accepting it just as it is. The Rigid learns to surrender to their
feelings and the natural flow of energies to the heart in order to experience the peace, comfort, and
perfection of their Essential Self. As striving is replaced with self-acceptance, the Rigid’s external
defenses soften, they become flexible, and experience their full capacity to love themselves and others.
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T RANCES FOR THE R IGID
The PAUSE Model of Hypnotherapy Trances support the individual with Rigid tendencies in learning to
relax, recognize the natural flow of energy in the body, and release outcome. The Hypnotherapist will
find trances and exercise that allow the Rigid to uncover the various unconscious associations and
meanings they assign to people, places, and things very useful.

R ESISTANCE
The Rigid strives to create perfection, focuses on accomplishments, and resists anything that may limit
this ideal. They defend their heart by resisting feeling, intimate emotional involvement, mediocrity, and
vulnerability of any kind. Unconsciously rejecting themselves and believing they are not good enough,
the Rigid resists any criticism from others through their endless pursuit of perfection.
Striving to be appropriate, they focus on worldly goals and are competitively aggressive. Resisting the
flow of energy between the heart and genitals, they tend to long for, yet struggle in, intimate relationships.
Resisting just being in the unstructured moment, they adjust well to the constant doing involved in work,
and display a high degree of external control. Seeking perfection, they resist feelings of self-doubt,
inferiority, and inadequacy. The PAUSE trance “The Wave” provides the Rigid with a tool for accepting
the present moment. As resistance dissolves, they are able to acknowledge self-doubt and vulnerability as
well as the denied anger associated with pleasing others.

P ROJECTION
Unconsciously identified with the rejected child, the Rigid projects their inner rejecter onto others.
Anticipating criticism and disappointment in relationships, they strive for independence as they shut
down their feeling centers and their capacity to make meaningful contact. As they cultivate resources by
developing the ability to track their emotions, they learn to communicate their authentic feelings.
Perceiving themselves as rejected by the opposite sex parent during the very important Oedipal phase of
development, the individual with rigid tendencies introjects the rejecter into their own psyche, thus
freezing the rejected child in time. As the flow of energy from the heart to the pelvis is blocked, the Rigid
experiences a disconnection from their Core essence and concomitant feelings of emptiness. To
counteract the pain of rejection and emptiness they turn their attention to projecting a mask of
righteousness and perfection. The Communication Model provided in the PAUSE Trance Manual can
help the process of calling back their projections. The PAUSE trance “Transforming Projections” is also
an excellent tool to aid in this process.

F ORGIVENESS
Forgiveness is an ideal that even the Rigid in mask can identify with. As the Rigid turns their attention
inward it becomes more than an externalized goal, it becomes a key part of their transformational process.
When the rigid exposes the endless litany of self-judgment propagated by the introjected rejecter and
rejected aspects of themselves, they can begin the process of forgiveness. Driven by these relentless,
heartless, naysayers, there is no room for acceptance of self or others and no capacity to forgive.
Learning to differentiate between their lessons and the lessons of others, they can move into acceptance of
others and eventually forgiveness of self. The PAUSE trance “Willing to Forgive” supports the Rigid in
releasing the past and resting consistently in the present moment by exploring grievances against
themselves and others. As the Rigid releases the demands of their inner judge, they can make choices that
are more compassionate.
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E – EVOKE ESSENCE FOR THE RIGID STRUCTURE
Admired by others, and recognized for their accomplishments, the Rigid’s sense of well-being can only
be experienced as they open their heart to themselves and others. Contacting Essence can be difficult for
the Rigid. Brennan addresses the plight of the Rigid in her book Light Emerging (1993), “To sum up the
world of the rigid character, the outer world is perfect, the inner psychological world is denied, and the
core essence doesn’t exist” (p. 245).
In order to E-Evoke Essence, they must learn to contact and express feelings rather than focus on image,
accomplishments, and being appropriate. As the heart opens and the Rigid acknowledges their
vulnerability and longing for love, the warmth of their Essential Self shines through. Essence reveals
itself through grace as the E-Evoke Essence trances support them in assessing values, contacting intuition,
and exploring the essential qualities wanting to emerge in their lives. Successful in the world, able to
connect with themselves and others, the Resourced Rigid moves from the doer and disconnected
participant running toward their goal, to the heart-centered individual present in the moment, joyfully
experiencing life.

G RATITUDE
The unresourced individual with Rigid tendencies may focus their gratitude on the rules and metrics they
use to judge their lives and those of others. Unconsciously afraid of failure and inadequacy, they need to
learn to release outcome and learn to trust that their strict guidance is not always needed for success. As
they become more resourced, and learn to rest in the state of serenity found in their Essential Self, they
will be able to move into a state of gratitude and acceptance of “What is.”
As the Rigid’s resources and resiliency increases, the heart opens, and they begin to experience the
Essential Self that was once masked by their need for perfection. At this point, all the outer gifts the
Rigid has cultivated come alive. Connected to the deepest part of themselves, they are able to make
meaningful contact with others. Fully integrated, there is simple gratitude for the journey that brought
them to this sacred destination.

HYPNO-WORKOUT FOR THE RIGID CHARACTER STRUCTURE
The Hypno-Workout exercises are particularly beneficial for the Rigid Structure. Because the Rigid binds
feelings by rigidifying the musculature and restricting the flow of energy through the periphery of the
body, they need healthy discharge and relaxation. In addition, the Hypno-Workout exercises address rigid
holding patterns and the interruption of the flow of energy between the pelvis and the heart. The same
rich resources that enable the Rigid to be respected and successful in the world can empower them to
experience the comfort, peace, and joy of Evoking Essence. All of the Hypno-Workout movements invite
flexibility, full respiration, and the fluid movement the Rigid body requires. The Hypno-Workout
exercises provide the Rigid with the opportunity to:









Increase body awareness.
Establish a felt sense of flexibility.
Release rigidity in the body.
Create a bridge between sensation and emotion.
Cultivate the capacity to track sensations.
Cultivate effective and enhanced respiration.
Open the flow of energy between the pelvis and the heart.
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PATH TO WHOLENESS
The Rigid becomes P-Present in the moment and in the body as the flow of energy is restored between the
pelvis and the heart. The A-Aware Witness supports the Rigid in softening their control mechanisms,
releasing judgment, and relaxing into experiencing emotions and tender feelings. U-Unwind the Past
supports them in resolving unacknowledged feelings of anxiety and low self-esteem. As the Rigid
contacts their heart through S-Surrender, they can come to peace with their relentless super-ego by
noticing it is just a voice, not an indictment of who they are. Aligning their perspective with their heart’s
deeper desire, they E-Evoke the awareness of the perfection that is intrinsic in all things. They relax into
the non-judgmental Peace offered by Essence with an open heart and relaxed open arms.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE ENNEAGRAM
The Enneagram is a system of study based on a synthesis of traditional
and contemporary psycho-spiritual teachings. The Enneagram is at
once both simple and complex, describing both the surface and the very
depths of our humanity. Authors and Enneagram educators Don
Richard Riso and Russ Hudson in The Wisdom of the Enneagram
(1999) state, “The Enneagram (pronounced 'ANY-a-gram') is a
geometric figure that maps out the nine fundamental personality types
of human nature and their complex interrelationships" (p. 9).
The PAUSE Model Hypnotherapist is encouraged to conduct an indepth study of the Enneagram to understand its significance for
themselves and its application in a therapeutic setting. The universal
applicability of the Enneagram has proven its usefulness in
Psychotherapy, Business, Relationships, Counseling, and Spirituality.

Diagram E0-1: Basic Enneagram

THE SYMBOL OF THE ENNEAGRAM
The word Enneagram comes from the Greek word for nine-sided (ennea), and symbol (grámma). George
Ivanovich Gurdjieff is credited with the creation of the modern symbol of the Enneagram, using it
extensively in his school of self-mastery during the early part of the twentieth century. Gurdjieff's focus
was to create a complete system for transforming and evolving human consciousness, and used the
Enneagram to effectively describe core transformational processes. The diagram itself has been brought
to public domain (Riso and Hudson, 1999, p. 22).
Diagram E0-1 illustrates the basic Enneagram image, which is used to depict the interaction and
movement between the nine points. Examining the diagram uncovers its three foundational elements:

 A circle
 A triangle
 An irregular six-pointed star (hexad).
Each personality fixation holds a specific number or "point" on the circle. The points of the Enneagram,
labeled One to Nine, are where two lines intersect the circle. The numbers are arranged clockwise from
the upper right. The inner triangle of the Enneagram connects points 9, 3, and 6, returning to 9. The
hexad connects points 1, 4, 2, 8, 5, 7, and then returns back to 1.

HISTORY OF THE ENNEAGRAM
The current understanding of the Enneagram comes from many contributors, all bringing their unique
insights and applications, each adding another facet to the overall knowledge base. Oscar Ichazo founded
the Arica School in Chile to teach a pathway of self-realization that deeply extended the utilization of the
Enneagram for self-inquiry and personal growth. While integrating Gurdjieff’s insights, he was the first
to identify the correlation of the nine points with distinct personality types, called Enneatypes.
Noted psychologist Claudio Naranjo went to Chile in the late 1960’s to early 70’s to study with Ichazo at
the Arica School. His deep passion for the Enneagram and his exhaustive clinical analysis of it took the
Enneagram to its next level of development by recognizing its connection to the egoic mind. His research
was based on creating panels of people composed of the same Enneatype and interviewing them at length
to uncover deeply ingrained patterns of similar behavior. Helen Palmer in her seminal text The
Enneagram (1988) describes Naranjo’s contribution, “[He] successfully joined the insights and methods
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of a mystical path of transformation with the intellectual power of a Western psychological model” (p.
51).

THERAPEUTIC PERSPECTIVE
The therapeutic perspective presented by the PAUSE Model is that each individual has unconsciously
identified with certain personality patterns and traits. This alignment is reflected in their thoughts,
feelings, words, emotions, and perceptions of themselves and others. These traits or tendencies
combine to create an external presentation that others experience, and an internal sense of identity. This
conditioned sense of self, rooted in the past, creates filters that can obscure one’s ability to remain aligned
with their Essential Self, and interferes with their capacity to realize their full potential.
Some teachers, consistent with the teachings of Psychoanalytical Theory and Object-Relations Theory,
believe our filters are created in response to early childhood experiences. Others believe that they are
rooted in far more complex and less easily described causes, including genetics, pre-natal experiences,
and even the very nature of the soul. Regardless of source, the Enneatypes can be determined through
self-inquiry, standardized testing, and participation in Enneagram research and classes taught by effective
teachers. The strengths, challenges, and path towards wholeness for each personality type are well
defined in the Enneagram, which when properly understood, can provide a map to health, happiness, and
wholeness.

The distinction between the past, present and future is only a stubbornly persistent illusion.
Albert Einstein

For the past 33 years, I have looked in the mirror every morning and asked myself: 'If
today were the last day of my life, would I want to do what I am about to do today?'
And whenever the answer has been 'No' for too many days in a row, I know I need to
change something.
Steve Jobs

Stop acting as if life is a rehearsal. Live this day as if it were your last. The past is over
and gone. The future is not guaranteed.
Wayne Dyer
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ENNEAGRAM TERMINOLOGY IN THE PAUSE MODEL
ENNEAGRAM LABELS OR STYLES
The nine numbers of the Enneagram each describe a constellation of attributes typically associated with
its number or Enneatype. While each one has its own strengths and challenges, it is essential to stress
that one Enneatype is not better than another is. Each personality fixation described by the
Enneagram connotes the unique way an individual generally filters their inner and outer experiences.
While the numbers remain the same (1 – 9), the labels of each of the nine types can change subtly from
school to school, teacher to teacher. Enneagram instructor and author Ginger Lapid-Bogda PhD in
Bringing Out the Best in Everyone you Coach (2010) has described each of the Enneatypes as “… a
person’s internal character structure and motivation, not merely his or her visible character traits and
behavior” (p. 25). As a result, she refers to an Enneatype as a “Style.” Dr. Lapid-Bogda has authorized
the use of her Styles within Mastering the Therapeutic Process, and they are compared with other
commonly accepted labels in table E0-1.

Number

Style

Styles of the Enneagram
Typical Labels

1

Diligence

Idealist, Perfectionist, Reformer, Crusader, Moralist

2

Giving

Helper, Pleaser, Caretaker, Enabler

3

Perform

Achiever, Motivator, Initiator , Leader, Role Model

4

Mood

Individualist, Tragic Romantic, Artist, Connoisseur

5

Knowledge

Investigator, Recluse, Observer, Iconoclast, Thinker

6

Doubt

Loyalist, Troubleshooter, Skeptic, Questioner, Trooper

7

Options

Enthusiast, Epicure, Imagineer, Visionary, Generalist

8

Challenge

Protector, Boss, Challenger, Warrior, Leader

9

Harmony

Peacemaker, Mediator, Connector, The Saint

Table E0-1: Styles of the Enneagram

ENNEATYPE STYLES
Enneatype Style is the overall label for each personality type, and is best understood as the regular and
consistent demonstration of thoughts, words, and actions that generally typify their Enneatype. The Style
operates on a conscious and especially on an unconscious level. As the ego individuates and the qualities
of the Essential Self are lost, the egoic personality compensates with a constellation of activities that we
recognize collectively as their Enneatype Style.
In the PAUSE model, we recognize that each person’s behavior will range from highly resourced to
highly unresourced as a result of how well they follow their Enneatype Path to Wholeness, master and
utilize their Strengths, recognize and transform their Challenges, and become vigilant of the resultant
experience of connection or separation from the Essential Self. These Styles form the nine characteristic
numbers of the Enneagram, or Enneatypes.
Example: The Style of Enneatype Two is “Giving.” (Also known as the Helper, Caretaker, or Enabler)
We call the Enneatype Two Style “Giving” because they are either naturally inclined to be authentically
helpful, or because in their less resourced state, they simply want to be seen as helpful. The openNVI.SML2.V8
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heartedness, warmth, and generosity of a resourced Two is endearing to others. The unresourced Two,
when disconnected from their Essential Self, can lack self-esteem and a healthy sense of self-worth, and
will unconsciously become “Giving” in order to elicit recognition and praise for their actions.

THE FOUR CORE ASPECTS OF THE ENNEATYPE
Oscar Ichazo described four core aspects that each individual Enneatype possesses: the Personality or Ego
Fixation, the Holy Idea, the Virtue, and the Passion or Vice. (Ichazo, Interviews with Ichazo, 1982)
These concepts are very useful in understanding each Enneatype in terms of their unconscious and
conscious patterns that generally describe them via their Style or Personality Fixation; their
individualized Path to return to Essence through the Holy Idea; their Strengths as described by their
Virtue; and their Challenges and defined by their Passion. Mastering the Therapeutic Process
incorporates these core aspects by describing them as Enneatype Styles, Enneatype Paths, Enneatype
Strengths, and Enneatype Challenges. The comparison of these two systems is described in table E0-2.

Core Aspects of the Enneagram

Classic Definition (Oscar Ichazo)

Mastering the Therapeutic Process

Personality Fixation

Style

Holy Idea

Path to Wholeness

Virtue, Essence

Strength

Passion

Challenge

Table E0-2: Core Aspects of the Enneagram

ENNEATYPE PATHS TO WHOLENESS
In the PAUSE Model of Hypnotherapy, the Enneatype Path to Wholeness describes the unique, essential
set of qualities that each individual needs to evoke in order to experience reunification with their Essential
Self. The illusory inability to stay on this path motivates the ego to unconsciously compensate for this
loss of unity. This is seen as their Challenge. We see this demonstrated through unskillful actions that
are expressed by the specific Enneatype. The correct compensation is the development and conscious use
of their Strength. The therapeutic process described by the Enneagram for each Enneatype is therefore
focused on reconnecting with one’s Essential Self by following their Enneatype Path to Wholeness.
Example: The Enneatype Path to Wholeness for the Two is “Will and Freedom.”
An unconscious egoic driver of Enneatype Two is the erroneous belief that everyone needs help, and that
positive accomplishments cannot occur in the world without their tireless effort and support. This hidden
belief is based on an unconscious judgment that people can be seen as incapable or less competent and
therefore less deserving of love. The unresourced Two is unconsciously afraid of this judgment on
themselves, as it may indicate they might be unworthy of love. They earn their right to be loved by
being helpful. When the Two has integrated their Path of Will and Freedom, they recognize that
everyone has the right to personal freedom, and has free will to do what they feel is best. One recognition
inherent in this understanding is the right each person has to choose assistance from the Two, or not, and
is not wrong in making either choice.
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ENNEATYPE STRENGTHS
The Strengths are those qualities of the Essential Self that naturally express through the undefended heart
of each Enneatype. The purpose of the Strength is to guide and inform one’s focus to stay on their Path
to Wholeness. When the individual loses contact with their Essential Self, they lose their Strength, and
the Enneatype’s respective Challenge (weakness) is brought forward. On a conscious level, each
Enneatype’s Strength can provide a constant reminder of how to interpret experience. From a
therapeutic view, Enneatype Strengths support the client and hypnotherapist in identifying a positive
focus for their transformative work.
Example: The Strength of Enneatype Two is “Humility.”
An unconscious driver of Enneatype Two is pride and self-effacement. An unresourced Two might
express this as neediness. When the Two has integrated their Strength of Humility, their need to be
appreciated by others for their work or involvement diminishes, and the concept of pride in one’s work or
the concept of unworthiness dissolves. They learn they are loveable for simply being themselves, not for
doing anything.

ENNEATYPE CHALLENGES
The Enneatype’s Challenge is a core aspect of the unconscious filter for their particular personality
Style. They are all forms of fear, which arise from stress, and were partially modeled after the Seven
Deadly Sins (Avarice, Pride, Gluttony, Sloth, Wrath, Lust, and Envy) to describe how the ego expresses
its loss of contact with the Essential Self. “Doubt” and “Vanity” were added to the Enneagram to reflect
core Challenges that were missing from the reduced “Sins” model. The activity associated with the
Challenge reminds the aware client to be vigilant of their thoughts, emotions, words, and actions. By
recognizing when one’s Challenge arises, the aware individual can choose a different response instead of
an unconscious reaction.
Example: The Challenge of Enneatype Two is “Flattery” (Ingratiation).
When Enneatype Two loses contact with their Strength of Humility, they hunger for positive feedback
and compensate by trying to get compliments for their helpful actions. They fall into the egoic trap of
flattery because of this strategy, and can create an endless cycle of giving to others through appeasement
or ingratiation to get some sense of fulfillment or love. Being vigilant for any activity that feels like
neediness or ingratiation, the vigilant Two can learn to gently move into the A-Aware Witness and choose
to change their reactive patterns under stress.

ARROWS OF GROWTH AND STRESS
For every number on the Enneagram, there are two arrows or directions that provide additional resources
or challenges depending on the manner in which the individual interacts with them. A unique aspect of
the Enneagram is that in addition to describing each type, it can predict how each type will react to stress,
and how the individual can increase resources. For instance, as seen in Diagram E0-4, the Three has an
arrow that points to Six or Nine, which describes an unconscious emotional movement towards those
points. This is typically written as “3 => 6” (Three going to Six). There are both resources and
challenges available to the Three at either point.
The current level of resourcing an individual is experiencing in their dominant type is the level they will
experience when reaching into their wings or arrows. For instance the Three can experience the healthy
troubleshooting ability of the Six, or the Six’s unconscious fear of negative outcome. On the other hand,
the Three can move to their Nine arrow and experience the healthy ability to see issues from all sides, or
the unhealthy egoic drive to avoid conflict at all costs. The utilization of the wings and arrows is often
unconscious. One of the PAUSE exercises is to encourage participants to identify and stretch into the
positive aspects of their wings and arrows to find new perspectives and alternative approaches.
NVI.SML2.V8
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WINGS OF THE ENNEAGR AM
The Enneatype to the left and right of each number is called a
“wing.” While everyone has a dominant type, no one is a “pure”
Enneatype. They are usually influenced by the strengths and
weaknesses of their adjacent type. While this is often an
unconscious activity, a very useful therapeutic process is to have
the client exercise the positive aspects of one or both of their
wings. There is an interesting observation among Enneagram
teachers indicating people tend to unconsciously favor one wing
early in life, and later in life strive to develop the other wing.
There is a noticeable difference in Enneatypes with different
primary wings. For instance, as seen in diagram E0-4, an
Enneatype Three may have a Two wing, which would mean their
dominant Three Style would take on some qualities or coloration
of the Two. This is typically written as “3w2.” They could also
have a more dominant Four wing, which would influence them
differently, and would be considered a “3w4.”

Diagram E0-4: Wings and Arrows

WING EXAMPLES
“3w2” is often called “The Charmer.” Riso and Hudson (1999) describe this combination of natural
leader and heart-centered giver as vivacious, hardworking, helpful and yet emotional and spontaneous (p.
156). They have typed the following well-known individuals as “3w2”: Bill Clinton, Shania Twain, and
Tony Robbins. The “3w4” is often called “The Professional.” Riso and Hudson describe this
combination of a natural leader and an image focused ego as emphasizing work and career success more
than personal relationships. They are generally more serious and task oriented than “3w2.” They have
typed the following individuals as “3w4”: Tom Cruise, Oprah Winfrey, and Madonna (p. 157).
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EMOTIONAL TRIADS OF THE ENNEAGRAM
The nine Styles are further grouped with three
basic classifications called Triads as shown in
diagram E0-2. These Emotional Triads assist in
recognizing generalized unconscious behavioral
reactions to stress. These reactions exist in each of
us, regardless of Enneatype.
The PAUSE Hypnotherapist can assist the vigilant
client in learning to recognize when they are
reacting to stress using these unconscious survival
activities. Using these reactions as a trigger, they
can engage their A-Aware Witness to choose a
different response. The three Emotional Triads
are Anger, Image, and Fear.

Anger Triad - Points 8, 9, 1

Diagram E0-2: Emotional Triads of the Enneagram

 Belly, Body, or Instinctive Center
 When we are in alignment with the authentic qualities of the Body, there is an awareness of
being embodied and present in the moment. Our vitality, contact with reality, and sense of
groundedness is operating.
 Gets lessons through a Physical Body focus
 Moves against others in relationships
 Obsessive-compulsive tendencies
Image Triad - Points 2, 3, 4
 Heart or Feeling Center
 When we are in alignment with the authentic qualities of our Heart, there is an awareness of
the loving connection to our Essential Self. We experience compassion, know the Truth of
who we are, and remember our true value.
 Gets lessons through an Emotional focus
 Moves towards others in relationships
 Hysterical and narcissistic tendencies
Fear Triad - Points 5, 6, 7
 Head, Mind or Thinking Center
 When we are in alignment with the authentic qualities of our Head, there is an awareness of
the unlimited spaciousness of the mind. We can contact our Inner Knowing, uncover deep
insights into the nature of reality, and find a trustworthy source of guidance.
 Gets lessons through a Mental focus
 Moves away from others in relationships
 Paranoid-schizophrenic tendencies
The PAUSE Model encourages clients to stretch into their wings and arrows. It is interesting to note,
however, that the center triangle of the Enneagram, points 9-6-3, are still in their Emotional Triad when
they “Stretch” their wings. If they are therapeutically looking for a better way to deal with their core
emotion, a useful direction is to utilize their arrows to get out of the center entirely. Also, note that the
PAUSE Path to Wholeness is centered on the Enneatype’s Emotional Triad. We have the Body-Centered
Path, the Heart-Centered Path, and the Mind-Centered Path.
NVI.SML2.V8
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ENNEAGRAM INSTINCTUAL VARIANTS
Independent of each of the Enneatypes are categories which Riso and Hudson (1999) call “Instinctual
Variants.” “The Instinctual Variants indicate which of our three basic instincts or base emotional drivers
have been most distorted in childhood, resulting in characteristic preoccupations and behaviors
throughout the entire range of personality type” (p. 70). These Variants are labeled “Self-Preservation,
Social, and Sexual (or One-One)”. Some authors have called them “Subtypes,” but therapeutically that
could be misleading, as it might incorrectly imply they change when the dominant style changes.
The Instinctual Variant remains active whether an individual is expressing in their dominant Enneatype,
expressing from their Wing, or from their Arrow. For instance if a One has a dominant Instinctual
Variant of Self Preservation, they may have a difficult time when they move into their Four arrow and
experience the “social butterfly” aspect of the Four personality type. On the other hand, if they have a
dominant Variant of Social, they may enjoy stretching into their Four arrow.
It is important to understand that these Variants are the unconscious emotional drivers that dictate our
reactions to every day challenges. Unlike the dominant Enneatype, which is present at birth, the
Instinctual Variant is strongly influenced by the child’s upbringing, and how they dealt with
various stressors and challenges while growing up. For example, a child raised in a very safe
environment where they had little concern for their own safety may have a low Self-Preservation Instinct.
Similarly, we may see a child who lacked adequate relationship interaction or proximity may have a
strong One-to-One (Sexual) Instinct in compensation as an adult. It is interesting to compare the
unconscious response of two people in a stressful situation, such as a car accident, where one has a high
Self-Preservation Instinct, and the other has a high Social Instinct. We may find the high SelfPreservation individual running away from the scene, while the high Social is compelled to assist.
The order of the Variants is very useful information. Typically, an individual will have a dominant
leading Variant, a secondary supporting Variant, and a greatly reduced tertiary Variant. This third
Variant is often called the person’s “Blind Spot,” and knowing this can assist the PAUSE Hypnotherapist
in focusing their efforts in uncovering unconscious behavioral motivators, limiting images, and limiting
beliefs. Once uncovered, we can work to increase their resources in that area. For instance, a person with
low Self-Preservation would tend to focus on others first and themselves last. Combined with the
knowledge of their Challenge, unconscious patterns emerge which help the client and the hypnotherapist
become vigilant of unwanted behavior.

THE THREE EMOTIONAL DRIVERS (INSTINCTUAL VARIANTS)

 Self-Preservation
o Drive for getting and maintaining personal safety and comfort
o More grounded, tends to be serious, and can be introverted
 Social
o Drive for being accepted and safe in their community
o More open, engaging, socially responsible
 One-to-One (or Sexual)
o Drive for intimacy, intensity, sexuality
o More energized, competitive, emotionally intense
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LEVELS OF BEHAVIORAL DEVELOPMENT
Riso and Hudson in the Wisdom of the Enneagram (1999) have defined three ranges of behavioral
evolution for each of the Enneatypes: Unhealthy, Average, and Healthy. Within each of these three major
ranges are three steps for a total of nine levels. These levels are indicators of growth and mastery in one
direction, and alignment with ego in the other direction.
In the PAUSE Model, we refer to the overall ability of an individual to respond to life’s challenges and
opportunities as ranging from highly Unresourced to highly Resourced. The concept of building
resources is a foundational aspect of the PAUSE model, and is reflected in nearly every process and
trance. The degree to which an individual is resourced defines the level of freedom one may experience
from the constraints of their egoic personality structures.

WHERE RESOURCES END, EGO BEGINS
At the Highly Resourced level, an individual can experience the freedom to thoughtfully and consciously
respond to life’s various circumstances. In the Unresourced levels the unconscious mind dominates by
reacting to life as a series of problems to conquer or be victimized by, and is highly identified with egoic
compulsions. The Average client will find they move from an awareness of their ability to be properly
responsive in a given situation, based on adequate internal Resources, to moments of reactivity and
victimization as they lack the internal Resources to deal with circumstances. Rather than being like a
switch, as that would be too obvious, the subtle craft of the ego is to slowly increase its grip on the
conscious mind as the individual runs out of resources.
During the course of a lifetime, an individual’s Enneatype won’t change, but their level of internal
development can. The level of resourcing an individual has developed in any area of their life can assist
them in increasing the resources in another. The goal of the PAUSE Model is to chart a course for the
client that allows them to follow their Path to Wholeness by recognizing and utilizing their Strengths,
transforming their Challenges, and become deeply Resourced as a result.

DETERMINING A CLIENT’S ENNEATYPE
The process to assist someone in determining their Enneagram Personality Style has been well
documented by many researchers. The preferred way to identify one’s Style is through self-inquiry,
study, and comparative analysis. As an adjunct, there are a number of tests available that help to narrow
down the range of possible Enneatypes. Riso-Hudson’s Enneagram Type Indicator (RHETI) sampler test,
for instance, is readily available at no charge on their website and has had well over one million people
take it. The RHETI is offered in two forms, a short, currently free version of the test with 36 questions
that can often quickly determine an Enneatype, and the longer version with 144 questions to assist when
the short version produces unclear results.
Both versions are available online at
http://www.enneagraminstitute.com.
Once a client’s basic Enneatype has been identified, they should be encouraged to read about the
Enneagram types they scored highest on and compare their results. It is difficult to correctly type another
individual, especially someone you don’t know well. Therefore, it is recommended that clients seek to
correctly determine their own Enneatype. Once the dominant Enneatype is identified, the Riso-Hudson
Instinctual Variant Questionnaire (IVQ), or an equivalent, can be taken to assist in identifying the
underlying emotional drivers and attitudes that can influence the success of the client’s therapeutic
process. The IVQ is also available online at http://www.enneagraminstitute.com.

The privilege of a lifetime is being who you are.
Joseph Campbell
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THE PATH THROUGH THE ENNEAGRAM
Each of the Enneatypes will be presented in specific order,
which Mastering the Therapeutic Process calls the “Sequence
of Evolution,” which is also referred to as the “Inner Flow” by
Sandra Maitri. (2000, p. 245) This process of evolution is
defined by a movement within the Enneagram that is counter
to the typical stress reaction for each type. Our exploration of
the nine Styles will follow this path, as depicted in diagram
E0-5. Each step along the way represents an opportunity to
deepen resources and learn important lessons.
The Sequence of Evolution begins with the inner triangle,
Nine-Three-Six, and then moves to the hexad, One-SevenFive-Eight-Two-Four, returning to One. Starting at the Nine,
which is often called the “Crown of the Enneagram,” we see a
reflection of the original loss of connection with Essence in the
form of a numbness or sleep-like apathy towards life. A
Course in Miracles describes this original disconnection.
“You dwell not here, but in eternity, you travel but in dreams,
while safe at home” (T-13.VII.17.6). “You are at home in God
dreaming of exile, but perfectly capable of awakening to
reality. Is it your decision to do so?” (T-10.I.2).

Diagram E0-5: Sequence of Evolution

The PAUSE Model is designed to support the exploration of this path of awakening. It provides insights
into both our self-imposed exile, as well as the tools required to support the process described in A Course
in Miracles. “It is a journey without distance to a goal that has never changed” (T-8.VI.9.7).
As the Nine releases their fear of experiencing loss, separation, and fragmentation, they increase their
resources, begin to look inside, and move in the direction of integration as described in the Sequence of
Evolution, which is the leadership role of Three. The Three grows and increases their resources by
recognizing and transforming the emptiness within, releasing internal conflict they move towards the Six.
As the Six increases their connection with the strength of their Essential Self, they release their fear of
being without support and guidance from failed leadership, and move towards the divinely connected and
externally stable focus of the peaceful Nine, completing the voyage through inner triangle.
Moving to the hexad of the Enneagram, the One learns to release their idealistic world of rules and
judgments, and finds perfection by moving towards the joy of engaging in life as a Seven. The Seven
learns to grow past their need for escape, exits, and options as they slow down, contemplate on deeper
meaning, and attain actual mastery in some area. Increasing their resources, they find satisfaction in deep
thought and analysis as they move towards the Five. As the Five learns to embrace life directly and
enthusiastically, they leave their cave of retreat and move to the personal power and openness of the
Eight. The Eight’s passion for life is a powerful elixir that they learn to share honestly and intimately
with others as they release their defenses and become more deeply resourced. They then seek to enrich
the lives of others with the wide-open heart of a Two. Once the Two learns to release their neediness and
embrace the full range of emotions without concern of judgment, their true humility moves them to the
rich life experience of the Four. As the Four learns to simplify their life and release the need for
romantic love at all cost, they see perfection in all things, and return to the One.

The fates lead him who will; him who won't, they drag.
Joseph Campbell
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THE NINE STYLES OF PERSONALITY FIXATIONS
The following summary of the Nine Enneatypes is focused on the therapeutic utilization of the
Enneagram within the PAUSE Model of Hypnotherapy, and will be examined in the following sequence:

 Overview
o A basic description of the Enneatype.
 Etiology
o The typical reactions this Enneatype may have to early childhood stressors.
 Emotional States
o The typical range of emotions and responses for this Enneatype.
 Relationships
o Specific issues this Enneatype may face in relationships.
 Defensive Patterns
o The typical Enneatype Challenges and defensive structures.
 Resources
o The typical Enneatype Strengths and Resources.
 Physical Traits
o Helpful identification traits and typical physical patterns of the Enneatype.
 Potential Health Challenges
o Health tendencies and psychological challenges that may be associated with this
Enneatype.
 Wings and Arrows
o The wings on either side of the dominant type and the arrows of integration, and
famous people who portray this Enneatype.
 General Therapeutic Interventions
o Useful suggestions for the hypnotherapist in supporting clients with this
Enneatype.
 PAUSE Therapeutic Approach
o A set of questions and strategies that guide the hypnotherapist and client through
the PAUSE Therapeutic Model by specifically focusing on the Enneatype Path for
the client.
o P Helping them to become more Present
o A Learning to utilize their A-Aware Witness
o U Unwind Past issues, uncover liming images and beliefs
o S Surrender via the recognition of Resistance, Projection, underlying Lessons,
and moving into Forgiveness
o E Evoke Essence to create a better outcome by recognizing their Strengths,
transforming their Challenges, experiencing true gratitude, and following their
path of highest illumination.
 Path to Wholeness
o The Enneatype’s Path to connection and alignment with their Essential Self.
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ENNEATYPE NINE STYLE - HARMONY
OVERVIEW
We have called Enneatype Nine’s Style “Harmony” because of
their desire for peace internally and externally, at all costs. They
are often called “The Peacemaker” as a result. The Nine is the
core Body point in the Anger Triad; as a result, this is where their
biggest lessons in mastery are found.
The Resourced Nine is an excellent team player, is often quite
aware of everyone around them, and is a natural counselor.
Flexible and adaptable, they are at home in nearly all settings.
They are naturally gifted mediators, as they are able to see
multiple and opposing points of view with equanimity. As their
goal is peace, they can be a very positive influence on helping
others feel safe and included. They are often the “wind beneath
the wings” of their partners, friends, and co-workers.
The Unresourced Nine often escapes into a state of mental,
Diagram E9-1: Enneatype Nine
emotional, or physical disconnect instead of dealing with their
subsumed anger or rage in a healthy way. This reaction to stress
can be very useful, but retreat can easily be taken to excess if not observed. The Nine, like the Three and
Six, is in the middle of their emotional Triad. In this regard, moving to their wings of Eight or One will
not give them an alternative to anger, but may teach them a healthy way to process it. They will find the
strengths of their arrows useful in increasing their resources.

Enneatype Nine
Style

Harmony

Path to Wholeness

Awareness, Love

Strength

Right Action

Challenge

Indolence

Table E9-1: Core Aspects of the Nine

ETIOLOGY
It is important to recognize that early life experience does not create the Enneatype. The Etiology is the
result is the view of their childhood experience through the filter of the Enneatype. However, this unique
combination of nature and nurture directly influences the development of their Instinctual Variant: SelfPreservation, Social, or One-to-One.
Many Nines report positive early childhood environments, even if that were not the case as reported by a
sibling. Others report responding to conflict by becoming mediators or learning to blend in or disappear
to avoid pain and conflict. Early in life, Nines learned that expressing their own needs, wants, and desires
could create external conflict. Since the goal of the Nine is peace and comfort at any cost, they learned to
protect themselves by making no demands, and minimizing their own needs. As a result, they learned to
internally self-medicate by diminishing their aliveness, becoming numb, and disassociating from the
situation.
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EMOTIONAL STATES
Resourced Nines can experience a wide range of emotions, and often help others to experience and focus
on positive and uplifting experiences. The highly resourced Nine can exude a peacefulness that is
contagious. While they do experience all emotions, they often appear to have a built-in emotional and
energetic governor to keep them on an even keel. They can easily move into a state that is best labeled as
“comfortably numb.”
Their core fear is loss, separation, and death, but these are rarely apparent on the surface. Since they
value Peace above all else, if they are dissatisfied with their outer world and cannot quickly change it,
they change their inner experience by creating excuses for other’s poor behavior, distract themselves, or
indulge in inner fantasy. Masters of distraction, they can focus on less important items to find comfort
rather than engaging in issues which cause apparent conflict. By repressing anger at an unconscious
level, the unresourced Nine becomes disassociated, loses contact with their authentic needs, and often is
not even aware of subsuming their great rage.

RELATIONSHIPS
Nines want to create harmony in their relationships at all costs. They are very accepting in their
relationships, open-minded, and willing to consider many options to ensure things go smoothly and
without conflict. They are inclusive and will typically consult with their partner or family before making
a decision. The Nine is often the supportive half of a relationship, and will slip into the background of a
more dominant partner to ensure their partner’s fulfillment, success, and happiness. This can lead into a
co-dependent relationship in which they subordinate their own needs, and they will often mold into a
reflection of their partner and or intimate friends.

DEFENSIVE PATTERNS
The Enneatype Challenge for the Nine is Indolence, which is a reluctance to do inner-work. This has
been called laziness or sloth by some authors, but that may imply an outer reluctance to movement,
which does not identify the core issue regarding the inner struggle to create positive change. While they
are usually hard-working and busy individuals on the outside, the Nine defends primarily through
internal avoidance strategies, not via direct confrontation. They can become passive-aggressive and
unable to clearly and directly say no if they feel expressing a dissenting view would create conflict. Their
attention and energy tends to disperse without continual refocusing. They distract themselves from core
issues by focusing on trivia, play, or nonessentials. This combination of attributes might lead a Nine to
have a lot of hobbies or interests, which really are diversions or avoidance strategies.
The Nine’s capacity for self-denial creates a numbness or self-narcotization. They often retreat into their
minds creating great fantasies, remembering only the good things about the past. Change can be difficult
for a Nine because they get set into comfortable, routine patterns. Forgetfulness is a core aspect of the
Nine starting with forgetting their Essential Self and continuing through all levels of the personality.
They move away from awareness of their natural impulses, deny their anger, and give up their seniority to
personalities that are more decisive.

RESOURCES
The Enneatype Strength for the Nine is Right Action, which is being mindful or aware of the correctness
of every thought, word, or action. This applies both to their outer work in the world, and to their inner
work on their Path. As the Nine masters their Strength of Right Action, they learn to counter their
Challenge of Indolence.
The Nine is harmonious, pleasant, and amicable. They are imaginative, creative, and inclusive of others.
They are natural mediators. They seek to create and maintain harmony in their environment. Because of
their capacity to disassociate and adapt, they can tolerate a great deal of pain. The motto for the Nine
could be “Que Sera, Sera”, “Whatever will be, will be.”
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PHYSICAL TRAITS
The Nine is a natural chameleon and will tend to mirror the health and vitality levels of their partner,
family, friends, or co-workers. While energetically they can be spacious and inclusive, they tend to be
ungrounded with undefined personal boundaries. Typically undercharged and lacking tone, they are often
belly breathers that do not take a full chest-filled breath unless exercising. Consistent and regular
exercise which emphasizes cardiovascular fitness is critical for the Nine’s ongoing health regime.

POTENTIAL HEALTH CHALLENGES
Due to their capacity to disassociate, the Nine can deny pain and suffering to the point of bodily damage
and self-injury. They consciously and unconsciously cultivate a capacity to diminish the vital flow of
energy through the body and often maintain an undercharged structure. Riso and Hudson (1999) describe
potential pathology and health warning signs for the unresourced Nine:








Dissociative Disorders
Dependent and Schizoid Disorders
Anhedonic Depression (Emotional Flatness)
Extreme Denial (of various health, financial, or personal problems)
Severe Long Term Depersonalization
Chronic Depression (p. 334)

WINGS AND ARROWS OF ENNEATYPE NINE
The Nine has wings of Eight and One, and arrows to Three and Six.
When the Nine has a strong Eight wing, they are moved to action in
a more direct and yet loving way. When the Nine has a strong One
wing, they are a bit more organized, pragmatic, and focused.
The Nine moving into their Three arrow will take on more of a
leadership role while being aware of their impact on everyone
around them, looking to balance resources and reduce conflicts.
Many great leaders have been 9=>3’s. The Nine moving into their
Six arrow will become more aware of their environment, examine
options, and become more focused on the future. Famous
Enneatype Nines include Ronald Reagan, Walter Cronkite, Renee
Zellweger, Ringo Starr, The Dalai Lama, and Mahatma Gandhi
(Riso and Hudson, 1999, p. 319, 320).

Diagram E9-2: Nine Wings & Arrows

GENERAL THERAPEUTIC INTERVENTIONS
The general therapeutic interventions for each Enneatype provide the PAUSE Hypnotherapist with
insights, suggestions, and techniques designed to facilitate a successful therapeutic interaction with their
client. Each Enneatype has specific ego-driven defense mechanisms for defining themselves and resisting
the path of wholeness leading to the Essential Self. The following Enneatype specific interventions focus
on supporting the hypnotherapist in understanding, uncovering, and unwinding the Nine’s unconscious
resistances, while working effectively with it. The essential first step in all therapeutic interactions is to
establish client resiliency by providing reliable resource states. Once established, the hypnotherapist can
safely redirect the client out of egoic fixations or negative emotional states back to their resources, thus
providing the client with confidence and powerful tools for self-regulation and self-management.
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The PAUSE Hypnotherapist will find the Nine is drawn to therapy only when they have experienced a
high degree of trauma, health, financial challenges, or severe emotional discord in their life. They may
also seek support upon recognizing they have a serious challenge in setting and achieving their goals, an
awareness of a loss of identity in a relationship, or the uncovering of deep-seated feelings of anger or
resentment.
The following therapeutic guidelines are useful in supporting the Nine:

 The client will often appear affable, agreeable, and compliant. The hypnotherapist therefore
needs to be aware that the Nine wants to be at peace, and what appears to be happening on the
outside, or is initially reported to the hypnotherapist, is not necessarily reflective of the Nine’s
true inner experience.
 The hypnotherapist must continually focus on creating an authentic relationship with the
Nine, who can easily reflect a false-positive progress.
 Continually impress on the Nine the importance of grounding and tracking sensations,
impulses, and needs in the body.
 Have them verbalize their internal experience, especially the ones that they believe don’t
matter.
 Journaling could be very useful to a Nine to support them in becoming aware of how they
disconnect from situations.
 Increase the Nine’s awareness of their own subsumed anger, and give them permission and
tools to adequately and safely express denied rage and resentment.
 Have them practice saying “No” when they mean “No” and explore what that feels like in the
body.
 Teach the Nine breathing and movement exercises that support them in experiencing the
pleasure of a fully charged and energized body.
PAUSE THERAPEUTIC APPROACH FOR ENNEATYPE NINE
The following therapeutic strategies and questions that are designed to support the Enneatype Path to
Wholeness for the Nine, which is Awareness and Love, and teach them to better utilize their Enneatype
Strength of Right Action to align with their Essential Self. The Nine’s Challenge is Indolence. This
creates an unconscious avoidance of looking within, moving away from conflict, and subsuming anger.
The client is taught and encouraged to elicit Right Action to assist them when dealing with issues in their
life.
P-PRESENT FOR THE NINE
An ongoing exercise for the Nine is to be vigilant of how their Challenge of Indolence tends to move
them into the mask of Serenity and out of the present moment. Their Strength of Right Action teaches the
Nine to move into action, as appropriate, right now. This requires that they be fully in present time, and
learn to use their A-Aware Witness to be vigilant of their natural tendency to squelch a rising emotion or
thought that may move them away from their perceived peace and experience of the now. Their state of
apparent equanimity is rooted in their Challenge, which creates a reluctance to move into Right Action.
This can be confused with the Essential Self’s capacity to release outcome such that the Nine may look as
if they are at peace, in actuality they could be in blissful avoidance.
The following questions are designed to assist the Nine in becoming and remaining fully P-Present.
Always begin with a reliable resource anchor and return to it as needed. Encourage the Nine to fully
internalize the question, get past the initial or surface response, and recognize that there may be different
or deeper answers as they learn to become still and look deeply within.

 Cultivate a reliable resource state. Associate to it fully and anchor.
 What happens in your body as you experience a Resource State?
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Are there any images or pictures associated with this Resource State?
Is there any self-talk associated with it?
What are your feelings?
How present do you feel right now?
What does Right Action mean to you?
When do you feel like you can respond quickly, easily, and authentically to a situation? In
other words, when do you feel like you know the Right Action to perform?
What does Right Action feel like? If it were a color, what color would it be?
Imagine that color filling your entire body and mind.
What happens in your body when you do that?
Are there any feelings that arise as you contemplate Right Action?
Are there any images in your mind as you contemplate Right Action?
What happens when you ask yourself the following question: “Am I doing the most
effective, appropriate, and compassionate thing that I could or should be doing right
now?”

A-AWARE WITNESS FOR THE NINE
The Nine tends to cover up their anger and rage with a mask of Serenity. Using their Path to Wholeness
of Awareness and Love, they learn to focus inwardly with compassion and see the truth of what lies
within. The Resourced Nine will become aware of when they are suppressing their true feelings, and seek
to release them in a healthy way. The Nine can utilize the following questions to begin the inner journey,
and become more aware of their true thoughts and feelings, and treat them compassionately.








What is your natural communication style? When do you use it? When do you suppress it?
When do you feel fully embodied?
What do others usually compliment you on, or like about you?
How do you escape emotional or physical pain?
How do you deal with anger? Conflict?
What is more important; your own feelings or your partner’s feelings?

An important insight for the Nine is to become vigilant of indicators they are in their Challenge state,
which is often seen as their tendency to move into the mask of Serenity. The Strength of the Nine is
Right Action, which shows the Nine how to move into action, right now, in the present moment. This
requires that they learn to be vigilant of their natural tendency to squelch a rising emotion or thought that
may move them away from their perceived peace. Their state of apparent equanimity is rooted in their
Challenge of Indolence, which creates a reluctance to move inward. This can be confused with the
Essential Self’s capacity to release outcome. The truth of the matter can be explored by asking the
questions:










What is "this" truly for?
What is its purpose?
What is truly required of me in this moment?
What am I avoiding right now?
What is this experience trying to show me/teach me?
What emotion am I feeling right now? What is beneath that? And beneath that?
Am I actively engaged, or am I in retreat?
If I were to move into Right Action, right now, what two alternatives do I have?
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U-UNWIND THE PAST FOR THE NINE
The Nine needs to recognize that they live much of their life in the happy past. They tend to forget the
painful events, and only recall moments of peace or joy. As with everyone, some of their greatest growth
can occur when they get the lessons taught them by their unhappy experiences. Failing to perceive or
reflect on them limits seeing the whole picture, and can retard their growth. The following is a portion of
a process that can assist the Nine in releasing the unconscious grip the past has on their minds.














Establish a resource state and anchor.
Recall a time when you experienced an unsuccessful conflict.
Describe the situation, the core issue, and all the participants
What were you seeing, hearing, feeling, and what was your inner self-talk?
What did you have to believe or feel for this issue to impact you?
Uncover beliefs, thoughts, feelings, and images that support the core limiting belief. Lightly
anchor these to their left hand.
Put this experience and all these feelings in your left hand
What was missing from this experience?
What would have been Right Action for this situation?
Associate fully to your resource state and fire your Resource Anchor with your right hand
Alternate between their two hands, identifying the resource state and the experience of an
unsuccessful action.
Use the positive anchored Resource State as a closing process.

S-SURRENDER FOR THE NINE
Surrender for the Nine is found in following their Strength of Right Action. The Nine's Challenge is
Indolence, which is an innate reluctance to do inner work. In using their Strength of Right Action, they
can be moved into making positive change instead of simply remaining comfortably numb with their life.
To identify Right Action for the Nine, we have to uncover what they typically resist and project. The
PAUSE Model both reveals and explores the underlying lessons offered by the Nine’s path of Awareness
and Love. This recognition can evolve into a natural gratitude for the people, places, and situations that
were a part of the experience. This appreciation will then evoke the opportunity for forgiveness of self
and others.

T RANCES FOR THE N INE
The PAUSE Model of Hypnotherapy Trances support the exploration needed by the Nine to recognize the
correct use of introspection, self-exploration, and Right Action as found in the activities of the Essential
Self. The Hypnotherapist will find trances and exercise that support the embodiment of the Nine and help
them bring their focus out of re-writing the past and clearly into the Now very useful.

R ESISTANCE
The primary resistance pattern for the Nine focuses on conflict avoidance. The Nine's core fear is of loss
or separation, which in its ultimate expression is a deep fear of annihilation or death. The less resourced
Nine experiencing internal conflict will resist by going into denial via distraction, fantasy, or numbness.
External conflicts often result in a passive-aggressive reaction, creating delaying or avoidance strategies,
or a denial reaction, which minimizes or marginalizes the core issue of the conflict.
The resistance pattern of the Nine keeps them from experiencing a full range of emotional responses. The
unresourced Nine typically denies the natural emotional energy wave that arises, crests, subsides, and
returns peacefully to the ocean. The Nine has a built-in emotional and energetic governor, which keeps
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the wave from rising to its peak. On an unconscious level, the ego regards strong emotions as “unloving.”
In actuality, strong emotions are unconsciously avoided as they have a tendency to strip away the outer
layers of numbness and expose the subsumed and un-met needs, which grow only larger and turn into
resentment, anger, and rage, as they stay submerged. As a result, the Nine's resistance pattern becomes a
denial through distraction of their own needs, wants, and desires by subordinating them to another person,
group, or ideal. "Nines do not put energy into making contact with themselves, with others, or with the
world. To identify with the body and its instincts is to become directly aware of our mortality” (Riso and
Hudson, 1999, p 326).

P ROJECTION
The Nine projects the potential for peace and goodness onto everything and everyone. As a result, they
deny internal and external conflict and project a mask of Serenity on both themselves and others. When
projecting on themselves, they maintain a very even emotional state, which seldom varies without great
upheaval. Even when they do experience disruptive forces, the unresourced Nine is often seen smiling
through their tears. "For Point Nine, the reaction is to smooth the whole thing over and act as though
everything is fine, living one's life in a mechanical and dead way" (Maitri, 2009, p 41).
Projection is most evident when the Nine takes on the identity of those they are in relationship to, which
is why they are called the Chameleon. They will unconsciously take on their partner's traits, hobbies,
political views, and other traits even though they previously held no such interests, or perhaps even
opposed them. For instance, the unresourced Nine will often confuse the role of parent as their core
identity, thus losing themselves in the family structure. If they are handicapped, they will identify
themselves as the challenge. In a work setting, they will often self-identify as their job.
The unresourced Nine will project that their partner's needs are far more important than their own. If they
are ill, for instance, they will simply self-medicate and ignore it as long as possible. On the other hand, if
a member of their family or circle of friends becomes ill, they will be the first to whisk them off to a
doctor. When asked about members of their family or group, the unresourced Nine will typically remain
happily on the surface, denying any negativity. Rather than confronting the mask and lower self, and
contacting their Essential Self, they identify with roles and circumstances. When the Nine has pledged
their loyalty to a family or group their mask of Serenity requires they consistently seek to create calm,
peace, and harmony at all costs.

F ORGIVENESS
The indolent Nine, lost in spiritual apathy, can deny the need for forgiveness. Platitudes of “there is
nothing to forgive” can be generated from the mask of Serenity. The resourced Nine recognizes the
importance of the entire forgiveness process, and they need to recognize, embrace, and forgive the
shadow teacher that lies within themselves and others. The secret for the Nine is to recognize that true
peace comes from standing in the truth that forgiveness provides.

E-EVOKE ESSENCE FOR THE NINE
The Nine’s deepest pain is separation from Essence, and the unconscious pain of divine separation that
we all share at some level is experienced more acutely by the Nine than any other type. This is what
drives their powerful spiritual anesthesia. No one truly wants to look at the experience of complete
rejection and endless separation from Perfect Love. The unconscious driver for the Nine is the belief that
separation from Essence is actually possible. No amount of dialogue to the contrary is actually helpful.
The Nine has to come to grips experientially with their deepest fears, and look squarely at what resources
are needed. Looking once again into the past, but this time through the lens and resources of P-A-U-S,
the Nine can rest with what truly “is.” After reviewing past failures to resolve conflicts, use the Future
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Pace process to have the client successfully resolve various issues. Once completed, ask the following
questions as needed to provide direction and clarity concerning a specific past issue:











What resources are needed to handle this issue?
What would you like to experience instead of “this”?
How can you reframe this experience to a more positive one?
What were you resisting in this experience?
What Lessons was this experience trying to teach you?
What were you teaching others?
Is there an opportunity here for Forgiveness?
What thought or feeling is most in alignment with Essence regarding this?
What is the Right Action that is most in alignment with Essence regarding this?

G RATITUDE
The Essential Self rests in true appreciation of all that is. To experience this state, the Nine must
distinguish between the Serenity Mask and their Essential Self. While identified with the Serenity Mask
they only experience a facsimile of gratitude. By implementing the PAUSE model, acknowledging
underlying and often denied resistance and projection, and embracing the underlying lessons, true
gratitude can be experienced.

EMBODIED PATH TO WHOLENESS FOR THE NINE
The PAUSE Embodied Path to Wholeness for the Nine is through Awareness and Love. The Nine has
keen observational skills, but they are often externally focused. Instead of going numb, dissociating from
the body and ignoring what is going on within, the Nine can learn to focus their excellent external
observation skills on their own inner process and release their resistance to growth and change. It
requires that they fully embody and stay in a state of compassion towards themselves and others as they
uncover their subsumed rage and anger.
The Resourced Nine recognizes that the peace they so crave may be a cover for avoiding the deep inner
work that they need to create positive change. They learn to be mindful of the appropriateness of each
action or inaction they perform by being fully P-Present and using the A-Aware Witness as the corrected
perspective. Right Action occurs when they are connected to the true guidance of their Essential
Self.
As a member of the Body Triad, their greatest lessons are through the body. Instead of leaving and
dissociating from the body (and therefore from life) whenever they are triggered, the resourced Nine
learns to simply be with “what is. They learn to rest peacefully in the now, feeling the aliveness of their
body from their head down to their toes.
The new metric of Right Action for the Nine extends to all areas of their life. As they U-Unwind their
past with Love and compassion, opportunities to choose again arise. As they transform their limiting
beliefs and S-Surrender to their highest good, Awareness and Love informs their process. As they learn
to release outcome and move in the direction of their highest good using Right Action, their trust in EEvoking Essence grows, and the deepest, truest Peace can be attained.
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It's the action, not the fruit of the action, that's important. You have to do the right thing.
It may not be in your power, may not be in your time, that there'll be any fruit. But that
doesn't mean you stop doing the right thing. You may never know what results come from
your action. But if you do nothing, there will be no result.
Mahatma Gandhi
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ENNEATYPE THREE STYLE – PERFORM
OVERVIEW
We have called Enneatype Three’s Style “Perform” because of
their underlying drive to be the role model of achievement and
success. Threes tend to be more successful and better liked
than other Enneatypes, primarily because they focus on being
more successful and well liked. The Three is the central Image
point in the Emotional Triad. As a result, their greatest lessons
in self-mastery will come from recognizing how image and
emotions influence nearly all unconscious reactions
The Resourced Three is a natural leader, motivator, and
entertainer. They rise to the top as leaders or high-level
performers in nearly all settings. Using the strengths of their
Nine and Six arrows, they learn to see through the eyes of
others, anticipating and recognizing the significance and impact
of their personal actions, and make a real difference.
Diagram E3-1: Enneatype Three

The Unresourced Three’s core motivation is to successfully set
and achieve goals that will garner them respect and praise. Their
ability to narrowly focus their attention on a single outcome can overshadow other areas of their lives,
hampering health, relationships, and happiness. As the core image point, they may find it difficult to see
the depths of people, places, and situations as they live only on the temporary surface of life.

Enneatype Three
Style

Perform

Path to Wholeness

Veracity and Authenticity

Strength

Compassion

Challenge

Vanity (Deceit, Vainglory)

Table E3-1: Core Aspects of the Three

ETIOLOGY
It is important to recognize that early life experience does not create the Enneatype. The Etiology is the
result is the view of their childhood experience through the filter of the Enneatype. However, this unique
combination of nature and nurture directly influences the development of their Instinctual Variant: SelfPreservation, Social, or One-to-One.
Threes typically view their childhood as a series of accomplishments and failures. They recall that they
weren’t valued for who they were, but for what they did. They learned to adapt their personal style to
please others by succeeding. Since the Three is the core of the Image Points (2-3-4), the internal conflict
of the Three is often expressed as, “What can I do to make it look like I am successful so others will
admire me?” Therefore as children, they felt most validated when they were seen as successful through
their actual success or being associated with success. Riso and Hudson (1999) describe the shaming of
the core of the Three:
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The child gets the subtle message, “It is not okay to not be okay.” The reason for this is that on a
deep psychological level, if you are trying to redeem the wounds and the shame of your family,
you cannot be hurt or shamed yourself. You have to at least seem to have it all together. (p. 156)

EMOTIONAL STATES
Resourced Threes are truly the stars of the world. They can express a wide range of authentic emotions
and will quickly assist others to achieve the same state. They are natural leaders, and people often
unconsciously take their emotional queues from the Three. Many great movie stars and performers that
carry powerful, convincing emotive roles are Threes.
In an Unresourced state, the Three will express whatever emotion is most expedient in the moment to
achieve their desired result. Their confident exterior belies the underlying core fear of being rejected for
being incompetent, worthless, or not being valued for their achievements. Having cultivated their
powerful, capable, and desirable image rather than develop their deep inner resources, they are compelled
to continue supporting the image by producing in order to stave off fear and authentic emotions.

RELATIONSHIPS
The exterior of the Three can appear very desirable and attractive. They instinctively seem to be aware of
what is needed to attract others. Palmer (1988) describes the Three’s struggle in creating authentic
relationships. “Threes can project the image of being an intimate partner, while at the same time being
aware of performing a role. If sensitivity is required, then sensitivity is presented, but not necessarily
felt” (p. 148). The Three often has two core fears in relationship to others: First, they fear that the image
presented is inadequate to support the role, as it is not grounded in the Essential Self. Secondly, they fear
the wounded inner child hiding behind the image will be exposed, and that vulnerable part will be shamed
and rejected.

DEFENSIVE PATTERNS
The Three defends primarily through disassociation by denying their Essential Self, and creating a resultdriven image that they project to the world. This pattern of leading with their image rather than their
Essential Self keeps their heart defended and people at a distance. The notion of “role” is very important
to the psyche of a Three. They can alternate between fully embodying a role, or may consider the role an
artificial creation. In the later, they may feel like a fraud and therefore undeserving of praise for it, even
though they created the role and perhaps accomplished great things through it.
Their basic pattern is to defend by over-accomplishing, and they have a difficult time being themselves
due to the apparent split between the Essential Self and their chosen role. Jaxon-Bear (2001) describes
the underlying Challenge of the Three, which is Vanity, and called vainglory, or deceit by various
authors. “The deceit is in producing a role for the public. On a deep level Threes know the role is not
real, but they believe it anyway” (p. 124). The notion of “role” is very important to the psyche of a Three,
as it is their self-definition. The focus for the Three, then, is to unmask the “real” person is beneath the
external layers of defense and pretense.

RESOURCES
The Three is the hallmark of efficiency, and are often revered for their ability to quickly cut through
simultaneous challenges and bring clear focus to the truly important. Because their focus is on
achievement and performance, they can effectively set and achieve even the loftiest goals because of their
tireless efforts and their unwavering belief in themselves, combined with their unstoppable capacity for
success. They are often considered role models in their chosen fields, and may even seek that status.
When expressing from their Essential Self, their Strength is Compassion, and as the core of the Heart
Center, they can be exemplary when they are expressing it. A typical Three statement is, “Failure is not
an option.”
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PHYSICAL TRAITS
The Three is often called the Performer because above all else, image is everything. If the role they are
choosing to play requires them to be healthy and fit, then that is what they will be. They dress for success
to appear dazzling, competent, or professional, as their selected audience requires. Their body is typically
highly charged, energized, and upwardly displaced. As a result, their awareness focuses on the role they
are playing and the dream they are projecting. Out of touch with the guts of their humanity, in denial of
their core fears, they dwell on their surface successes and future accomplishments.

HEALTH RESOURCES AND CHALLENGES
Armoring around the heart predisposes the Three to premature heart disease and weakened immune
system. The endless striving can deplete the adrenals and contribute to an inflammatory response that is a
contributing factor in premature aging and most degenerative diseases. Riso and Hudson (1999) describe
potential pathology and health warning signs for the unresourced Three:

 Narcissistic Personality Disorder
 Hypertension
 Depression (often anhedonic, which is a psychological condition characterized by inability to
experience pleasure in normally pleasurable acts.)
 Narcissistic Rage and Vindictiveness
 Psychopathic Behavior (p. 171)
WINGS AND ARROWS OF ENNEATYPE THREE
The Three has wings of Two and Four, and arrows to Six and
Nine. When the Three has a strong Two wing, they become
very charming, more in touch with authentic emotions, and tend
to be more people-centric. With a strong Four wing, the Three
finds their desire to succeed through work and career amplified,
and they tend to seek a more serious or professional status.
When the Resourced Three moves into their Six arrow, they
become visionaries and extend their impact far and wide. The
unresourced Three moving to Six can become paranoid and
experience judgment in the eyes of everyone around them. The
resourced Three moving to Nine will tend to slow down and
savor being in the present moment, and begin to look inward.
The unresourced Three will tend to procrastinate and seek solace
through multiple simultaneous diversions, as only they can do.
Famous Enneatype Threes include Bill Clinton, John Travolta,
Shania Twain, Oprah Winfrey, Tony Robbins, Tom Cruise,
Richard Gere, and Sting (Riso and Hudson, 1999, p. 157).

Diagram E3-2: Three Wings & Arrows

GENERAL THERAPEUTIC INTERVENTIONS
There is so much societal approval and support for the Three’s personality fixation that they will seldom
seek therapy. The Three may reluctantly go to therapy with an intimate partner in order to salvage a
relationship. They may seek guidance if they are struggling with accomplishing goals, suffering from
health challenges, or are experiencing work related exhaustion.

 As in all therapy, you have to meet the client where they are. While the Three does not
naturally rest in the authenticity of their true self, it is important for the hypnotherapist to
respect, rather than judge, the Three’s desire to project an image instead of expressing their
Essential Self.
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 The Three should be acknowledged for their accomplishments, and gradually encouraged to
recognize that they are more than their external successes. By creating a resource state out of
their positive desires and accomplishments, the hypnotherapist can gradually bridge the
internal dichotomy of role versus Essential Self.
 The Three unconsciously utilizes fear of consequences and shame as core drivers to succeed.
They have learned to effectively master these unconscious stressors to produce a desired
psychological state of being constantly driven. While others may embrace the notion of
releasing fear of failure or shame, the Three may see these stressors as part of their success
formula and be reluctant to release them in therapy.
 Review a recent or significant “success” with the Three and explore in detail the needs that
drove them along the path, and the various emotions they felt along the way. Notice when
they chose to be truly happy within the timeline, and when they chose to feel anxious or
worse. Explore how successful they would be without the negative emotional drivers,
especially feelings of shame, or fear of consequences. Is there another way to accomplish the
same outcome with positive experiences along the way?
 Teach the Three to become vigilant of their “Only If…” thoughts. Have them notice when
they externalize and limit their ability to be happy or feel valuable by saying phrases such as;
“I would be happy if I could achieve ‘this’; or get ‘that’ credential, or marry ‘that’ person, or
join ‘this’ club, or drive ‘that’ car.” Goals are important, but the Three needs to find
happiness all along the path, appreciating each step, and not over-emphasizing the
destination.
 Assist the Three in identifying competition in all areas of their life. Have them notice their
internal analysis of success and how they measure it based on a sliding/relative scale or
yardstick that is external to them, and often held (in their minds) in the hands of others.
 Have the Three practice-releasing outcome by resting in Compassion. Explore an upcoming
event or competition and help them to experience it differently, finding happiness and value in
simply participating.
 Stretch the Three into their Nine arrow. The Three needs to recognize that they are not superhuman, and that they require rest, sound health practices, and meditative introspection.
PAUSE THERAPEUTIC APPROACH FOR ENNEATYPE THREE
The PAUSE approach is designed to support the Enneatype Three on their Path to Wholeness, which is
Veracity and Authenticity. This requires they explore their Strength of Compassion, which is defined in
the PAUSE Model as “Love without attachment.” Learning to appreciate something exactly as it is,
without desiring to possess it, change it, or reject it is a huge step for the externally focused Three.

P – PRESENT FOR THE THREE
Getting the Three to consistently look inside is major step on their path. They require a solid Resource
state that will allow them to release all external measures of success, or inclinations to play roles of ANY
sort, including the role of “meditator” or “spiritual seeker,” or “client.” Creating regular and even
multiple times a day check-in process can be an effective way to remind them to shift their focus to their
authentic heart. The following portion of a PAUSE process demonstrates how to accomplish this.

 Recall or imagine a time when you were not performing, or focused on success or outcome,
yet you experienced feelings of comfort, well-being, and peace.
 Associate to this resource state and anchor it.
 What’s happening in your body?
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 What are your thoughts?
 What are your feelings?
 What meaning are you giving this experience?
Note: The hypnotherapist should anchor the Three anytime they are perceived experiencing a state
associated with the Essential Self. This state can be most easily cultivated by validating them when they
are expressing positive feelings that are not associated with accomplishment or impressing others.

A-AWARE WITNESS FOR THE THREE
Use the basic A-Aware Witness Exercise to explore moving the focal point of the Three from the external
view to the internal view. Continue to use this approach anytime you realize that the Three is “playing a
role.” Here is a portion of an exercise that is very useful for the Three:

 Recall a time or situation where you felt a great deal of pressure to play a specific role to
create a specific outcome.
 What did you feel once you were comfortable in the role?
 What was happening in your body?
 What did you feel just before you moved into the role?
 What’s underneath that? (Ask multiple times, focusing on the body, as the client deepens
with a silent mind and achieves a natural resource state.)
 Close with “What is true in this moment?”
The Hypnotherapist should continue to solidly anchor positive resource states that validate the
experiences of joyful embodiment, truth, or the client’s clear appreciation of “Just This,” the simple joy
of the ordinary in the present moment.

U-UNWIND THE PAST FOR THE THREE
The Three use the Past as motivation to change the future, spending little time in the now. The key is to
recognize what they are looking at. Primarily, it will be the roles they have played, the roles they have to
play in the future, and how to improve them. Use a Role Identification Exercise such as the following to
uncover limiting beliefs, thoughts, feelings, or images.

 Recall a time when you were attempting to influence someone in order to accomplish a
significant goal.
 Describe this event as if you were watching it on a movie screen.
 How did the “you” on the screen attune to what is necessary for success?
 How did that “you” attune to other significant individuals?
 What adaptations did that “you” naturally make to create a role in this situation?
 What feeling did that “you” want to create in the people around them?
 What did that “you” on the screen have to believe to make them feel they needed to “perform”
or play a role?
 Is there any way that “you” could have met this person/situation more authentically without
playing a role?
 Who are you without that role?
 What was that “you” on the screen worried what might or might not happen if they were
expressing the “real” you?
 What emotions are at the core of this experience?
 Does this experience remind you of anything or anyone?
Regression work may be indicated here if similar earlier events surface.
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 What was missing from this experience?
 What was true about this experience?
Close with a return to their resource state.
S-SURRENDER FOR THE THREE
Surrender for the Three can be experienced by exploring their Strength of Compassion and following
their Path of Veracity and Authenticity. Compassion is best defined as love without attachment, and
Veracity is the recognition of the core truth in all things. Authenticity is defined in the PAUSE Model as
“The quality of genuinely expressing Essence.” The Three's unconscious Challenge is Vanity, which is
not only reflected in their ability to deceive others on the outside, but to deceive themselves by believing
that “what you see is what you get.” However, it is often all on the surface, and there is a defensive
reluctance to explore deeper. Learning to recognize what the Three resists and projects will uncover the
layers of deception driving their unconscious defensive mechanisms. The PAUSE Model both reveals and
explores the underlying lessons offered by the Three's Path of Veracity and Authenticity.
An underlying lesson for the Three is to be vigilant of their unconscious Challenge of Deceit, which is
their tendency to "change" the truth though judgment, justification, and denial. The Strength of the Three
is Compassion, which assists the Three on their Path to Wholeness by learning to simply appreciate
themselves or another person with equanimity and release of outcome. It is found in their acceptance of
"Just This,” and can be the antidote to Deceit. It requires that they learn to be vigilant of their natural
tendency to create "little white lies" which on the surface appear to be needed to make things easier in the
moment, but actually create a web of deceit that only grows over time.

T RANCES FOR THE T HREE
The PAUSE Model of Hypnotherapy Trances support the exploration needed by the Three to learn to
recognize the underlying truth in any circumstance, offer compassion, and release outcome as found in
the activities of the Essential Self. The Hypnotherapist will find trances and exercise that allow the Three
to uncover the various unconscious associations and meanings they assign to people, places, and things
very useful. Trancework can be particularly useful for the Three as there is no one to impress, no one to
compete against, no pretense, just the opportunity to explore the depth of feelings, and to discover the
wellspring of strength and comfort within.

R ESISTANCE
The Three's core fear is "Of being worthless, without value apart from their achievements" (Riso and
Hudson, 1999, p.153). They unconsciously feel that unless they achieve, they do not deserve love. This
fuels their desire for constant success, which drives them to relentlessly pursue their goals at great costs if
needed. Internal conflict drives the unresourced Three to prove themselves worthy of something,
anything. Their narcissistic tendencies can cause them to pursue distractions such as over-indulging in
alcohol or drugs, sexual promiscuity, extreme sports, gambling, or other addictive behaviors. External
conflicts can result in aggressive behavior from the Three, who tend to become very competitive as they
seek power or control.
The resistance pattern of the Three is designed to keep them from avoiding the shame of failure.
However, failure can be where they learn their greatest lessons. Allowing themselves or others to fail
can assist the Three in recognizing the underlying gift of the experience. The Three's resistance to
simply accepting What Is can often be seen by their tendency to compare, contrast, and compete. It is
rooted in their unconscious defense mechanism of Identification, which takes their focus and attention
outside of themselves, a form of projection, and immediately places them in a state of judgment or denial
of what they perceive.
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The positive approach to this is for the Three is to immediately move into a state of leadership or initiate
processes to fix what they feel is wrong or unfair about a situation. This is what they do best. The
challenge to themselves and others is that they constantly see things out there as broken and needing
improvement or replacement, but rarely look inside to find the peace that is missing in their lives. When
they do look inside, they only see failure or the potential for failure.

P ROJECTION
The Three projects through their defensive mask of Identification. When projecting onto themselves, they
are masters of stepping into an existing role or creating a new role. Fully identified with this role they
play to the audience in order to get the validation they desperately seek. For the unresourced Three, it is
about appearance, vanity, the bottom line, and external validation. The less resourced Three can lose
contact with their Essential Self as they identify completely with their role. For example, conspicuous
consumption of name brands is certainly a Three creation, as it sets them apart from others, proving they
are better, or richer, or more capable, or more powerful than anyone else is.
When projecting onto others, the less resourced Three often sees form instead of content. They see the
appearance or image of a person rather than their true nature. Because the focus is on doing rather than
being, the Three unconsciously projects their fear of failure on others, and sees the other's
accomplishments, or lack thereof, as that person's immediate social status. A poor evaluation of the other
person creates a chord of fear, which they have to distance themselves from, as they cannot have that
negative introject within themselves. Unconscious competition occurs when the other person appears to
have greater value in some arena that is of importance to the Three.
Simply being with another person may actually create mild anxiety, as doing nothing is something the
unresourced Three cannot readily do. If they are not performing, they are failing. This leads to the
Challenge of Deceit for the Three, as the role they or the person plays becomes more important than who
they really are.

F ORGIVENESS
Judgment is the mental filter that makes it difficult for the Three to forgive. Forgiveness as experienced
in the world is often an insincere form of one-upmanship. For instance, “Although you were really bad,
and I didn’t like what you did, I’m going to give you another chance. I’ll forgive you ‘this’ time, and not
punish you right now, because I am a better person than you are. But I’m watching you, mister!” The
fact is, they are punishing them anyway, and just creating more separation by their judgment. Peace is
not to be found in this artificial form of forgiveness.
As the Three integrates their Path of Veracity, they will find peace. Many Threes find that when they
look back upon their experiences, that the challenges they had and the relationships they made were their
greatest teachers. This recognition can evolve into a natural gratitude for the people, places, and
situations that were a part of their life experience. This appreciation will then evoke the opportunity for
forgiveness of self and others.

E-EVOKE ESSENCE FOR THE THREE
Evoking Essence for the Three is found in their path of Veracity and Authenticity combined with their
Strength of Compassion. They especially need to be truly compassionate about their inner challenges as
they awaken to the roles they play and the unconscious deceitful activity of the egoic unconscious mind.
Use the following questions to guide them to Evoke a release of outcome and a movement towards
Compassion.
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 Recall or imagine a time when you were not performing or focused on success or outcome,
yet you experienced feelings of comfort, well-being, and peace.
 Associate to this resource state and anchor it.
 What’s happening in your body?
 What are your thoughts?
 What are your feelings?
 Imagine or recall a time when your Essential Self and your idealized self-image were fully
integrated in a positive way. Notice the truth of this connection.
 What are you seeing?
 What are your thoughts?
 What are you feeling?
Deepen the anchoring of this enhanced resource state.
G RATITUDE
The Essential Self rests in peace and recognizes that everyone is lovable just for being who they are. To
experience this truth, the Three must distinguish between the form of the body and the mask of the roles
they play, with the content of their Essential Self. While identified with the Deception Mask they can
only experience a facsimile of gratitude. By implementing the PAUSE model, acknowledging resistance,
and projection, and embracing the underlying lessons, real gratitude can be experienced.
The Three can explore authentic Gratitude with these and similar questions:










What is "this" truly for?
What is its purpose?
What is truly required of me in this moment?
What is truly required of others in this moment?
What am I avoiding right now?
What is this experience trying to show me/teach me about myself?
What is this person mirroring to me?
What is there to be grateful for about this situation/person?

F UTURE P ACE E XERCISE
Imagine a time in the next few months where you may feel a great deal of pressure to play a specific role,
but you choose to respond authentically and release outcome.

 See yourself safely speaking and responding from your Essential Self in this situation, with no
need to play a role
 What do you need to have in this moment to feel safe?
 What are you seeing, hearing, and feeling as you naturally and comfortably integrate this
Essential Self in this situation?
 What is true in this situation?
 How do you know you are experiencing your integrated Essential Self?
 Repeat this 2-3 times, in future instances, each time increasing the ease, safety, and feeling of
authenticity.
 Elicit the positive anchored Resource State and close with, “What is true in this moment?”
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HEART-CENTERED PATH TO WHOLENESS FOR THE THREE
The PAUSE approach is designed to support the Enneatype Three on their Path to Wholeness, which is
Veracity and Authenticity. This requires they explore their Strength of Compassion, which is defined in
the PAUSE Model as “Love without attachment.” Learning to appreciate something exactly as it is,
without desiring to possess it, change it, or reject it is a huge step for the externally focused Three. As the
core Image point, their primary lessons come from recognizes how the egoic focus on image affects all of
their unconscious programming. Releasing attachment to Image can be the Three’s greatest
challenge in contacting their heart, and will provide some of their greatest opportunities for
growth.
The Three’s Heart Centered Path to Wholeness teaches them to compassionately move beneath the
surface and uncover the truth, the Veracity of everything they perceive, everything they think, and
everything they do. Using the resources of P-Present, the Three learns to simply be themselves, here and
now, releasing the past and future. As the Three masters the A-Aware Witness, they learn to exercise
their Strength of Compassion. They learn to see themselves and others with compassion, and even with
some amusement. The core deceit for the Three is in believing that they are a body, or a role, or a job,
and define themselves as such. This is not the full truth of who they are. The A-Aware Witness gently
shows them how to recognize the indicators that they are expressing from their Challenge of Vanity,
which moves them into the superficial and away from the authentic experiences of life.
As they look with Compassion into their personal history, they learn to U-Unwind the Past. The
unresourced Three uses the past to create avoidance strategies for the future, thereby skipping over the
present. When they no longer allow the past to warp their view of the future by releasing outcome, they
joyfully rest in the present.
The Three projects through their defensive mask of Identification. Recognizing how they project, they
release resistance as they S-Surrender to the power of using Veracity to inform their lives.
When projecting onto themselves, they are masters of stepping into an existing role or creating a new
role. When projecting onto others, the less resourced Three often sees form instead of content. They see
the appearance or image of a person rather than their true nature. Because the focus is on doing rather
than being, the Three unconsciously projects their fear of failure on others, and sees the other's
accomplishments, or lack thereof, as that person's immediate social status.
Many Threes find that when they look back upon their life experiences, the challenges they had and the
relationships they made were their greatest teachers. This recognition can evolve into a natural gratitude
for the people, places, and situations that were a part of their life experience. This appreciation will then
evoke the opportunity for forgiveness of self and others. Now extending true Compassion to
themselves and others, they express the truth of who they are, and see the truth in others. The
resourced Three becomes grounded in the Veracity of their E-Essential Self, and allows it to shine
through their now translucent ego.
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The ego focuses on error and overlooks truth. It makes real every mistake it perceives, and
with characteristically circular reasoning concludes that because of the mistake, consistent
truth must be meaningless. The next step, then, is obvious. If consistent truth is meaningless,
inconsistency must be true. Holding error clearly in mind, and protecting what it has made
real, the ego proceeds to the next step in its thought system: Error is real and truth is error.
ACIM T-11.V.14.2-6
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ENNEATYPE SIX STYLE - DOUBT
OVERVIEW
We have called the Style of Enneatype Six “Doubt,” because
more than any other type, they seem to have lost their certainty
and ability to trust themselves, others, or even life itself. The
Six is the core Fear Point of the Enneagram; therefore, they
often are very aware of their own internal fears and the fears
of others. Their great lessons in mastery will be found in the
areas of Fear and over-thinking.
The Resourced Six is forward looking and constantly on the
alert for both opportunities and challenges, and often called
“Troubleshooters” because of these traits. Pledging abiding
and often unwavering allegiance to a person or cause, they earn
the label “Loyalist.” The resourced Six is a very capable,
competent team member or leader, constantly looking for
positive ways to increase productivity and quality of life.
Diagram E6-1: Enneatype Six

The Unresourced Six is often unable to rely on themselves. As a
result, they may choose to blindly associate with powerful people or
groups for their safety. However, external sources can fail, so there is always a sense of unease or
impending doom. Because of this underlying fear of future failure, they develop an unconscious hypervigilance that allows them to avoid worst-case scenarios and increase their chances of survival. Because
they are so identified with the constant mental activity of impact analysis, they are often indecisive and
hesitate before taking meaningful action. While this can appear to be procrastination, it is more of a fear
of failure and a strategy for self-preservation.

Enneatype Six
Style

Doubt

Path To Wholeness

Courage

Strength

Faith, Trust, Strength

Challenge

Doubt, Anxiety, Fear

Table E6-1: Core Aspects of the Six

ETIOLOGY
It is important to recognize that early life experience does not create the Enneatype. The Etiology is the
result is the view of their childhood experience through the filter of the Enneatype. However, this unique
combination of nature and nurture directly influences the development of their Instinctual Variant: SelfPreservation, Social, or One-to-One.
Growing up, the Sixes soon recognized that they were completely dependent upon their parents. Often at
least one of the parents, typically the father, was considered incompetent, unavailable, and therefore
untrustworthy in the eyes of the child. Their pervading feeling of insecurity when looking for parental
support turned into a continuous background of projecting anxiety, doubt, and fear. Eli Jaxon-Bear in his
highly regarded text, The Enneagram of Liberation (2001), describes how these subsumed fears affected
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the development of the Six. “The feeling of incompetence becomes the root of their doubt. Having an
incompetent father later manifests as the Sixes distrust of the competency of authority” (p. 182).

EMOTIONAL STATES
The Resourced Six can be funny, affable, and very emotionally available. When the Six is expressing
from knowledge and strength, they are seen as being very capable, and experience a sense of
accomplishment and even power. When receiving validation from people they recognize as being leaders
or are influential, they temporarily move into peace.
Because the unresourced Six has felt unsupported, unprotected, and abandoned, they develop an uncanny
vigilance and concomitant guardedness. Their core fear is being able to survive, of not being able to
stand on their own, or of having no guidance or support. This can contribute to high levels of stress and
anxiety, and an unhealthy emotional range that can span from vigilance to suspicion, and ultimately
catastrophizing. The less resourced Six can be passive-aggressive while they are projecting pessimism,
blame, and victimization, but only do so vocally when they feel safe.

RESOURCES
The Six makes an excellent troubleshooter because of their ability to unconsciously scan their
environment and anticipate all possible outcomes. They are known to be naturally intuitive, loyal,
hardworking, and courageous. Because of their thoughtful and insightful nature, they make excellent
strategists and planners. When they experience emotional safety and comfort, and the mind is quieted,
they often seek the deeper meaning of life, themselves, and others, especially in relationships. The Boy
Scout motto of “Be Prepared” could easily be attributed to a Six.

DEFENSIVE PATTERNS
The Six defends through chronic worry, hyper-vigilance, and projection. Projection occurs when an
internalized thought, memory, or feeling is externalized onto other people and situations as potential
threats. While the Six may appear to be confident on the outside, they have a type of internal radar that is
constantly scanning for pain, abandonment, betrayal, and failure. Unconsciously fixated on the pain of
the past, the Six projects this litany of fear-laden negative outcomes onto themselves, their environment,
and everyone around them. Without faith or trust, decisive action can be difficult for a Six, making it
seem they “stutter” through life. World famous Enneagram expert Helen Palmer (1988) describes this
dilemma: “Because they take a mental ‘Yes, but…’ attitude towards their own ideas, Sixes move toward
success in fits and starts” (p. 238).
Some authors of the Enneagram have created a secondary category within the Six called the “CounterPhobic Six.” From the PAUSE perspective, all Sixes have this capacity; some simply use it more often
than others do. The intrinsic fears of the Six can be expressed by their ego in one of two fashions,
compliance, or attack. Both are simply another form of flight or fight. From the perspective of the AAware Witness, it is important to recognize one’s fears, and learn to gather powerful resources to support
effective, non-reactive response instead of an unconscious fearful reaction.
A typical phobic reaction for the Six is to identify with the fear, while a counter-phobic response is to
override the fear. For example, a phobic reaction to the fear of skydiving would be an avoidance strategy,
while the counter-phobic reaction would be to choose to do it because they recognized their fear. The
phobic Six would stay on the ground, perhaps justifying their actions by being the photographer. The
counter-phobic would be the first in line to sign-up for the jump. They would feel fear throughout the
entire experience of planning, boarding the airplane, leaping into space, and not truly feel relief until back
on the ground. It actually wasn’t “fun” for the Six. In both cases, their ego would provide a litany of
reasons for justifying the internal opposing actions to support the outcome. The strategy is always
resistance or “against,” simply played out in different arenas.
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RELATIONSHIPS
Once committed to a partner or an ideal, the Six can create long lasting and dedicated relationships.
Stability and “roots” are important to the Six, as are ongoing reassurances of the partner’s commitment.
However, anticipating failure, and fearing their own vulnerability, the Six is hesitant to commit to a
relationship without the establishment of significant trust. It is difficult for a Six to acknowledge and
accept an authentic compliment from others because they are unconsciously scanning for some form of
disapproval and the subsequent pain of invalidation. They tend to abrogate their own inner authority
through misplaced idealization of external authority figures.
The unconscious focus on relationship failures of the past, no matter how minute, often overshadows the
positive of the present or the future, making the failures more prominent in the mind of the Six as
opposed to the joys. This negative overlay can affect relationships in present time. The Six requires
reassurance from their partner because of an indelible imprint from the past, which holds them locked in
time and space fearing abandonment and betrayal. Relationships are sacred to the six as portrayed by
Riso and Hudson (1999), “Thus, Sixes are cautions and skeptical about taking on new beliefs or
relationships. This is because Sixes are aware of the intensity of their commitment, once made, and want
to avoid making a mistake” (p. 247).

PHYSICAL TRAITS
The less resourced Six experiences a nearly constant state of low-level stress and anxiety. This ongoing
stress response generates a continual background stimulation of the Hypothalamic, Pituitary, Adrenal
axis (HPA Axis). This chronic stimulation contributes to the elevation of cortisol and a general
inflammatory response, which adversely affects the overall health of the body. Many Sixes have
suspicious or guarded looking eyes, while others have fearful or protruding eyes. Their breathing can also
be unconsciously guarded, creating a stop-start interruption or continuously shallow ventilation cycle.
Deep breathing exercises and learning to truly relax are key to the Six’s physical health.

HEALTH CHALLENGES
The unresourced Six often experiences a mind/body split in which
the core contracts, the breath is restricted and shallow, and the
individual appears to be stuck in inhale. This core contraction
prevents the streaming of the life force into the pelvis, legs, and feet,
thus restricting the Sixes capacity to experience the support of the
ground beneath. Riso and Hudson (1999) describe potential
pathology and health warning signs for the unresourced Six.









Paranoid
Dependent
Borderline Personality Disorders
Dissociative Disorders
Passive Aggressive Behaviors
Intense Anxiety Attacks
Acute inferiority feelings and chronic depression (p. 253)

Diagram E6-2: Six Wings & Arrows

WINGS AND ARROWS OF THE ENNEATYPE SIX
The Six has wings of Five and Seven, and arrows to Three and Nine. When the Resourced Six moves
towards their Five wing, they tend to slow down and research more thoroughly, analyze, and as a result
feel more assurance that they have the right answer. They also become caretakers for others. When the
Resourced Six moves to their Seven wing they often develop a rich sense of humor and learn to poke fun
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at the things they fear. They also become the person that people love to have as their friend due to their
loyalty and insight.
When the Six moves in the direction of the Nine, they become more optimistic and learn to relax. When
the Resourced Six moves in the direction of the Three, they get more certainty, improve their self-esteem,
and often seek leadership roles. Famous Enneatype Sixes include Jerry Seinfeld, Robin Williams, Walt
Disney, and Michael Caine (Jaxon-Bear, 2006, p. 203).

GENERAL THERAPEUTIC INTERVENTIONS
The PAUSE Hypnotherapist will find the Six is drawn to therapy under many circumstances such as;
generalized fear, panic and anxiety, inability to complete projects, serious procrastination issues, lack of
personal confidence, inability to trust in relationships, and a history of difficulty with closure and
challenges in allowing success.
The following therapeutic guidelines can be useful in supporting a Six:

 Realizing the Six is going to be distrustful in the best of circumstances, it is important for the
hypnotherapist to establish their credibility and desire to support the Six at the outset of the
relationship.
 Support the Six in finding and experiencing their Strength of Courage.
 Enneagram pioneer Helen Palmer (1988) emphasizes the importance of an integrated
mind/body approach in working with the Six. ”Sixes will progress more quickly towards their
higher abilities if they begin therapy or a meditation practice in conjunction with a physical
exercise program” (p. 267).
 The trauma resolution model created by Dr. Peter Levine provides powerful transformative
tools that are incorporated into the PAUSE Model of Hypnotherapy. The focus of this model
is to regulate the Central Nervous System and reduce the constant overload of the HPA Axis.
As the nervous system regulates, disquieting thoughts will subside.
 The challenge of the Six is to learn to fully embody, trust themselves, be their own authority,
and confidently express their truth. Discuss this with them regularly.
 The Six needs to be consistently resourced and re-resourced to retrain the nervous system for
relaxation and safety.
PAUSE THERAPEUTIC APPROACH FOR ENNEATYPE SIX
This section outlines the therapeutic questions that are designed to support the Mindfulness Path to
Wholeness for the Six, which is Courage, and teach them to better utilize their Enneatype Strengths of
Faith, Trust, and Strength to align with their Essential Self. Since the Six’s tendency is to distrust
themselves, and often others, these questions and key portions of PAUSE processes support the Six in
discovering how to regulate their nervous system, align with their positive resources, and reinforce the
natural courage of the embodied soul.
P-PRESENT FOR THE SIX
The challenge for the Six is the constant conscious and unconscious scanning for threat. Always
anticipating negative outcome, they spend much of their time in fear of the future, with validation arising
from focusing on only on past failures. The focus for the Six is to release both the past and future, and
learn to cultivate a reliable resource state that will anchor them in the safety of the now. The following is
a portion of an exercise that is useful in bringing the Six back to present time. Use this whenever the
client is solidly IN present time.

 Assist the client in creating a solid present-time anchor.
 Have them associate to it fully and anchor so they can explore the experience.
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What’s happening in your body?
What are your thoughts?
What are your feelings?
Where is your body most resourced?
Where do you feel safe?
What does safety feel like? If it were a color, what color would it be?
Imagine that color filling your entire body and mind.
Reinforce this anchor.

A-AWARE WITNESS FOR THE SIX
Establishing a solid “Home Base” P-Present Resource state, the Six will be able to move more quickly
into their A-Aware Witness from a state of resourced peace. The Six is arguably the most vigilant of all
the Enneatypes, and in many ways, they teach us the importance of the A-Aware Witness, and the power
of vigilance. The important question to ask is what are they scanning for? The unresourced Six is on
the constant lookout for threat, or the opportunity to cast blame for some area of their life. The wellresourced Six knows where true guidance is, and how to align with it.
Developing their Courage, and taking full responsibility for their life experience, the highly resourced Six
will find they scan for the good in themselves and others, instead of the opposite. This consistent practice
will help them to align with their Essential Self and create the peace and safety them seek. The following
exercise helps them to remember to review their decision making process.











Imagine a situation in which you have to make a decision:
What happens in your body?
What steps do you take to arrive at a decision?
Do you have one or more voices in your mind participating in this process?
What are they saying?
What do you need to do to release the outcome of this decision?
What would happen if you just did nothing?
What would happen if you just stopped thinking about it?
What happens when you shift your focus from the paradigm of the glass half-empty to the
glass half-full? What are you thinking? Hearing? Feeling?

U-UNWIND THE PAST FOR THE SIX
The unresourced Six spends little time in the present, often unconsciously reviewing the failures of the
past and projecting them into the future. This can challenge their ability to get deep restful sleep as they
often report waking up in the middle of the night in pain retracing ancient events, or deep fear anticipating
potential future. Unwinding the Past requires that we release stuck trauma in our minds and body. For
the Six it requires they move their unconscious viewpoint of being trapped in the trenches of the
battleground to a point of safety above it by utilizing their Courage and having Faith and Trust in their
Essential Self. A Course in Miracles (1996) describes this process, “There is no safety in a battleground.
You can look down on it in safety from above and not be touched. But from within it you can find no
safety” (T-23.III.6).
A useful process for the Six is a slight modification of the PAUSE Unwinding the Past trance where the
Resourced Six uses the color of Courage to fill their younger self and replay a conflict from the past to
evoke changing their experience of the event. They will see the event from a different position and learn
to recognize new ways of experiencing people and events. This releases stuck trauma, deepens their
resources, and teaches them to rise above the battlefield. Effective questions within this process include:

 Recall a time when you successfully faced a moderate conflict and felt courageous.
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What were you seeing, hearing, and feeling?
When did you feel Courage?
Release all images and only focus on the sensation of Courage.
If it were a color, what would it be?
Allow your mind and body to be filled with this color of Courage.
Anchor this positive experience as a Resource State.
Repeat this process multiple times to build a deep Anchor.

S-SURRENDER FOR THE SIX
Surrender for the Six is found in following their Strength of Courage. The Six's Challenge is Doubt,
which is an innate reluctance to trust truth. In surrendering to their path of Courage, they can experience
peace and move forward in life with more certainty instead of questioning everything they experience.
To identify Courage for the Six, we have to explore what they typically resist and project. Through
transformative work, a recognition of the underlying lessons these experiences are offering will surface.
This recognition will evolve into a natural gratitude for the people, places, and situations that were a part
of the experience. This appreciation will then evoke the opportunity for forgiveness of self and others.

R ESISTANCE
The Six's core fear is “Of having no support and guidance, of being unable to survive on their own” (Riso
and Hudson, 1999, p. 235). Their primary resistance pattern focuses against moving past or through fear,
as their unconscious mind seeks out fear in any form, identifies it, examines it, and magnifies it. Once
identifying it, strives to avoid it. This constant fear-focused vigilance in many ways validates the very
thing they seek to avoid, fear, and obfuscates the thing they desire most, safety.
Underneath their external fear lies a deeper resistance to trusting the true Peace associated with resting in
the Essential Self. For the unresourced Six, it is as if they can't quite believe how "real" true Peace is, and
are constantly waiting for the failure that would prove their suspicions correct. Since this focus is
generated by the fear of the past being repeated in the future, the unresourced Six is often unable to
completely relax and simply be in the "Now.”
Interestingly, even the poorly resourced Six is actually quite aware of their fear-based patterns, and will
happily point to past failures to justify their negative viewpoint. In this case, awareness is not adequate to
bridge the chasm of trust inherent in the Six's deeply fortified resistance patterns. In the PAUSE model,
internal trust is created through intense repetition of clearly positive experiences so that a deep resource of
support, reliability, and guidance is established. Without a therapeutic model guiding them, this trust is
more readily focused externally, as they are intrinsically in resistance to trusting their own guidance and
self-talk. In fact, the unresourced Six's self-talk can often be a very negative introject that disturbs their
sleep and undermines their ability to trust their ability to make good decisions.

P ROJECTION
For the Six, Projection is a way of life. The unresourced Six is constantly doing a threat-assessment on
everything in their world. On an unconscious level, they do not trust their internal navigation to give
them proper guidance, so they deny the Peace that resting in their Essential Self would give them. Since
they have decided their internal beacon is "broken,” they distrust themselves and look outside to find
direction and solace. However, the internal condemnation of their own information is soon projected
outwards to those they sought for inspiration and direction. This requires they validate the external
source with another external source, distancing themselves even further from looking within, and
continuing to invalidate their own internal navigation system.
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Constant projection leads the unresourced Six to lose contact with their body and emotions, and live in
the endless mental machinations of their mind. This disconnection creates a nearly endless internal
dialogue with themselves on nearly everything, to the point of distraction. Disconnected with themselves,
unwilling to trust others, disbelieving in any leadership, the unresourced Six finds themselves in a vicious
spiral that undermines their core desire to experience safety. The typical mask of the unresourced Six is
often based in skepticism, flavored by the Wing or Arrow they unconsciously favor.

F ORGIVENESS
The doubt-filled Six, constantly scanning the horizon for failure, always looking for someone or
something or even themselves to blame, can deny the need for forgiveness. True forgiveness is never
given if the unresourced Six still feels the need to punish those who have “failed” in some way in their
mind. The resourced Six recognizes the value of the Forgiveness process is to release themselves from
the pain of perceived failure and subsequent punishment that is invariably self-inflicted.
E – EVOKE ESSENCE FOR THE SIX
Evoking Essence for the Six requires that they change their loyalty from something that innately changes,
like people, houses, or jobs, and place their fealty instead in the eternal love and support of Essence that
lies deeply within. Helping the Six notice when they project onto leadership, good or bad, can be a useful
therapeutic approach. Helping them change their negative expectations is a critical part of the overall
process. Helping them to establish an Essence Resource State, a “God Anchor” as some call it, is a very
powerful way to teach them to rapidly change state from the quicksand of change to the stability of
permanence.

MINDFULNESS PATH TO WHOLENESS FOR THE SIX
The PAUSE approach is designed to support Enneatype Six on their Mindfulness Path to Wholeness,
which is through Courage. This requires they explore their Strengths of Faith and Trust, and increase
their internal Strength to assist their alignment with their Essential Self. As the core Thinking or Fear
Point, the Six will find their primary lessons come from recognizing how they use their mind and
emotions to distract them from resting in Faith and Trust. Unable to release outcome, the Six’s
tendency to distrust themselves (fear their own decisions) is at the heart of their block to building their
own internal strength and resiliency. Overcoming this takes Courage to change the Expectations.
MINDFULNESS
Mindfulness in the PAUSE Model is a specific application of the Aware Witness towards our own
thinking processes. We use this approach of compassionately monitoring our own thoughts to catch
ourselves when we engage in negative thinking that is not in alignment with the Essential Self. For the
Six, it is often when an unfounded premise is used to create fear. At the core of every negative
thought construct is a thread of truth, but typically it is layered with misdirects, emotional turmoil,
amplification, and threats of failure, pain, or shame. Its function is to increase doubt and fear, and hide
the “fact” that the entire construct is built on resisting the present. Colloquial phrases that could apply
are “Stinking Thinking,” or “Making Mountains out of Molehills.”
Transformation is at the heart of S-Surrender in the PAUSE Model. For the Thinking Triad, this can be a
very powerful process in addressing their unconscious egoic mental activity. Often, their own confusion
about their thoughts keeps them from uncovering the transformational truth that can express from every
encounter. The key to transformation is the recognition that there is always more than one way to look at
anything and everything in this world. The PAUSE Transforming Meaning process can be very useful for
the Six.
For example, an unfounded premise could be that the failure to elect the “correct” President could result
in the complete destruction of the country. Without being omniscient, there is no way to know the truth
of that premise. More importantly, the meaning that the Six gives the experience keeps them from
releasing outcome and finding peace. Their ego is unwilling to release the potential for imagined
catastrophe, as that unease fuels their egoic fire. Thoughtfully applying the PAUSE Transforming
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Meaning Process using the compassionate Aware Witness can allow the Six to see how the anticipated
“failure” of the country is an unfounded thought that they chose to believe. They can’t prove it, and
will often point to the future or past as justification, avoiding simply resting with “what is.”
GRATITUDE
The Essential Self rests in the certainty of Truth and offers true guidance. To experience this state, the
Six must learn to distinguish truth from lie, and learn to release outcome. While identified with their
challenge of Doubt, they find little to be truly grateful for. By implementing the PAUSE Model,
acknowledging underlying and often-denied resistance and projection, and embracing the underlying
lessons, true gratitude for their teachers and themselves can be experienced.
COURAGE
As the Six scans their world from a state of peace, they can see the truth of a situation. Once they have
established that a true need exists, they will naturally do what is necessary to eliminate or reduce negative
outcome. They then need to let the rest go. This requires true Courage on their part. Using Courage to
inform their lives, releasing outcome, they continue to experience Peace.
The Essential Self is continuously flowing and expressing the qualities of Love, Faith, Trust, and
Happiness. As the Six garners great resources and Courage through learning to be P-Present and UUnwinding the Past, they increase their inner Strength. Using the A-Aware Witness to be vigilant of the
endless nattering of the naysaying ego, they simply choose to no longer listen to it, and weaken its grip on
their heart. As they learn to S-Surrender to the small still voice of Love’s guidance that lies deeply
within, their trust in their ability to listen to right voice grows. As they learn to trust that a higher power
is always watching, always supporting, and always loving them, their Faith grows. Finally, as they
release all need to fear the future, they are able to fully embody Essence and E-Evoke the Grace and Joy
that comes from fully trusting their translucent heart.

Courage is not measured by the absence of fear,
but the decision that something else is more important than fear.
Dr. Kenneth Elwood
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ENNEATYPE ONE STYLE - DILIGENCE
OVERVIEW
We have called Enneatype One’s Style “Diligence” because they
are often idealists, driven by a relentless super-ego, which demands
non-stop perfection from themselves, others, and their
environment. The One focuses on creating a level of perfection
rooted in the personality and based on their early conditioning.
The unresourced One, unable to accept their own flaws, or the
flaws of others, carries an inner yardstick that constantly evaluates,
compares, and judges. Living on the surface of life, they often
miss the peace and beauty that lies within. Endlessly scanning the
environment for flaws and imperfection, they are committed to
enforcing their idealized standards while aspiring to maintain
control and be “right” according to their model of the world. With
their critical eye scrutinizing to find fault, they stand righteous,
poised, in control, and above the fray.

Diagram E1-1: Enneatype One

A resourced One is reliable, with high personal and professional
standards. A One can be a powerful activist for Goodness. They often feel compelled to bring order,
integrity, and high standards to situations, and often seek to assist people in realizing their fullest
potential. They can be solution focused and able to effectively assess situations and implement strategies,
which support the efficient realization of goals. The resourced One can often capture the “Big Picture,”
and create a structure that will promote long-term success for themselves and others.

Enneatype One
Style

Diligence

Path to Wholeness

Perfection

Strength

Serenity

Challenge

Anger, Resentment, Rigidity

Table E1-1: Core Aspects of the One

ETIOLOGY
It is important to recognize that early life experience does not create the Enneatype. The Etiology is the
result is the view of their childhood experience through the filter of the Enneatype. However, this unique
combination of nature and nurture directly influences the development of their Instinctual Variant: SelfPreservation, Social, or One-to-One.
The One’s experience of childhood often involved an emotionally withholding caregiver with rigid,
unyielding standards, who criticized them. In this environment, the child internalized the critical person’s
admonitions as a judgmental inner voice, which made the child feel flawed and never good enough. The
critical inner voice eventually evolved into the One’s demanding super-ego, replacing the negative
caregiver, enabling the child to self-monitor, control their feelings, and become the well-behaved child.
Many One children were given or decided to take on adult responsibilities prematurely. Having to control
their impulses to avoid criticism, they turned their attention to self-improvement and doing what they
should do, instead of what they wanted to do. In many homes, the One’s experience was that perfection
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was simply expected and not to be rewarded. The One learned to align the path towards perfection with
peace or even pleasure. Helen Palmer (1988) describes this pattern in the Ones: “Being a perfect person
requires a great deal of self-deprivation and demands tight internal control. Eventually the pleasure of
rewards can be submerged in favor of the pleasure of self-control” (p.78).

EMOTIONAL STATES
Seeking to be compliant and appropriate, the unresourced One often subsumes their various emotional
states. Their core fear is of their being considered defective, imperfect, or even evil. Listening to their
inner critic constantly pointing out their own lack of perfection creates a level of internal suffering that
the One unconsciously quells by projecting imperfection onto others and the world. Their world-view
then sees only imperfection and it becomes the One’s endless mission to correct it. Driven by an unseen
force and relentless demands of perfection, the unresourced One struggles to find peace and happiness in
the face of endless self-judgment and feelings of inadequacy.
The calm, rigid, and well-controlled exterior of the One often belies an underlying righteous anger,
resentment, and even rage. When the One’s experience of reality does not match their idealistic
worldview, the One will either struggle to repress their feelings or lose control and express the bottled-up
emotions unskillfully. Still striving for self-control, they generally restrain their emotions, remain
appropriate, and stay above reproach by cultivating a type of “impulse-control” which enables them to
choose an appropriate mask while repressing their true feelings of resentment and self-righteousness.
Jaxon-Bear (2006) describes the dichotomy of the One as “Rigid/Sensitive” (p. 108). While both aspects
of the dichotomy are always present, certain Ones can be more rigid and controlling while others more
sensitive.
Driven by the inner voice of a relentless superego and an internal image of perfection, Ones are selfeffacing and filled with remorse when they do not measure up to their own standards. The tendency to
reject the imperfections of the world, and conform to their super-ego causes psychological suffering. The
One often denies negativity and that which is not working in favor of maintaining a good appearance.
They tend to avoid the complexity of negative emotions or experiences by reframing situations in a
positive light, which can be seen as the One exercising their Seven arrow. The Ones are often
disconnected from their feelings as they remain focused on their drive to perfection with their strong will
and disciplined intellect.

RELATIONSHIPS
People often see an unresourced One as highly self-disciplined, perhaps even rigid and judgmental,
however this is not how most Ones see themselves. The One hopes to gain love and respect through
being responsible, reliable, and conscientious. They are typically independent, suppressing personal
needs, while striving to be self-reliant. In the beginning of a relationship, the One can be reluctant or
unskilled in sharing feelings. Rapport can best be built by sharing common goals, values, and interests.
In an unresourced state, they can be intolerant, critical, and judgmental as they impose their personal
values and standards on others. However, they can also be rational and fair, tempering their rigid
perfectionism with forgiveness and compassion. The One is often willing to extend support to team
members and friends to assist them in accomplishing their goals to become more responsible and
conscientious. However, when others fail to measure up to their perfectionistic ideals quickly enough, the
One often reacts with an attitude of resentment.

DEFENSIVE PATTERNS
The Defensive pattern for the One is called “Reaction Formation.” Always focused on their idealized
outcome, the One will unconsciously change an inappropriate impulse or mental distraction to a more
productive or appropriate one instantaneously. Jaxon-Bear (2006) defines this mechanism: “Reaction
formation means that as an impulse comes up from the subconscious, it is changed before reaching
consciousness” (p. 107).
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The One has learned to be appropriate, use time effectively, and maintain control. They typically defend
through obsessive-compulsive behavior. For instance, the One can be obsessively compulsive about
cleanliness, organization, or behavior. Since the act of organizing or tidying can create comfort in the
mind of a One, they may find that they like to clean the house or organize books or similar activity when
they are stressed. Always defending against imperfection, their invisible yardstick is constantly
evaluating standards, values, ideals, and performance.

RESOURCES
The One is typically intelligent and reliable with a good work ethic, willing to work hard to accomplish
goals. They have a strict moral code and high standards of behavior. They can be compassionate and
forgiving. They are discriminating and make excellent quality control monitors, project managers, and
troubleshooters. They do not rely on external approval, but on an inner sense of right and wrong. More
resourced Ones welcome feedback and eagerly engage in strategies for self-improvement. Conversely,
less-resourced Ones struggle with even the gentlest constructive feedback, becoming defensive as
unwanted feelings of being flawed arise. A typical One statement might be, “What’s wrong with this
picture?”

PHYSICAL TRAITS
The One’s striving for perfection often extends to their care of their physical body. Hard working and
disciplined they often create exercise, and nutritional strategies for improving and maintaining their health
that they adhere to throughout their lives. Less skilled at managing stress, Ones often schedule time in
their day for relaxation rituals; however, they rarely are successful in integrating the quality of relaxation
into the rest of their lives.
The One’s often have erect posture and a strong body that is typically highly charged with energy and
vitality. However, the One’s super-ego maintains rigid control of the streaming of life force energy by
restricting emotions, and controlling impulses through chronic negative admonitions and generalized
muscular rigidity. The body rigidity and tightness is focused particularly in the jaw, shoulders, and neck.
The One’s face often has symmetrical features, a tight brow, and thin lips. As a result, they can appear
tense, self-righteous, and angry.

POTENTIAL HEALTH CHALLENGES
Grounded in their will, the One’s determination and their focused mind make them effective at
accomplishing their goals. This pattern of extreme focus creates a defense that limits the streaming of life
force through the feeling centers and the front of the body. Repressed anger and resentment can
contribute to digestive disorders and migraines. Riso and Hudson (1999) describe potential pathology
and health warning signs for the unresourced One:








Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder
Depressive Personality Disorder
Eating Disorders
Crippling guilt
Periods of masochistic self-punishment
Outbursts of rage, intolerance, and condemnation (p. 117)

As we were, so are we now and will forever be. A sleeping mind must waken, as it sees its own
perfection mirroring the Lord of life so perfectly it fades into what is reflected there.
ACIM W-167.12.2-3
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WINGS AND ARROWS OF THE ENNEATYPE ONE
The One has wings to Nine and Three. When the Resourced One
has a strong Nine Wing, they can maintain their ideals and desire to
make the world a better place, while being introspective, kind, and
considerate. This more introverted Enneatype combination often
enjoys the solitude and comfort offered in nature.
The less resourced One with a Nine wing tends to be colored by the
unresourced aspects of the Nine. The perfectionistic quality of the
unresourced one joins with the tendency to withdraw of the
unresourced Nine. They become more critical within their own
mind and more of an elitist, preferring isolation over dealing with
the imperfections of others. They typically do not take an overt
stand to support positive change.
The Resourced One with a strong Two Wing is compassionate,
accepting of others, and willing to garner their resources to support
Diagram E1-2: One Wings & Arrows
them. They can be effective leaders, encouraging others to become
involved in the causes they believe in. The unresourced One with a strong Two Wing can be more
extroverted and impose their ideals and reforms on others. They can be critical of others, easily frustrated
and can tend to voice their discontent in unproductive ways. Famous Ones include Martha Stewart,
Prince Charles, Martin Luther King, Nelson Mandela, Clint Eastwood, and Ralph Nader (Jaxon-Bear,
2006, p. 112).

GENERAL THERAPEUTIC INTERVENTIONS
 Always seeking perfection, the One welcomes opportunities for self-improvement providing
the hypnotherapist meets their high ideals and standards. Early in the relationship, the
hypnotherapist should establish their credentials, their experience, and their philosophical
approach to therapy. Meeting the One where they are at requires professional appearance,
approach, and demeanor.
 Like the Three, the One should be acknowledged for their accomplishments, and gradually
encouraged to recognize that they are more than their external successes. By creating a
resource state out of their positive desires and accomplishments, the hypnotherapist can
gradually bridge the internal dichotomy of role versus Essential Self.
 The One should be encouraged to witness the inner critic in action and its impact on their life.
They can be taught to choose a more empowering thought when they recognize the inner
critic projecting judgment on themselves or others.
 Explore with the One their tolerance for imperfection in others. Identify a simple resource for
slowing down the reaction to the trigger and injecting a more positive experience.
 Cultivate the One’s ability to identify and name emotional states, thus creating a language of
emotions. Support them in recognizing their emotions, when they arise, and the meaning they
give them.
 Provide effective non-cathartic tools for acknowledging and regulating resentment and anger.
 Support the One in recognizing that some of their natural tendencies generate stress. Discuss
the physiological mechanisms of the stress response and its impact on overall health and wellbeing.
 Teach them to recognize the process of armoring their body with muscular rigidities, and how
that affects their mental, emotional, and physical health and well-being. Once the awareness
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is elevated, simple exercises can be provided to restore greater flexibility and energetic
streaming in the body.
 Encourage the One to explore the strengths and resources available to them in their Wings and
Arrows. For instance, help the One move into their Seven wing where they can enjoy fun and
laughter for no reason at all. Have them explore their Two wing, and learn to open their heart
and feelings for a more compassionate experience of themselves and others.
PAUSE THERAPEUTIC APPROACH FOR ENNEATYPE ONE
The PAUSE Model of Hypnotherapy is designed to support the Strength of the Enneatype One, which is
Serenity. Serenity is best defined as an experience of the Essential Self in which the One is free from
mental stress and disruptive emotions. It is an undisturbed state of peace and calm. Their Path is
Perfection, but often without Serenity, all they perceive is imperfection and experience emotional
imbalance as a result. The One’s tendency to be driven by outcome and approval prevents them from
experiencing the Essential Self’s state of recognizing Perfection in everyone, and thereby releasing
judgment so they can rest in equanimity and Serenity.

P – PRESENT FOR THE ONE
The PAUSE hypnotherapist should anchor the One anytime they are perceived experiencing a state
associated with the Essential Self. This state can be most easily cultivated by validating them when they
are expressing positive feelings that are not associated with accomplishment, comparison, or judging
themselves or others. The following is an excerpt of a process that demonstrates this approach.

 Recall or imagine a time when you felt undisturbed peace, calm, and serenity, yet were not
focused on a particular outcome.
 Recognize that you are feeling accepting of yourself, others, and your environment.
 Associate to this resource state and anchor it.
 What’s happening in your body?
 What are your thoughts?
 What are your feelings?
 What meaning are you giving this experience?
A-AWARE WITNESS FOR THE ONE
While the One has an excellent ability to observe themselves and others, often it is through the lens of
imperfection. This creates an internal and external dissonance, which is part of the core suffering of the
One. Teaching them to simply observe without judgment is a key goal for the One’s A-Aware Witness.

 Recall a time or situation where you felt critical of yourself.
 What are you seeing?
 What are you hearing?
 Is there an inner voice? If so, what is it saying?
 What’s happening in your body?
 What’s underneath that?
Ask multiple times as the client deepens with a silent mind and achieves a natural resource
state.)
 Close with the question, “What is True in this moment?”
Note: Make sure you continue to solidly anchor positive resource states that validate the experiences of
serenity and self-acceptance, and clear appreciation of “Just This,” the simple joy of the ordinary in the
present moment.
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U-UNWIND THE PAST FOR THE ONE
As the One perceives the past through the lens of imperfection and judgment; they create rules and
metrics that they apply to the present and the future. These metrics become patterns of limiting beliefs,
thoughts, feelings, or images. The goal of U-Unwind the Past for the One is to release the unconscious
and automatic judgment that occurs in the perception of what is happening now based on ancient
programming.

 Recall a time when you felt you could not be at peace because of the imperfections you
perceived in yourself, others, or the environment. In other words, “I can only be at peace if
___________and __________become more perfect.”
 Describe this event as if you were watching it on a movie screen.
 How did the “you” on the screen judge what needed to be changed in order to experience
serenity?
 How did that “you” view other significant individuals?
 How did that judgment affect the person on the screen’s capacity for serenity?
 What change did that “you” want to create in the people around them?
 What did that “you” on the screen have to believe to make them feel they could not
experience serenity?
 Is there any way that “you” could have met this person/situation more authentically without
being judgmental?
 Who are you without this judgment of yourself and others?
 What was that “you” on the screen worried what might or might not happen if you didn’t
change the situation to be more perfect?
 What emotions are at the core of this experience?
 Does this experience remind you of anything or anyone?
Note: Regression work may be indicated here if similar earlier events surface.
 What was missing from this experience?
 What was true about this experience?
Close with a return to their resource state.
S-SURRENDER FOR ENNEAT YPE ONE
S-Surrender for the One is found in exploring how they resist True Perfection, and how they project
imperfection. The One's Challenge is Anger and Resentment, which is based on feeling that they or
someone they care about has been treated unfairly. As the One learns to recognize what they resist and
project, they will uncover unconscious layers of repressed simmering anger that drives their defensive
mechanisms. Using their Strength of Serenity, they learn to choose Peace in the moment and release
judgment. In surrendering to their path of Perfection, they can experience peace and release the need to
perfect themselves or others. They can experience the perfection that lies within everyone, and every
situation. The PAUSE Model both reveals and explores the underlying lessons offered by the One's Path
of Perfection.

R ESISTANCE
The One's core fear is, "Of being bad, defective, evil, or corrupt” (Riso and Hudson, 1999, p. 99). The
One has a conscious conviction that things in the world are not quite right and need correction according
to their internal metric. The One unconsciously considers their strong feelings, passions, and emotions to
be bad and therefore inappropriate or unacceptable. Therefore, their primary unconscious resistance
pattern focuses against these strong emotions.
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The One keeps their emotions under severe control, always attempting to be appropriate. When they
finally erupt, "...their angry attitude manifests typically as an intolerant, critical, and resentful atmosphere
rather than an overly hostile one. In this sense resentment best describes their characteristic reactive
atmosphere” (Maitri, 2009, p. 73).
This resentment then acts as a filter against simply resting in peace and safety. Until the world conforms
to their requirements and guidelines, their unconscious crusade against gives them no rest. Being without
judgment, accepting things as they are, and releasing outcome, does not come easily to the unresourced
One. The constant incorrectness of themselves, people, places, and situations continually validate their
view that things demand correction, and they are just the person to point it out.
The One's focus on what is wrong with things often keeps them from seeing what is right, especially with
themselves. As a result, the unresourced One can be in resistance to validating themselves for any
accomplishment, even if well deserved, due to the required comparison against some other person's
similar effort. Their inner dialogue becomes one of chastisement, "You are so slow, other people are
faster, better, did it more easily...,” or of comparative self-praise "You did a much better job than that
poor guy who can't even dress right!" In other words, they often live in both internal and external
competition with themselves and others.

P ROJECTION
Projection for the unresourced One is often found in the labels of ideals they place on themselves and
others. On a conscious level, anything that is considered immoral, illegal, improper, or could damage
their social standing is immediately labeled and rejected. Unconsciously, any impulses that arise in
themselves to do or even consider anything taboo are internally punished with shame and guilt.
The unresourced One often sees the world in black and white, good and bad, holy and evil. As the One
understands the difference between a demand and a preference, they will uncover their unconscious anger
and judgmental patterns. For instance, you could prefer potatoes over green beans, or prefer paper bags
instead of plastic bags. Usually you aren't hostile towards the item you don't prefer, it is simply a choice
you like to make. However, the unresourced One can assign a meaning that the less preferred has a
context of competition or valuation, such as it is worse than the other, or harmful, or uglier. A label is
formed and a negative emotion is associated with it. The hypnotherapist working with the One needs to
explore the underlying negative emotions found in the judgment, which for the One is rooted in their
Challenge of Anger. Listen carefully for any labels that creep into their language and gently reflect them
back to the client, asking what they see, feel, and think about the meaning of the label.
For the unresourced One, and every other point on the Enneagram, Anger and Guilt can be seen as
opposite ends of an emotional teeter-totter whose fulcrum is "fairness.” Anger says, "I have been treated
unfairly,” and justifies punishment of the perpetrators from its sense of being right, which is seen in the
One's classic attitude of Righteousness. Guilt says, "I have treated another unfairly,” and requires
punishment be given for the grievous error. Therefore the One, filled with Righteous Anger, feels
validated in attacking the guilty, as they require punishment. It is the right thing to do, as they fear that
the unfairness will continue, and must be properly corrected. If the angry One can convince the
perpetrator of the unfairness of their error, and get them to own their guilt, the Righteous One will feel
vindicated and validated, confident that the guilty party will continue to punish themselves. Of course,
this projection of error, fear, and guilt can apply to themselves as well as others. It is important to note
that all Enneatypes use this painful “corrective” device of the ego, not just the One.

F ORGIVENESS
The One has an excellent tool of discernment for Right Action which, when used properly, can assist
them on the path to forgiveness through understanding the One's classic attitude of Righteousness. Guilt
says, "I have treated another unfairly,” and requires punishment be given for the grievous error.
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Therefore the One, filled with Righteous Anger, feels validated in attacking the guilty, as they require.
Using the perspective of the A-Aware Witness, the One can appreciate the opportunity that the other
person has just given them to up-level their demands for perfection to a preference. As a result they
will find it easy to release the negative emotional context and provide effective feedback, if appropriate,
and in all cases release outcome. Forgiveness then comes naturally, as they see the underlying lesson this
opportunity has taught them.

E – EVOKE ESSENCE FOR THE ONE
Bringing the One to Essence requires an ongoing utilization of their Strength of Serenity. When they stay
focused on their Path of Perfection, they will see the perfection in all things. Once there, they can rest in
the peace of Essence. Here is a portion of an exercise that is useful for the One in evoking and anchoring
Essence:

 Recall or imagine a time when you felt undisturbed peace, calm, and serenity, yet were not
focused on a particular outcome.
 Recognize that you are feeling accepting of yourself, others, and your environment.
 Associate to this resource state and anchor it.
 What’s happening in your body?
 What are your thoughts?
 What are your feelings?
 Imagine or recall a time when your Essential Self and your idealized self-image were fully
integrated in a positive way.
 Notice the Serenity of this connection.
 What are you seeing?
 What are your thoughts?
 What are you feeling?
Deepen the anchoring of this enhanced resource state.
F UTURE P ACE E XERCISE
The following exercise can be useful in reframing the One’s future concepts with an aligned outcome.

 Imagine a time in the next few months where you may feel righteousness or a tendency to
judge, but you choose to experience serenity instead, and release outcome:
 See yourself safely speaking and responding from your Essential Self in this situation, with no
need to judge yourself, the environment, or others.
 What do you need to have in this moment to feel safe and at peace?
 What are you seeing, hearing, and feeling as you naturally and comfortably integrate your
Essential Self in this situation?
 How do you know you are experiencing your integrated Essential Self?
Repeat this 2-3 times, in future instances, each time increasing the ease, safety, and feeling of
authenticity.
 Elicit the positive anchored Resource State and close with, “On a scale from 0-10 with 10
being absolute Serenity, what are you experiencing now?”
G RATITUDE
The Unresourced One, identified with their Mask of Righteousness, find little to be truly grateful for. The
Essential Self rests in Peace without judgment, recognizing the beauty and truth that lies within everyone.
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To experience this state, the One must use their Strength of Serenity where they learn to up-level their
demands to preferences, and release judgment and outcome. They recognize that the very things they are
judging as imperfect can be their biggest teachers. By implementing the PAUSE Model, acknowledging
their underlying and often denied resistance and projections, and embracing the underlying lessons, true
gratitude can be experienced.

EMBODIED PATH TO WHOLENESS FOR THE ONE
The One’s Embodied Path to Wholeness is Perfection. In the same fashion as all other Enneatypes, their
Path is an inner one. When applying their righteous metric of perfection on others, no matter how well
intended, what they are actually doing is judging the other person as imperfect. This unconscious egoic
act is a defense against the truth of the perfection that lies within themselves and others. Their Strength
of Serenity is required to learn to move from the head to the heart and simply rest in the A-Aware
Witness without evaluation, without judgment, and without projection.
As the Resourced One develops the power of their A-Aware Witness to see themselves and others with
compassion and neutrality, the constant comparison and analysis lessens. Releasing the need to
constantly improve, learning to be satisfied with “what is” increases their ability to experience true peace.
Releasing their activation around “fairness,” they realize that they may not know what a particular
situation is teaching another, and they experience a “loving allowance” for all things that people are
doing, being or experiencing.
The Resourced One recognizes that their constant striving for Perfection on the outside is an unconscious
resistance strategy to accepting themselves and embracing life just as it is. As they master P-Present, they
learn to be in the Now, without judgment. They learn to release the need to “do” anything, and just
rest in “being.”
As a member of the Body Triad, their greatest lessons are through the body. Instead of seeing their
body (or others) as an imperfect vehicle for the beauty of their essence, they recognize that it is exactly
right for its highest purpose of extending and communicating Love. They learn to get out of their mind,
and into their body, and rest in their heart. They release the resistance to being fully embodied as they
remember the truth of who they are.
U-Unwinding the past, they understand the past will only repeat in the future if they remain unconscious.
Using their compassionate Aware Witness, they learn to see their past as a series of learning
opportunities. They recognize their apparent failures and successes as growth experiences. They learn to
release the grip the imperfect past has in their mind.
The resourced One transforms the resentment underlying self-judgment and judgment of others by
recognizing how S-Surrender identifies resistance and projection. As the One learns to recognize what
they resist and project, they uncover unconscious layers of repressed simmering anger that drives their
defensive mechanisms. Using their Strength of Serenity, they learn to choose Peace in the moment and
release judgment.
Seeing the underlying lessons, they can return to the resources cultivated through the PAUSE model and
experience Serenity. As their heart opens and the One acknowledges their vulnerability and longing for
love and acceptance, the warmth of their E-Essential Self shines through. They accept the beauty of the
present moment, recognizing its True Perfection. Accepting of themselves and others, the One can now
enjoy success in the world as well as the ability to connect to their feelings and the deepest parts of
themselves without judgment. As their heart and mind expand to include all things, they tap into the
Serenity of their Essential Self.
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"Love everything He created, of which you are a part, or you cannot learn of His peace and
accept His gift for yourself and as yourself. You cannot know your own perfection until you
have honored all those who were created like you.”
ACIM T-7.VII.6.5

A designer knows he has achieved perfection not when there is nothing left to add, but when
there is nothing left to take away.
Antoine de Saint-Exupery
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ENNEATYPE SEVEN STYLE – OPTIONS
OVERVIEW
We have called Enneatype Seven Style “Options” because
more than any other Enneatype they must have multiple
options for every situation in life. They enjoy pursuing a
fast paced, dynamic lifestyle filled with variety, fun, and
pleasure. Their experience of identity and sense of security
is often based on being able to maximize their potential for
fun and in finding the positive in their lives.
Resourced Sevens like to grasp the big picture, synthesize
information, and then move on to unexplored topics and
adventures. They often seek activities that are novel,
stimulating, and entertaining to maximize options, and to
potentially distract themselves from fear, pain, and boredom.
They laugh easily, and are often gregarious and highly
animated.
Fear is defined as the anticipation of future pain, and the
Seven rests in the Enneagram's fear-based triad of Five, Six, and
Diagram E-7-1: Enneatype Seven
Seven. As a result, this group tends to spend a great deal of
their time and energy creating strategies to avoid future pain.
The pain the Unresourced Seven avoids does not have to be physical, and is more often focused on mental
or emotional pain. However, they can lack the discipline, focus, and patience required to establish
themselves and ground their vision.

Enneatype Seven
Style

Options

Path to Wholeness

Sobriety, Gratitude

Strength

Right Work, Wisdom, Right Planning

Challenge

Gluttony

Table E7-1: Core Aspects of the Seven

ETIOLOGY
It is important to recognize that early life experience does not create the Enneatype. The Etiology is the
result is the view of their childhood experience through the filter of the Enneatype. However, this unique
combination of nature and nurture directly influences the development of their Instinctual Variant: SelfPreservation, Social, or One-to-One.
Sevens come from a diversity of life experiences and socio-economic groups. They often report having a
wonderful childhood. However, upon closer examination it’s often because they use selective memory to
focus only on the good experiences. The Seven is a master at reframing any negative experience into a
positive. While their natural reframing tool is very useful for every other Enneatype, for the Seven, it
merely serves as a quick escape from the present. Jaxon-Bear (2006) describes the inner world of the
young Seven, “This is the home of magical thinking. Sevens believe that if we all think good thoughts,
everything will turn out in the end. ‘Don’t bring me down’ is the Seven commandment” (p. 192). The
young Seven is often the jokester or class clown, and can often learn to use their quick-wit to disarm,
enliven, and energize a person or group.
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Riso and Hudson (1999) describe how the Seven’s development seems highly focused on using external
objects to reduce stress. “One way that children manage the difficult process of separation is by focusing
on what psychologists call transitional objects. Having toys, games, playmates, and other distractions
help toddlers tolerate their anxiety” (p.265). Adult Sevens seem to have the same notion, and utilize all
the objects and activities in their world as distracting transitional objects to suppress their unconscious
fear and frustration.

RESOURCES
The resourced Seven is quick-witted, often verbally adroit, and are frequently very fast learners. They are
naturally physically well-coordinated, often with above average manual dexterity. They can see life as a
grand adventure. They are curious, and are easily amused and entertained. They are excellent planners,
are focused on practical applications, and are able to strategize multiple paths to successful outcome.
They typically have an excellent sense of humor and enjoy helping others reframe challenges into
positives.

DEFENSIVE PATTERNS
The core defensive strategy of the Seven is their capacity to escape, mentally, emotionally, or physically.
This strategy clearly keeps them off their path to their Essential Self, which for the Seven is through
Sobriety and Gratitude. Sobriety for the Seven is best described as simply being with what it, not
wishing anything were different, not looking for a deeper meaning, and truly releasing outcome.
Gratitude happens naturally when they are in that state. Escape on a mental or emotional level translates
to their nearly instantaneous ability to reframe any negative experience to a positive. Sandra Maitri
(2000) describes the Seven's powerful reframing tool: “Clearly much rationalization and justification are
necessary to give everything a positive spin, and Sevens are masters at explaining things in such a way
that everything comes across as being just fine” (p. 231).
They are excellent planners on a conscious level, always focused on ensuring that maximal output is
gained from any endeavor while having fun along the way. On an unconscious level, the Seven is
constantly looking for pain-avoidance strategies to defend against any possibility of a negative
experience. The Challenge of the Seven is Gluttony, which is best described as an insatiable desire to
taste the sweetness of life without any of the subsequent consequences or negative outcomes. It
experienced on an unconscious level as a cup that can never be filled. The unresourced Seven feels that
no one thing or person is capable of fulfilling their needs, and will substitute anything and everything in
their endless pursuit of happiness through distraction and reframe. The Seven’s Challenge of Gluttony is
in direct opposition to Sobriety. The unresourced Seven tends to be an addictive personality type, and
distracts by excessively and compulsively using drugs, alcohol, food, sex, exercise, fast cars, motorcycles,
extreme sports, or other similar modalities as a form of escape from reality.

RELATIONSHIPS
Resourced Sevens in relationships can be playful, experience a wide range of healthy emotions, and bring
fun and laughter into the heart of a relationship. They are often pragmatic, and recognize the importance
of a work /life balance, but don’t always achieve it because they often appear to enjoy over-extending
themselves. The Seven is very engaged with the people they are in relationship with, is emotionally
available, and is very supportive of those they care about.
The challenge to those in relationship with an unresourced Seven is their lack of consistency and
commitment. They may hear solid intentions of a positive outcome from the Seven, but fail to see them
come to fruition because something else came up along the way. Masters of reframe, they will justify,
rationalize, and intellectualize all of the reasons for their tendency to change course. The unresourced
Seven often has a trail of broken romances and relationships in their past. They can be addicted to new
love, and move from relationship to relationship without feeling long-term remorse. They will often
externalize their failures in relationships by blaming the shortcomings of others. They find the pain of
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looking within and recognizing their own inadequacies is greater than the pain of destroying the
relationship, so it is simpler to just move on to the next one.

EMOTIONAL STATES
The resourced Seven is warm, affable, engaging, intellectually stimulating, and often the life of the party.
They can be grounded and practical, and at the same time incorporate having fun in any mundane activity.
Riso and Hudson (1999) describe the inner world of the Resourced Seven,
Perhaps Type Seven’s greatest gift is the ability to maintain positive outlook and sense of
abundance. When this outlook is tempered by realism and a willingness to deal with difficult
feelings, Sevens are able to generate an infectious enthusiasm for whatever situation is at hand.
(p. 283)
Unresourced Sevens have a tendency to live in the fast lane of life, indulging in everything excessively,
including their emotions. Their core fear is of being deprived of anything that makes them happy, or of
being trapped in any form of mental or emotional pain. This drives them to avoid pain and seek pleasure,
and they seem to be in relentless pursuit of new experiences. While the unresourced Seven appears to be
concerned with boredom, it subsumes a deeper fear of experiencing their underlying feelings of anxiety,
lack, or limitation.

PHYSICAL TRAITS
The resourced Seven is typically physically strong, coordinated, and healthy. They can utilize the
physical and emotional strengths of their Eight Wing and One Arrow. The Eight gives them the capacity
and courage to embody, and move forward, while their One Arrow provides the self-discipline needed to
follow a healthy diet and exercise routine. The unresourced Seven can have similarities to the Oral,
Masochistic, Psychopathic, and Rigid Character structures as described by Wilhelm Reich. As a result,
even the less resourced Seven can enjoy an energetically charged, coordinated, healthy structure. The
rigid compensation the Seven often enjoys can support them in generating self-discipline, which can
mitigate their Challenge of Gluttony.

POTENTIAL HEALTH RESOURCES
The Seven expresses a hedonistic passion for life, which can drive excesses and addictive behavior. The
indulgence in their passion of Gluttony can create significant physical, mental, and emotional health
challenges. Riso and Hudson (1999) describe potential pathology and health warning signs for the
unresourced Seven:















Manic-Depressive Disorders
Borderline Conditions
Histrionic Personality Disorder
Obsessive-Compulsive Disorders
Substance Abuse
Extreme Disassociation
Extreme dissipation and attempt to escape anxiety
Serious longstanding and debilitating addictions
Impulsiveness, offensiveness and infantile reactions
Compulsive activities and highly elated moods
Periods of being out of control
Mania, depression and wild mood swings
Periods of panic and paralyzing terror (p. 281)
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WINGS AND ARROWS OF ENNEATYPE SEVEN
The Seven has wings of Six and Eight, and arrows to One
and Five. When the Resourced Seven moves towards their
Six Wing, they tend to have a more optimistic view of life,
form deeper relationships, and often move into a highly
public role such as entertainment, teaching, and leadership.
The unresourced Seven moving to Six will tend to be
engaging and witty, but unable to stay focused or grounded
for long periods of time, promising success but finding it
very difficult to deliver as they tend to lack the focus and
skills needed to do their homework and do the required
follow-up.
When the Resourced Seven moves towards their Eight Wing,
they become fully engaged in the world, very present and
grounded, pragmatic, and able to find sometimes rather
unique ways to manifest whatever they want from life. The
unresourced Seven moving to Eight will become demanding,
easily distracted, a tendency to become a workaholic, and less
available in relationships.

Diagram E-7-2: Seven Wings & Arrows

The resourced Seven moving to their Five Arrow tends to slow down, reduce the activity of the mind, and
release their addiction to distracting thoughts and behaviors. The unresourced Seven in their Five Arrow
will become lost in thoughts, repress their needs, and create separation and compartmentalization. When
the Resourced Seven moves to their One Arrow, they can find serenity by releasing attachment to rules
and structure, and recognizing the underlying perfection in all things just as they are. The unresourced
Seven in their One Arrow will add controls and restraints on themselves and others, increase effort to
accomplish a task, and become more rigid. This increased stress can actually undermine their original
positive intentions and create failure. Famous Enneatype Sevens include Robin Williams, Jerry Seinfeld,
Steven Spielberg, Walter Disney, Danny Kaye, Ram Dass, Cary Grant, and Timothy Leary (Jaxon-Bear,
2006, p. 203).

GENERAL THERAPEUTIC INTERVENTIONS
The Seven has a natural desire to explore and maximize their options, but seldom directly seeks therapy.
Unconsciously they often fear facing their shadow, which may threaten their mask of happiness,
confidence, and competency. The less resourced Seven may consider therapy to be too restrictive and
decide to leave soon after starting, or never participate fully. The Seven may decide to seek therapy if
they are challenged by life threatening addictive behavior, failure of a significant relationship, or inability
to stay on-task in a work setting.
The following therapeutic interventions for Enneatype Seven provide the PAUSE Hypnotherapist with
insights, suggestions, and techniques designed to facilitate a successful therapeutic interaction with this
outgoing, gregarious, engaging client who may be heavily invested in hiding a fear-based shadow. The
Seven has a high tolerance for activity, excess of all kinds, and even bodily pain. However, their constant
thrill seeking and desire for stimulation and challenge also makes them an on-going flight risk if they feel
their options are becoming limited or the internal pain too great.
As with all clients, establishing a resilient and authentic resource state is critical for therapeutic success.
The trauma resolution activities described in The PAUSE Trance Manuals for establishing Resources
should be developed with the client in advance of utilizing any other intervention. The unconscious mind
of the Seven will resist anything that undermines its capacity to maintain a viable exit strategy (options),
by creating a state of uneasiness or dissatisfaction. Once the Seven learns they can control their internal
state of negative arousal by utilizing an effective Resource Anchor, they will be able to experience more
consistent states of presence, mental peace, and clarity. Initial work with the Seven should involve
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supporting them in connecting to the stable resources of the body through simple breathing exercises and
body awareness exercises as described in the Hypno-Workout. Sevens are often well grounded and able
to enjoy resting within their body for initially short periods of time, so this can be an agreeable starting
point.
The Seven is a natural multi-tasker with a very active, often unfocused mind. As their progress increases,
it is essential that the Seven learn to connect to their A-Aware Witness and observe the challenges they
face in keeping their awareness in the present moment rather than rushing into the future. The
combination of their narcissistic tendencies and a lightning-fast ability to reframe any situation makes
them able to justify nearly any action or behavior.
However, these are all tools of mental escape for the Seven. They need to learn to track and acknowledge
these escapes, and move into the truth of the experience in order to explore the underlying fear-based
feelings. They should be encouraged to recognize their tendency to mentally disengage, become bored or
checkout by describing the habitual pattern of moving away or intellectualizing during the therapeutic
session. The following type of questions can be explored:

 What was happening in your body during a recent interaction in which you moved away from
being present?
 What was happening just before you moved away?
 Was there a specific image that came to your mind while this was happening?
 What is involved in moving away? How do you do it?
 What were you resisting experiencing?
 What meaning did you give this?
The client can be guided in re-scripting their interactions using these questions.






What if you had stayed in your body, resting in the now?
What are your thoughts?
What are your emotions?
What is happening in your body?
Slow everything down, and focus only on sensation

Because the Seven unconsciously operates from the notion that "I am always okay,” they can feel anxious
during the onset of therapy, as they fear the opposite will be explored. Worse, they fear behaviors or
patterns that they have enjoyed will be taken away, reducing their options, and thus creating pain. While
the conscious mind may have agreed to therapy, the unconscious mind is still protecting the vulnerable
child, who is just looking to have fun, and may not be open to change. It is critical the hypnotherapist
establish a heart-centered and empathic rapport with the Seven while clearly establishing boundaries
within a highly structured professional setting.
The Seven needs to learn to develop skills that will enable them to stay present and feel instead of
intellectualize; and fully engage, instead of remaining on the surface of life. The hypnotherapist needs to
be aware that the unresourced Seven client may be able to effectively articulate their emotional feelings,
without actual experiencing them. The inclination is also seen in the Five. This ability to remain in
mask, while clearly articulating their inner state, may confuse both the client and the hypnotherapist at
first. Early case-gain may quickly plateau until the Seven is willing and trained to explore the underlying
fear that keeps them in their heads and out of their feeling centers. Their facile patterns of denial are
well managed by the unconscious filters that keep discomfort or pain from reaching their conscious mind.
The hypnotherapist needs to redirect the Seven whenever they become overly analytical and unwilling to
remain in the present. The Seven’s unconscious defensive patterns may become engaged by resurrecting
old patterns of reframing and making light of any negative situation. Returning their attention to the
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underlying feelings will allow them to track and contact their natural sensations and deeper impulses.
Once they have a sense of the subtle sensations and impulses of the body, they can learn to articulate their
deeper emotional states. It can be useful to improve mind/body communication and deeper awareness by
consistently asking questions that direct their attention to their body and emotions such as:






What’s happening in your body right now?
Can you move into that feeling?
What is that body part feeling right now?
If that body part could speak, what would it be saying?

Encourage the Seven to explore the strengths and resources available to them in their Wings and Arrows.
For instance, support them in moving to their Six Wing where they can generate practical innovations,
move more deeply into relationships with others, and be more willing to stay present and confront when
there are differences in opinion. Have them move into their Eight Wing where they can learn to be
strong, healthy, emotional, and connected to their instinctual energies. Have them explore their Five
Arrow where they can be more aware of details, dive deeply into research, and eventually learn to give
their minds a rest. Have them explore their One Arrow where they can learn to become clearly focused
on each step of an activity, learn the value of rules, and eventually, rest in serenity.

PAUSE THERAPEUTIC APPROACH FOR ENNEATYPE SEVEN
The PAUSE approach is designed to support Enneatype Seven in exploring their Mindfulness Path of
Sobriety, which is their direction back to their Essential Self. Sobriety is best defined as simply being
with “What Is,” with no need to seek pleasure, nor avoid pain. As the extroverted aspect of the Thinking
Triad, the Seven will find their primary lessons come from recognizing how they use their mind and
emotions to escape from any perceived internal pain or limit to their happiness.
When resting in Sobriety, the Seven is able to perceive the truth in an experience while recognizing the
fullness and power of being in the eternal Now. This enables them to release the future and past, pleasure
and pain. This can be seen in stark contrast to their Challenge of Gluttony, which can best be described as
“Seek, but do not find.” A Course in Miracles (1976) describes this unconscious activity of Gluttony.
“Do you realize that the ego must set you on a journey which cannot but lead to a sense of futility and
depression? To seek and not to find is hardly joyous” (T-12.IV.4).
Purposefully worded questions and processes are used to evoke the client’s direct experience of their
Essential Self. The intention in these questions and processes is to assist the Seven in self-exploration
and self-regulation as they progress along the path towards integration. Because of this work, the Seven
can uncover their tendency to be unconsciously driven by their Challenge of Gluttony.
P–PRESENT FOR THE SEVE N
Establishing a resilient and authentic resource state for the Seven is critical for Therapeutic success. The
unconscious mind of the Seven will not acknowledge their deeply held limiting beliefs unless there is a
solid, well-established place of safety they can rest in and rely on. In fact, if a hypnotherapist finds that
they are not able to get significant case-gain with the Seven, they should review their client’s P-Present
resource state, and inquire how and when their client uses it. Until the client recognizes that their ability
to change states will actually increase the chance of a successful outcome, they will continue to utilize
their old habits and operating strategies of unconscious avoidance and escape. The Seven must be
encouraged to feel the sensations and emotions associated with what is happening in the moment, and
identify with the unadorned truth of that experience. This is the essential first step in being P – Present,
and with practice they will find it comforting and rewarding.
The “Sensing Safety and Comfort in the Body” and “Accessing the Inner Body as a Healing Resource”
and similar exercises found in the PAUSE Trance Manuals foster a simple awareness of being gently
supported, held, and safe. These exercises should be repeated in one form or another at least three times.
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The hypnotherapist should continue to solidly anchor positive resource states that validate the Seven’s
experiences of safety, peace, and acceptance of the present moment just as it is, with no anticipation of
outcome or desire to change anything.
The “Establishing Presence” trance supports the client in cultivating the basic elements of tracking
sensations, thoughts, and feelings. It creates a resilient and reliable resource state through a safe-place
meditation. “The Sanctuary” trance further cultivates the client’s capacity to be P-Present while offering
a stable resource, referred to as the Sanctuary, which introduces a variety of archetypal resources. The
PAUSE Model utilizes the Sanctuary as a base resource structure for much of its work. The “Feeling It”
trance offers a wide variety of resources that supports the Seven in learning to name feelings and regulate
their nervous system as they change states. This assists them in choosing a more empowering experience
when exposed to potentially stress- producing situations.
A-AWARE WITNESS FOR THE SEVEN
The PAUSE Model supports the client in experiencing the state of the A-Aware Witness with a number of
tools. The Seven will find preceding nearly any exercise with Atisha’s Heart Meditation as found in the
PAUSE Trance Manuals. This meditation is useful in silencing the mind, creating a state of
compassionate non-judgmental presence, while establishing a sense of wholeness. The hypnotherapist
should validate the Seven anytime they are perceived turning their attention inward and describing their
authentic feelings or sensations.

E XPLORING THE F ELT S ENSE T RANCE
This trance, as found in the PAUSE Trance Manuals, is designed to assist the client in cultivating their
capacity to experience feelings and life’s circumstances without interpretation or translation. It also
supports the client in acknowledging vulnerabilities and learning to shift from an unresourced state to a
more stable resource state. The embedded processes in this trance will strengthen the client's capacity to
be fully present, increase their ability to track “Felt-Sense,” and fully associate to the experience of life
and Self. This trance will also anchor the Seven’s capacity to consistently return to an awareness of the
Essential Self and the guidance of the A-Aware Witness.
By repeatedly asking the questions in various forms, “What’s underneath that?” and “What meaning do
you give this?” the client will be asked to explore the underlying sensations, thoughts, and motivations
driving their behavior. As the well-resourced Seven deepens their state of self-observation, the goal is for
them to experience transformational insights, allowing the mind to grow silent, and thereby supporting
them in entering into a natural resource state. The hypnotherapist may decide to apply this same tool in
other areas such as feelings of anxiety and stress.
U-UNWIND THE PAST FOR THE SEVEN
The purpose of U-Unwinding the Past is to assist the Seven in uncovering and releasing the patterns of
limiting beliefs, thoughts, feelings, or images that prevent them from experiencing a state of safety in the
present moment. The PAUSE Model’s focus on U-Unwind the Past is to teach the Seven tools to
consciously regulate their nervous system. Pain-avoidant, they often have little desire to review what
they think of as their failures. After firmly establishing a reliable resource state, as described in “P” and
“A” of PAUSE, the hypnotherapist can safely proceed in exploring the past with their skittish Seven
client. Specifically for the Seven, U-Unwind the Past assists them in becoming aware of their patterns of
Gluttony, their strategies to avoid pain, and how to offset with their Strength of Sobriety.

M OVIE S CREEN O BSERVATION AND A SSOCIATION
This approach is used in a number of trances in the PAUSE Trance Manuals, and teaches the Seven to
consciously alternate between an activated state and a resourced state. The value of this simple and
effective process is that the client no longer needs to resist traumatic memories or unresolved feelings.
Their emotional and neurological resiliency improves each time they use this exercise as they gain
confidence in their ability to change perspectives and states when needed.
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S-SURRENDER FOR THE SE VEN
S-Surrender for the gregarious, outgoing, and enthusiastic Seven is found in exploring their Strengths of
Right Work, Wisdom, and Right Planning, and recognizing when they “stray” from their Mindfulness
Path to Wholeness. “Right Work” for the Seven is best defined as staying focused on the highest and best
priority that brings them to their true goal, which is identifying with the Guidance of the Essential Self.
Bodhi Bhikkhu in his book The Noble Eightfold Path: Way to End Suffering (2006) discusses how
Buddhism reflects this concept of Right Work in their fourth and fifth precepts of the Noble Path. He
stresses how the importance of Right Action, Right Livelihood, and Right Effort are important elements
of the path to enlightenment. For the Seven, the focus that they are always doing their “Right Work” in
any moment becomes a tool to recognize resistance they may have to the contrary.
“Wisdom” for the Seven occurs when they slow down and incorporate the entirety of an experience.
Avoiding painful memories of the past or focusing on seeking pleasure in the future while avoiding pain
only generates avoidance strategies, not true wisdom. “Planning” for the Seven is best defined as aligning
one's future with today’s activities to maximize the opportunity to bring the Seven into consistently
expressing their Essential Self. Once the plan is inspired and informed by their Path of Sobriety, they can
learn to release outcome and S-Surrender to their higher guidance.
The Path of Sobriety for the Seven can certainly involve the classical definition of abstinence, if addictive
substances are an issue in their life. The key to understanding this Path is to recognize that one of the
Seven's primary tools for dealing with challenges and resisting what is happening is escape. Drugs,
alcohol, sex, fast cars, extreme sports, and the like are all forms of escape for the Seven. Anything that is
stimulating keeps them distracted from their unconscious fear that they won't be able to contact the
comfort and safety that comes from true guidance. Sobriety, then, is recognizing when the Seven is using
distracting behavior in any form to change their mood, change their state, or change their focus. All of
which takes them away from Right Work, Wisdom, and Right Planning.
The Seven needs to learn to be vigilant of their unconscious Challenge of Gluttony, which creates an
ongoing dissatisfaction with the present moment. It is the underlying driver that forces the Seven to
always search for something better, bigger, more. Regardless of the Enneatype, true surrender is found in
learning to embrace the inner journey and release the identification with the hedonistic satisfaction that
comes solely through physical experience. Sri Satchidanandi alludes to this in The Living Gita (1988):
On yet another level, the war chariot is the body; the five beautiful horses are the senses; and the
reigns that control the horse are the buddhi or intellect. If that intellect, the discriminative
faculty, is in the hands of the conscious, which is God in you, then your chariot runs well. (p.
xxiii)
Sobriety is the recognition that one can choose a better state without external impetus, justification, or
rationalization. Sobriety is the opposite of escape. The following questions are designed to help the
Seven on their path to S-Surrender when looking at issue in their life:










What am I anticipating will happen in this situation?
What am I worried I may lose if I make a choice in this situation?
What do I need to do to be fully present in this moment?
What am I avoiding right now?
Where is Peace in this moment?
Is there a better thought or feeling that I could hold right now?
How many things am I thinking about right now?
What is this experience trying to show me/teach me?

R ESISTANCE
The Seven's core fear is "Of being deprived and trapped in pain" (Riso & Hudson, 1999, p.262).
Interestingly, the pain referred to here is not fully of the body, but more along the lines of emotional pain.
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The unresourced Seven resists emotional pain by skating on the surface of life, keeping relationships
light, and not committing to any one thing. For the Seven, the buffet of life is always open. They have to
have it all, right now, or make a plan to have it all. Even if deeply enjoying whatever is on their plate, if
asked about today's meal they will tell you about their plans for diving in to other parts of the buffet.
The Seven is often hardworking, enthusiastic, and has a great sense of humor. When properly harnessed,
these are powerful assets for success. However, their quick minds are often a result of constantly
scanning the horizon for the next shiny object of interest. Easily distractible and quickly kinetic, the
unresourced Seven displays many similarities to Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), and
could often be misdiagnosed and even ineffectively treated for it as a child. A proper screening will show
that they are able to rest quietly and focus deeply for extended periods if they are given the right
guidance, opportunity, and environment.
Resistance for the unresourced Seven comes from the unconscious belief that no one thing would ever
truly satisfy them. This makes choice very difficult for the Seven, as they often look back and wonder
what they missed by choosing "A over B." The internal self-talk of the Seven is often in the form of "I'm
okay,” but that often implies that others are not okay. This is actually a form of intellectualization and
judgment that unconsciously proposes a continuous compromise to the Seven that even if they choose
"A,” it may not be enough. This ongoing resistance to what they have is the egoic driver for their
Challenge of Gluttony, always looking for more, always looking for the next better thing, never truly
satisfied with what they have.

P ROJECTION
The unresourced Seven projects externally through idealization. They often look into the future and
paint beautiful pictures of what could be. For instance, they may look at another person and create a
fantasy relationship cast in a glorious future. When the reality of this projection doesn't match up with
expectation, they create nearly instantaneous justification in getting their needs met elsewhere. The
unconscious cycle of idealization and failed expectation continues, which is symptomatic of their
Challenge of Gluttony.
When the unresourced Seven projects internally, their core fear of experiencing deep emotional pain
keeps them from truly being with what is, they avoid looking within, and causes them to rationalize or
distract. Since their unconscious self-talk is based on denial and the notion that they are okay, if they
truly find that they are not okay, the experience can be very destructive and disruptive as great emotional
resistance and unrest usually accompany it. Moving out of the present moment to avoid sitting with the
pain, they will project into the future, once again painting beautiful outcomes.

F ORGIVENESS
Sevens are very idealistic, and must learn to forgive themselves and others for not meeting their ideals.
The resourced Seven learns to catch themselves evaluating, rationalizing, and judging others, and simply
allowing them to be whoever they are. As they move into compassion, forgiveness comes easily. As
their resources grow, the Seven can slowly learn to look within without fear of being overwhelmed and
engulfed by their emotions. Clinging to the shallow waters, the Resourced Seven gradually learns they
can safely explore the dark emptiness they unconsciously fear exists within their own heart. As they learn
to forgive themselves for pettiness, shallowness, and distraction, they realize that what they truly wanted
is found deeply within.
E – EVOKE ESSENCE FOR THE SEVEN
The goal of E-Evoke Essence within the PAUSE Model is foremost to support the client in experiencing
the intrinsic peace and balance that is inherent in the Essential Self. Right Work for the Seven is the
awareness that right now, they are doing the most important, most effective, and most meaningful thing
that can be done. Fully focused attention and acceptance of the now is the natural result. E-Evoke
Essence further empowers them to set and achieve goals without anticipation, and intentionally creating
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their reality in a positive, life-affirming way. The “Reaffirming Resource State” exercise is useful for the
Seven to cultivate their resiliency and capacity to rest in the Essential Self. Grounded in P-A-U-S,
resourced in their Strength of Sobriety, and aware of their unconscious driver of Gluttony, the Seven is
now ready to effectively manifest while remaining peacefully embodied.

MINDFULNESS PATH TO WHOLENESS FOR THE SEVEN
The PAUSE approach is designed to support Enneatype Seven in exploring their Mindfulness Path of
Sobriety and Gratitude, which is what gives them direction back to their Essential Self. Sobriety is best
defined as simply being with “What Is,” with no need to seek pleasure, nor avoid pain. Gratitude is the
natural result of appreciating what you have learned, appreciating where you are right now, and
appreciating that your Essential Self knows where you are going. As the extroverted aspect of the
Thinking Triad, the Seven will find their primary lessons come from recognizing how they use their
mind and emotions to escape from any perceived internal pain or limit to their options.
The Mindfulness Path of Wholeness for the Seven is a complicated one, consisting of the three elements
of Right Work, Wisdom, and Right Planning. The Seven, like the Nine, is a master of distraction.
They both distract to avoid pain; however, the Seven is seeking pleasure in the future while the Nine is
seeking Peace in the past. The inner work for the Seven is therefore nearly always centered on remaining
in the present moment. The unconscious driver of always needing options is an avoidance strategy that
takes them out of recognizing the joy of the present moment. It is fueled by their Challenge of Gluttony,
which creates an underlying insatiable desire that cannot be filled.
Right Work for the Seven is the recognition that they need to remain focused on the most important task
they have, giving it as much of their attention as is necessary, and enjoying it. This will engage the
underlying Wisdom that is innately theirs to bring forth as they combine work with pleasure, and learn to
focus their multi-track mind on a singular path. Because the Seven’s focus is constantly on the future,
they can excel at Right Planning if they use the Guidance of their Essential Self instead of a painavoidance strategy. This gift can also be their greatest curse as they put their enjoyment of life in the nonexistent time and space of the future. They need to recognize that fun is only fun Now, and is not found
in the past or the future.
The Resourced Seven learns that their constant need for fun is a form of Orality that keeps them
skimming on the surface of life. Not unlike the hummingbird darting from flower to flower, they fly
through life at a hyper-kinetic pace, looking for the next source of nectar to fill their needs. As the
Resourced Seven catches themselves operating in this fashion, they slow down and focus on P-Present,
finding joy with “Just This.”
When resting in Sobriety, the Seven is able to perceive true Guidance while recognizing the fullness and
power of being in the eternal Now. This enables them to release the future and past, pleasure and pain.
This can be seen in stark contrast to their Challenge of Gluttony, which can best be described as “Seek,
but do not find.” A Course in Miracles (1976) describes this unconscious activity of Gluttony. “Do you
realize that the ego must set you on a journey which cannot but lead to a sense of futility and depression?
To seek and not to find is hardly joyous” (T-12.IV.4).

GRATITUDE
The Seven, being a normally happy and dynamic personality, can usually find many positive things to be
thankful for. Most of us grow, however, only because of adversity or challenge in our lives. The Path of
Sobriety for the Seven is usually cluttered with countless times they have strayed from the path, choosing
distraction or escape rather than focusing on being present and cultivating the A-Aware Witness.
However, when seen in the right light, each of these dalliances can provide the impetus for their return to
focus on the Essential Self.
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The Resourced Seven recognizes that the things they truly value are not solely based on physical
phenomena. As a result, the Seven learns gratitude for their most important teachers. These turn out to
be all the people they have ever been in relationship with, all of whom are mirrors for the very areas of
their own life that need gratitude, compassion, and acceptance.
MINDFULNESS
Mindfulness in the PAUSE Model is a specific application of the Aware Witness towards our own
thinking processes. We use this approach of compassionately monitoring our own thoughts to catch
ourselves when we engage in negative thinking that is not in alignment with the Essential Self. For the
Seven, it is often when a future outcome reduces options and potentially creates internal loss or
pain. At the core of every negative thought construct is a thread of truth, but typically it is layered with
misdirects, distraction, marginalization, and endless reframes. Its function is to increase doubt and fear,
and hide the “fact” that the entire construct is built on resisting a future pain.
As part of the Thinking Triad, at a very deep level the Seven has lost touch with the Guidance of their
Essential Self. The way Sevens often handle that loss is to find as many things as they can to fill the
apparent chasm. While nothing the unresourced Seven may actually provide true guidance and therefore
true satisfaction, they will fill their time distracting themselves so they won’t feel too badly about not
really getting their spiritual needs met. This is the heart of the endless mental activity of the Seven, to
keep themselves distracted to keep anxiety and negative feelings at bay.
Transformation is at the heart of S-Surrender in the PAUSE Model. For the Thinking Triad, this can be a
very powerful process in addressing their unconscious egoic mental activity. Often, their own confusion
about their thoughts keeps them from uncovering the transformational truth that can express from every
encounter. The key to transformation is the recognition that there is always more than one way to look at
anything and everything in this world. The PAUSE Transforming Meaning process can be very useful for
the Seven.
As they move into the A-Aware Witness, they bring their
attention to a powerful, singular focus, and are able to enjoy their
Right Work, right now. U-Unwinding the grasp that the fear of
the past has on their minds teaches them to see the Wisdom that
they previously avoided by forecasting that the pain of the past
into potential futures. Recognizing that their Challenge of
Gluttony creates a sense of never having enough, the Resourced
Seven learns to identify when they are resisting the present by
seeing only lack or pain.
As the resourced Seven uses S-Surrender to assist them in fully
processing their feelings, they learn sit with their resistance and
call back their projections. Sobriety for the Seven becomes fully
enjoying the present, wishing nothing were different. Releasing
anticipation, experiencing Joy, focused only on what is truly
important, they move from head to heart as they integrate the
unlimited resource found only in their Essential Self. Here, they
experience a deep fulfillment that naturally results in true
Gratitude.

Joy is not a destination; it cannot be purchased, owned, earned, worn, or consumed.
Joy is the spiritual experience of living every moment with Love, Grace, and Gratitude.
Dr. Kenneth Elwood
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ENNEATYPE FIVE STYLE - KNOWLEDGE
OVERVIEW
We have called Enneatype Five’s Style “Knowledge”
because they have an insatiable search for knowledge and
wisdom. Their experience of identity and sense of security
is often based on being able to interact with others from a
place of mastery built on in-depth knowledge, creating
wisdom, and a sense of competency.
Resourced Fives can have rich imaginations, and are able
to see the world with unparalleled clarity and insight. They
can be very sensitive, highly organized, and detail oriented.
Describing the Five’s contributions, Riso and Hudson
(1999) report,
The Five’s main gifts to the world involve their
tremendous insight and understanding, coupled
with some area of expertise. The ability to explore
and play with ideas can produce valuable practical
and original works and discoveries – from
paradigms in science or medicine, to startling new
achievements in the arts, to finding a new way to store
old boxes in the garage. (p. 229)

Diagram E5-1: Enneatype Five

The less resourced Five is driven by the unconscious notion that their needs, wants, and desires will not
be met and this fear seeds their Challenge of Avarice and Lack. The Avarice of the Five is best defined as
a grasping, holding, or hording of anything important to them, energy, food, money, people, possessions,
etc. They do not see the Universe as a font of endless abundance; their inner experience is just the
opposite. They see Lack. The unconscious paradigm of the Five is if they don't protect it, they will
lose it forever, and no one else will provide it for them. Defending against the anticipated pain of loss or
unfulfilled desire, the unresourced Five denies emotional and material needs, while tending to hoard what
little they feel they have. They can be frugal to the point of stinginess, not only holding tightly onto
money, but their energy, their attention, and their compassion as well.

Enneatype Five
Style

Knowledge

Path to Wholeness

Omniscience, Transparency

Strength

Non-Attachment, Compassion

Challenge

Avarice, Lack

Table E5-1: Core Aspects of the Five

ETIOLOGY
It is important to recognize that early life experience does not create the Enneatype. The Etiology is the
result is the view of their childhood experience through the filter of the Enneatype. However, this unique
combination of nature and nurture directly influences the development of their Instinctual Variant: SelfPreservation, Social, or One-to-One.
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The Five’s experience of their childhood is often reported as one of feeling unsafe, unloved, inadequately
nurtured, and sometimes overwhelmed. Many Five’s report at least one intrusive caretaker. Engulfed and
unable to contact their deeper self, they retreat to their minds. Others report feeling neglected and
misunderstood. Young Fives report spending long periods of time playing alone and amusing themselves
in some activity that fully occupies the mind. Riso and Hudson (1999) describe how the Five’s
development is often interrupted in early childhood, “Fives are psychologically stuck in the separation
phase of childhood – the period around two to three–and–a-half years old – when children are learning to
operate independently of their mothers” (p.212).
The young Five, unable to experience comfort during the early stages of development, chose to suppress
the need for others to fulfill their needs. In the midst of this early frustration, they became disassociated
from their authentic feelings, their bodies, and from others. Even at an early age, their safety was found
in the mastery of a specific skill or body of knowledge. This specialization often resulted in their
developing inadequate social or other life skills. Feeling small and helpless, the unresourced adult Five
lives in the shadow of the child still clinging to their oasis of competency in order to feel safe.

RESOURCES
The resourced Five is fiercely independent, and prides themselves on being self-sufficient and
knowledgeable. They can be compassionate and sympathetic while maintaining emotional neutrality.
They can be perceptive, wise, and capable of clear rational thought when others are confused. The
archetypal Five could be a survivalist living in nature, fending for themselves and able to live entirely off
the land. They could also be the classic librarian of not only books and archives, but also all types of
records, maps, objects, or processes. Once reaching mastery in some area, they often enjoy sharing their
ideas with others, and can easily step into a professorial role. They have a strong analytical mind, and are
drawn to tasks that involve managing details. They have rich imaginations, are very creative, making
excellent designers or architects.

DEFENSIVE PATTERNS
The unresourced Five strives to maintain privacy and self-sufficiency. They have learned to scan their
environment for potential intrusion, which can threaten their capacity to cope and maintain their energy.
They avoid emotional connection because it triggers a core fear of never being able to experience an
authentic and supportive relationship. Rather than reaching-out and potentially experiencing the
devastation of unfulfilled needs once again, the unresourced Five denies the need for connection to others
and maintains the facsimile of safety through emotional withdrawal.
The unresourced Five, fearing engulfment, tends to avoid social interaction, anticipates life’s threats, and
lives in their head. Their key defensive strategy is referred to as isolation. Not only is this a form of
physical isolation, but it is an ability to compartmentalize emotions away from memories and thoughts.
While the Five can remember incidents from the past with great clarity, they will avoid revivifying them
through the re-experiencing of any emotions.
Riso and Hudson (1999) describe this defensive strategy, “Learning to cut themselves off from
nurturance – even from desiring it – becomes a way of defending themselves against further hurts and
frustrations. This becomes significant for adult Fives and explains their reluctance to become more
emotionally engaged with others” (p. 212). While retreating into their minds may give the Five peace, it
also disconnects them from getting valid feedback from others, and as a result may fuel their already
present anxieties about themselves, and further drive them into isolation.
Jaxon-Bear (2006) describes the viewpoint of the Five, “People who see the world through the lens of the
Five usually require very little, for they are truly minimalists. They think that if they do not have much,
then the world will leave them alone” (p. 207). The Five’s tendency to hoard specialized knowledge or
things speaks to their underlying avoidance of emptiness rooted in a fear of losing contact with Essence.
It is an unconscious fear that they will be engulfed by an eternal darkness and be lost forever. The Four
also holds this unconscious fear. The Five’s Challenge of Avarice and Lack is a defensive strategy
unconsciously designed to fill this black hole.
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RELATIONSHIPS
The resourced Five has learned to embody and experience their feelings, connect to their own needs, and
are willing to be in intimate, heart-centric relationships. The resourced Five in relationship is able to
enjoy physical, mental, and emotional connection with others. In a work setting, they are able to step
forward and assume leadership and teaching responsibilities. They can be very loyal in relationships, and
prefer a partner who gives them the space to be themselves and the opportunity to recharge through
retreat.
Withdrawn and dedicated to protecting their privacy, the unresourced Five is difficult to reach on most
levels, particularly emotionally. They are often loners who fear being physically and emotionally drained
in relationships. They often avoid emotional involvement, fearing it may drain their energy, and cause
them to lose contact with themselves and their rich inner world. While they are happy to discuss insights
and the details of some interesting intellectual pursuit in order to demonstrate their expertise, they resist
self-disclosure. While they certainly can complain about their dissatisfaction of feeling lack, they often
are just intellectualizing it. Capable of deeply denying their own feelings, needs, and desires, their
loneliness turns their focus inward, finding solace in the mind.

EMOTIONAL STATES
The resourced Five can be warm, thoughtful, and considerate of the needs of others. Rarely intrusive,
they are able to offer help and support without expecting reciprocity. They will be warm with friends and
intimates, but may repress deeply held feelings that could leave them feeling exposed. Once they are in a
safe setting with someone they trust, the Resourced Five is willing to explore intense emotional states and
accomplish deep inner work.
The unresourced Five, isolated in the mind, disassociated from their own feelings and instincts, has often
been referred to as the Spock of the Enneagram. This, of course, is in reference to the fictional character
in Star Trek who was mentally brilliant yet apparently was able to deeply suppress all human emotions
and rely fully on dualistic logic. The Five, fearing self-disclosure, can be emotionally unavailable. Like
Spock, more comfortable expressing thoughts than feelings, they can think their feelings, which direct
them to live in a world of concepts rather than direct experience.
The core fear of the Five is of being useless, overwhelmed, or incapable. The unresourced Five masks
their fear with an aura of apparent indifference or apathy. This is often their first response to topics,
settings, or people that are foreign or unknown to them. Often rejecting emotional involvement, they can
be stingy with feelings and unwilling to truly give of themselves. This tendency to detach makes them
appear aloof, distant, and disinterested. Protecting the inner-child through isolation, the adult Five can
retreat to fantasies of empowerment, and the cocoon of safety generated by the mind. Under extreme
stress, the less resourced Five can experience feelings of emptiness, neediness, and become anti-social.

PHYSICAL TRAITS
The less resourced Five can have similarities to the Schizoid and Oral Character Structures as described
by Wilhelm Reich. Identified with the activity of the mind and disembodied, they withdraw energy from
their emotions and from the instinctual centers of the gut. This core contraction generates both tightness
in the abdomen and digestive tract, and a restricted flow of energy to the periphery of the body.
The Five’s tendency toward disembodiment creates an inability to connect to the emotional centers in the
front of the body, the will centers in the back, and the grounding centers of the legs and pelvis. Their
tendency to hoard energy and deny physical needs results in a diminished breath and an undercharged
structure. These patterns can lead to emotional depression, withdrawal, and physical lethargy. Like the
Oral Character Structure, they deny their needs. Like the Schizoid Character Structure, the life force
energy of the body is contracted in order to experience life through thought and symbols rather than direct
interaction.
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POTENTIAL HEALTH CHALLENGES
The unresourced Five tends to be ungrounded and frail, frequently neglecting both their health and
emotional needs. Their tendency to disassociate leaves them feeling helpless, vulnerable, and ill equipped
to defend themselves against the challenges of life. These energetic patterns can perpetuate an
undercharged, unhealthy physical structure that further disempowers them from engaging the world.
Focused in the head, anxious, avoiding physical sensations and emotions, their neurological system can
be sensitive to sound, touch, and any type of intrusion. Even the large athletic Five can have emotional
and environmental sensitivities.
In alignment with their Challenge of Avarice and Lack, the unresourced Five hoards their energy on all
levels. This can create serious health complications for them. Riso and Hudson in The Wisdom of the
Enneagram (1999) describe potential pathology and health warning signs for the unresourced Five:












Schizoid
Schizotypal
Avoidant Personality Disorder
Psychotic Breaks
Disassociation
Depression
Suicide
Tendency to isolate themselves
Chronic physical neglect, letting themselves go
Chronic and severe insomnia, nightmares and sleep disorders (p. 227)

WINGS AND ARROWS OF ENNEATYPE FIVE
The Five has wings of Four and Six and arrows to Seven and
Eight. When the Resourced Five moves towards their Four
Wing, they can be sensitive and introspective with a deeper
emotional awareness. When grounded, their intellectual
curiosity and creativity can generate significant contributions
in creative fields such as the arts, design, and architecture.
Their emotional complexity can attract them to exploring the
dark side of life. However, this emotional complexity
combined with their need for autonomy, can create
challenges in relating to others.
When the Resourced Five moves towards their Six Wing,
they are curious about the world, pragmatic, and more willing
to be in relationship with others. They tend to become
interested in science, technology, and philosophy. The Five
with a strong six Wing is often willing to defend themselves,
and can confront people who disagree with their views in a
healthy way.

Diagram E5-2: Five Wings & Arrows

The resourced Five moving to their Seven Arrow will often be more sociable, outgoing, and optimistic.
The unresourced Five moving to Seven can generate plans for the future but use travel and misdirection
as a defense against feelings of anxiety. They tend to seek out distractions in minutia, move into
addictive or Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD) behaviors, and become hyperactive and scattered.
When the sensitive Five moves to the resources of their Eight Arrow, they can feel more embodied,
instinctual, empowered, and extroverted. They may be more aware of their own needs, and inclined to
stand up for themselves and express their feelings. The unresourced Five moving to Eight can have their
non-conformist tendencies amplified, and become angrily defensive of their thoughts, research, or
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creations. The Five should be encouraged to utilize the physical and emotional strengths of their Eight
and Seven Arrows to increase their mastery of life. The Eight Arrow gives them the capacity and courage
to embody, and move forward, while their Seven Arrow supports them in embracing life with a unique
sense of humor. Famous Enneatype Fives include J. Paul Getty, Dick Cheney, Dustin Hoffman, Gene
Wilder, Ted Kaczynski, Thomas Merton, Albert Camus, J.D. Salinger (Jaxon-Bear, 2001, p. 226).

GENERAL THERAPEUTIC INTERVENTIONS
The Five has a natural hesitancy to therapy, as they are not prone to personal disclosure. The Five may
seek therapy if they are experiencing high levels of stress and anxiety, or are struggling with a significant
relationship. The therapeutic interventions for Enneatype Five provide the PAUSE Hypnotherapist with
insights, suggestions, and techniques designed to facilitate a successful therapeutic interaction with this
sensitive, withdrawn client.
The Five has a very sensitive neurological system; therefore, establishing a resilient and authentic
resource state is critical for therapeutic success. The activities described in the PAUSE Trance Manuals
for “Establishing Resources” should be developed with the client in advance of utilizing any other
intervention. The unconscious mind of the Five will hold onto its deeply held fear of exposure and
feelings of helplessness unless there is a solid, well-established place of safety to rely on. As they bring
their awareness to the body and learn to generate a safe state, they will gradually increase their capacity to
directly experience life through sensory awareness and full embodiment.
The less resourced Five can become disembodied and deeply involved with their rich inner world.
However, while identified with the activity of the mind, they are not necessarily self-aware or
introspective. Preferring thinking to feeling, they focus on cultivating detailed mastery in their chosen
field in order to feel capable and competent, and therefore safe. The less resourced Five tends to be
oversensitive and can feel overwhelmed by intrusive people, and active participation in the world. They
will often retreat when they feel impinged on by others. Rather than directly engaging in life, they tend to
withdraw, and live either vicariously through others, or in certain situations, become hermits and recluses.
Initial work with the Five should involve supporting them in connecting to the stable resources of the
body through simple breathing exercises and body awareness exercises as described in Hypno-Workout in
Appendix A. As the Five learns to authentically track sensations and allow their awareness to move to
the breath flowing in and out, they can begin to cultivate feelings of aliveness and comfort in the body.
They should be encouraged to commit to some type of physical activity on a regular basis such as
working out at a gym, running, yoga, martial arts, or simply walking.
As their progress increases, it is essential that the Five learn to connect to their emotional nature. They
can be encouraged to recognize their tendency to negate feelings and process life through their mind by
describing the habitual pattern of moving away or disassociating during the therapeutic session. The
following questions can be explored:

 What was happening in your body during a recent interaction in which you moved away from
feeling and being present?
 What was happening just before you moved away?
 What meaning did you give this?
 What is involved in moving away? How do you do it?
 What were you resisting experiencing?
 The client can be guided in re-scripting their interactions using these questions:
 What if you had stayed in your body?
 What are your thoughts? What meaning do you give them?
 What are your emotions? What meaning do you give them?
 What is happening in your body?
 Slow everything down, and focus only on sensation
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Because the Five is highly sensitive and resistant to self-exposure, experiencing feelings, or moving into
embodiment, they can feel anxious during the onset of therapy. While the conscious mind may have
agreed to therapy, the unconscious mind is still protecting the vulnerable child, and may not be open to
change. It is critical the hypnotherapist establish a heart-centered and empathic rapport with the Five in a
professional setting.
The hypnotherapist will often find reframing and using a more nurturing and permissive model successful
with the Five. This allows them to engage and use their wonderful intellect to “connect-the-dots” while
not feeling invalidated.
Keeping the Five client well-resourced opens them to uncovering
transformational insights. The Five needs to learn to develop skills that will enable them to stay present
and feel safe in personal interactions and not move away towards apparent safety.
The Five client can be highly disassociated from emotional feelings, and not able to provide an accurate
reading of their body due to the unconscious filters that keep that level of information from reaching their
conscious mind. It can be useful to improve mind/body communication and deeper awareness by
consistently asking questions that direct their attention to their body and emotions such as:






What’s happening in your body right now?
Can you put that feeling into words?
What is that body part feeling right now?
If that body part could speak, what would it be saying?

This will allow them to track and contact their natural sensations and deeper impulses. Once they have a
sense of the subtle sensations and impulses of the body, they can learn to articulate their authentic needs,
wants, and desires. The hypnotherapist needs to redirect the Five when they become overly analytical,
and return them to the awareness of sensation. The Five’s unconscious defensive patterns may become
engaged to keep itself safe by resurrecting old patterns of denying embodiment and feeling. Encourage
the Five to explore the strengths and resources available to them in their Wings and Arrows as previously
discussed.

PAUSE THERAPEUTIC APPROACH FOR ENNEATYPE FIVE
This section discusses the therapeutic aspects of the processes as found in the PAUSE Trance Manuals.
These processes are designed to support Enneatype Five in exploring their Path of Omniscience and
Transparency while using their Strength of Non-Attachment. Omniscience is best defined as the ability of
the Essential Self to fully know itself. As the Five learn to truly know their own heart, they can know the
heart of another. Transparency is the recognition that each person has their own connection to the
Essential Self. The more undefended and Transparent their ego becomes, the more the Essential Self can
shine through.
Purposefully worded questions and processes are used to evoke the Five’s direct experience of their
Essential Self. The intention in these questions and processes is to assist the Five client in selfexploration and self-regulation as they progress along their path towards integration. Because of this
work, the Five can uncover their tendency to be unconsciously driven by their Challenge of Avarice,
which often shows up in different projections of Lack. They may be overly frugal, they may feel that
there is only one answer to a question, or that only one person can save them. As with all other
Enneatypes, the unique expression of their challenge will be strongly influenced by their unconscious
inclination into a particular wing or arrow, along with their Character Structure and any trauma they may
have experienced.
P-PRESENT FOR THE FIVE
Establishing a resilient and authentic resource state for the Five is critical for Therapeutic success. The
unconscious mind of the Five will not move from its deeply held limiting beliefs unless there is a solid,
well-established place of safety they can rest and rely on. In fact, if a hypnotherapist finds that they are
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not able to get significant case gain with the Five, they should review their client’s P-Present resource
state, and inquire how their client uses it. Until the client learns to trust that their ability to change states
will only increase the chance of a successful outcome, they will continue to utilize their old habits and
operating patterns. The Five must be encouraged to identify with authentic feelings and their body. This
is the essential first step in being P – Present, and with practice they will find it comforting and
rewarding.
The P-Present trance “Establishing Presence” supports the client in cultivating the basic elements of
tracking sensations, thoughts, and feelings. It creates a resilient and reliable resource state through a safeplace meditation. “The Sanctuary” trance is excellent for the Five as it further cultivates their capacity to
be P-Present while offering a stable resource, referred to as the Sanctuary, which introduces a variety of
archetypal resources. The PAUSE Model utilizes the Sanctuary as a base resource structure for much of
its work. The “Feeling It” trance offers a wide variety of resources that supports the Five in learning to
regulate their nervous system as they change states and chose a more empowering experience when
exposed to potentially stress- producing situations.
A-AWARE WITNESS FOR THE FIVE
The PAUSE Model supports the client in experiencing the state of the A-Aware Witness with a number of
tools. The Five will find strong gain by preceding the following nearly any exercise with Atisha’s Heart
Meditation as found in the PAUSE Trance Manuals. This meditation is useful in silencing the mind,
creating a state of compassionate non-judgmental presence, while establishing a sense of wholeness. The
hypnotherapist should validate the Five anytime they are perceived turning their attention inward and
describing their feelings or sensations.
The A-Aware Witness trances are designed to assist the client in distinguishing between ego-driven
patterns of perception, and those grounded in their Essential Self. These processes support the Five in
releasing the need for isolation, and assist them in perceiving themselves and others with compassion. A
useful exercise is to have the client recall or imagine a time when they felt a need to withdraw, denying
their body, and feelings. The Five is easily supported in establishing the A-Aware Witness state by
having them explore the sensations, thoughts, and emotions that are evoked while looking more deeply at
the experience of disassociation.
By repeatedly asking the questions in various forms, “What’s underneath that?” and “What meaning do
you give this?” the Five will be taught to explore the underlying sensations, thoughts, and motivations
driving their behavior. As the well-resourced client deepens their state of self-observation, the goal is for
them to experience transformational insights, allowing the mind to grow silent, and thereby supporting
them in entering into a natural resource state. The hypnotherapist may decide to apply this same tool in
other areas such as feelings of anxiety, and stress.
U-UNWIND THE PAST FOR THE FIVE
The purpose of U-Unwinding the Past is to assist the Five in uncovering and releasing the patterns of
limiting beliefs, thoughts, feelings, or images that prevent them from experiencing a state of safety in the
present moment. The PAUSE Model teaches the client tools to consciously regulate their nervous system.
After firmly establishing a reliable resource state, as described in “P” and “A” of PAUSE, the
hypnotherapist can safely proceed in exploring the past with the client. Specifically for the Five, UUnwind the Past assists them in experiencing a felt-sense of their Strength of Non-Attachment.
The “Movie Screen Observation and Association” exercise as found in a number of trances in the PAUSE
Trance Manuals teaches the Five to consciously alternate between an activated state and a resourced state.
The value of this simple and effective process is that the client no longer needs to resist traumatic
memories or unresolved feelings. Their emotional and neurological resiliency improves each time they
use this exercise as they gain confidence in their ability to change states when needed.
The Five begins this exercise in the A-Aware Witness state, and then alternates to the activating
experience, and then back to their resource state. This teaches them to regulate their nervous system by
utilizing a conscious choice to shift states. An underlying lesson in U of the PAUSE Model for the Five is
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to learn that they can regulate their sensitive nervous system and find peace and safety in the body and in
experiencing their emotions.
S-SURRENDER FOR ENNEAT YPE FIVE
S-Surrender for the Five becomes a gradual opening of the Five's closed fist. Figuratively grasped tightly
around the things it thinks about, covets, and defends, the Five's path to Peace is found in the comfort that
is offered by realizing that true Knowledge is a state of mind empty of thoughts, without desire to learn
or possess anything. In this space, consciousness is no longer limited by preconceived notions, and they
are available to be with what is, without question or attachment to outcome. To the unresourced Five, the
concept of complete stillness, without thought, could be experienced with great fear.
Compassion, one of the Strengths of the Five, is defined as love without attachment. As the Five creates
deeper resources, they relinquish the need for analysis, and learn to love and appreciate things without the
need to possess them, change them, or be attached to them. This naturally moves them into another
Strength, Nonattachment. The greatest shift for the Five is to move from their typical place of refuge,
their head, and move fully into the heart. Some have called this the shift The Leap of Faith, and for the
Five, this is a significant statement, as they will need Faith to S-Surrender their grip on the logical, the
measureable, and the observable. As you can well imagine, there can be no strings attached, physically,
mentally, or emotionally to make the leap successfully.
The unresourced Five, driven by anxiety and Lack, can be withdrawn, disembodied, hording, and
emotionally unavailable to themselves and others. P-A-U of the PAUSE model supports the Five in
anchoring the resource state of Non-Attachment, and being with what is, fully embodied, and inherently
safe. The path to S-Surrender will be gained systematically as they bring to light the unconscious drivers
that make them grip so tightly to the machinations of the mind. The following questions are designed to
assist the Five in uncovering their obstacles to S -Surrender:













What do I truly need in this situation?
What am I protecting?
What am I afraid of losing?
What am I holding onto in this minute?
What meaning do I give "this" thing or thought?
What is happening in my body?
What am I feeling with my heart?
What am I avoiding feeling right now?
Is there a better thought or feeling that I could hold right now?
What can I release right now?
What is this experience trying to show me or teach me?

T RANCES FOR THE F IVE
The trances in the PAUSE Trance Manuals support the exploration needed by the Five to recognize when
they are separating from others, hoarding, or judging as they increase their Strength of Nonattachment.
Hypnotherapeutic trance work is beneficial to the Five because it moves them out of their analytical mind
and provides them with closer alignment to the A-Aware Witness. They learn they are not their thoughts.
The PAUSE Model supports the Five by utilizing powerful embodiment techniques that assists them in
connecting with their full aliveness. The conscious mind of the Five, and in fact many clients, will
remain very present and guarded the first time they experience nearly any hypnotic trance. The
hypnotherapist will find deeper benefits by repeating these trances multiple times, which can be
enhanced by providing a recording of them to the client for their own use and repetition.
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R ESISTANCE
The Five's core fear is "Of being helpless, useless, incapable (overwhelmed)" (Riso and Hudson, 1999, p.
108). The Five has a conscious resistance to being invalidated, seen as incompetent, or even being
corrected by others. This reluctance to be confronted in this fashion causes them to withdraw and become
the wallflowers in a group setting, the quiet observer of life, or even the gentle hermit.
The Five is capable of an intense focus, which is both one of their greatest assets, and their greatest
distracter from the practical aspects of life. Their focus enables them to become remarkable researchers
because they are driven to be fully competent before sharing their knowledge with anyone. Their extreme
observational skills also makes the less resourced Five very sensitive to emotional upset as they introject
emotional pain as self-invalidation. Their defense mechanism, therefore, is to withdraw and isolate
themselves from others.
An unconscious fear of the unresourced Five is that their needs will never be fully met, so they create an
internal withdrawal from their own emotional and physical needs. Combined with their tendency to
externally retreat from life, they create a self-fulfilling prophesy of never being able to find satisfaction.
Distancing themselves from life, their internal and external resistance creates a minimalist lifestyle for
most Fives, as they ask little from life, and expect little in return.

P ROJECTION
Projection for the unresourced Five is based on their unconscious sorting for lack, incompetence, or
incompleteness. Not wishing to see those challenges within themselves, they project it outward onto
people, places, and situations. With laser-like focus and a unique curiosity, the Five is able to filter
though details that would overwhelm or disinterest others as they seek to find the problems that they
know lie within. As a result, they often become masters of minutiae, using their keen sense of
observation combined with remarkable memory to support their need to be seen as capable or
knowledgeable in some arcane area of interest. Resting in their head instead of their heart, the
unresourced Five may share their insights with unskillfulness or insensitivity.
Projecting their apparent lack of needs onto others can create a type of callousness which is different from
the Eight's tough exterior. The unresourced Eight will get their needs met without considering the impact
they may have on others. The unresourced Five with low need valuation of themselves and others cannot
fully understand neediness in another, and may view it as pathetic. When questioned, they will readily
offer reasons or justifications to another why the individual doesn't need whatever it is that the other
person seems to want. They will use various forms of logic, sometimes quite impressively, to prove their
point. Without realizing what they have done, the unresourced Five continues the defensive posture of
separation.

F ORGIVENESS
The unresourced Five lives primarily in the machinations of the mind, where true forgiveness can be
difficult to attain. The emotions that come naturally to them are often in alignment with analyzing,
judging, and impatience. Moving their emotional focus from their head to their heart to experience
compassion can be challenging at times as the underlying fear of experiencing overwhelming emotions
keeps them in analysis paralysis. The Five often holds an idealized state of perfection rooted in an
efficient, minimalistic model that they utilize as both a metric and a safety valve to evaluate and control
themselves and others.
Not unlike the Eight, the Five can learn to exercise basic forgiveness through understanding. This can
occur when they realize that if they were in the same situation, with the same upbringing, with the same
apparent lack of resources, and all other things being equal, they may have made the same decision as the
one they are judging against. The Five often has an impeccable memory, and may need to spend a great
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deal of time unwinding their judgments of the past before they find peace in this process. U-Unwind the
Past and the trances in S-Surrender support the Five in this process. The key is to realize that everyone,
including themselves, is always doing the best they can with what they have.

E-EVOKE ESSENCE FOR ENNEATYPE FIVE
The goal of E-Evoke within the PAUSE Model is foremost to support the client in experiencing the
intrinsic peace and balance that is inherent in their natural state regardless of circumstance. E-Evoke
further empowers them to set and achieve goals, and intentionally create their reality in a positive, lifeaffirming, way. Grounded in P-A-U-S, resourced in their Strength of Non-Attachment, and aware of their
unconscious driver of Avarice and Lack, the Five is now ready to effectively manifest while remaining
peacefully embodied.
The “Getting out of the Way” trance as found in The PAUSE Trance Manuals supports the Five in
stepping back from the constant analysis they conduct, and cultivate their resource resiliency and capacity
to rest in the Essential Self. The client learns the Stages of Conscious Development, which the Five
should find thought provoking. They learn to map their thinking and recognize through the utilization of
their very strong A-Aware Witness the level of development they are typically operating. They then learn
they can choose a different path, and create a happier outcome. This reinforces their capacity to choose to
change states, and rest in peace and safety. This process creates a strongly resourced base from which the
Five can effectively begin their E-Evoke process. The client is invited to anchor and fully associate with
experiences and sensations that support them in resting in the Essential Self, and allows them to release
outcome. This should be done multiple times to reinforce the state and the validity of the choice.

G RATITUDE
The unresourced Five's Challenge of Avarice makes offering anything a challenge. Generosity does not
come easily, nor does true gratitude. They may appreciate the challenge something offers, or appreciate
beauty, or balance, but true gratitude may be somewhat elusive. Using the Strength of Nonattachment,
the Five builds resources that allow them to offer themselves to others without diminishing their energies.
In the beginning, they use their reclusiveness to heal, hoard, and charge their batteries. As their resources
grow, they recognize that truly giving without attachment is the same as receiving. As they experience
the joy that is found in extending from the heart without the need for reciprocity, the Five steps into
gratitude for connection with others. Releasing attachment, no longer projecting lack, they experience
love without expectation, aligning with their Essential Self's ideal of Compassion.

MINDFULNESS PATH TO WHOLENESS FOR THE FIVE
The PAUSE approach is designed to support the Enneatype Five on their Mindfulness Path to Wholeness,
which is through Omniscience and Transparency. Omniscience is a core attribute of the Essential Self,
but can be used by the ego to create a sense of separation and self-aggrandizement. For the Five, it means
recognizing that everyone has the eventual capacity to know themselves truly. Transparency teaches
the Five that nothing is hidden. It is a realization that their incredibly focused pursuit of knowledge will
end with the awareness that all things are knowable to anyone who rests in the Essential Self. As the
Five’s mastery of these two powerful Essential Self aspects increase, their egoic driver of Avarice
diminishes.
The Five’s Challenge is Avarice, which is best defined as an insatiable desire to hold on to what they
have, and to protect it by adding more of the same onto it. This is amplified by the projection of Lack,
which is the egoic view that there is never enough. While this can certainly apply to objects and people,
more often this unconscious driver applies to intangible things like knowledge, skills, and even to a sense
of self. It creates an inner and an outer sense of inadequacy or incompleteness.
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Avarice keeps them grasping tightly onto the things they value. Projecting Lack, the unresourced Five
will back into their mental cave of retreat to protect their valuables. Their Strength of Nonattachment
teaches them to release identification or connection with any particular worldly point of view. When
resting in Nonattachment, the Five is able to perceive with clarity and develop an inner knowing that is
without judgment. Peace ensues. Riso and Hudson (1999) describe this capacity, “Liberated Fives
remember the spaciousness and clarity of the Divine Mind, what the Buddhists call ‘The Shining Void,’
or ‘Sunyata,’ the quiet, undisturbed vastness from which everything arises, including all knowledge and
creativity” (p. 230).
The Five’s Strength of Nonattachment teaches the Five to identify patterns of unconsciously grasping
things they value. As their personal power is initially built on intellectual capital, the greatest leap for the
Five is to shift their allegiance from the head to their heart. This requires increasing their Strength of
Compassion. Not only is this learning to love others without attachment, but to learn to love their own
thoughts and mental treasures without attachment.
Omniscience is best defined as perceiving the whole of something by recognizing and understanding its
constituent parts. It teaches us to fully know ourselves by compassionately exploring all our facets. Once
the Five fully masters the microcosm, they can apply that knowledge to understanding the macrocosm.
For instance, we learn about the overall function of the human body by understanding its components
such as bones, tissues, organs, etc. Sandra Maitri in The Spiritual Dimension of the Enneagram, Nine
Faces of the Soul (2000) describes it as, “…Omniscience is the perspective of the enlightened human
soul; she fully knows herself and, through this knowing, fully knows the Whole of which she is a part” (p.
204).
Transparency for the Five is the recognition of the connectedness of all things. It is the holographic
recognition that we are not only connected to Essence, we are derived from it. By looking deeply into a
truly aligned heart, we can see Essence shining through. The result of alignment with Essence for the
Five is the Transparent or Translucent ego, where there are no obstacles to connecting to others from
the heart of Love.

MINDFULNESS
Mindfulness in the PAUSE Model is a specific application of the Aware Witness towards our own
thinking processes. We use this approach of compassionately monitoring our own thoughts to catch
ourselves when we engage in negative thinking that is not in alignment with the Essential Self. For the
Five, it is often the fear of being useless, incapable, or incompetent. At the core of every negative
thought construct is a thread of truth, but typically it is layered with misdirects, emotional turmoil,
amplification, and threats of failure, pain, or shame. Its function is to increase doubt and fear, and hide
the “fact” that the entire construct is built on resisting the present. Colloquial phrases that could apply
are “Stinking Thinking,” or “Making Mountains out of Molehills.”
Transformation is at the heart of S-Surrender in the PAUSE Model. For the Thinking Triad, this can be a
very powerful process in addressing their unconscious egoic mental activity. Often, their own confusion
about their thoughts keeps them from uncovering the transformational truth that can express from every
encounter. The key to transformation is the recognition that there is always more than one way to look at
anything and everything in this world. The PAUSE Transforming Meaning process can be very useful for
the Five.
As the Resourced Five becomes aware of their patterns of Avarice and Lack by using the A-Aware
Witness, they learn to mentally open their hands and simply be P-Present with whatever is happening. As
they U-Unwind the Past they cease grasping due to fear of loss, and instead lightly embrace through the
eyes and heart of Love and learn Compassion. As the Resourced Five learns to S-Surrender their
resistance to the joys of participating in life, they put down their mental clipboard, stopwatch, and
yardstick, and learn to simply have fun in the moment. They call back their projections of Lack and open
their hearts to the richness of life. As the Five uses their Strength of Non-Attachment to remove the
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blockages to Love’s presence, they walk and then run on their Path of Omniscience and Transparency.
The Resourced Five, heart and mind fully open, resting in the Peace of the Essential Self, experiencing
the connectedness of all things, finds their destination is also their beginning.

The most excellent and divine counsel, the best and most profitable advertisement of all others,
but the least practiced, is to study and learn how to know ourselves. This is the foundation of
wisdom and the highway to whatever is good.
Pierre Charron

Human beings must be known to be loved; but Divine beings must be loved to be known.
Blaise Pascal
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ENNEATYPE EIGHT STYLE – CHALLENGE
OVERVIEW
We have called Enneatype Eight’s Style “Challenge”
because their experience of identity and sense of security is
often based on questioning authority, and challenging
people and situations.
Resourced Eights consistently
project leadership, passion, courage, and fairness. They
strive to create a better world by defending the underdog
and being willing to take whatever action is necessary to
create positive change. Describing the Eight, Riso and
Hudson (1999) report, “When Eights are emotionally
healthy they have a resourceful, can-do attitude as well as a
steady inner drive. They take the initiative and make things
happen with a great passion for life” (p. 290).
The less resourced Eight masks feelings of fear and
insecurity by blaming others for their own failures and
inadequacies. Life becomes an unending struggle as their
internal war becomes externalized. Eights often think they
Diagram E8-1: Enneatype Eight
know what they need, want, and desire, but it is often based
purely on the physical world, and is typically driven by their lustful desire to intensely experience life. As
a result, they are often plagued with unreasonable expectations of themselves and others. This sets them
up for failure as they unconsciously set unreasonable or unattainable goals.
Eight is one of the Body Triad points in the Enneagram (8, 9, 1), and is sometimes referred to as the
Obsessive-Compulsives, the Anger Triad, or the Being group. Jaxon-Bear (2001) describes their
collective challenge that creates an underlying limiting belief of over-identification with the body.
Sometimes called the “Being Group,” the central issue for anger points resolves around the
mistaken belief, “I am only human.” Being is identified as the human body. All problems,
maladies, calamities, and suffering flow from this basic ignorance.
(p. 45)
The unresourced Eight, continually protecting their body and defending their heart, do not allow
themselves to experience feelings of tenderness or vulnerability, because it could lead to weakness or
dependency on others. The Eight, also called “The Boss,” prefers to be self-employed, or where they can
be independent of the demands of others. However, you can find them in the Armed Forces or military
like structures where the ranking system offers them a path to being absolutely in-charge.

Enneatype Eight
Style

Challenge

Path to Wholeness

Truth

Strength

Innocence, Mercy

Challenge

Forcefulness, Lust, Intensity

ETIOLOGY
It is important to recognize that early life experience does not create the Enneatype. The Etiology is the
result is the view of their childhood experience through the filter of the Enneatype. However, this unique
combination of nature and nurture directly influences the development of their Instinctual Variant: SelfPreservation, Social, or One-to-One.
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The Eight’s memory of their childhood is often described as being marred by betrayal of a caretaker, or in
some cases brutality. The young Eight often reports feeling marginalized or unable to defend themselves
or influence the course of events in their life, and often state they felt in survival. They felt they had to
grow-up quickly to learn to defend their defenseless younger-self, at the loss of their own innocence,
which is why the Eight is sometimes referred to as Innocence Lost. As a result, they create a fierce
resolution to avoid future feelings of helplessness at all costs. Heavily defended, soon all contact with the
innocent, vulnerable inner child is lost.
The unresourced Eight, compensating for their perceived inner vulnerability, uses attack as a defense
mechanism, and is often perceived as the bully or the outlaw, receiving a great deal of societal
disapproval as a result. Cut off from their Essential Self, they seek physical satisfaction in their struggle
for power and control. They decide that no one can better fill their own needs but them, and make
fulfilling their own needs a top priority. This reinforces their passionate and forceful desire to get
everything they can out of life, even to excess. Enneagram pioneer Palmer (1988) describes the challenge
of the externally focused Eight, constantly seeking stimulus:
Eights want predictability and control of their lives, but they quickly become irritable and bored
without the challenge of a position to defend… Excess is another way to blow off extra energy,
and a common Eight solution to the problem of boredom. Too much of whatever feels good in
the way of sex and substances. All night binges. Heavy entertainment… Once attention locks
on pleasure, it is hard to divert it. (p. 308)

RESOURCES
The resourced Eight has a quick mind, often combining physical strength with practical common sense.
They can be natural leaders who motivate others to embrace their vision. They can be very charismatic
and action oriented. They are driven and often relentless in pursuit of their goals. In their role as a
Challenger, they can help and encourage others to realize their full potential. While they strive to be
independent, they seek to create strong and loyal bonds with others.

DEFENSIVE PATTERNS
The Eight’s unconscious fear is being harmed, controlled, or violated by others. This drives the Eight to
armor themselves and deny their limitations in order to appear invincible. Beneath the armor lies a
vulnerable heart and inner child, which the Eight defends at all cost. More than any other type, they are
the true individualist of the Enneagram. They seem untouched by the opinions of others even though they
may be aware of them. When they are in their defensive posture, they often dogmatically hold onto their
position, defying reasonable evidence to the contrary.
Since the Eight comes from an unconscious idealization of being extremely competent, they are quick to
blame others for their shortcomings. As a result, while they long for intimacy and connection, their
defensive structure unconsciously pushes away relationships, including the most important one with their
Essential Self. As the gap between the Eight’s ego and their Essential Self widens, their defensive
structure is reinforced. Riso and Hudson (1999) describe this cybernetic loop, “The more Eights build up
their egos in order to protect themselves, the more sensitive they become to any real or imaginary slight to
their self-respect, authority, or preeminence” (p. 290).

RELATIONSHIPS
The resourced Eight is very present in relationship, with naturally expansive situational awareness, and
can be great protectors of those they love. When expressing from their Essential Self, they are natural
leaders who are able to easily attract others who share their vision. In their wholeness, they have a strong
ability to support and calm others with their levelheaded approach to problem solving. They are seen as
strong, reliable, and inspire deep loyalty and respect.
More than any other type, the unresourced Eight can wear a mask of impenetrable authority. They
demand fierce, unquestioning loyalty and consider betrayal of any kind to be an unforgiveable breach.
Anticipating relationship failure, they are often jealous, seeing their partner as a possession instead of an
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equal. The Eights are extremely capable of meeting their own needs, wants, and desires, often
unconsciously at the expense of others. Maitri (2009) describes their unconscious relationship
orientation, “This is certainly the perspective of Eights, in which deep down their own drives are primary,
social conventions and niceties often feel flimsy and extraneous, and others are often seen as either
challengers or sources of gratification” (p. 59). Unable to contact their own sense of wholeness, the
unresourced Eight can become dominant and abusive in relationship, while blaming the other person for
any challenges they are facing. A typical Eight statement might be, “There are two types of people in this
world: The conquerors and the conquered.”

EMOTIONAL STATES
The resourced Eight is often seen as the strong, stoic warrior: steadfast, loyal, and brave. When
grounded in the Essential Self, they exude confidence, certainty, and competence that create a strong
persona of safety and protection. When they are able to focus and manage their anger, they are able to
accomplish meaningful goals with unparalleled determination. The well-resourced Eight is able to extend
the compassion of the Two with the wisdom of the Five.
The unresourced Eight, driven by a sense of righteousness, can be demanding, selfish and emotionally
overbearing. Their core fear is of being manipulated or controlled by others. They experience this type
of activity against them as a complete personal violation. Identified with their own wants, needs and
desires, driven by their unconscious Challenge of Forcefulness and Lust, they can appear to be completely
unreasonable and uncaring of consequences in their relentless pursuit of outcome or hedonistic
satisfaction. Riso and Hudson (1999) describe the emotional tendencies of the unresourced Eight, “They
can become impatient, impulsive, and more likely to be led by their feelings than any other type. They
are more openly aggressive, confrontational and less likely to back down from a fight” (p. 293). While
the Eight does have a quick trigger to anger, after the outburst they are often quick to cool down. The
more resourced Eight will recognize the impact of their actions and will often seek to make amends or
explain themselves.

PHYSICAL TRAITS
The Eight can enjoy a highly charged, energetic body. They are often physically impressive with a very
strong energetic presence. Not only do they wish to be seen, they wish to be heard and felt. Their
natural abilities, inner drive, and desire to surmount challenges can make them very successful in physical
activities such as athletics, blue-collar labor, and the military. This same dynamic is very useful in
supporting their success in the corporate world, as intelligent Eights are often seen in strong leadership
and visionary roles, not constrained by previous thinking or limiting rules.
The less resourced Eight can have similarities to the Psychopathic Character Structure as described by
Wilhelm Reich. They can be upward displaced with a large head and chest and smaller hips, and
proportionately thinner legs. In denial of their inner vulnerability they can also protect their core by
manifesting be either muscular or fatty layers of protection as in the Masochistic Character Structure. A
physical trait Eights often have in common is a glare in their eyes, and a thick ridge in their eyebrows.
This gives them a strong, predatory look as they are constantly on the alert to defend their domain.

POTENTIAL HEALTH CHALLENGES
Typically identified with the activity of the body, the energetic focus of the unresourced Eight is to
discharge their energy on a physical level through engaging in conflict, physical activity, or satisfying
their Challenge of Forcefulness, Lust, and Intensity. Jaxon-Bear (2006) describes the physical impact the
Eight’s unconscious drive to experience life has on their health. “Whatever Eights do - they do to excess.
If the pleasure of the moment is eating, they will eat too much. They may die of cirrhosis, gout, syphilis,
high blood pressure, or heart attacks” (p. 75). Riso and Hudson (1999) describe potential pathology and
health warning signs for the unresourced Eight:

 Antisocial Personality Disorder
 Sadistic behavior
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Physical violence
Paranoia
Social isolation and bitterness
Seeing themselves as an “Outlaw” including involvement in criminal behavior
Episodes of striking back at society (Sociopathy) (p. 308)

WINGS AND ARROWS OF ENNEATYPE EIGHT
The Eight has wings of Seven and Nine, and arrows to Two
and Five. When the Resourced Eight moves towards their
Seven wing, they can be pragmatic, practical, creative, and
entrepreneurial. They take life and themselves lightly and
often have a strong, yet sometimes sardonic sense of humor.
When the Resourced Eight moves towards their Nine wing,
they tend to become more family focused, and less
combative. They are steadfast and loyal, with an awareness
of their impact on others.
The unresourced Eight with a Seven wing often has an
unrealistic and potentially inflated view of their abilities and
accomplishments. Lacking awareness of other people’s
boundaries, they can be experienced as intrusive and
unsupportive. The unresourced Eight with a Nine Wing
may appear laid-back, but their acute situational awareness
provides constant threat sensitivity to everything in their
environment.

Diagram E8-2: Eight Wings & Arrows

Believing they don’t need to change, they are typically stubborn and unwilling to accept even the gentlest
of constructive criticism. They are the least likely of any Enneatypes to be introspective and do selfwork. Famous Enneatype Eights include, John Wayne, Sean Connery, Paul Newman, Donald Trump,
Barbara Walters, and Courtney Love (Riso and Hudson, 1999, pp. 293-294).

GENERAL THERAPEUTIC INTERVENTIONS
The therapeutic interventions for Enneatype Eight provide the PAUSE Hypnotherapist with insights,
suggestions, and techniques designed to facilitate a successful therapeutic interaction with their client.
Each Enneatype has specific ego-driven defense mechanisms for defining themselves and resisting the
path of integration leading to the Essential Self. The following Enneatype specific interventions focus on
supporting the hypnotherapist in understanding, uncovering, and unwinding the client’s unconscious
resistance while working effectively with it.
The essential first step in all therapeutic interactions is to establish client resiliency by providing reliable
resource states. Once established, the hypnotherapist can safely redirect the client out of egoic fixations
or negative emotional states back to their resources, thus providing the client with confidence, and
powerful tools for self-regulation and self-management. The Eight has a natural hesitancy to seek therapy
due to their defensive tendencies and righteous focus on surmounting obstacles and challenges without
significant concern of the impact on others. Typically resisting input from others unless they are facing a
significant challenge or loss in their lives, they remain insulated from the self-reflection necessary to
support meaningful therapeutic interactions. Since only the most motivated Eight will seek therapy, the
skilled hypnotherapist can have a unique opportunity to support positive, meaningful change. Typically,
the Eight will be experiencing great pain over some major challenge, loss, or failure in their life, often
from their relationships or their hedonistic excess. The following suggestions can be helpful in
supporting the Eight’s therapeutic work:
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 Initial work with the Eight should involve supporting them in establishing meaningful
resources that do not involve self-aggrandizement, competition, or righteousness. These
resource states need to be a direct reflection of the Essential Self. This is best done with
resource-building exercises such as tracking felt sense, and teaching the Eight an effective
communication model to contact and express their feelings.
 Because the Eight is highly defended and resistant to authority, the hypnotherapist will
automatically be potentially placed in an adversarial role by their unconscious mind. While
the conscious mind may have agreed to therapy, the unconscious mind is still protecting the
vulnerable child, and may not be open to any correction. It is critical the hypnotherapist
establish a heart-centered and empathic rapport with the Eight without relinquishing their
professional role.
 The hypnotherapist will find direct confrontation typically unproductive. They need to master
reframing and the permissive model as taught by psychiatrist Milton Erickson. This will
assist in bypassing the Eight’s inner critic, and open them up to the possibility of uncovering
transformational insights. The Eight needs to learn to see situations from different
perspectives, allowing empathy and a reduction in their innate sense of righteousness and
competitiveness. Ideally, they make the transformative insights themselves.
 The Eight client is often identified with the strength of the body and its passions. Due to their
tendency toward excess, they override the real needs of the body. It can be useful to improve
the mind/body communication and deeper awareness by constantly asking questions aligned
with “What’s happening in your body right now?” This will allow them to track and contact
their natural sensations and deeper impulses honestly. Once they have a sense of the subtle
sensations and impulses of the body, they can learn to articulate their authentic needs, wants,
and desires without judgment or over-statement.
 The hypnotherapist needs to regularly redirect the Eight anytime they use competitive
language. Their unconscious mind can be constantly at war with projected enemies, so the
Eight needs to be taught to reclaim these projections, lay down their sword and shield, and
gently leave the battlefield.
 Accepting peace is a valid therapeutic goal. However, as the nervous system settles, and the
overcompensation dissolves, the pain of the vulnerable inner child will be brought to the
surface. Therefore, it is critical to have previously established reliable resource states as
previously stated. The hypnotherapist can then gently titrate the Eight in experiencing the
pain of innocence lost, and the peace of resting in the Essential Self.
 Encourage the Eight to explore the strengths and resources available to them in their Wings
and Arrows. For instance, help the Eight move into their Seven wing where they can enjoy
being more fun and learn to laugh at themselves. Have them explore their Nine wing where
they can be less concerned with being right and less focused on outcome. The resourced
Eight when moving to their Two Arrow can learn to become more sensitive to the needs of
others. The resourced Eight when moving to their Five Arrow can learn the value of slowing
down and getting more information to make thoughtful, educated decisions.
PAUSE THERAPEUTIC APPROACH FOR ENNEATYPE EIGHT
This section discusses the therapeutic aspects of the processes as found in the PAUSE Trance Manuals.
These processes are designed to support Enneatype Eight in exploring their Strength of Innocence, which
is their path back to their Essential Self. Innocence in this perspective is best defined as the complete
release of judgment, projection, and resistance, and the recognition of the purity of one’s Essential Self.
When resting in true Innocence, the Eight will be able to accept themselves and others without the need
for defense, attack, or change. Purposefully worded questions and processes evoke the client’s direct
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experience of their Essential Self. The intention in these questions and processes is to assist the Eight in
self-exploration and self-regulation as they progress along the path towards integration.
The Eight needs to be gently encouraged to use the A-Aware Witness to uncover their tendency to be
unconsciously driven by their Challenges of Lust, Forcefulness, and Intensity. Not only is their Lust
applicable to sex, but it encompasses self-gratification and intensity in all aspects of life. Because the
Eight’s self-worth is based on their ability to be right and in charge, their unconscious forcefulness
demands that they be bigger, stronger, and better than anyone else is. Their view of the world is very
competitive, and as a result very black and white.

P-PRESENT FOR THE EIGHT
Establishing a resilient and authentic resource state for the Eight is critical for Therapeutic success. The
unconscious mind of the Eight will not move from its deeply held limiting beliefs unless there is a solid,
well-established place of safety they can rest and rely on. In fact, if a hypnotherapist finds that they are
not able to get significant case gain with the Eight, they should review their client’s P-Present resource
state, and inquire how their client uses it. Until they learn to trust that their ability to change states will
only increase the chance of a successful outcome, the client will continue to utilize their old habits and
operating patterns.
The Eight must be encouraged to put down their arms, leave the battlefield, and rest in an ordinary state
of peace and calm. Being fully present for the Eight requires them to step into what can be initially
perceived as an undefended state, and therefore threatening to their unconscious mind. This is the
essential first step in being P-Present, and with practice, they will find it comforting and rewarding.
The “Sensing Safety and Comfort in the Body” and “Accessing the Inner Body as a Healing Resource”
exercises as found in multiple trances in the PAUSE Trance Manuals foster a simple awareness of the
Eight client being gently supported, held, and safe. These exercises should be repeated in one form or
another at least three times. The hypnotherapist should continue to solidly anchor positive resource states
that validate the Eight’s experiences of safety, peace, and acceptance of the present moment just as it is,
with no need to defend, attack, or change anything.
A-AWARE WITNESS FOR THE EIGHT
The PAUSE Model supports the client in experiencing the state of the A-Aware Witness with a number of
tools. The Eight will find strong gain by preceding the following exercise with Atisha’s Heart Meditation
as found in The PAUSE Trance Manuals. This meditation is useful in silencing the mind, creating a state
of compassionate non-judgmental presence, while establishing a sense of wholeness. The hypnotherapist
should validate the Eight anytime they are perceived turning their attention inward and describing their
defense systems, or acknowledging their vulnerability. It is useful to reinforce their positive movement
when the Eight is truly compassionate and recognizes the needs or points of view of others.
By repeatedly asking the questions in various forms, “What’s underneath that?” and “What meaning do
you give this?” the Eight will be asked to explore the underlying sensations, thoughts, and motivations
driving their behavior. As the well-resourced client deepens their state of self-observation, the goal is for
them to experience transformational insights, allowing the mind to grow silent, and thereby supporting
them in entering a natural resource state. It is essential that the Eight be gently guided to personally
uncover their own drivers. Pointing them out directly is possible ONLY when the Eight is well resourced
or undefended. The hypnotherapist may decide to apply this same tool in other areas such as feelings of
inadequacy, separation, and anxiety.

U-UNWIND THE PAST FOR THE EIGHT
The purpose of U-Unwind the Past is to assist the Eight in uncovering and releasing the patterns of
limiting beliefs, thoughts, feelings, or images that prevent them from experiencing a state of peace in the
present moment. “U” in the PAUSE Model teaches the client tools to consciously regulate their nervous
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system. After firmly establishing a reliable resource state, as described in “P” and “A” of PAUSE, the
hypnotherapist can safely proceed in exploring the past with the client. Specifically for the Eight, UUnwind the Past assists them in experiencing a felt-sense of their Strength of Innocence with no need for
defense.

M OVIE S CREEN O BSERVATION AND A SSOCIATION
The “Movie Screen Observation and Association” technique is found in a number of the trances in The
PAUSE Trance Manuals, and teaches the Eight to consciously alternate between an activated state and a
resourced state. The value of this simple and effective process is that the Innocent Child no longer needs
to resist traumatic memories or unresolved feelings. Their emotional and neurological resiliency
improves each time they use this exercise as they gain confidence in their ability to change states when
needed. The client begins this exercise in the A-Aware Witness state, and then alternates to the activating
experience, and then back to their resource state. This teaches them to regulate their nervous system by
utilizing a conscious choice to shift states.

S-SURRENDER FOR THE EIGHT
Surrender for the Eight is found in exploring their Strength of Innocence and following their Path of
Truth. Surrender offers a particular challenge for the Eight because it requires them to trust, relinquish
control, and release outcome. This could be perceived as failure to the unresourced Eight. The Strength
of Innocence for the Eight means recognizing that everyone begins in innocence, without guilt, and still
has that deep inside of them. They learn to cultivate a view of the goodness within themselves and within
others in present time, without the distortions of the past.
The Eight's Path of Truth is the recognition that the truth in any situation can be found by looking through
the eyes of the Essential Self and seeing what is truly there. Truth reflects the qualities of essence that
include peace, love, and joy. It is self-evident, unique, does not change over time, and has no need of
defense. Learning to recognize what the Eight resists and projects will uncover the deeply repressed inner
feelings that drive their unconscious defensive mechanisms. The trances offered by the PAUSE Model
both reveals and explores the underlying lessons offered by the Eight's Path of Truth and Strength of
Innocence.
The Eight needs to learn to be vigilant of their unconscious Challenge of Forcefulness, Lust, and Intensity
which basically drives them into an attack posture, competition, or increases the emotional content of a
situation when they feel vulnerable, or when they are not getting their way. This Challenge result in the
Eight’s tendency to use power and force to embrace and even attack life. Naturally confrontational, they
unconsciously sort for defensiveness or aggressiveness in others. As a result, they see it. Upon
perceiving (or misperceiving) it in others, they become strong, forceful, and determined to protect
themselves and those they care about against any sort of threat, real or imagined. An underlying lesson
for the Eight is to learn that they do not have to always be in competition, and others have valid
points of view that may not agree with theirs. Jaxon-Bear (2006) describes the unresourced Eight, “An
unevolved Eight is the personification of the antisocial personality, as well as the bully and the bigot.
Archie Bunker is a caricature of the Eight personality” (p. 88).
The Eight's Strength of Innocence teaches them they are innocent, as is everyone else, and they are not
always under attack. This is the view of the Essential Self who sees everyone as safe, whole, and
requiring nothing. The Eight often appears as very alive, vital, and strong. They often live with an
unparalleled passion for life. Yet underneath that tough exterior which often seems calloused, rough, and
deeply layered, is a heart of gold that loves deeply and unconditionally. It truly is the innocent child,
responding freshly to life, being fully present, without guile, judgment, or agenda. The deep unconscious
fear that this unprotected child could be hurt at any undefended moment brings the Eight's warrior instinct
online, and ready for attack at any time.
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Asking an Eight to lower their defenses is no small task. Underneath their very carefully structured
defense is the heart of an innocent child. While this is the truth of who they are, the thought of reducing
their defensive posture is unconsciously viewed as an attack that must be conquered. The state of SSurrender thus becomes impossible. Further, they rail against being controlled or manipulated in any
way, and require clear facts before the cloud of emotion lowers adequately for analysis to enter into the
equation. Their view of the world is often reinforced with an unconscious fear of invalidation, which
creates a challenge when one is asking them to see themselves or others differently. However, once they
see the power of a better way of experiencing peace, safety, and freedom, a properly focused drive
towards success can often become the Eight's greatest asset. The following questions are designed to
assist the Eight in uncovering the obstacles to S-Surrender:












What do I truly want in this situation?
What actually needs to be defended in this situation?
What do I feel is actually attacking me or those I love right now?
What is honestly required of me in this moment? Of the other?
What am I avoiding feeling right now?
What outcome am I forcing?
Who or what am I in competition with?
Is there a better thought or feeling that I could hold right now?
What can I release right now?
What is this experience trying to show me/teach me?

T RANCES FOR THE E IGHT
There are many exercises in the PAUSE Trance Manuals that support the exploration needed by the Eight.
Their first step is to recognize when they use resistance to force their way. Soon they learn to create a
safe place to explore their vulnerable inner-child, and walk on their Path of Innocence. Because of the
strength and depth of the Eight’s defensive system, the PAUSE Model recommends the use of nearly all
the trances in the basic PAUSE approach.

R ESISTANCE
The Eight's core fear is, "Of being harmed or controlled by others, of violation” (Riso & Hudson, 1999, p.
89). The Eight has a conscious resistance to being controlled or manipulated by others in any overt way.
This "against" energy creates a need to always be right, in charge, and powerful. Their sense of selfworth is often in direct proportion to how powerful they feel they are, or how powerful or right they think
others feel about them. Interestingly, this "push against" creates an innate separation from others, which,
when they unconsciously experience it, feels like others are creating separation from them.
The unresourced Eight requires a nearly non-stop unconscious stream of validation, which comes in two
forms, internal and external. Internally, they will validate their "rightness" by sorting for things real or
imagined that supports their point of view. Their self-talk becomes their most positive ally in validating
their reason for their being "against" whatever they feel is actually or potentially "against" them.
Externally they will seek allies who support their righteousness and validate their sense of power. These
allies may be real people, such as friends, hypnotherapists, or co-workers, etc., or may be talk-show hosts,
books, or people found on Internet chat rooms. Anything that suggests a different view from the Eight's
tightly held position is either ignored or viscously attacked. Competition, control, and resistance,
therefore, are the only way of life for the unconscious Eight.

P ROJECTION
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Projection for the unresourced Eight is a constant scanning for friend or foe. Consciously, they never
give their allegiance and loyalty lightly, but once given, will defend to the death those they love. Their
innate strength is relied upon both by themselves and those they love and care for. However, this reliance
on their strength can be a two-edged sword. Their personal world is based on the powerful projections
they emanate of strength, righteousness, and power. If these are somehow is threatened, their
unconscious fear of being controlled, marginalized, or invalidated comes to the surface, and they often
react quite strongly. Since their unconscious belief is that they have been attacked or manipulated, their
ego drives them to validate their fears.
For instance, if the unresourced Eight loses their job, which they often use as part of their self-definition
of strength and success, they may move into an attack posture against anyone and anything that they feel
contributed to the loss. They will project weakness, poor judgment, and even evil on those they feel have
"wronged" them. Accepting no responsibility in the matter, it is always the other person's fault. They
don't realize that this very attack against another actually validates the very sense of victimhood that they
rail against.
By making the other "wrong,” they project their unconscious fears of their wrongness or incompetence
on the other person, effectively giving the other person the ability to dictate the Eight’s emotions and
demand their reactions. The question to gently explore with the Eight in this situation is, “Who is in
charge now?” This powerful insight, if truly owned by the Eight, can deeply change their approach to
blame and attack. It is critical they recognize when they are giving up their seniority over their own
internal behavior by blaming others and projecting on them, "It is their fault I feel this way! I can't
control it!" It is unconscious victimhood.

F ORGIVENESS
The unresourced Eight does not easily offer forgiveness of any kind. Once someone or something has
been defined as an enemy, justifications to keep them in that camp are easily found. Projection reigns,
and forgiveness is nowhere to be found. The Eight can learn to exercise basic forgiveness through
understanding. This can occur when they realize that if they were in the same situation, with the same
upbringing, with the same apparent lack of resources, and all other things being equal, they may have
made the same decision as the one they are judging against. This process of forgiveness by understanding
is not designed to ignore improper behavior, which the Eight will quickly point out, but to create a sense
of connection with the common ground we all share as human beings.
The PAUSE “Willing to Forgive” trance is very useful in helping the Eight. One of the most important
goals of forgiveness is to remove distance and separation by relinquishing their attack posture. When the
unresourced Eight requires the other person to be wrong in some way for them to feel justified in their
being right, forgiveness is often inaccessible. This process of truly understanding another allows the
unresourced Eight to step down from their pedestal of judgment and move into compassion and
forgiveness.
E-EVOKE FOR THE EIGHT
The goal of E-Evoke within the PAUSE Model is to foremost support the client in experiencing the
intrinsic peace and balance that is inherent in their natural state regardless of circumstance. E-Evoke
further empowers them to set meaningful goals, and intentionally create their reality in a positive, lifeaffirming, way. Grounded in P-A-U-S, resourced in their Strength of Innocence, and vigilant of their
unconscious patterns of Forcefulness and Lust, the Eight is now ready to effectively manifest while taking
responsibility for their thoughts, words, and actions.
In order to effectively E-Evoke, the powerhouse Eight needs to have clearly defined goals as well as an
understanding of the deeply held values and motivations that inspire their attainment. Because of the
nature of this work, the client may find that their original goals have changed; therefore, it is important
that they reevaluate their goals and bring them into present time. The hypnotherapist will find the process
and trance, “The Wheel of Fortune” in The PAUSE Trance Manuals useful in supporting the client in this
process.
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G RATITUDE
It is easy for the Eight to be grateful for their power, their strength, their abilities, and their influence.
However, that makes it all about themselves, and only reinforces separateness. The resourced Eight
recognizes that while they still have their power and strength, they learn to be grateful both for it, and for
the sometimes very difficult lessons that it teaches. Over time, they recognize the humility that is
intrinsic in great power. Eventually they realize that even greater power lies in acknowledging that true
innocence needs no defense. The now resourced Eight learns to embrace life as a child, with joy and
anticipation of a spontaneous happy outcome. Gratitude for themselves and others emerges as a result of
recognizing that those they felt were their enemies have been their greatest teachers.
The Essential Self has no needs, wants, or demands. It has nothing to prove, nothing to attack, and
nothing to defend, and they can rest in the feeling of safety, which result. The resourced Eight, when
resting in their Essential Self, can experience the joy releasing the inner war. There is no agenda, no
competition, and only acceptance of what is. This automatically creates a very sincere form of gratitude,
the appreciation, and comfort of simply being here now.

THE EMBODIED PATH TO WHOLENESS FOR THE EIGHT
The Eight’s Embodied Path to Wholeness is Truth. The Eight lives in a dichotomy, always appearing to
be on one side or the other, living on a figurative teeter-totter of life. There always seems to be something
to oppose or something to defend. However, the Truth is that we are all deeply connected, we are all safe,
and we are all part of Essence. Maitri in The Spiritual Dimension of the Enneagram (2000) describes
Truth.
It is the perception of reality in all its multidimensionality, from the physical world to the deepest
spiritual dimension of the Absolute. Here we see that all of these dimensions are real – they are
the truth about how things are – and we also see that they exist inseparably from each other. (p.
180)
Staying in the P-Present, the Eight increases their internal resources, and their path towards Truth
becomes clearer. Using the A-Aware Witness, they become vigilant of the unconscious activity that
creates separation. As their defenses lower, they U-Unwind the Past, soften their worldview, and learn to
recognize that there may be another way of looking at things.
The Challenge for the Eight is their Forcefulness, Lust, and Intensity. This is a very strong deterrent to
recognizing the connectedness of all things as described by their Path of Truth. It requires the Eight
develop the great resources provided by their Strength of Innocence. As they learn to be vigilant of their
Challenges, they recognize the innocence of all involved. They can up-level their reactions from anger
and rage, to recognition and even neutrality.
Moving into S-Surrender, they learn to reduce the barriers to sharing their heart. They spend less time in
attack, take more responsibility for their thoughts and actions, and look within instead of blaming others.
They reach Peace more quickly. As they release their need to be right, they open to the innocent
awareness that they may not know what everything is for. Trusting the innocence of themselves and
others, instead of using their arms to push away, they find it easier to reach out and embrace.
As a member of the Body Triad, their greatest lessons are through the body. Instead of trying to overcontrol or over manage their body or others, they learn to experience them as expressions of the divine.
Getting in touch with their own Essence allows them to see that same power of Innocence in others. They
release their own resistance to being fully embodied as they remember the truth of who they are, and the
truth of who everyone is.
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As the Resourced Eight walks on their path toward understanding Truth and the core Innocence of
themselves and others, they E-Evoke that which they truly desire. They see themselves and others in the
light of Love. As they recognize that the Truth in all situations will eventually come forward, they learn
that they don't need to defend the Truth, as it will become self-evident. As they connect to their inner
resources and the Strength of the Eight, Innocence, they recognize that their inner-child will always
remain deeply loved, and always Innocent.
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ENNEATYPE TWO STYLE – GIVING
OVERVIEW
We have called Enneatype Two’s Style “Giving” because their
experience of identity and sense of security is often based on
giving to others. Resourced Twos consistently project generosity,
warmth, and caring. They see the best in others, and are able to
compassionately encourage, support, and assist them in
accomplishing their goals. Riso and Hudson (1999) describe the
Two as:
In short, healthy twos are the embodiment of the good
parent that everyone wishes they had: Someone who sees
them as they are, understands them with immense
compassion, helps and encourages with infinite patience
and is always willing to lend a hand – while knowing
precisely how and when to let go. (p. 127)
Diagram E2: Enneatype Two
The less resourced Two often anticipates the needs of others, but puts
those needs before their own, thereby losing contact with their own
needs, wants, and desires. Two is part of the Image Triad in the Enneagram, which includes Two, Three,
and Four. Jaxon-Bear (2006) describes their collective challenge, “All the Image points suffer from a
lack of self-worth, coming from a belief that they cannot be loved for themselves” (p. 136). Since the
unresourced Two unconsciously perceives themselves as unable to meet their own nurturance and
emotional needs, they seek love and validation outside themselves. The Twos often find themselves
attracted to the helping professions, such as healthcare, customer service, administrative assistants, and
other support roles.

Enneatype Two
Style

Giving

Path to Wholeness

Freedom, Will

Strength

Humility, Attunement, Compassion

Challenge

Pride, False Humility

Table E2: Core Aspects of Enneatype Two

ETIOLOGY
It is important to recognize that early life experience does not create the Enneatype. The Etiology is the
result is the view of their childhood experience through the filter of the Enneatype. However, this unique
combination of nature and nurture directly influences the development of their Instinctual Variant: SelfPreservation, Social, or One-to-One.
The Two’s memory of their childhood often was seen as an endless attempt to secure approval and love
by meeting the needs of their caretakers. The young Two learned that their needs might never be fulfilled
by simply being themselves. This required them to constantly do or say things to reap favorable
attention. Often taking on adult responsibilities early in life, they learned to intuit other’s needs, adapting
their own persona to give what they felt was needed in order to gain validation and appreciation. The
Two typically receives a great deal of societal approval for their natural desire to be helpful, further
validating the activity of ingratiating themselves to others.
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Since the needs of one person may be different from the needs of another, the Two was required to
change their tactic to receive the love they were seeking. Enneagram pioneer, Helen Palmer describes
this phenomenon, in her book, The Enneagram, (1988):
Twos experience themselves as being many selves, of being able to change to suit the needs of
the important people in their lives. A considerable degree of confusion can arise between the
several selves, the sense of Which one is the real me? [sic] (p. 102)
As a child, the Two often learned that they needed to give to others in order to get their own needs met.
Love was apparently not freely given, and therefore they had to, “earn it.” In an unhealthy family, the
Two was typically shamed into believing that addressing their own needs was selfish. This created a
deep-seated pattern of external orientation, validating the unconscious response of sacrifice and denial of
their own impulses, thereby putting others ahead of themselves.

RESOURCES
The resourced Two is generous, compassionate, and giving. The Two, resting in the Essential Self, can
have a deeply loving heart, naturally warming the hearts of others through their unconditional acceptance.
They nurture others by recognizing and acknowledging their positive attributes, and selflessly supporting
them in fulfilling their dreams, and realizing their full potential. Further, the well-resourced Two is able
to meet their own needs and take appropriate steps to find their own sense of self-satisfaction and
fulfillment.

DEFENSIVE PATTERNS
The Two defends primarily through self-repression. The continual automatic pattern of meeting the needs
of others before their own creates an unconscious disconnect from the recognition of their own needs.
Abrogating their autonomy and ability to express and fulfill their needs, the unresourced Two secretly
resents the fact that they have to give to others to have their needs met. Out of touch with their own inner
depths, suspicious of their own ability to meet their own needs, their self-repression drives them to turn
their attention outward where they seek satisfaction and fulfillment through others.
Because the Two is highly externally focused and attuned to the needs of others, they are also able to use
those insights as control strategies. One of their control strategies is to make themselves indispensable.
Sensing an opportunity to fulfill a need either personally or professionally, they may manipulate the
situation such that they are the only one who can fulfill the need or do the job. The control strategy of
flattery appears to be very effective for many Twos, as the immediate response is positive reinforcement
of their ability to influence the states of others. An unconscious control strategy can be a passive
aggressive behavior where they appear overtly compliant, but unconsciously resent that their own needs
are not being met and therefore will inadequately do what is asked of them.

RELATIONSHIPS
The resourced Two, when expressing their Essential Self, is the embodiment of Compassion. In their
wholeness they can intuit the needs of others, and appropriately respond to them. Standing in a direct
experience of perfect love, the resourced Two recognizes they are complete, fully nourished, and needing
nothing, they become a natural outpouring of love without attachment.
More than any other type, the unresourced Two can wear a mask of false humility that denies underlying
feelings of pride and specialness that is often based on an unconscious sense of righteous self-sacrifice.
Unable to contact their own sense of wholeness, the Two can become co-dependent, relying solely on
their partner for their sense of self-worth. The Two’s unconscious need to receive validation and
acceptance from others can drive them to experience feelings of ambivalence in intimate relationships.
While they long for love and acceptance from another, they fear the loss of independence and their own
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freedom as a result of being confined in a relationship. This may cause the relationship to constantly be
in a state of flux or instability.
An extremely unresourced Two may become an enabler of bad or even destructive behaviors in another,
attempting to ensure their dependency on the Two. This can be particularly poignant to the unresourced
Two in fear of losing a relationship. Riso and Hudson (1999) describe this fear-driven behavior, “As a
result, anxiety drives Twos to do things that can ultimately sabotage their relationship, although in the
short term these tactics seem to them to be the way to save it and to further demonstrate their devotion”
(p.142).
Masterful seducers, they enjoy the chase as long as they are able to able to create a sense of being the
single one to fill the other person’s needs. Early in both personal and professional relationships, the Two
may often over-give, creating unreasonable expectations of future performance. Once comfortable in the
relationship, the Two will seek self-sufficiency and independence, possibly changing the dynamics of the
relationship, and potentially alienating their partner. The challenge is once the Two feels they are no
longer meeting their partner’s needs based on the partner’s feedback or actions, they will either withdraw
into self-punishment, or move into appeasement while harboring underlying feelings of resentment. A
typical Two statement in the beginning of a relationship might be, “I enjoy being the wind beneath your
wings.”

EMOTIONAL STATES
The resourced Two is the epitome of compassion, fully capable of expressing unconditional love.
Grounded in the Essential Self, they exude a warmth and radiance that others are naturally attracted to.
They no longer feel the need to do anything, but can simply be their highest expression of Self.
The core fear of the Two is being unlovable or unwanted for who they are or for what they do. The
unresourced Two, driven by the unconscious misperception that they are unworthy of love, creates a
mask, like all Enneatypes, that attempts to emulate the qualities of the Essential Self. This mask, based
on ungrounded thoughts and emotions, is used as a defense against acknowledging the Two’s underlying
feelings of pride and inadequacy. By being in mask and not resting in the Essential Self, the Two loses
the ability to assess their own needs and appropriate emotional states. Sandra Maitri in her book The
Spiritual Dimensions of the Enneagram (2000) describes this disconnect:
Her inner orientation is focused outward on others whom she tries to please since she feels
dependent on them to connect with herself, and her inner states ascend and plummet depending
on the quality of her contact with them. This dependency is the central psychological orientation
of Twos. (p. 162)

PHYSICAL TRAITS
The resourced Two, having received adequate nurturance, demonstrates self-sufficiency and a highly
developed will. This is often reflected in a strong, highly charged body, and a well-developed
musculature that supports the spinal column. The unresourced Two has many similarities to the Oral
Character structure as described by Wilhelm Reich. The body can be both undercharged and ungrounded
and can appear puffy and inflated, or slender and undernourished. Externally focused, the eyes can
express a deep longing for contact and nurturance. Perpetually longing, they are prone to addictions of all
kinds.

POTENTIAL HEALTH CHALLENGES
Typically identified with the activity of the mind, the energetic focus of the unresourced Two and Oral
remains above the diaphragm, often ignoring the lower half of the body. As a result, they may report a
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lack of stamina and endurance, and can suffer from weak legs and pronated feet. Riso and Hudson (1999)
describe potential pathology and health warning signs for the unresourced Two:











Histrionic Personality Disorder
Hypochondriasis
Somatization
Eating Disorders
Serious, coercive sexual behaviors or stalking
Extreme tendencies towards self-deception
Acting with a sense of delusional entitlement
Episodes of manipulating and coercing others
Evidence of repressed aggression acted out inappropriately (p. 145)

WINGS AND ARROWS OF ENNEATYPE TWO
The Two has wings of One and Three, and arrows to Four and
Eight. When the Resourced Two moves towards their One
wing, they tend to focus their attention on helping others with a
serious, moral, selfless approach. They may feel obligated to
undertake helping roles that others avoid in their tireless
pursuit to end suffering. When the Resourced Two moves
towards their Three wing, they tend to become more
gregarious, social, talkative, and charming, with an underlying
supportive focus. They are friendly and humorous enjoying
entertainment and a wide variety of social activities.
The unresourced Two with a One wing often has an internal
dichotomy of selfishness arising from the need to balance a
sense of entitlement with their need to be responsible for
others. They can be at odds with their One-centric principles
and their Two-centric needs. The unresourced Two with a
Diagram 2-2: Two Wings & Arrows
Three wing is typically less serious than their counterpart Two,
living more on the surface of life, often superficial, they can be
less willing to do deep inner-work. They can be seen as haughty, arrogant, and close-minded. Famous
Enneatype Twos include Mother Teresa, Florence Nightingale, Nancy Reagan, Merv Griffin, Barbara
Bush, and John Denver (Riso and Hudson, 1999, pp. 130-131).

GENERAL THERAPEUTIC INTERVENTIONS FOR ENNEATYPE TWO
The following section provides the PAUSE Hypnotherapist with insights, suggestions, and techniques
designed to facilitate a successful therapeutic interaction with their client. Each Enneatype has specific
ego-driven defense mechanisms for defining themselves and resisting the path of integration leading to
the Essential Self.
The following Enneatype specific interventions focus on supporting the
hypnotherapist in understanding, uncovering, and unwinding the client’s unconscious resistance, while
working effectively with it.
The essential first step in all therapeutic interactions is to establish client resiliency by providing reliable
resource states. Once established, the hypnotherapist can safely redirect the client out of egoic fixations
or negative emotional states back to their resources, thus providing the client with confidence, and
powerful tools for self-regulation and self-management. The Two’s focus on giving to others at the
expense of recognizing and attending to their own needs, wants and desires places them in an endless
cycle of providing to others in the hopes that their unvoiced needs will be met.
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 Initial work with the Two should involve supporting them in establishing an embodied sense
of self. This is best done with grounding and embodiment exercises as described in HypnoWorkout.
 As a member of the Image Triad, the Two client is often identified with image and feeling;
therefore, it is useful to redirect their focus to the body with the question, “What’s happening
in your body right now?” This will allow them to track and contact their natural sensations
and deeper impulses.
 Once they have a sense of the subtle sensations and impulses of the body, they can learn to
articulate their authentic needs, wants, and desires without judgment.
 The importance of creating an internally referenced resource state for the Two’s selfmanagement cannot be understated. A typical Two when asked for a resource state may
respond, “I felt joyful when I cooked Thanksgiving dinner for twenty people and they loved
it.” The focus needs to be redirected to cultivating an awareness of the Two’s inner state
during this experience, not the validation they received for their efforts.
 Because the Two has learned to meet the needs of many different people, they can lose their
sense of self, thereby not having a sense of their own authenticity. The hypnotherapist can
assist the client in establishing a healthy sense of identity by teaching them to identify with
the sensations of the physical body, looking within and identifying and articulating actual
needs, wants and desires that are not dependent on external states, places or people.
 It is important for the hypnotherapist to have clear and precise boundaries with the Two
regarding time, money, and clarity of communication. This will create a model of behavior
that the Two can learn to emulate in personal and professional relationships.
 Encourage the Two to explore the strengths and resources available to them in their Wings
and Arrows. For instance help the Two move into their One wing where they can enjoy being
more precise and responsible. Have them explore their Three wing where they can be less
concerned with being productive to get their needs met and more willing to share their talents
and gifts without a subversive need for reciprocity. The resourced Two when moving to their
Four Arrow can learn to accurately express their own emotions and needs. The resourced
Two when moving to their Eight Arrow can learn to express anger in a productive and timely
fashion without letting it subvert unexpressed into passive-aggressive behavior.
PAUSE THERAPEUTIC APPROACH FOR ENNEATYPE TWO
This section discusses the therapeutic aspects of the processes found in The PAUSE Trance Manuals.
These processes are designed to support Enneatype Two in utilizing their Strength of Humility to remain
focused on their Path of Freedom and Will. Humility is best defined as a modest view of one’s value and
importance. When resting in true Humility, the Two will be able to nurture themselves and others
without feeling the need for reciprocity at any level. Purposefully worded questions and processes
evoke the client’s direct experience of their Essential Self. The intention in these questions and processes
is to assist the Two in self-exploration and self-regulation as they progress along the path towards
integration and wholeness.
Because of this work, the Two can uncover their tendency to be driven by their Challenge, which is Pride.
It may be difficult at first for the Two to identify and recognize this underlying trait of their Challenge
due to societal support for their apparent selfless, giving nature. Because the Two’s self-worth is based
on their ability to be sensitive, empathic, and helpful, their unconscious pride demands that they be the
only one to solve a problem or fill a need. Author Sandra Maitri in The Enneagram of Passions and
Virtues (2009) describes the subtle distinction in the pride of the Two. “Pride, then, is pride in our selfimage rather than in who we actually are” (p. 117).
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P-PRESENT FOR THE TWO
Being fully in the present moment for the Two can be a significant challenge. As they are masters of
anticipating another’s needs, their focus is often on deriving a baseline of need from the past, and
projecting it into the future. Their unconscious drive is to “be there” when someone needs something, so
they find it difficult to just “be here now.” Once they master P-Present, they will begin to unhinge the
egoic drivers that keep the Two from simply being at rest, experiencing true Peace.
The hypnotherapist should anchor the Two anytime they are perceived experiencing any true resource
state, particularly those associated with the Essential Self. It is useful to reinforce their positive
movement when the Two recognizes their true needs, wants, and desires. These states can be most easily
cultivated by validating them when they are expressing positive feelings that are not associated with
helping others.

A-AWARE WITNESS FOR THE TWO
The PAUSE Model supports the client in experiencing the state of the A-Aware Witness with a number of
tools. The Two will find strong gain by preceding many exercises with Atisha’s Heart Meditation as
found in The PAUSE Level I Trance Manual. This meditation is useful in silencing the mind, creating a
state of compassionate non-judgmental presence, while establishing a sense of wholeness.
The Two needs to learn to distinguish between ego driven patterns, and those grounded in their Essential
Self. This process supports them in cultivating their self-worth and the capacity to perceive themselves
and others with compassion, understanding, and without judgment. The A-Aware Witness is invaluable
in this regard. This exercise has the client recall or imagine a time when they felt their help was being
rejected. The Two is supported in establishing the A-Aware Witness state by having them explore the
sensations, thoughts, and emotions that are evoked when looking more deeply at the experience of
rejection.
By repeatedly asking the questions in various forms, “What’s underneath that?” and “What meaning do
you give this?” the client will be asked to explore the underlying sensations, thoughts, and motivations
driving their behavior. As the well-resourced client deepens their state of self-observation, the goal is for
them to experience transformational insights, allowing the mind to grow silent, and thereby supporting
them in enter into a natural resource state. This process focuses on the experience of having their help
rejected. The questions are repeated three times to fully explore sensation, thoughts, and emotions. The
hypnotherapist may decide to apply this same tool in other areas such as feelings of inadequacy, the
tendency towards co-dependency, and feelings of pridefulness.

U-UNWIND THE PAST FOR THE TWO
The purpose of U-Unwinding the Past is to assist the Two in uncovering and releasing the patterns of
limiting beliefs, thoughts, feelings, or images that prevent them from experiencing a state of self-worth
and true humility in the present. The PAUSE Model focuses on U-Unwind the Past is to teach the client
tools to consciously regulate their nervous system. After firmly establishing a reliable resource state, as
described in “P” and “A” of the PAUSE model, the hypnotherapist can safely proceed in exploring the
past with the client. Specifically for the Two, U-Unwind the Past assists the Two in experiencing a felt
sense of their true worth.

M OVIE S CREEN O BSERVATION AND A SSOCIATION
The “Movie Screen Observation and Association” exercise as found in multiple trances in The PAUSE
Level I Trance Manual teaches the Two to consciously alternate between an activated state and a
resourced state. The value of this simple and effective process is that the client no longer needs to resist
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traumatic memories or unresolved feelings. Their emotional and neurological resiliency improves each
time they use this exercise as they gain confidence in their ability to change states when needed.
The Two begins this exercise in the A-Aware Witness state, and then alternates to the activating
experience, and then back to the resource state. It is important the Two learn to recognize the
difference between their needs and other’s needs. This teaches them to regulate their nervous system
by utilizing a conscious choice to shift states. An underlying lesson for the Two is to learn that they have
a choice to help others, or not, as appropriate, without feeling unloved.
The hypnotherapist will preface this exercise with a light induction that places the client in a safe place,
watching a movie screen as is described in the Sanctuary trance in The PAUSE Level I Trance Manual. It
is essential that the client stay in the A-Aware Witness state in the first part of the exercise, simply
observing the screen. Process each question fully, ensuring the client understands the question, and
gently guide them to answer.

S-SURRENDER FOR THE TWO
Surrender for the Two is found in exploring their Strength of Humility and following their Path of
Freedom and Will. Humility arises when they set aside their prideful ego and see the truth of who they
are through the eyes of the Essential Self. Freedom for the Two is learning they are free to choose Love,
and are free to acknowledge their own needs. Will for the Two is learning that everyone is an expression
of Divine Will, and as a result, everyone has the right to express their own Free Will.
Recognizing what the Two resists and projects will uncover the deeply repressed inner feelings that drive
their unconscious defensive mechanisms. The PAUSE Model both reveals and explores the underlying
Strengths offered by the Two's Humility. The unconscious egoic driver which keeps the Two from
staying on their Path to Wholeness is their Challenge of Pride. Cut off from the awareness of their own
needs, wants and desires, the Two will cultivate relationships and situations where they are the “only one”
to fulfill a role or need. Their feelings of pride arise in direct proportion to their experience of being
indispensable. Riso and Hudson (1999) describe this unresourced drive.
They believe they must always put others first and be loving and unselfish if they want to get
love. The problem is that putting others first makes Twos secretly angry and resentful - feelings
they work hard to repress or deny. (p. 128)
P-A-U of the PAUSE Model supports the Two in anchoring the resource state of peace and equanimity,
thus assisting the Two in releasing inappropriate pride and false humility. The Two needs to learn to be
vigilant of their unconscious Challenge of Pride, which creates challenges from both sides of the
spectrum. Their unconscious posturing ranges from arrogance that they are the only one who can take
care of something or someone, to a sense of complete worthlessness.
The Two's Strength of Humility teaches them to experience themselves and others from the view of the
Essential Self, who sees everyone at their core as loveable, loving and needing nothing. In this view, we
are all the same; no one is greater or lesser than another is. This requires the Two to recognize when they
are helping others to win favor, in other words, when they “Give to Get.” It could range from a simple
form of flattery to the equivalent of a permanent houseguest, in either case giving something to get love.
Failure to get their needs met could turn into self-deprecation from their sense of not giving adequately, or
angry resentment against the other person for not fulfilling them. The following questions are designed to
assist the Two in uncovering the obstacles to Surrender:







What do I truly want in this situation?
What is truly required of me in this moment? Of the other?
What do I feel I am lacking right now?
What am I avoiding feeling right now?
Is there a better thought or feeling that I could hold right now?
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 What is this experience trying to show me/teach me?
T RANCES FOR THE T WO
The PAUSE Model of Hypnotherapy Trances support the exploration needed by the Two in recognizing
when they give to get love, enhance self-exploration, and walk on their Path of Humility. Once the client
has mastered the skills offered in P and A, they should pursue the U-Unwind the Past and S-Surrender
Trances. Many of the PAUSE Model trances cultivate resources that regulate the nervous system, and
increase feelings of safety, wellness, and support from within. The E-Evoke trances invite them to
connect with their intuition, inner guidance, deeper values, and Essence.

R ESISTANCE
The Two's core fear is, "Of being unloved and unwanted for themselves alone” (Riso and Hudson, 1999,
p. 127). The Two has a conscious conviction that people need help, and they are just the person to
provide it. The Two's sense of self-worth is directly tied to how well they can help others. They often go
out of their way to accommodate others in the hope of being helpful. They don't seem overtly resistant to
anything, and appear to be the epitome of flexibility and support while helping others get their needs met.
The unresourced Two unconsciously resists getting their own needs met in an obvious or overt fashion.
They may feel they have the free will to choose to help another person, but are actually compelled to do
it because they believe they cannot get their needs met any other way. It is this unconscious drive to help
that creates an underlying resistance and resentment against the very person they are helping. Since they
have an unconscious filter or resistance against getting their needs met they see themselves giving and
giving and giving without feeling loved or appreciated, and without the freedom to do anything else.
Anger and resentment grows and eventually explodes to the surface. Once this happens, however, the
guilt can be overwhelming, forcing them to repress once again the satisfaction of feeling their true
emotions, and push their needs, wants and desires back down.

P ROJECTION
Projection for the unresourced Two is that everyone needs help. On a conscious level, they seek
situations where they can be most useful, productive, and helpful. The positive aspect of this is that the
Resourced Two is actually an excellent caregiver, counselor, or family member as they can very quickly
and accurately ascertain the needs, wants, and desires of another. This kind of person is idealized in
American culture as the ideal wife, assistant, or employee, and as a result is not recognized as needing
psychological help.
Unconsciously, the unresourced Two is driven by the notion of sacrifice. This requires that they must
earn their love, that nothing is given freely, and that they must constantly give to define their value and
self-worth. This repression of their own needs forces them into the give-to-get model as they can only
get their needs met by doing something for another. They project their internal notion of not being able to
fulfill their own needs onto others, which makes everyone look like a potential parasite, sucking the life
force out of the Two. This creates an avoidance strategy that forces them to very carefully open
themselves up to another because as soon as they do they know they must give endlessly.

F ORGIVENESS
The unresourced Two can easily feign forgiveness, but when you dig deeper, an underlying resentment
can often be found. The Two needs to recognize that when they are activated by someone apparently not
appreciating or supporting them, they need to ask themselves what their motivation is and what they truly
wanted in this experience.
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When they require another person to be happy for them to be happy, they have effectively given away
their personal power, Freedom, and Will to the other person. This activation, when seen properly,
can be an excellent learning opportunity for the Two. It can show them when they are in their egoic state
of separation, and where they need to work. Forgiveness then comes naturally, as they see the underlying
lesson this opportunity has taught them.

E–EVOKE FOR THE TWO
The goal of E-Evoke within the PAUSE Model is to foremost support the client in experiencing the
intrinsic peace and balance that is inherent in their natural state regardless of circumstance. E-Evoke
further empowers the Two to set meaningful goals, and intentionally create their reality in a positive, lifeaffirming, way. Grounded in P-A-U-S, resourced in their Strength of Humility and aware of their
unconscious driver of pride, the resourced Two is now ready to effectively manifest, while taking
responsibility for their thoughts, words, and actions.
In order to E-Evoke, the Two client needs to have clearly defined goals as well as an understanding of the
deeply held values and motivations that inspire their attainment. Because of the nature of this work, the
client may find that their original goals have changed; therefore, it is important that they reevaluate their
goals and bring them into present time. The hypnotherapist will find the process and trance, “The Wheel
of Fortune” in The PAUSE Level I Trance Manual useful in supporting the client in this process.

R EAFFIRMING R ESOURCE S TATE
The “Reaffirming Resource State” exercise as found in multiple trances in The PAUSE Level I Trance
Manual will help the Two continue to cultivate their resiliency and capacity to rest in the Essential Self.
The client examines a future situation where they imagine they will experience disappointment or
potential loss. They are then invited to move into the Essential Self, releasing resistance, judgment, and
outcome. This reinforces their capacity to choose to change states and rest in peace and safety.

G RATITUDE
As the Resourced Two walks their Path of true Humility, combined with a deep understanding of their
Strength of Freedom, they learn they are free to choose to extend love whenever they wish. They
recognize that Love is being, not doing. They learn that they have value just be being who they truly are,
and need do nothing.
The Essential Self has no needs, wants, or demands. Being Love, there is nothing to do except extend it
to everyone without exception. Because giving love and receiving love are the same, there is no need for
anyone to do anything else. Love demands no sacrifice or recompense. The resourced Two, when resting
in their Essential Self, can experience the joy of simply extending love. This automatically creates the
highest form of gratitude, the appreciation of Love for being itself.

HEART-CENTERED PATH TO WHOLENESS
The Heart-Centered Path to Wholeness for the Two is through Freedom and Will. Freedom is a very
powerful concept for the Two to own. When they feel they are trapped by the drive to make other
people happy so they can be happy, they have effectively given away their Freedom. When the
unresourced Two feels driven to do something against their health or nature to gain Love, they are giving
away their right to their own Free Will. Maitri in the Spiritual Dimension of the Enneagram describes the
challenge of the Two balancing both Freedom and Will. “What we call free will is choosing to align with
what is or to resist it, and in time we see that only by surrendering to what is are we truly free” (p. 159).
The PAUSE Model both reveals and explores the Two’s path to Wholeness by cultivating their Strength
of true Humility. The unconscious egoic driver, which keeps the Two from staying on this path, is their
Challenge of Pride. As they learn to be fully P-Present, they remove their attention from the future and
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rest in Peace of now. As they deepen their resources and develop the insights of the A-Aware Witness,
they become vigilant of their unconscious egoic patterns of Pride and Giving to Get. Seeing the past as an
opportunity for release, they U-Unwind the Past and the ego’s limiting perspective of lack and need. As
their ego lessens its grip, the warm heart of the Two shines through. Using all their new resources, the
Two recognizes when they are resisting and what they are projecting. The underlying lessons become
clear and joyfully embraced as they S-Surrender to the gratitude of their expanded heart. The undiluted
Love and Compassion of the whole Two is E-Evoked with joy, peace, and Grace.
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ENNEATYPE FOUR STYLE – MOOD
OVERVIEW
We have called the Enneatype Four’s Style “Mood” because
of the wide emotional range they typically express, creating
moods that constantly define their life experiences. Being an
Image point, the Four is highly focused on the façade they
present, and is very aware of the images of others. They want
to be seen as unique, creative, and special.
Whatever the Resourced Four does will be executed with flair,
and a unique style. They are often dancers, artists, actors, and
hairdressers – anything highly visible. Because they are so
expressive and creative, we also find them to be writers, poets,
and playwrights. The resourced Four when identified with the
Essential Self remembers who they are, and is able to rest in
the joy of the moment, releasing outcome.
In an Unresourced state, the Four can experience a deep level
of longing and discontent that can be reflected in states of
depression and melancholy. On an unconscious level, they are
Diagram E4-1: Enneatype Four
aware of their connection to Source and never feel fully at
home in the world. More than any other type, they experience
the emotional highs and lows associated with having lost contact with the equanimity of the Essential
Self. Their emotional complexity colors their experience of the present, driving them to a preoccupation
with the anticipation of a better future. Jaxon-Bear (2006) describes the result of this pattern, “Fours
often seem to be waiting for life to begin” (p. 150).

Enneatype Four
Style

Mood

Path to Wholeness

Equanimity, Origin

Strength

Joy, Emotional Balance

Challenge

Envy

Table E4-1: Cores Aspects of the Four

ETIOLOGY
It is important to recognize that early life experience does not create the Enneatype. The Etiology is the
result is the view of their childhood experience through the filter of the Enneatype. However, this unique
combination of nature and nurture directly influences the development of their Instinctual Variant: SelfPreservation, Social, or One-to-One.
Four’s often view their childhood through the lens of abandonment. Heart centered, they are acutely
sensitive to any experience of separation, and often report feeling some level of abandonment, neglect,
failure in attachment and bonding, or inadequate mirroring. There often appears to be a fixation on the
loss of one of the primary caretakers. Helen Palmer (1988) describes the early experience of the Four,
“Fours remember abandonment in childhood, and as a result they suffer from a sense of deprivation and
loss” (p. 168).
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EMOTIONAL STATES
The resourced Four has a high capacity for joy, fun, spontaneity, and passion. They can be excellent
storytellers and are engaging conversationalists. Because of their rich inner emotional world, they have
an unparalleled capacity to explore the wide and varied nuances of the human experience. The Challenge
of the Four is Envy, and as a result creates a deep lack of self-worth and a need for comparison with
others. Their core fear is having no personal significance, no identity, or no uniqueness.
The Four defines themselves by their emotional states and moods. Rather than experience the wide
emotional kaleidoscope of life that can forever shift and change, the unresourced Four limits the range of
their feelings to a narrow subset, often choosing sadness and separation. For instance, easily offended
and disappointed due to their heightened sensitivity, the unresourced Four may tend to focus on emotions
that hold grievances. All this negativity creates a unique set of traits that the Four can darkly identify
with. For the unresourced Four, satisfaction and fulfillment in the present are often very fleeting, as the
present never seems to be enough.

RELATIONSHIPS
The resourced Four in relationship invites a vivid and full participation in life. The Four partner wants to
explore the depths of humanity while engaging in deep and meaningful romantic interactions. The
unresourced Four lives in the fantasy of experiencing the perfect relationship in the future, emphasizing
what might be instead of what is. The Four is very aware of their status and prestige, and this influences
how they conduct themselves in relationship. This awareness creates an unconscious tendency to
compare themselves to others physically, emotionally, and financially. The unresourced Four can have an
imperious air, be patronizing to those they think are less than them, while simultaneously envying those
who appear to have more.
Unconsciously fixating on the image of an unattainable perfect mate freezes the Four in time, where they
continue to re-experience the loss of the past, and project an unrealistic fantasy of the future. Seeking a
romantic rescuer, yet fearing eventual relationship failure, causes the Four to be ambivalent, even when
meeting a potentially ideal mate. They may sabotage the relationship through an unconscious behavior of
looking for flaws and being critical of trivial differences. The challenge for the Four is to become aware
of the hidden notion that no one can truly satisfy their idealized image, and they must learn to appreciate
the simple, ordinary joys of life in a healthy relationship.

DEFENSIVE PATTERNS
The Four primarily defends through separation and differentiation. They are very good at creating a
defensive distance by setting themselves apart from others, particularly on an emotional level. They are
highly focused on the negative emotional states within themselves and others, often finding negative
pleasure in the drama. As a result, they tend to take on the emotions of others, experiencing them as part
of their own identity, thus forming a defensive pattern known as “Introjection.”
The Four simultaneously desires close relationships and rejects them. While apparently longing for
intimacy, they create an aura of specialness or uniqueness which, when combined with their identification
with image, creates an invisible barrier of perceived safety from others. This creates an emotional roller
coaster effect in relationships and all aspects of life. This pattern ironically perpetuates the experience of
abandonment and separation, which is the foundation of their core wound.
A control strategy of the Four is oversensitivity. The unresourced Four distances themselves from others
by their apparent inability to tolerate people, situations, animals, emotions, or anything else that they feel
triggers them. Often called “The Tragic Romantic,” the Four seemingly chooses to live on the surface of
life, dancing with the dramatic interplay of longing and desire. Defending against transformation and
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growth, their punitive inner critic finds negative pleasure in avoiding the transformation of deeper levels
of grief, loss, and abandonment that could ultimately provide a portal to their Essential Self.

RESOURCES
The Four can be artistic, creative, and expressive. They enjoy impressing others with their unique style,
and emotional complexity. Deeply introspective, they have a unique way of relating to others that is both
engaging and provocative. Freethinking and independent, they can be relied upon to see things from a
different perspective.
Riso and Hudson (1999) describe the Four’s unique disregard of rules and structure, “For better or worse
they are usually defiant of convention and authority, breaking the rules whenever self-expression is an
issue” (p.184). If a situation requires artistic interpretation or a high level of creative expression, a
resourced Four is an excellent addition to a team. A typical Four statement is found in the title of the
song, written by Walter Marks, “I’ve Got to be Me!”

PHYSICAL TRAITS/HEALTH RESOURCES AND CHALLENGES
The physical structure of the Four is strongly influenced by
their level of resiliency. The movement of energy through
the body is typically a reflection of their moods and
emotional states. In states of elation, there is expansion and
joyful movement, in more somber states there is a
contraction in the body in which feelings of shame,
rejection, low self-esteem, envy, melancholy, and depression
are deeply introjected. Eli Jaxon-Bear (2006) cautions,
“This introjection of negative emotions may lead to health
difficulties and emotional imbalance” (p. 158). Riso and
Hudson (1999) describe potential pathology and health
warning signs for the unresourced Four:









Severe Depression
Narcissistic Personality Disorder
Avoidant Personality Disorder
Crimes of Passion-Murder and Suicide
Outbursts of rage hostility and hatred
Episodes of self-sabotage and rejecting positive influences
Obsessions with death, morbidity, and self-hatred (p. 199)

Diagram E4-2: Four Wings & Arrows

WINGS AND ARROWS OF ENNEATYPE FOUR
The Four has wings of Three and Five and arrows to One and Two. When the Resourced Four moves
towards their Three wing, they tend to be more gregarious and comfortable connecting with others. They
are more willing to focus on accomplishing their goals through self-improvement.
When the Resourced Four moves to the Five wing, they enjoy creative exploration for its own reward,
focusing more on their needs and desires rather than the needs of an audience. When the Four moves in
the direction of One they tend to meter their emotional range to focus on quality outcome rather than
experience. When the Four moves in the direction of Two they move their center of awareness to join
with others and find creative ways to assist them.
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The unresourced Four with a Three Wing is more self-conscious and has a strong desire for
acknowledgement from others. They tend to be self-indulgent, and socially aware with an aura of
sophistication and superiority. The unresourced Four with a Five wing tends to isolate and dwell in a rich
inner world, filled with symbols, mystery, and the esoteric. Their success in the outer world is often
marginalized due to their underlying anticipation of failure. The unresourced Four moving to One could
tend to be overly controlling, and rigid, with a preoccupation for failure if others don’t follow their rules.
The unresourced Four moving to Two could tend to be overly dramatic, and needy, with a potential for
hypochondria. Their neediness and preoccupation with receiving validation can cause breeches in
relationship, thus affirming the Four’s expectation of rejection and abandonment. Famous Enneatype
Fours include Betty Davis, Steve Martin, Neil Young, Johnny Depp, Marlon Brando, Val Kilmer, and
Jimi Hendrix (Jaxon-Bear, 2006, p. 165).

GENERAL THERAPEUTIC INTERVENTIONS
The Four’s focus on image unconsciously drives them to want to be unique and perceived as special, apart
from the masses. Rejecting the common and ordinary in life, they fluidly turn their attention to the rich
tapestry of their inner world. Like the Three, they can play a role for the hypnotherapist, and as a result
create a mask of feigned health and wellbeing that the hypnotherapist must consistently evaluate for
veracity. The Four’s predisposition for expansive emotional displays can also potentially distract from
the goal of therapy.

 The Four’s preoccupation with the drama of life can be mistaken for a willingness to engage
in meaningful therapy. It is useful to establish goals for the overall therapeutic work, and on a
session-by-session basis. Establishing a measureable outcome anchored in the primary
senses, with a focus on embodiment, can best facilitate this process.
 The Four should be acknowledged for their unique creativity and willingness to explore their
inner life. They need to be encouraged gradually to become aware that they are more than
their image, story, and self-recrimination. By firmly establishing a resource state based on the
Four’s past experiences of peace, the hypnotherapist can gradually bridge the internal
dichotomy of image and drama versus Essential Self.
 The Four should be encouraged to witness their egoic pattern of pervasive comparisons of
people, places, and things that creates both favorable and unfavorable evaluations. This
constant unconscious analysis creates invalidation and the perception of separation resulting
in an ongoing dissatisfaction with themselves and life. They can be taught to choose uplifting
thoughts that lead to gratitude when they recognize the inner critic projecting judgment on
themselves or others.
 Cultivate the Four’s ability to identify and name authentic emotional states while recognizing
their value, impact and appropriateness. Provide the Four with insight and tools that enable
them to interrupt the negative pleasure derived from the identification with intense emotional
states.
 Teach the Four to return to the neutrality and equanimity offered by the A-Aware Witness
whenever they find themselves identified with unwanted emotional states. This is particularly
important when they find themselves experiencing envy, longing, and the Four’s
predisposition towards feelings of emptiness. For instance, the hypnotherapist could use the
movie screen metaphor enabling the Four to safely observe without judgment the emotional
state on the screen, and the meaning they are giving it. Once conflict is recognized, they can
be encouraged to discover resourceful options for shifting their attention and improving their
state.
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 Help the Four recognize their potential to become intoxicated with emotions and drama.
Support them in recognizing that this is a diversionary tactic used to defend against the
underlying pain and loss of their perception of imperfection, as they see themselves falling
short of their idealized self-image.
 Encourage the Four to explore the strengths and resources available to them in their Wings
and Arrows. For instance help the Four move into their Three wing where they can enjoy
being more social, and learn to set and achieve goals. Have them explore their Five wing
where they can be creative, less self-absorbed, and concerned with acceptance and status. The
resourced Four when moving to their One Arrow can learn to create effective plans to help
them organize their day and accomplish their goals. The resourced Four when moving to
their Two Arrow can learn to appreciate others without judgment and learn to become helpful
and supportive.
PAUSE THERAPEUTIC APPROACH FOR ENNEATYPE FOUR
The following therapeutic approach is designed to support Enneatype Four in exploring their Strengths of
Joy and Emotional Balance, and their Path of Origin and Equanimity. The Four’s Strength of Emotional
Balance is best experienced as the gentle eternal compassion of the Essential Self, expressing through the
joyous heart of the Four. Here the Four is free from emotional imbalance and learns to create a measured
response to life. Their Heart-Centered Path to Wholeness is Origin and Equanimity, which teaches them
to remember the truth of who they are, and where they are from. Returning to the awareness of Essence’s
eternal presence allows the Four to rest in an undisturbed state of stillness, peace, and calm.
The PAUSE hypnotherapist will find the following process effective and efficient in assisting the Four on
their path to integration and a return to their Essential Self. Doing this work, the Four will naturally
uncover their tendency to be driven by drama, image, and judgment. The goal of the PAUSE approach is
to assist the Four in recognizing the deep resources that exists within themselves, and learn to rest in
equanimity and serenity.
P – PRESENT FOR THE FOUR
The purpose of exercises focused on being P-Present is to assist the client in creating a resilient and
reliable resource state that supports them in becoming fully embodied while resting in a state of peace and
safety. Through repeated use of the metaphor as described in The Sanctuary exercise found in The
PAUSE Level I Trance Manual the client will learn to better regulate their neurological system thus
experiencing consistent feelings of safety and presence. The Sanctuary metaphor is a theme that will be
utilized through all aspects of PAUSE and Hypno-Workout.
The hypnotherapist should anchor the Four anytime they are perceived experiencing any true resource
state, particularly those associated with the Essential Self. These states can be most easily cultivated by
validating them when they are expressing positive feelings that are not associated with external or internal
competition, such as judging their environment, judging themselves, or judging others.

A NCHORING A R ESOURCE S TATE OF E QUANIMITY
Recall or imagine a time when you felt undisturbed peace, self-acceptance, and equanimity. Recognize
that you are feeling accepting of yourself, others, and your environment.







Associate to this resource state and anchor it.
What’s happening in your body?
What are your thoughts?
What are your feelings?
What meaning are you giving this experience?
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Repeat this with at least two additional resource experiences. The hypnotherapist should continue to
solidly anchor positive resource states that validate the experiences of equanimity, self-acceptance, and
clear appreciation of the simple joy of the ordinary in the present moment.
A-AWARE WITNESS FOR THE FOUR
The purpose of this exercise is to assist the client in distinguishing between ego driven patterns and those
grounded in their Essential Self. This will support them in cultivating the capacity to perceive themselves
and others with compassion, understanding, and without judgment. The PAUSE Model supports the
client in experiencing the state of the A-Aware Witness with a number of tools. For example, Atisha’s
Heart Meditation as found in The PAUSE Level I Trance Manual is regularly used to silence the mind and
create a state of compassionate non-judgmental presence and equanimity.

U SING THE A-A WARE W ITNESS TO U NCOVER THE INNER C RITIC
The purpose of this exercise is to teach the Four to become aware of the constant inner critic, who drives
their life with negative emotions; negative introjects, and negative judgments. This exercise works very
well in conjunction with Atisha’s Heart Meditation, which can be used as a preamble, as well as a clean
out after this exercise is done.







Recall a time or situation where you felt critical of yourself.
What’s happening in your body?
Repeat this with “What are your thoughts? What are your feelings?”
What’s underneath that?
Ask multiple times focusing on the body, as the client deepens with a silent mind and
achieves a natural resource state.
 Close with “The Aware Witness rests in Peace and Equanimity. How do you experience selfcriticism in your body? How do you experience equanimity in your body?”
 Anchor the client whenever they rest in equanimity.
U-UNWIND THE PAST FOR THE FOUR
The purpose of U-Unwinding the Past is to assist the Four in uncovering and releasing the patterns of
limiting beliefs, thoughts, feelings, or images that prevent them from experiencing a state of equanimity
in the present. The Four has an unusual focus on the past, and releasing it can be their biggest opportunity
for growth. Riso and Hudson (1999) describe this issue, “One of the biggest challenges Fours face is
learning to let go of feelings from the past; they tend to nurse wounds and hold on to negative feelings
about those who have hurt them” (p. 181). After firmly establishing a reliable resource state, as described
in “P” and “A” of the PAUSE model, the hypnotherapist can safely proceed with exploring the past with
the Four. The most important resource for the Four will be to foster a sense of identity that is not based
on past accomplishments, relationships, or roles, and is solidly focused in the P-Present.

M OVIE S CREEN O BSERVATION AND A SSOCIATION E XERCISE
This exercise is included in a number of PAUSE Model trances as found in The PAUSE Level I Trance
Manual, and is very useful for the Four in staying in the A-Aware Witness while reviewing the past. It
starts the client in a resourced A-Aware Witness state, and then shifts them into associating fully to the
activating experience, and then back to the resource state. This will teach the client how to regulate their
nervous system by utilizing a conscious choice to shift states. An underlying lesson to the Four is to learn
that they have a choice to participate or not.
Makes sure the client stays in the A-Aware Witness state in the first part of the exercise, simply
observing the screen, as there is a tendency for the Four to feel compelled to participate in the drama on
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the screen. Process each question fully, ensuring the client understands the question, and gently guide
them to an answer. The hypnotherapist will preface this exercise with a light induction that places the
client in a safe place, watching a movie screen.
Allow a time from the past to appear on the screen when you felt you could not be at peace because of the
imperfections you perceived in yourself, others, or the environment. In other words, “I could only be at
peace if ___________or __________were more perfect, were different, or gone.” Describe this event as
if you were watching it on a movie screen.

 How did the “you” on the screen judge what needed to be changed in order to experience
peace?
 How did that “you” view other significant individuals?
 How did that judgment affect the person on the screen’s capacity for peace?
 What change did that “you” want to create in the people around them?
 What did that “you” on the screen have to believe to make them feel they could not
experience peace?
 What was that “you” on the screen worried what might or might not happen if you didn’t
change the situation to be more perfect? What emotions are at the core of this experience?
 Does this experience remind you of anything or anyone?
 Note – regression work may be indicated here if similar earlier events surface. Make a note
of this for future sessions or verification.
 Is there any way that “you” could have met this person/situation more authentically without
being judgmental? Who are you without judgment of yourself and others?
 What was missing from this experience?
 What was true about this experience?
 What meaning do you give this experience?
Break State
Have the client fire their resource state anchor and describe their experience of being
resourced. Break state by having them open their eyes, look around the room, and describe
an interesting object. Have the client fire their resource state anchor and describe their
experience of being resourced.
Associate Fully with the Experience
 Once again, see the screen in front of you with the scene you just described.
 At the count of Three step into the screen and become the “you” on the screen. One, Two,
and Three.
 As if it is happening right now, be in this scene, fully experiencing everything that is going
on.
 What’s happening now?
 What’s happening in your body?
 What thoughts are you thinking?
 What emotions are you feeling?
 What’s keeping you from being at peace in this moment?
 What was missing from this experience?
 Who is responsible for this experience?
 What was true about this experience?
 What meaning do you give this experience?
Emerge
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 Allow the movie screen to go dark and return to the awareness of your breath gently moving
in and out.
Have the client fire their resource state anchor and describe their experience of being resourced.
Discuss and reinforce the positive insights gained from this experience. Validate the client for
being able to choose to be in the Aware Witness
S-SURRENDER FOR ENNEAT YPE FOUR
The Four needs to learn to be vigilant of their unconscious Challenge of Envy which creates a constant
lack, and ongoing comparisons of past with future, have with have-not, and love with fear. The Four's
Strength of Equanimity teaches the Four to release a desire to emotionally react to the shadows that dance
in front of them. As they walk on the Path of Origin, they learn to recognize their true identity from the
view of the Essential Self, who sees everyone at their core as perfect, whole, and complete. This requires
the Four to use the A-Aware Witness to recognize when they are envious of another person by their
immediate and often unconscious judging, comparing, or contrasting.

U NCOVERING T RUTH
The truth in each situation can be explored by asking the questions:












What am I truly observing right now?
What is happening in my body as I experience this situation?
What emotions am I aware of as I observe this?
What is truly required of me in this moment?
What is right and good about this moment?
What if there were nothing missing from this moment?
What am I avoiding right now?
Which part of this experience am I responsible for?
Is there a better thought or feeling that I could hold right now?
What is this experience trying to show me/teach me?

T RANCES FOR THE F OUR
Many of the trances included in the PAUSE Trance Manuals support the exploration needed by the Four
to recognize negative introjections, enhance self-exploration, and walk on their Path of Equanimity. Once
the client has mastered the skills offered in P and A, they should pursue the U-Unwind the Past and SSurrender Trances. Many of the PAUSE Model trances cultivate resources that regulate the nervous
system, and increase feelings of safety, wellness, and support from within. The E-Evoke trances invite
them to connect with their intuition, inner guidance, deeper values, and Essence.

R ESISTANCE
The Four's core fear is "Of having no identity, no personal significance” (Riso and Hudson, 1999, p.180).
The unresourced Four is constantly looking for something outside of them to mirror back acceptance,
adequacy, and their identity. However, they resist this very important feedback as their unconscious
filters often occlude validation, adding to their ongoing sense of lack.
The past looms large in the mind of a Four, as ancient emotional upsets get replayed endlessly, creating
the potential for manic-depressive cycles as they seek to change their internal state by external sources of
stimulation, avoidance, or numbness. External conflicts often result in drama from the unresourced Four,
as they can be very sensitive to other's emotions and physical state of wellbeing.
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The Four's resistance to simply accepting “What Is” without emotion can often be seen by their constant
underlying state of longing and the resultant drama. The less resourced Four unconsciously resists their
internal emotional turmoil and constantly moving, ever changing landscape of feelings. Looking inside
for identification gives them no grounding, therefore they identify with the drama itself. In this sense,
they become the drama, which is therefore their self-definition and their life. Without it, unresourced
Fours seem to have no reference point.
The unconscious fear presented by an unstable self-identity is that the “horrible” emotional upset and the
conditions that created it will continue endlessly into the future, causing ongoing pain and suffering. If a
character on TV or in a movie they identify with, or just the person they happen to be with, has some
emotional upset, they experience it empathically, viscerally, and often react even more dramatically to it
than the other person did. The hypnotherapist working with a Four needs to constantly reinforce any
positive resource state that is not associated with a comparison or emotional high, but instead validates
their path of Equanimity and their ability to release outcomes.

P ROJECTION
The unresourced Four often projects externally though fantasy and imagination. Since they identify with
everything external to themselves, the Four empathically reinterprets whatever is happening out there and
often makes it about themselves. Instead of directly engaging in life, they will often daydream or
fantasize about situations, romances, or scenarios that amplify their emotional state, validating their sense
of aliveness. They often project imaginary roles onto other people, creating further distance from the
reality of the real person underneath their projection.
When the unresourced Four projects internally, they may stand face-face with their core fear of being
without a meaningful identity, especially when it is amplified by their Challenge of Envy. Without
adequate resources, they anticipate lack, inadequacy, and failure within themselves. Comparing
themselves to others, they find what they fear when they look inside. As a result, they seldom look
within, and effectively cut themselves off from their connection with their Essential Self.
Emotions provide substance, meaning, and even a sense of aliveness to the Four. When they choose to
retreat internally, they often seek to amplify their emotions by listening to powerful songs, watching
tragic movies, reading romantic novels, or engaging in dramatic interactions with others. All this
emotional displacement takes its toll on the Four, increasing their sense of separation, and they often
become despondent, melancholy, and even depressed as they track their internal nearly endless dance of
emotions.

F ORGIVENESS
Forgiveness for the Four is often about releasing the past. Forgiveness in this case is based on the
understanding that "They, or anyone else, did the best they could under the circumstances when they
made whatever decision they made.” At that time, they chose "A.” If one minute, one day, one year, or
one decade later they came to the realization that they should have chosen "B" instead of "A,” they need
to understand that the awareness of the "B" choice is just new learning. In that case, forgiveness is the
correct response, not drama, judgment, anger, or guilt. The realization should be that given the same set
of circumstances, they would make a different decision today. That simple insight, with little or no
emotional content, will positively change their life.

E – EVOKE ESSENCE FOR THE FOUR
On an unconscious level, the Four feels perhaps the deepest separation from their Essential Self compared
to all other Enneatypes. Their characteristic role of individualist and Challenge of Envy keeps the
unresourced Four deeply in separation from the truth of who they are, where they are from – their Origin.
Recognizing that they are not their thinking, not their drama, not their unrequited love, requires they
access and engage the ultimate resource of E-Essence. Their unresourced ego would tell them they are
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nothing without their drama. Their Essential Self gently helps them to remember the powerful truth they
are greater than all of that, and much more. The following exercises are very useful to the Four when
establishing this Resource State.

 Recall or imagine a time when you felt undisturbed peace, calm, and serenity, yet were not
focused on a particular outcome.
 Recognize that you are feeling accepting of yourself, others, and your environment.
 Focus on the moment you felt no judgment or comparison to another.
 What’s happening in your body?
 What are your thoughts?
 What are your feelings?
 Recognize this state as Equanimity, or Emotional Balance.
 Associate to this resource state and anchor it.
 Imagine or recall a time when your Essential Self and your idealized self-image were fully
integrated in a positive way.
 Notice the emotional balance, the Equanimity of this connection.
 What are you seeing?
 What are your thoughts?
 What are you feeling?
 Associate to this resource state and anchor it.
F UTURE P ACE E XERCISE
Imagine a time in the next few months where you may feel righteousness or a tendency to judge, but you
choose to experience Equanimity instead, and release outcome:

 See yourself safely speaking and responding from your Essential Self in this situation, with no
need to judge yourself, the environment, or others.
 What do you need to have in this moment to feel safe and at peace?
 What are you seeing, hearing, and feeling as you naturally and comfortably integrate your
Essential Self in this situation?
 How do you know you are experiencing your integrated Essential Self?
 Repeat this 2-3 times, in future instances, each time increasing the ease, safety, and feeling of
authenticity.
 Elicit the positive anchored Resource State and close with, “On a scale from 0-10 with 10
being absolute Serenity, what are you experiencing now?”
G RATITUDE
Simply holding space for another person without getting caught up in the drama can be one of the greatest
lessons for the Four on their Path to Origin and reconnection to their Essential Self. To experience a state
where they can truly rest in Just This, release judgment, and create solutions, the Four needs to recognize
the truth that their identity is not based on emotions and drama, that they are more than their emotions and
conflict. They learn to be grateful as they recognize the importance that everyone plays in their life. By
implementing the PAUSE model, acknowledging underlying and often denied resistance and projection,
and embracing the underlying lessons, real gratitude can be experienced.
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HEART-CENTERED PATH TO WHOLENESS FOR THE FOUR
The Heart-Centered Path to Wholeness for the Four is Origin, which is best defined as knowing the truth
of who they are, and where they are from. On an unconscious level, they are suffering from their original
disconnection from Essence, and it is often said the Four feels this pain more acutely than the rest of the
Enneatypes. The original separation from Source is the core of all fear and suffering according to A
Course in Miracles (1976), as it consistently reminds us, “If you could recognize that your only problem
is separation, no matter what form it takes, you could accept the answer because you would see its
relevance” (W-79.6.2). Origin is a gentle reminder of the Truth of who we all are, and the recognition
that we are deeply loved, and we are much greater than we appear. Utilizing their Strength of
Equanimity, the Four learns to master the emotional storms that often darken their heart.

The PAUSE Model both reveals and explores the underlying lessons offered by the Four's Path of Origin
through the ongoing process of deepening their resources. The Four’s Strengths of Joy and Equanimity
are best experienced as the gentle eternal compassion of the Essential Self, expressing through the heart
of the Four. This gives them emotional balance in all things. Here the resourced Four is free from
turmoil and learns to create a measured response to life. Returning to the awareness of Essence’s eternal
presence allows the Four to dance in an undisturbed state of stillness, peace, and calm.
As their ego becomes lighter and lighter, the
brilliance of their true Origin shines through. Once
the Four has deeply anchored their resource state in
the P-Present, they find peace in the Now. As they
develop the recognition of the A-Aware Witness
and become vigilant of their tendency to create or
participate in drama, they learn to choose again.
They perceive less separation and more connection
to others. As the past is healed and released, the
Four can U-Unwind their ancient wounds and see
them in them in a new light without activation.
Recognizing their resistance to love, and calling
back their projections of fear, they learn to SSurrender to the true joy of life. Finally, realizing
that Grace and Love is their Origin and birthright,
the healthy, grateful, resourced Four is able to EEvoke their heart’s greatest desire.

The best and most beautiful things in the world cannot be seen or even touched.
They must be felt with the heart.
Helen Keller
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